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try's finest reporters and commentators.
The Pope's numerous speeches have provided analysts with a wealth of information with which to explain what the Pope
really said to America.
Unfortunately, the major theme of the
Pope's message to America has been
overshadowed by attention to his comments on the issues of abortion, celibacy
and the nature of the priesthood.
However, the major issue which Pope
John Paul II continually stressed as his
chief concern-his major message to
Americar-was recognized with great insight by a reporter from the Buffalo Evening News, David Shribman. In an eloquent, extremely well-written story, Mr.
Shribman accurately reports and analyzes the issue which John Paul II made
the cornerstone of his visit to the United
States: economic justice among the nations of the world.
The Pope's message is not a gentle call
for prayers for the poor; rather, his
speeches were filled with strong, reasoned
demands for a sharing of America's "substance, not just your abundance, in order
to help" the world's im:Poverished
peoples.
If we are to heed this call for "openness from the rich, the atnuent, the eeonomically advanced, to the poor, the underdeveloped and the disadvantaged" we
will have no better immediate opportunity than that presented by the upcoming
debate on H.R. 3829, a bill to increase
U.S. participation in international development banks.
If America, and its elected Members of
Congress, wish to apply the message
given us by the Pope to practical matters,
I see a moral imperative to improve our
support for the international development banks. These banks funnel millions
of dollars-all in loans, not grants-from
the world's wealthiest countries to the
world's most impoverished, creating jobs,
food and stable economies where chaos
often reigns.
I do not believe, Mr. Speaker, that our
support of one bill to increase aid
through one system will fulfill the moral
obligation that Americans have to their
starving brothers in other lands. But, I

do believe that if we are to begin living
up to the charge that Pope John Paul II
has set forth, we must do so in deeds as
well as words.
A copy of Mr. Shribman's excellent article follows:
POPE CALLS ON AMERICA TO SHARE
(By David Shribma.n)
WASHINGTON.-Viva 11 Papa! They yelled
it from the mud of Boston Common. They
screamed it from the ghettos of New York.
They chanted it along Philadelphia's Market
Street.
Viva 11 Papa! They bellowed it across an
Iowa cornfield. They shouted it outside Five
Holy Martyrs Church in Chicago. They
hollered it through the White House Gates.
Viva 11 Papa! Everywhere, in the temples
of the rich and powerful and in the churches
of the poor and hungry, the cry rings even
now.
America has never seen a week quite like
this. And it has never seen a man quite
like Pope John Paul II.
For six days the pope has traveled the
streets of the United States, greeting m1111ons, laughing with them, blessing them,
praying with them and , in a quiet and gentle
way, pleading with them.
To every corner of the land, to the heart
of Catholic and non-Cathollc alike, this
stranger from Krakow has carried a remarkable message in a remarkable way.
He has told Americans God loves them.
He has told them they are heirs to a rlch
and ennobling political tradition. And he
has told them they must change-for the
sake of God, for the sake of their neighbors,
for the sake of themselves.
Along with the spectacle-the whole wide
panoraxna of colorful airport arrivals, crowded city streets, triumphant motorcades,
overflowing cathedrals, outdoor masses-The
pope brought America a message it would not
ordinarily welcome wlth arms outstretched.
He couched it in gentle language, to be
sure, but the message still was harsh: the
United States, along with the rest of the
western world that has embraced the consumer society, not only has responsibUity toward the poor and hungry, it is responsible
for their plight.
The man whose very face reftects profound
piety had little occasion to share pious platitudes during his week in the United States.
The situation is too critical, he seemed to
say, the need too great, to spend a week making the customary simplistic bows to the
problems of our time.
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Instead, the pope expanded the biblical
maxim that each man is his brother's keeper
and said, in words too stirring to ignore, that
the poor are part of the huxnan family.
"You must never be content to leave them
just the crumbs from the feast," he said.
"You must take of your substance, and Iiot
just of your abundance, in order to help
them."
With great charm and in a soft awkward
English that Americans found comforting,
the pope did in one week what no domestic
leader ever has done. He commanded great
attention , and great applause, for a doctrine
that strikes at the heart of the American
economic system.
He did it subtly and sk1llfully. He appealed
to the compassion that always has been one
of the nation's boundless resources. He drew
support from the revered words of the founding fathers and then he played his trump
card, the teachings of Jesus Christ.
"Christ," he said at Yankee Stadium Tuesday evening, "demands openness to our
brothers and sisters in need--openness from
the rich, the affluent, the economically advanced, openness to the poor, the underdeveloped and the disadvantaged."
The implications of the pope's appeal are
massive. When he said, as he did at Yankee
Stadium, that "we cannot stand idly by when
thousands of human beings are dying of
hunger," he meant that those who have full
dinner plates must surrender some sustenance to the poor.
Two days later at the Living History Farms
outside Des Moines, Iowa, the pope amplified
the point by alluding to Christ's command
to his disciples: "Give them something to
eat yourselves."
That means each individual in the developed world must settle, willingly, for less.
No longer will it suffice merely to pray for
the poor. Now each person must reach into
his own dinner plate and hand a piece of
bread to this neighbor.
It is not only food, though food is needed.
It is not only capital for development, though
that is needed as well. It is a call for a
jarring adjustment in how we condu6t our
lives.
"The progress of humanity," the pope said
at the United Nations Tuesday, "must be
measured not only by the progress of science
and technology, which shows man's uniqueness with regard to nature, but also and
chiefty by the primacy given to spiritual
values and by the progress of moral life."
Never has such a message been given such
wide exposure in this country, but never, the
pope was saying, has the need been so
great.e
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The Senate met at 11 a.m., on the expiration of the recess, and was called to
order by Hon. J. JAMES ExoN, a Senator
from the State of Nebraska.

our work to Thee, for "We are laborers
together" in Thy kingdom. Our work is
Thy work.
Give Thy grace and wisdom, 0 Lord,
to those who work in the gaze of the
PRAYER
public. Bless also those who work in obThe Chaplain, the Reverend Edward scure places, who keep buildings clean,
L. R. Elson, D.D., offered the following who tend the gardens, who operate comprayer:
munications, who serve the libraries,
Hear the words of the Apostle Paul in who provide security, who man our hoshis letter to the Corinthians, the third pitals, who keep our homes, and guard
our frontiers. Bless those whose work
chapter and the ninth verse:
For we are laborers together with wins acclaim for others, while asking
nothing for themselves.
God.-I Corinthians 3: 9.
-Our Father-God, we pause at this
Bind our hearts to Thy heart, our
shrine of the patriots' devotion to offer minds to Thy mind that we may be in-

struments of Thy purpose for all mankind. Hear us in this our prayer, and in
all those deeper prayers that never take
form in words.
Through Jesus Christ our Lord. Amen.
APPOINTMENT OF ACTING PRESIDENT PRO TEMPORE
The PRESIDING OFFICER. The clerk
will please read a communication to the
Senate from the President pro tempore
(Mr. MAGNUSON).

The assistant legislative clerk read
the following letter:

• This "bullet" symbol identifies statements or insertions which are not spoken by the Member on the floor.
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U.S. SENATE,
PRESIDENT PRO TEMPORE,
Washington, D.C., October 10, 1979.
To the Senate:
Under the provisions of rule I, section 3,
o! the Standing Rules of the Senate, I hereby appoint the Honorable J . JAMES ExoN, a
Senator !rom the State o! Nebraska, to perform the duties o! the Chair.
WARREN G . MAGNUSON,
President pro tempore .

Mr. EXON thereupon assumed the
chair as Acting President pro tempore.
RECOGNITION OF THE MAJORITY
LEADER
The ACTING PRESIDENT pro tempore. The Chair recognizes the majority
leader.
THE JOURNAL
Mr. ROBERT C. BYRD. Mr. President,
I ask unanimous consent that the Journal of the proceedings be approved to
date.
The ACTING PRESIDENT pro ternpore. Without objection, it is so ordered.
OIL IMPORTS AND OUR BALANCE
OF TRADE
Mr. ROBERT C. BYRD. Mr. President, recently reported balance-of-trade
figures reveal, in striking terms, the dangers inherent in continued American dependence on imported oil. Soaring imported oil costs led to a U.S. trade deficit
of $2.36 billion in the month of August.
This imbalance was largely caused by
a 7.9-percent increase in the cost of imported oil-a record $5.2 billion for 1
:month alone. At this rate, America's foreign oil bill will cost almost $65 billion for
the coming year.
These are startling and disturbing statistics. They are even more troublesome
in light of the otherwise improved performance of American international
trade. Despite some encouraging signs
in our export picture, our balance of
trade will continue to suffer and the stability of the dollar will be jeopardized as
long as the United States is dependent on
foreign sources for almost 50 percent of
its petroleum needs. Even if we manage
to keep oil imports at the current level,
the costs will surely rise. The August
trade figures reflect higher prices recently imposed by OPEC, as well as an
increase in the quantity of imported
crude oil and refined products. Warnings
have already been issued by some oil exporting countries that Western inflation
and the decline in the value of the dollar
will cause a new round of OPEC price increases later this year.
No matter what advances are achieved
by American technology and ingenuity,
or wha;t sacrifices are made by the American people, economic security and stability will not be within our grasp until
we act directly to curb our foreign oil
appetite.
On July 15, 1979, President carter announced that he would take action to
limit imports of crude oil to 8.2 million
barrels per day for 1979 and 8.5 million
barrels per day for 1980 and beyond.
This action followed the Tokyo Eco-

nomic Summit Conference held in June
1979, at which the United states and
other participaJting nations agreed that
each country would take action to limit
oil imports to agreed-upon levels. At the
time of that announcement, oil imports
were less than the quota levels. Projections indicated that imports could be
controlled without significant dislocation
in the marketplace. Now, however, we
find ourselves in the situation of already
importing almost as much oil as the proposed quotas would permit. As a result,
every mechanism for implementing a
quota system has met with considerable
criticism. Plans to proceed with this
most important element of an energy
independence program have been
stymied.
Several days ago, President Carter unveiled three alternative quota systems,
together with a notice of hearings and
request for public comment on means of
enforcement of the oil import quota. At
this time, the administration has not
selected a specific program, but is instead seeking input from the public before a final decision is made. Public
hearings will be held around the country over the next several weeks and it is
hoped that other creative approaches
will be suggested.
Each of the three proposals is complex.
One would impose an auction system,
under which a fixed quantity of oil import rights would be sold to the highest
bidder. Another would create an import
license fee system. The third would involve an allocation system, whereby the
Government would apportion the right
to import crude oil and refined petroleum products according to past use.
There is no question that any quota
system will engender some criticism. Any
mandated reduction in oil imports will
result in a decreased supply of oil and
may result in increased prices. Anticompetitive practices and market manipulation are predictaJble. And any allocation system brings the ire of those who
charge that too much Government regulation was at the heart of shortages of
gasoline and diesel fuel which we recently experienced.
I would hope that the process chosen
by the President to devise an import
quota system will be constructive and
that potential problems can be identified
and solved before any quotas are put in
place. However, there is an urgency to
this proceeding which cannot be ignored.
I do not believe that this Nation can
afford to wait any longer to put its
energy house in order. Although each
alternative may involve substantial
costs and risks, the one course of action
which is unacceptable is for us to do
nothing, to use a well-quoted phrase in
another context.
Mr. BAKER. A well-worn phrase.
Mr. ROBERT C. BYRD. A well-worn
phrase. The minority leader said that.
We have made specific commitments
to our economic allies to cut oil imports.
Our own economic strength and stability
hinge on the immediate and concrete
actions we take to reduce our foreign
oil dependence. Legislative proposals to
stimulate investment to alternate fuels
or to remove regulatory and economic
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barriers to energy production are important steps. However, nothing can so
immediately affect our energy position
as cutbacks in the importation of foreign oil. In the short term and the long
term, no other action will so clearly
demonstrate American resolve to secure
our energy and economic future.
Mr. President, if I have any time remaining I reserve it.
RECOGNITION OF THE MINORITY
LEADER
Mr. BAKER. Mr. President, I thank
the Chait;".
I believe I know the answer to this
question. The time allocated to the two
leaders is prior to the time allocated
to other Senators on special orders, according to the arrangement for this
morning, is it not?
The ACTING PRESIDENT pro tempore. The Senator is correct.
Mr. BAKER. If I yield back my time
under the standing order, of course, I
will have no time remaining. Is it possible to arrange for me to reserve my time
under the standing order until after the
special order speeches today absent
unanimous consent?
The ACTING PRESIDENT pro tempore. By unanimous consent.
Mr. ROBERT C. BYRD. Mr. President,
I make that unanimous-consent request
on behalf of both the majority and
minority leaders.
Mr. BAKER. I thank the majority
leader.
Mr. President, I have no need for my
time today. In case there are issues and
matters that might be discussed in special order speeches that stimulate our
curiosity or require further elaboration,
that would be a useful time to have.
Based on that request by the majority
leader, I reserve my time under the
standing order.
The ACTING PRESIDENT protempore. Without objection, it is so ordered.
RECOGNITION OF SENATOR TOWER
The ACTING PRESIDENT protempore. Under the previous order the Senator from Texas <Mr. TowER) is recognized for not to exceed 15 minutes.
U.S. ABILITY TO DEPLOY MILITARY
FORCES OVERSEAS
Mr. TOWER. Mr. President, the fundamental geopolitical fact of the contemporary world is that vital interests
a.nd allies of the United States are located far from our own shores and often
very close to the periphery of the Soviet
Union. That these interests and allies
are distant does not make them any less
important. Tha.t they are frequently
situated near the vast land mass of Russia does not make them any less legitimate. Thus, military planners must take
into account more than the security of
the Western Hemisphere. They must be
prepared to deploy rapidly and in great
numbers overseas to Western Europe and
beyond to distant regions such as the
Persian Gulf.
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The Soviet Union has no comparable
requirement. It is not historically linked
with the Western Hemisphere or even
with Africa and the Bacific. Moscow
prides itself in being self-sufficient and is
not dependent upon any foreign nation
for its economic well-being with the possible exception of obtaining advanced
technologies from the West. Thus, the
rapid spread of Soviet intluence around
the world is not based on historic decision or economic interests. It is strictly
geostrategic. Cuba provides the Soviet
Union nothing it needs except soldiers.
Soviet/Cuban coopemtion has one ultimate goal-undermining the interests of
the United States around the world.
Thus, it is worrisome that the Soviet
Union is developing airlift, sealift, and
sea control capabilities comparable to
those of the United States. We are a
maritime nation and must defend our
interests. They are not a maritime nation, but they are developing naval forces
and rapid deployment capabilities which
are clearly aimed at the interests of the
United States.
The United States needs no apologies
for the fact that so many of its allies and
interests are along the periphery of the
Soviet Union. The American military
presence overseas was not originally designed to threaten the Soviet Union, but
rather was in response to a Soviet threat
to our friends abroad and then indirectly
to ourselves. Soviet violations of agreements at Yalta and Teheran, the creation of the Iron Curtain, the blockade
of Berlin, and the war in Korea all acted
to persuade the United States that it
must be prepared to help defend our
vital interests overseas.
In recent years, many Members of the
Senate have expressed their concern
that the Armed Forces of the United
States are inadequately prepared to reinforce NATO quickly in a short war or
to maintain adequate supply lines to
Europe in a long war. Steps are being
taken, but these problems are not yet
resolved. The United States is presently
undertaking the pre-positioning of additional military equipment in Europe,
ultimately more than five divisions'
worth, in order to reduce the airlift and
sealift required to bring additional
American combat units to NATO. Agreements have been reached with our NATO
Allies which will permit the United
States to support its NATO forces, in
time of emergency, using European
trucks, shipping, and other components
of a modern industrial economy.
While less than perfect, war plans for
the reinforcement of Europe are in existence. Exercises, such as "reforger"
and "crested cap," designed to test our
ability to deploy to NATO take place
regularly. Through exercises such as the
recent "nifty nugget" evaluation, we
have come to have a fairly good understanding of what we can and cannot do
with respect to troop deployments to
Europe. We know we need to do more,
and we have programs under way or
under consideration which address many
problems that we have discovered.
Reinforcement of NATO may be our
biggest problem-and best understood,
rapid deployment problem-but it is

probably neither the most difficult nor
the most likely overseas deployment
problem facing American military planners. Reacting to Soviet intervention
in the Persian Gulf region, for example,
would tax American airlift and sealift to
the extreme because of the lack of an
existing infrastructure to support such
a presence. It would take 1,000 Boeing
747 equivalents to introduce a 34,000man Marine force into the Middle East
and about 50 ships to keep it there. The
climatic and terrain difficulties which
would be created for newly arrived U.S.
troops and their equipment would be
tremendous. The lack of proven contingency plans and tested military organizations and procedures would only exacerbate the nearly impossible physical
effort of deploying to the region and becoming operationally effective.
The possibility of large-scale deployment of U.S. Forces to the Persian Gulf
region is only one of many possible rapid
deployment scenarios for which the
United States is totally unprepared.
Military operations in support of allies,
peacekeeping operations around the
globe, and emergency rescue or counterterrorist operations are all realistic
scenarios-realistic because of recent
historical precedents in Lebanon, the
Dominican Republic, Vietnam, Zaire,
Somalia, Cambodia, and Korea.
Rapid deployment of U.S. Forces overseas required more than a variety of
paper plans designed to cover a variety
of contingencies. First, the air and sea
transportation capability must exist to
deploy the needed forces in a timely and
effective manner and then support them
once they have arrived. Military power
which cannot be delivered when and
where needed is military power largely
wasted. Today, unfortunately, the United
States has only about half the outsized,
oversized, and bulk aircraft which would
be required to support a NATO mobilization. Aircraft needed to meet even that
standard would have to be withdrawn
from all other worldwide missions. For
an extended operation in the Persian
Gulf, with a force of one or two divisions,
U.S. shipping would have to be diverted
from high-priority military and civilian
routes in large numbers. Even then, the
mixture of aircraft and vessel types
available is likely to be inappropriate for
the missions anticipated.
Second, those military forces which
can be delivered and supported must be
diverse and flexible enough to handle
a wide variety of missions. Today, the
United States maintains numerous types
of military organizations designed for
rapid deployment scenarios. Unfortunately, not all are in a high state of readiness. For NATO, we maintain armored
divisions which have equipment pre-positioned in Europe. For the flanks of
NATO and for many Third World scenarios, the U.S. Marine Corps provides
an amphibious capability and an ·airsea-ground team capable of dealing with
less intense threats. For immediate response against fairly light threats, units
such as the 82d Airborne Division remain
on call for deployment. Other military
organizations, such as the Special
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Forces and the Ranger battalions, exist for unconventional or light threats.
Special counterterrorist units are also
reported to be under development.
However, President Carter's muchvaunted 100,000-man rapid-deployment
force is best described as a myth. No
headquarters exists for such a force, and
no such organization has been created
as an operational force. Most of the concept is still a paper study. And even if
such a force were properly organized,
trained, and equipped, it could do little.
The United States does not have the air
and sea lift necessary to adequately support such a force.
In time, it is my hope that we will have
the capability of rapid deployment of
large, militarily significant forces overseas to protect our interests and allies.
Until then, all we can say is that recent
defense budgets have neglected the
strategic air and sea lift of the United
States.
In the current budget debate, Mr.
President, I think it is proper that we
note that as one of the deficiencies in
our overall military capability picture
that mUSJt be remedied and can only be
remedied if we spend the money for the
programing necessary to do so.
Mr. President, I reserve the remainder
of my time.
RECOGNITION OF SENATOR
CRANSTON
The ACTING PRESIDENT protempore. Under the previous order, the Senator from California (Mr. CRANSTON) is
recognized for not to exceed 15 minutes.
Mr. CRANSTON. Mr. President, I am
not going to use my time. I yield it back.
The Senator from Alabama is here and
he, I believe, does intend to use his full
15 minutes.
The ACTING PRESIDENT pro tempore. Under the previous order, the Senator from Alabama <Mr. STEWART) is recognized for not to exceed 15 minutes.
THE CHRYSLER CORP. AND EMPLOYEE STOCK OWNERSHIP
Mr. STEW ART. Mr. President, within
the next few months the Senate will be
asked to decide whether or not the Federal Government should provide financial assistance to Chrysler Corp.
This is a ouestion on which many Senators will undoubtedly disagree. Some
may feel that the Federal Government
has absolutely no business assisting a
private business whose decisions and operations have placed it in severe financial
straits. Others will feel that the national
economic consequences of allowing
Chrysler to become bankrupt or to go
through a reorganization, that is the
hundreds of millions (or perhaps billions) of dollars of transfer payments
and lost tax revenues, are so severe that
financial assistance is an absolute necessity. I must admit that at this time I have
not decided in my own mind how we
should proceed.
However, there is a related issue on
which I find myself in complete agree-
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ment with the distinguished majority
leader and the distinguished chairman of
the Finance Committee. That is, we are
determined that if financial assistance
is provided to Chrysler by the Federal
Government, whether in the form of tax
relief or Federal loan guarantees, employee stock ownership must be an essential part of any such relief. I assume that
the final relief, if any, will take the form
of loan guarantees. This will have to be
considered by the Senate Banking Committee, of which I am a member. I plan
to offer an ESOP amendment to any
Ohrysler legislation considered by that
committee.
The employee stock ownership program which I envision for Chrysler
would be as follows:
First. Chrysler would be required to
borrow at least a portion of the federally-guaranteed loans through an employee stock ownership plan <ESOP)
which satisfies the requirements of the
Internal Revenue Code and the Employee Retirement income Security Act
of 1974 ("ERISA" ) . While I feel that the
program suggested by the distinguished
majority leader is an excellent idea, I
believe that the use of a leveraged ESOP,
which Senator LONG and I feel is a more
appropriate vehicle, is more advantageous because we do not have to "reinvent the wheel." There already is an
existing body of law covering the leveraged ESOP. The Internal Revenue Service, the Treasury Department and the
Department of Labor already understand
the concept and have issued regulations
governing these plans.
Second. In order to be sure that each
participating employee receives the
maximum stock ownership benefit from
the ESOP, we will require that everyone
will receive the same amount of Chrysler
stock; this would be equally true for the
president of the company and the lowest paid employee.
Third. By requiring the use of a leveraged ESOP, thereby making the ESOP
subject to existing Internal Revenue
Service regulations we are assuring
that each participating employee will
have the right to direct the voting to all
Chrysler stock allocated to his ESOP
account, I believe that it is essential for
each employee to be able to vote this
stock and participate in the management
decisions of this company. If we are to
achieve the revitalization of Chrysler,
each employee must be sure that he has
some voice in the future of his company.
Fourth. To maximize each participating employee's ESOP benefit, we would
require that each employee immediately
be 100 percent vested in all amounts allocated to his account; this would be far
preferable to a vesting schedule which is
spread out over a period of time in that
each employee will have a certainty
about his ESOP benefit. Since the leveraging of an ESOP results in a stock allocation schedule which is tied to the
loan amortization, we will also assure
that new employees who are hired by
Chrysler during the period of the loan
will also receive stock allocations.
Fifth. In order to insure the employees
against an early Chrysler bankruptcy or
CXXV--1736-Part 21

reorganization, we will require that the
stock sold to the ESOP as part of the
leveraged transaction be preferred stock
which is convertible to common. This is
because the employees did not make any
of the management decisions which put
Chrysler where it is today, and giving
them common stock would simply leave
them with nothing if bankruptcy occurs.
By requiring that they receive preferred
stock, we are assuring them some residual benefit even in bankruptcy. Later,
when their efforts and voting input have
some effect in the resurgence of Chrysler,
the stock would be converted to common.
After all, at that time they should take
the same risk as other shareholders since
their voting decisions will have helped
decide where Chrysler will be at that
time.
Sixth. Finally, to assure that the interests of the Federal Government and
the employees are protected we will require that representatives appointed by
the Secretary of Labor and the Secretary of the Treasury, plus representatives
of the employees and a representative of
the bank which serves as ESOP trustee,
serve along with representatives of
of Chrysler as members of the ESOP administrative committee. It is this committee which makes most of the day-today ESOP decisions. I would think that
the Secretary of Labor and the Secretary
of the Treasury could exercise their appointive powers by merely approving the
members of the administrative committee who are appointed in their behalf by
Chrysler, rather than having to deal with
the problem of actually doing the selection.
Mr. President, I ask unanimous consent to have printed in the RECORD the
amendment which I intend to offer to
any Chrysler legislation which is considered by the Senate Banking Committee.
There being no objection, the amendment was ordered to be printed in the
RECORD, as follows:
PLAN REQUIREMENTS FOR EMPLOYEE STOCK
OWNERSHIP PLAN

In order to be eligible for the Federal loan
guarantee provided by this Act:
(1 ) The Corporation (hereinafter in this
subsection referred to as the "employer")
must establish an employee stock ownership
plan (as described in section 4975 (e) (7) of
the Internal Revenue Code of 1954)
(2) The plan must provide that each participant will receive an equal allocation of
qualifying employer securities to his account
for each year in which such an allocation is
made.
(3 ) The plan must provide that each participant has a nonforfeitable right to all
qualifying employer securities allocated t o
his account and that no amounts allocated to
a participant's account may be distributed
from the account before the date on which
t he qualifying employer securities consisting
of preferred stock are converted to common
stock, except as provided in the Internal
Revenue Code of 1954.
(4) Aminimumof(A) $250 million, or
(B) 25 percent of the amount of the loan
guarantee must be leveraged through the
plan in a transa-ction utilizing the loan exemption provided in section 4975 (d ) (3 ) of
the Internal Revenue Code of 1954.
(5 ) Initially, the plan shall only acquire
qualifying employer securities consisting of
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preferred stock, with the conversion of the
stock t o common stock being at the option of
the Committee.
(6) The Committee which administers the
plan will consist of two representatives of
the employer, two representatives of its employees, are representative of the bank which
serves as trustee of the plan, and two representatives selected by the Secretary of the
Treasury and the Secretary of Labor.

Mr. STEWART. I invite every Senator
to join as a cosponsor of that amendment. I will be sending a "Dear Colleague" letter to each Senator who serves
with me on that committee, seeking to
secure their support and cosponsorship
of the Chrysler ESOP amendment. Also,
Mr. President, so that each Senator will
have the opportunity to understand how
a leveraged ESOP works, I ask unanimous consent that excerpts from a Senate Finance Committee publication explaining ESOP's, given to me by Senator
LONG, also be printed in the RECORD.
There being no objection, the excerpts
were ordered to be printed in the RECORD,
as follows:
ESOPS-AN EXPLANATION FOR EMPLOYEES
INTRODUCTION

An Employee Stock Ownership Plan, or
"ESOP" as it is usually called, is designed to
give employees the chance to acquire a stock
ownership in their company. More import a ntly, t he ESOP usually does t his without
requiring the employee to spend any of his
own money; his investment is t ne time and
effort he puts into his job to make his employer profitable. Although some ESOPs permit or require employees to put money into
the ESOP, most provide that the employer
will make all necessary ESOP payments.
WHAT IS AN ESOP ?

An ESOP is an employee benefit plan which
is " qualified" under the Internal Revenue
Code. That is, it has been writt en in such a
way that it s~tisfies the requirements of the
Internal Revenue Code. As a qualified plan,
the ESOP is required to be operated for the
" exclusive benefit" of participating employees (and their beneficiaries) .
HOW !JOES AN ESOP WORK ?

The ESOP is designed to acquire stock of
an employer for the benefit of employees. To
do so , the ESOP may borrow money from a
bank or other lender (including the employer). The stock is bought directly from
the employer or from shareholders. When the
ESOP borrows money, the employer guarantees to the lender that the ESOP will repay
t he loan. Employees are never required to
assume any obligation for the repayment of
the money borrowed by the ESOP. The employer is required to make annual payments
to t he ESOP in an amount at least equal to
the amount the ESOP must •p ay on the
money it borrowed. These amounts are then
paid by the ESOP to the lender each year.
The employer is also permitted to make additional payments of cash or stock to the
ESOP each year. The amount of these additional payments is usually decided by the
board of directors of the employer. Because
the ESOP is "qualified ," the employer gets
a tax deduction for all payments to the
ESOP, up to a maximum limitation established by the Internal Revenue Code. This
tax deduction is available for the required
employer payments and any additional payments , and its effect is to reduce the annual
cost of the ESOP to the employer. Cash put
into the ESOP by the employer will be used
primarily to purchase employer stock. In addition , this cash may be invested temporarily
in savings accounts or certain other permitted investments.
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WHAT DO EMPLOYEES GET AS PART OF THE ESOP?

Each year, all amounts of cash and employer stock paid by the employer to the
ESOP, and employer stock bought with cash
held in the ESOP, are allocated among the
accounts of employees who are participating
in the ESOP. This allocation is usually done
on a formula related to each employee's
salary or wages as compared to the salaries
or wages of an other participating employees.
Take as an example an employee who earns
$10,000 per year from a company where the
total salaries of all participating employers
equal $500,000. That employee's salary or
wages is 2 percent of the total, and so his
share of allocations of cash and employer
stock under the ESOP for that year would be
2 percent. If the employer contributed $100,000 .to the ESOP during the year, the employee's share would be $2 ,000.
A trust will be established (under the
ESOP) to hold the cash and employer stock
paid to the ESOP for the benefit of employees
(and their beneficiaries) . It is created by a
separate written .t rust agreement and will be
administered by a trustee. This is done to
assure that each employee's interest in ESOP
assets will be protected.
WHAT DO I OWN IN THE ESOP?

An ESOP, like most employee benefit plans,
is designed to benefit employees who remain
with the employer the longest and contribute
most to the employer's success. Therefore, an
employee's ownership interest in cash and
employer stock held in the ESOP is usually
based on his number of years of employment
with the employer. The employee's ownership
interest in the ESOP is called his "vested interest," and the language in the ESOP which
determines his vested interest is called c
"vesting schedule." Although there are many
vesting schedules which may be used by an
ESOP, most vesting schedules are set up so
that .t he longer an employee stays with the
employer, the greater his vested interes~
becomes.
If an employee terminates employment
with the employer for any reason other than
his retirement, or, in some cases his deat:t·
his vested interest wlll be determined b· ·
looking at the vesting schedule and measuring how many years he has worked for the
employer. All cash and employer stock in
which he does not have a vested interest because he has not worked for the employe:·
for enough years will be treated as a "forfeiture," to which the former employee will
not be entitled. Forfeitures are usually allocated among the ESOP accounts of the remaining employees on the same basis as employer payments to the ESOP are allocated.
The vesting schedule applies only where
an employee does not end his employmen'.;
because of retirement or, in some cases death.
If an employee retires, or, in some cases if
he dies, he will immediately have a 100percent vested interest in all ESOP assets
held for him.
WHEN

DO I

RECEIVE

WHAT I
ESOP?

OWE FROM THE

Even though employer stock and cash are
usually put into the ESOP for an employee
each year, and put into a special account
under his name , he will normally not be
able to actually get any employer stock and
cash from the ESOP until after his employment with the employer terminates and he
ceases to be a participant in the ESOP.
After an employee's participation in the
ESOP ends, he (or his beneficiary) will be
eligible to receive a payment of his vested
interest. There are many permissible times
and methods for making the paying to him
from the ESOP. For example, an ESOP may
provide that payment will be made as soon
as possible after an employee 's termination
of employment. On the other hand, the
ESOP may require that any payment be de-

ferred until some later time, such as the
normal retirement date set forth in the
ESOP or the employee's death. However, payment of a former employee's vested benefit
under the ESOP must start soon after his
death or attainment of age 65. Payment may
be made to a former employee (or his beneficiary) in a lump sum, or it may be made in
installments.
Payment of an employee's vested interest
from an ESOP must normally be made in as
many whole shares of employer stock as possible, with the value of any fractional share
being paid in cash. Occasionally, depending
upon how the ESOP is set up, the ESOP may
pay a portion of an employee's vested interest in cash. However, this is not the usual
case.
WHAT CAN I DO WITH MY SHARES OF EMPLOYER
STOCK FROM THE ESOP?

Once a former employee (or his beneficiary) gets his shares of employer stock from
the ESOP, they are his property and he can
do what he wants with them. He can vote
the shares of employer stock at shareholders'
meetings, receive any dividends paid on the
stock by the employer, and he may keep the
stock as long as he wishes.
However, if he wishes to sell or otherwise
transfer ownership of the stock to a third
party, he may be required by the terms of
the ESOP to first offer to sell the stock to
the employer and the ESOP. This requirement is called a "right of first refusal" for
the employer and the ESOP; they can exercise this right and purchase the employer
stock at its fair market value. Generally, the
price offered by the prospective buyer would
establish the fair market value for the stock.
However, if an independent party hired by
the employer decides that the fair market
value is higher than the offering price, then
that would be the fair market value of the
stock when it is sold to the employer or the
ESOP. The purchase of this right of first refusal is to protect the employees of a closely
held employer by preventing the stock from
being acquired by outside parties who have
no interest in the employer or the ESOP and
to prevent the employer from violating any
Federal law as a result of having its stock
sold when it does not satisfy certain Government rules.
In addition, at the time the former employee (or his beneficiary) receives his employer stock from the ESOP, he may be given
a "put option," the right to demand that the
employer buy his shares of employer stock
at their fair market value. In such a case,
the ESOP may provide that the ESOP may
buy the employer stock, although the ESOP
may not be required to buy the stock under
the put option. The purpose for including a
put option in the ESOP is to assure that each
former employee (or his beneficiary) will
have someone available to buy his shares of
employer stock if he wishes to sell.
HOW DO'ES THE ESOP HELP MY EMPLOYER?

The employer benefits primarily from the
fa;vorable tax treatment it receives for all
payments made to the ESOP. This is very important when the employer uses the ESOP
as a means of borrowing money. In order to
understand how the use of the ESOP to raise
money benefits the employer, a comparison
must be made with the usual method of borrowing money.
If an employer which does not have an
ESOP wishes to borrow money to build a new
building, expand production, or for any other
reason, the employer would go to a bank to
borrow money. When the employer repays the
loan, it will also pay interest on the loan,
just like an individual person would do with
a charge account. Although the interest payments would be tax deductible, the principal
payments on the loa-n would not. This means
that the employer would first figure its taxable income, then pay its income taxes, a.nd
then make its payment on the loan.
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The use of an ESOP for this purpose
greatly helps the employer because of the
effect it has on the employer's taxes.
In this situation, the ESOP borrows the
money from a bank, and signs a proxnissory
note for the money . . . .
As part of the ESOP loan, the employer
gives a written guarantee to the bank, promising that the ESOP will repay the loan and
that each year the employer will pay to the
ESOP enough money to perxnit the ESOP to
make its annual repayment of the loan . . . .
The ESOP then uses the money from the
loan to buy stock from the employer. . . .
Each year, the employer makes a taxdeductible payment to the ESOP, sumcient
to let the ESOP make its annual debt repayment to the bank . . . .
The effect of this transaction is to allow
the employer to borrow money from a lender
and repay the loan with tax-deductible dollars. Since the principal and interest repayments are deducted before the employer's
taxable income is determined, the taxable
income is lower than through regular borrowing and the employer's taxes are reduced.
Since the major portion of the ESOP assets
are used to buy employer stock, the value of
each employee's ESOP benefit is directly tied
to the financial success of the employer. Also,
the employer, as a result of the use of an
ESOP, benefits because employees understand
that their work performance directly affects
the financial success of the employer and
the value of ESOP assets. After all, they now
own part of the company.
Another benefit to the employer is that the
ESOP provides its shareholders with a buyer
for their stock if they wish to sell. For
stockholders of a small employer, this is a
tremendous advantage, and it could also
assist the employer in attracting additional
investors.
SUMMARY

The adoption of an ESOP provides benefits
for the employer, its shareholders and its
employees. Our tax laws encourage the establishment and use of ESOPs. Congress has
passed five laws in the past 5 years to encourage employers to consider ESOP. Will it
continue? Senator Russell B. Long, chairman
of the Senate Finance Committee, has repeatedly stated: "Just as in 1862, when Congress passed a law to allow Americans who
had very little money to own and develop
up to 160 acres of land, we should now give
Americans the opportunity to become owners
of our growing frontier of new capital
(stock). The way to do this is through laws
which encourage the development of prograxns like ESOP."
Mr. STEWART. I yield back the remainder of my time.
Mr. CRANSTON. Mr. President, if the
Senator will withhold his time, or yield
time to me, I will appreciate it.
Mr. STEWART. I yield the remainder
of my time to the Senator from California.
The ACTING PRE.3IDENT pro tempore. The Chair recognizes the Senator
from California.
DEFENSE EXPENDITURES
Mr. CRANSTON. Mr. President, I
would just like to make one remark in response to the remarks of the Senator
from Texas. He spoke, at the end of his
remarks. about the need for additional
investment in the national defense structure of our country, in view of the nature of the Soviet actions and world conditions generally. I would just like to say
that I seem to sense that an agreement
in this tody, a consensus in the Senate,
might develop and be reflected in a con-
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sensus in the country, based upon an accord for increased defense expenditures.
We know that these matters have long
been debatable. In action on the Senate
floor as to increases or decreases in defense spending, usually those who wish
to spend more prevail. On rare occasions,
those who wish to spend less on some
particular system prevail.
There is a lack of certainty in our
country-and a recognition elsewhere of
our uncertainty-as to what we should
really be doing about our national defense. I think it may be possible, in the
context of SALT, to reach an agreement
on any much needed increase in defense
spending, combined with an effort in
some way firmly to instruct our negotiators to SALT III to persevere and, if possible, succeed, in achieving deep cuts in
the respective arsenals of the Soviet
Union and the United States.
If we could reach such an agreement
here, it would, I believe, meet the perceived needs of those who advocate more
for national defense and the perceived
needs of those who wonder if it is really
advisable to be spending so much on national defense. But there will be a limit
on defense spending only if an arms reduction agreement can be worked out
with the Soviet Union. Such an agreement might make it possible to avoid all
the military spending that might otherwise occur. I wonder if the Senator from
Texas has any reaction to the general
approach of trying to reach a consensus
on our national defense and our arms
control needs.
The ACTING PRESIDENT pro tempore. The Senator from Texas.
Mr. TOWER. In response to my distinguished colleague from California, I
would first point out that in the past
decade our defense spending has been
going down steadily as a percentage of
our national spending budget, and nondefense spending has been going up
steadily. So defense no longer takes the
big bite, percentagewise, out of the national budget that it once did.
I think we would, all of us, like to be
able to reduce expenditures on defense.
I think most of us understand that we
cannot do that as long as we are confronted by a powerful adversary who
appears to be bent on achievement of
military superiority, who has already
achieved superiority in conventional and
thermonuclear terms, and who threatens our essential equivalence with them
now in strategic terms. Essential equivalence, the experts say, will be gone by
the year 1982.
I desire to see a reduction in arms. I
am a Methodist clergyman's son. I was
brought up on the notion that men
should beat their swords into plowshares
and their spears into pruning hooks. I
would like to see us reduce tensions, reduce arms, remove the threat of aggressive war being waged in this world. But
I would point out that in fact the Soviets
do not regard disarmament or arms
limitation negotiations as seminars in
political stability, but as trading centers dealing with evidence of real systems.
You have to have something to trade.

If we reduce spending in anticipation
of an agreement with the Soviets on arms
reduction, we are neither going to get
satisfactory arms reduction nor any kind
of an agreement that does not place the
United States of America at a disadvantage.
One of the reasons that many of us oppose SALT II in its present form and in
the present context is because we feel
that it establishes premises which place
us in a weak !legotiating position for
SALT III or for any further arms limitation or disarmament negotiations. I
would agree with my colleague from
California-anc! I do not know that there
is one whit of disagreement between
us-on our desire for an expressed belief
in the need for arms limitation not only
but reduction as well. Only when we reduce the capacity of nations to wage offensive war against each other are we
going to remove the threat of war from
this earth.
But we must take note of the fact that
the weight of offensive capability now
rests with the Soviet Union. They have
projected their power globally. They
maintain a military force that is much
greater than is required for the defense
of their homeland.
Why do they need naval superiority?
What do they import from outside the
Euro-Asian heartland that they need?
Some bananas, a little chocolate, maybe
some bauxite. What else? They are indeed self-sufficient. They are building a
navy now at a greater rate than the
United States is for geostrategic reasons,
the reason being to spread Soviet influence over the world, to give them an opportunity to pursue their own selfaggrandizement and their global objectives, uninhibited by a serious challenge
on the part of the United States.
I would hope that my friend from
California would join me in suggesting to
the Soviet Union that their national interest might be better served if they
would turn some of their enormous resources now dedicated toward arms away
from military uses and toward the enhancement of the quality of life of their
own people.
Mr. CRANSTON. The Senator from
California joins the Senator from Texas
in that suggestion to the Soviet Union.
We would have a far more stable and
better world were the Soviet Union to
take that advice.
I also welcome the statement of the
Senator from Texas in regard to his commitment and desire to see significant
limitation and reduction of the weaponry
presently on the loose in this world.
There is no reason to do anything this
morning except to agree, I believe, with
the Senator from Texas. I am not going
to take t.he opportunity to disagree, as I
might, on some of the statements he has
made. I think we have an opportunity to
work together for the common objective
of reductions in arms on a mutually
agreed basis with the Soviet Union, along
with whatever increases in defense
spending are deemed appropriate.
If we can achieve that sort of consensus in the Senate and have it reflected
in a similar consensus throughout the
country, we could be in a far better posi-
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tion in our national defense establishment, in our foreign policy, a.nd in terms
of our national security.
I would also agree with the Senator
from Texas that the Soviets do not appear to enter arms control discussions
with the objective of achieving a more
stable world, as we do. It may be true
that they enter arms control discussions
or the SALT process with us simply in
the hope of achieving a situation where
the inevitable confrontations and collisions between our two nations will be
less likely to escalate into nuclear conflict. But if the avoidance of nuclear war
can be the outcome of successful arms
control discussions with the Soviets-and
eventually with other nations-that certainly would be a most positive benefit of
the process.
I hope the Senator from Texas and the
junior Senator from California, along
with others in this body who hold widely
divergent views on what is or is not a
good SALT treaty, and what is or is not
necessary defense spending, can find
some common ground and some common
purpose in this body's present consideration of SALT and national defense.
Mr. TOWER. If I may briefly respond
to my friend from California, may I say
that, whether we accept or reject SALT,
there are certain things that we must do
to make sure that we have an adequate
defense. We delude ourselves if we think
that the presence of a SALT treaty would
not prevent the Soviets from gaining
military superiority over us if we permit
this to happen. It occurs to me that,
when we talk about linkage a great deal
here, we could talk about the necessity
to improve our defense capability across
the board outside the context of SALT,
not linked to SALT. Whether we accept
it or reject it, there are certain things
that we must do if we are to preserve our
vital interests in this world.
Mr. CRANSTON. I believe it is likely
that we will see increases in a defense
budget with SALT. I believe it is likely
that we will see increases in the defense
budget without SALT.
Without SALT our defense increases
presumably will be matched by new efforts on the part of the Soviet Union.
Each of us will spend more; each of us
will be less secure.
With a successful SALT process, I envisage the possibility of both our nations
ultimately achieving significant reductions in our allocation of resources to the
arms race. The consequence would be a
more secure world.
I recognize that SALT II is by no means
a perfect treaty. I would far prefer a
SALT II treaty that brought lower military ceilings and less defense expenditure by both sides. It is my hope that if
we take the step that SALT II provides,
we can then move swiftly to a SALT III
that will produce deep cuts and be a
treaty that the Senator from Texas and
the junior Senator from California can
agree upon.
Mr. TOWER. I simply suggest to my
friend from California that it is unlikely
that we can reduce defense expenditures.
Indeed, I do not believe that it is possible until we achieve a SALT III or, if
SALT II is rejected, another arms agree-
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ment that will result in actual reduction
of arms. I think it has to go beyond the
mere reduction of strategic arms because,
right now, some of our biggest deficiencies militarily are not in the area of strategic armaments but in conventional and
theater nuclear capability. It is in those
areas that we are either going to have to
meet those deficiencies or secure a negotiation downward of the Soviet capabilities, or we are going to continue to have
to spend more on defense.
Mr. CRANSTON. I agree, I think,
totally, certainly in general terms, with
the statement of the Senator from Texas.
Mr. TOWER. Mr. President, I am prepared to yield back any of my special
order time that may be remaining.
The ACTING PRESIDENT pro tempore. The Senator's time has expired.
ROUTINE MORNING BUSINESS
The ACTING PRESIDENT pro tempore. Under the previous order, there will
now be a period for the transaction of
routine morning business for not to exceed 15 minutes, with statements therein
limited to 5 minutes. The Chair recognizes the Senator from California.
Mr. CRANSTON. Mr. President, is
there any morning business to be conducted at this point?
Mr. President, I suggest the absence
of a quorum.
The ACTING PRESIDENT pro tempore. The clerk will call the roll.
The assistant legislative clerk proceeded to call the roll.
Mr. INOUYE. Mr. President, I ask
unanimous consent that the order for the
quorum call be rescinded.
The ACTING PRESIDENT pro tempore. Without objection, it is so ordered.

unanimous consent that the Senate
stand in recess until 3 p.m. today.
There being no objection, the Senate, at 1:03 p.m., recessed until 3 p.m.;
whereupon, the Senate reassembled
when called to order by the Presiding
Officer (Mr. BURDICK).
Mr. ROBERT C. BYRD. Mr. President, I suggest the absence of a quorum.
The PRESIDING OFFICER. The clerk
will call the roll.
The assistant legislative clerk proceeded to call the roll.
Mr. ROBERT C. BYRD. Mr. President,
I ask unanimous consent that the order
for the quorum call be rescinded.
The PRESIDING OFFICER. Without
objection, it is so ordered.
ROUTINE MORNING BUSINESS
Mr. ROBERT C. BYRD. Mr. President,
I ask unanimous consent that there now
be a period for the transaction of routine
morning business not to exceed 5
minutes, and that Senators may speak
therein.
The PRESIDING OFFICER. Without
objection, it is so ordered.

SALT TREATY ARMS MANAGEMENT
DEVICE NOT ARMS CONTROL
Mr. PROXMIRE. Mr. President, it is
time that this Senate turn its attention
from the calls for more defense spending, for military buildup, for accumulation of strategic power in the name of
reducing strategic power, and give serious consideration to the proposal of the
Senators from Oregon <Mr. HATFIELD )
and North Dakota (Mr. McGOVERN ) .
It is with considerable irony I note
that the debate on the SALT II treaty
has degenerated into a discussion of how
RECESS UNTIL 12:30 P.M.
to increase military spending and proMr. INOUYE. Mr. President, I move posals for dramatic jumps in strategic
that the Senate stand in recess until power.
What has happened to the issue of
12:30 p.m.
The motion was agreed to and, at 11 :49 arms control? Who now speaks for arms
a.m., the Senate recessed until 12 :30 control? Surely it is not the administrap.m.; whereupon, the Senate reassembled tion which is busy preparing future year
when called to order by the Presiding Of- military budgets by readjusting figures
in order to secure the votes of undecided
ficer (Mr. BUMPERS) .
Senators. Surely it is not the Senate
which has concentrated on the Cuban
RECESS UNTIL 1 P.M.
situation and budget resolutions to the
Mr. BAYH. Mr. President, I move that detriment of serious arms control prothe Senate stand in recess until1 o'clock. posals. And clearly it is not the public
The motion was agreed to; and at which seems to accept the treaty without
12:30 p.m. the Senate recessed until much insight into where it will lead our
1 p.m., whereupon the Senate reas- country.
Into this intellectual arms control
sembled when called to order by the
void comes the simple yet intriguingly
Presiding Officer (Mr. STEWART). _
Mr. ROBERT C. BYRD. Mr. President, appealing proposal from the Senators
from North Dakota and Oregon. They
I suggest the absence of a quorum.
The PRESIDING OFFICER. The clerk put forth the proposition that there is
utility in a freeze in nuclear capability
will call the roll.
The assistant legislative clerk pro- on both sides. This would head off the
growing concern over Soviet land-based
ceeded to call the roll.
Mr. ROBERT C. BYRD. Mr. Presi- ICBM first strike capabilities and would
dent, I ask unanimous consent that the make the SALT II treaty more attractive
order for the quorum call be rescinded. by denying the need for new ICBM deThe PRESIDING OFFICER. Without velopments in both countries. Inasmuch
as the United States intends to proceed
objection, it is so ordered.
with the MX and the U.S.S.R. intends to
build new generations of replacement
RECESS UNTIL 3 P.M.
ICBM's, not to mention a MX of their
Mr. ROBERT C. BYRD. Mr. President, own, this freeze could have very positive
if no Senator seeks recognition, I ask arms control and fiscal results.

Of all the concepts that have appeared
recently, this freeze deserves our prompt
attention.
I want to commend Senators McGovERN and HATFIELD and point OUt that
they have taken the first step toward
returning the SALT II debate to a rational analysis of the dangers facing us
if we fall prey to the siren calls for a
new arms race.
Mr. President, I ask unanimous consent that a recent advertisement in various newspapers be printed at this point
in the RECORD which explains the alternative that is presented by Senators
MCGoVERN and HATFIELD.
There being no objection, the article
was ordered to be printed in the RECORD,
as follows:
WHAT 'S HAPPENING TO OUR COUNTRY?
THE

WAY

WE

WANT TO

END THE ARMS RACE

The SALT II agreement, even if is ratified ,
will mark not the beginning of a process but
the end of an experiment. The 100-page
treaty, which reads like the prospectus for a
bond issue, is neither disarmament nor arms
control but an exercise in joint arms management. The treaty has secured the acquiescence of the military in both countries
because it ratifies the huge weapons acquisition programs both are pushing.
The support of the hawks has been purchased by an " arms dividend ," a commitment to increase military spending 3 percent a year above inflation. According to the
Senate Budget Committee, the dividend
alone will cost the taxpayer an extra $129
billion over five years, bringing the total
military expenditures for that period to almost $1 trillion. The Soviets also welcome
SALT as a ratification of their weapons program and will not hesitate to match or to
try to surpass the new U .S. buildups. None
of this will transgress anything in the 100
pages, but it will not , obviously, move the
world to arms reduction nor reduce the
mounting dangers of war by miscalculation.
The SALT debate has skewed the issues
because it has focused on narrow alternatives and has failed to clarify the purposes
of arms agreements or to raise the basic
political and moral issues at stake. In the
current debate , the reasons why the United
States or the Soviet Union should want to
limit the nuclear arms buildup have been
lost. The argument has really been about
which side struck the better deal.
The treaty should be ratified, not because
the world will be substantially safer with
it but because it will be even more dangerous if negotiations on arms with the Soviet
Union are broken off. But merely to continue the SALT "process" would be .almost
as hopeless a response to the mounting danger we face . That danger is increasing because both sides are emphasizing hair-trigger " counterforce" technology-more accurate warheads , more " war-fighting options"and the pressure is mounting on both sides
to develop strategies to insure that weapons,
as they become more vulnerable, are not
caught on the ground. Thus the incentive to
produce more weapons and to program them
for firing sooner rather than later is increasing in both military establishments. In a
world of "first strike" technology and "launch
on warning" strategies, the minutes available for making decisions about war and
peace are dangerously compressed and the
chances of fatal human error multiply.
Arms agreements are desperately needed
to break this spiral. But the only agreements
that will have t hat effect are simple agreements that would force the two sides to
choose bet ween continuing the arms race or
stopping. The world cannot afford to wait
another seven years of accelerated arms
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buildup to produce anot her intricate prospectus for managing the arms race . The
next agreement must cut through the ambiguities of the arms race or it too will
prove to be a stimulant rather than a brake.
To create a positive political climate for
reversing the arms race, agreements should
meet three criteria. First, they should demonstrably increase perceptions of security on
both sides. Second, a stable new arms relationship should have clear economic payoffs
for both sides. Third, the primary purpose
of the agreement should be to remove ambiguities about intentions.
The greatest perceived threats are not the
weapons already built, although they are
more than adequate to destroy both societies, but the weapons about to be built. New
weapons systems convey threatening intentions . Ultimate intentions are always mysterious, but the question can be rendered
irrelevant by an agreement which is sufficiently clear and comprehensive.
Within a controlled but continuing nuclear arms race there is always room for
arguing that the agreement favors one side
or the other. However, a freeze on all new
weapons systems would make it clear that
both sides intend to st op the arms race. A
mutually agreed upon moratorium on the
procurement, testing and deployment of all
bombers, missiles and warheads for three
years is in the interests of both the United
States and the Soviet Union. During the
moratorium the two sides could negotiate
deep cuts in strategic nuclear weapons and
delivery systems. It hardly makes sense to
destroy old weapons systems while replacing
them with more dangerous new systems.
Stopping the arms race would require significant internal changes in the national
security establishments of both societies, including a serious program for conversion of
military industry. Real internal changes in
the direction of peace are far more reassuring than professions of peace or agreements
like SALT II that are compatible with either
an intention to move to arms limitation or
to a new stage in the arms race.
Sen. Mark Hatfield has proposed a moratorium along these lines as an amendment
to the SALT II treaty. The Soviet Union has
made several proposals in the past few years
for a ban on "all new weapons systems." The
proposals have been general and have elicited
no reacti~n from the United States. The
standard view in Washington is that they
are merely propaganda. But the Soviets have
never been put to the test. In the 35-year
history of arms negotiations, U.S. analysts
have consistently misinterpreted Soviet intentions and the cost has been enormous.
It is time to stop guessing about Soviet
intentions and put forward agreements
which require them to choose between peace
or further preparation for war.
The only road to national security is to
reverse the arms race, but that cannot be
done without first calling it to a halt. We
have the technological capability to match
any conceivable Soviet buildup. But we cannot continue to spend hundreds of billions
of dollars on the military without risking
mortal danger to our economy, which is the
foundation of our national strength. In a
time of austerity, increasing the military
budget while the domestic programs are
being slashed, raises the issue, not of guns
versus butter, but of missiles versus the local
police and firefighters .
The distortion of priorities has become so
acute that as the administration counsels
a 3 percent "real" increase in military spending each year, essential services in every
major American city are being cut. To suggest that the threat of "Finlandization ," to
which the arms buildup is presumably ad-

dressed, is a greater threat to the people of
Chicago, Cleveland, Los Angeles or Detroit
than the loss of social services, the break-

down of the education system, the rise in
crime, the alarming increase in infant
mortality, the impending municipal bankruptcies, or the continuing failure to invest
adequately in alternative energy systems is
to distort national security strategy and to
misconstrue the meaning of "strength." The
same is also true of the Soviet Union. For
both of us, the return on investment in the
military is declining. The heavy burden
preempts not just scarce capital, but political energy and managerial skill needed to
address the real threats facing both societies.

TO LEARN FROM THE HOLOCAUST
Mr. PROXMIRE. Mr. President, it has
been over a quarter of a century since the
holocaust. The genocide of 6 million
Jews sent the world into shock for
decades. Never before had modern society so realized man's susceptibility to
blind hatred and twisted logic.
Thirty years later, the world has recovered sufficiently to begin piecing it all
together. Writers and producers are
spreading the facts throughout society.
Now the question "Why did it happen?"
is trying to be answered.
The American Jewish Committee recently published a pamphlet entitled
"About the Holocaust, What We Know
and How We Know It." Author Dorothy
Rabinowitz explains and documents, in a
concise manner, the Nazi effort to carry
out
Hitler's
"final
solution"-the
planned and systematic destruction of
the Jewish race.
Ms. Rabinowitz's account is accurate
and well written. But even she admits
that the holocaust is still too recent
an event to fully absorb. The enormity
of the holocaust requires years of public
debate and education to fully understand.
Nevertheless, Ms. Rabinowitz explains,
the holocaust-. . . remains a tragedy of universal implications, and one whose warnings we ignore
at our peril.

What are these messages? What warnings may be derived from the holocaust
at this stage of our understanding?
There is one very simple warningunless preventative measures are taken,
it can happen again, anywhere, to any
group. Is this a warning we can afford to
ignore?
Ratification of the Genocide Convention would help prevent this heinous
crime from ever occuring again. While it
is still too soon to understand why it
happened, it is not too soon to realize
that it can happen again.
I urge my colleagues to demonstrate
that we have learned something from the
past. Let us swiftly ratify the Genocide
Convention.
Mr. President, I yield the floor.
Mr. ROBERT C. BYRD. Mr. President,
I suggest the absence of a quorum.
The PRESIDING OFFICER (Mr.
TsoNGAS) . The clerk will call the roll.
The assistant legislative clerk proceeded to call the roll.
Mr. ROBERT C. BYRD. Mr. President,
I ask unanimous consent that the order
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CONCLUSION OF ROUTINE
MORNING BUSINESS
The PRESIDING OFFICER. The Chair
will announce that morning business is
closed.
Mr. ROBERT C. BYRD. Mr. President,
I suggest the absence of a quorum.
The PRESIDING OFFICER. The clerk
will call the roll.
The assistant legislative clerk proceeded to call the roll.
Mr. PERCY. Mr. President, I ask
unanimous consent that the order for
the quorum call be rescinded.
The PRESIDING OFFICER. Without
objection, it is so ordered.
EXTENSION OF ROUTINE
MORNING BUSINESS
Mr. ROBERT C. BYRD. Mr. President,
I ask unanimous consent that morning
business be extended for 5 minutes and
that Members may speak therein up to
5 minutes.
The PRESIDING OFFICER. Without
objection, it is so ordered.
ILLINOIS OFFICER BECOMES NATIONAL PRESIDENT OF AUTO
THEFT INVESTIGATORS
Mr. PERCY. Mr. President, in August
of this year, Sgt. Ronald C. Van Raalte
of the Arlington Heights, Illinois Police
Department assumed the office of president of the International Association of
Auto Theft Investigators <IAATI) . As a
principal cosponsor of the Motor Vehicle
Theft Prevention Act of 1979 (S. 1214),
along with Senators BIDEN and CHAFEE,
I have become familiar with the outstanding efforts of Sgt. Van Raalte and
the IAATI in the area of motor vehicle
theft prevention .
The IAATI, comprised of members
from 12 countries, is a professional law
enforcement association dedicated to the
improvement of service to the public and
the reduction of motor vehicle theft and
kindred crimes. The IAATI has been instrumental in training thousands of police officers in the 12 member countries.
Sgt. Van Raalte is a 12-year veteran of
the Arlington Heights Police Department, an IAATI member for 11 years,
and an IAATI officer for 5 years. He also
serves as chairman of the board of directors, Chicago Chapter, American
Academy for Professional Law Enforcement; is a past president of Lodge 80,
Fraternal Order of Police; and is a member of the International Association of
Chiefs of Police and other law enforcement organizations.
During the upcoming year, Sgt. van
Raalte intends to encourage States to
strengthen their administrative procedures in order to thwart motor vehicle
theft. Sgt. Van Raalte and the IAATI
are directly combatting our Nation's
alarming growth in motor vehicle theft.
Sgt. Van Raalte recently wrote an article
on auto theft for the Police Chief entitled "Vehicle Theft Is No Longer Non-

for the quorum call be rescinded.
The PRESIDING OFFICER. Without

Violent." I ask unanimous consent that
this insightful article written by a law

objection, it is so ordered.

enforcement professional be printed in
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the RECORD at the conclusion of my remarks.
The PRESIDING OFFICER. Without
objection, it is so ordered.
<See exhibit 1.)
Mr. PERCY. Mr. President, auto theft
is no longer just a teenage joyride. High
profits, combined with only a small risk
of getting caught, have resulted in the
existence of sophisticated, professional
car theft rings, and "chop shop" operations-in which stolen cars are cut up
for parts and sold to salvage yards and
body shops-in all of our major cities.
The Permanent Subcommittee on Investigations, of which I am the ranking
minority member, has been conducting
an extensive investigation into these activities and expects to hold hearings
sometime later this fall.
EXHIBIT

1

Is No LONGER NON-VIOLENT
(By Ronald C. Van Raalte)
Auto theft has long been called a nonviolent crime, presenting no danger to
either investigators or the public. Repeat
offenders have received extremely light sentences, and first offenders have often received
virtually no sentence at all. Does auto theft
present any danger to investigators? Ask
Lieutenant Vladimir Ivkovich of the Illinois Secretary of State's Police. In July of
1978, he walked out his back door to walk
his dog and found a 9-inch pipe bomb about
to go off. He was able to disable the bomb,
and its removal was effected by the Chicago
police bomb and arson squad. What brought
on this ".non-violent" action? Lieutenant
Ivkovich and other investigators of his
agency had been conducting intense investigations into the crime syndicate operation of vehicle (chop shop) disman tUng
operations.
Also, in July, a state owned squad car
assigned to Investigator Marion Vrtik was
set afire at 2 AM on the street outside his
suburban Chicago home, shortly after he
returned home from work. Several days prior
to that, three shotgun blasts were fired
through a bedroom window of Investigator
Michael Cabb in southern Illinois. The multi-million dollar stolen car and chop shop
rackets have resulted in at least eleven
gangland-style murders in the last two
years in the Chicago area, according to Illinois Secretary of State Alan J. Dixon.
VEHICLE THEFT

SCOPE OF THE PROBLEM

The U.S. Department of Justice reports
that vehicle theft represented over 1 million offenses in 1975; and although it decreased to 957,000 in 1976, this figure represented a 45 percent increase since 1967.
However, the solution rate of motor vehicle
theft offenses has declined 41.8 percent
from 1967 to 1976. Vehicle thefts and thefts
from vehicles and of vehicle accessories represented 49.9 percent of all thefts in 1976.
Dollar value of vehicle theft increased !rom
671 million to 1,667 million in the same
time, with dollar loss per theft rising !rom
$1,017 to $1,741. These figures indicate that
auto theft is not the prank of a joy-riding
juvenile. It is of sig.njficant financial value
to organized crime, and represents a severe
problem to vehicle owners and the insurance industry.
Reporters George Bliss and Ray Moseley
of the Chicago Tribune, in August of 1977
authored several articles on attempts by
organized crime to take over the auto theft
racket. The reporters revealed that the Chicago mob has been "torn apart by the worst
gang war since the 1920s as rival mob factions fight for control of the (auto theft)
loot."

They also discoYered that although federal
officials have identified more than 300 organized rings of auto thieves across the country, some employing as many as 100 persons,
few auto thieves go to jail. Records of the
Cook County Circuit Court show that between June 1976 and June 1977 there were
406 prosecutions for auto theft: 55 percent
of the charges were dropped completely; 22
percent received probation; 7 percent, county
jail; 3 percent, penitentiary; and 4 percent
were assessed fines.
RESPONSES AND RECOMMENDATIONS

Apparently, due to the inability of local
officials to deal effectively with combatting
auto theft, numerous agencies on higher levels have become involved. The Blackwell Institute was commissioned by the Law Enforcement Assistance Administration to conduct a survey of Dyer Act referrals on state
and local prosecution of interstate auto theft
cases. The report, issued in August of 1978,
has some interesting conclusions: (1) nearly
half of all subjects presented to United
States attorneys for Dyer Act violations are
neither prosecuted federally nor referred to
state and local authorities for prosecution;
(2) federal-state-local cooperation and communication are clearly poor; and (3) interstate auto theft is predominantly an adult
crime (76 percent), thus law enforcement
resources are best concentrated on the adult
side of criminal investigations and prosecutions.
The report issued several recommendations
based on the premise "so long as the Justice
Department adheres to a policy of referring
individual Dyer Act violations for prosecution by state or local authorities."
1. All U.S. attorneys should be required to
contact the state or local authorities about
prosecution of subjects because of prosecution and referral guidelines and to make it
clear that the U.S. attorneys and the FBI
have an affirmative duty to contact (the)
state and local authorities.
2. Substantially increased utilization of 18
USC 5001 should be encouraged. This would
increase appropriations for the U.S. Marshal
Service to enlarge its capacity to move prisoners and disseminate information about
this service to state and local district attorneys.
3. Consideration should be given to new
legislation expanding the scope of 18 USC
5001 to include persons over 21 or to provide
federal funds for existing non-federal agencies engaged in interstate movement of prisoners.
A method of providing for federal authority
and funding !or inter-state prisoner transportation and investigation has been previously proposed by the author. It is interesting to note that the study did not include any information relative to prosecution in instances where the title has changed
from the owner to the insurance company,
the company only wanting to regain possession of the vehicle.
U.S. Senator Charles H. Percy (R-Dl.) has
recently written to U.S. Attorney General
Bell asking him to (1) authorize the FBI to
accord auto theft ring and conspiracy cases
high priority, (2) direct U.S. attorneys to
step up prosecution of "steal to order" auto
rackets, and (3) create a nationwide attorney general's auto theft strike force to crack
chop shop rings that might steal a car in Chicago, for example, and sell its sheet metal
parts in Texas. Senator Percy has also ordered investigations on the Senate Permanent Subcommittee on Investigations to begin an immediate investigation into organized crime involvement in this activity.
The New York State Senate Committee on
Transportation held a National Auto Theft
Prevention Workshop in New York City during October 1978. The workshop was attended by over 275 enforcement officials, legislators, insurance representatives, and ve-
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hicle manufacturer personnel. In probably
the first instance of interaction between
legislators and police officials, there were
small individual workshops and general session recapitulations. A number of pertinent
and extremely valid resolutions were issued.
They referred to federal prosecutions, control of salvage vehicles, retitling of vehicles,
and VIN placements.
Alan J. Dixon, secretary of state for Illi·
nois, recently issued a rule that would have
required auto wreckers and used parts dealers
to keep records. However, Judge Raymond K.
Berg, of the Cook County Circuit Court,
ruled the regulation unconstitutional, unenforceable, vague, and overbroad. Secretary
Dixon, in announcing an appeal to the Illinois Supreme Court, revealed the suspension of a wrecker's license for not having
any documents indicating right of possession for 1,867 cars he bought in two months
in 1977.
Fortunately, on January 26, 1979, the Illinois Supreme court reversed the decision of
the circuit court and upheld the power of
the secretary of state to promulgate his
rule.
Secretary Dixon has conducted Illinois
Auto Theft Prevention Conferences in Chicago and Springfield, attended by over ~00
persons from Illinois and surroundmg
states. In his keynote address for the conference banquet, Dixon outlined a num'ber
of steps his office has taken to crack down
on auto theft and the stolen parts (chop
shop) rackets. These include a title verification unit, which checks 3¥2 million surrendered titles annually for suspicion of alteration; issuing laminated certificates of
title on bank note paper with latent images
and border of intaglio steel printing; licensing of 700 scrap processors and requiring
them to keep detailed records; and administrative hearings in lieu of court action
which may result in cease and desist orders
or license revocation.
The International Association of Auto
Theft Investigators is becoming increasingly
involved with other agencies in the fight
against auto theft. They have recently been
awarded membership status on the Vehicle
Theft Committee of IACP. They have also
offered advice to the ISA and SAE VIN committees, in addition to conducting various
training seminars throughout the continent.
The seminars have been describad by Don
Wolfslayer, of the Chrysler Corporation, a&
"the best training for street officers I have
seen in my travels throughout the world.''
Local law enforcement's failure to recognize and respond adequately to the auto
theft problem has led to increased profits
for private industry, as well as the thieves.
Now on the market are numerous vehicle
theft deterrent devices, sold at a profit, whose
effectiveness is not authenticated. One firm
has gone so far as to utilize a convicted felon
in its publicity and promotions. This firm
is attempting to introduce a window marking system which is in addition to the VINs,
although the numbers are not now enterable as owner applied numbers into NCIC.
The author recently condt.·cted a random
survey of 93 departments in seven midwestern states to determine the general allocation
of manpower in departments of sufficient size
to have specialized auto theft in,estigators.
Responses were received !rom 42 ( 45 percent)
of the departments. A disappointing factor
was that responses were not received from
some of the larger cities. A hie-her response
from larger cities contacted may have allowed better comparison between cities.
SURVEY RESULTS

Question No. 1: List the number of actual
stolen vehicles in your jurisdiction. Highs
ranged from 107 in Belleville (IL), 1317 in
Gary (IN), 2718 in Indianapolis (IN). 13 ,654
in Detroit (MI), and 2767 in Columbus (OH);
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while lows of 22 in Carbondale (IL) 31 in
Morton Grove (IL), and 33 in Jefferson City
(MO) were reported.
Question No. 2: List the number of your
stolen vehicles recovered by your agency.
For example, of the 107 vehicles stolen in
Belleville, 14 were recovered by the agency
itself; in Gary, 887 of 1317; and in Detroit,
11,931 of 13,654.
Question No. 3: List the number of your
stolen vehicles recovered by other agencies.
Here, for example of the 1107 autos stolen
in Belleville, 13 were recovered by other
agencies; in Columbus, 226 of the 2767 total
were recovered by others.
Question No. 4: List the number of outside
steals recovered by your department. Gary,
Indianapolis, and Detrol.tt had impressive
figures of 630, 405, and 2250, respectively.
Question No. 5: List the number of sworn
personnel in your agency. Of those departments answering, Indianapolis (1084), Detroit (5500), and Columbus (1050) posted the
highest number of personnel.
Question No. 6: List the number of sworn
personnel assigned as investigators. Survey
results indicated that departments with investigators recovered 70.47 percent of stolen
autos, while those without recovered 68.15
percent.
Question No. 7: List the number of swor.n
personnel assigned to vehicle theft. Of the
42 departments responding, 25 (52 percent)
had specifically trained personnel.
Question No. 8: Does your agency conduct
anti-auto theft campaigns? Of the 42 responding departments, 18 had programs.
Those with a program had a recovery rate
of 68.25 percent; those without had
an average of 69 percent. Of those agencies without a program, Calumet City, East
St. Louis, Schaumburg (IL), Indianapolis
(IN), Des Moines (IA), Pontiac (MI), and
Kenosha (WI), appear to have a significantly
higher theft rate. Detroit and Dearborn (MI)
were the only departments with a program
and a high theft rate. However, they both
have a recovery rate approximately 10 percent above the average.
NEW PROGRAMS
Should the local aspect of auto theft be assigned to state, county, or federal investigators, or do the police chiefs of the country have an obligation to respond to this
crisis? I feel that there is a great potential
for improvement in local agencies. Various
state agencies are improving their investigative efforts toward auto .t heft. The New
York State Police Auto Theft Unit is aggressively engaged in combatting auto theft
in a cooperative effort with other state agencies. The Florida Auto Theft Intelligence
Uni.t meets every three months for the purpose of exchanging information and educating each other on the most current facets
of auto theft in that state. The California
Highway Patrol, under Commander Glen
Craig, smashed four large-scale international
and interstate vehicle thef.t rings in 1978
with more than 40 arrests and recovery of
over $500,000 in vehicles.
Tyrone Fahner, while director of the Tilinois Department of Law Enforcement ordered a. special unit created in a.n attempt to
curb the organized crime racket in chop
shops in the five counties surrounding Chicago. The unit is cooperating with county
and federal agencies, as well as the secretary
of state·~ police. It is also working closely
with pollee in Indiana.. An injunction restricting investigation into the auto parts
racket charging police harassment was lifted
late in November 1978.
Of the agencies surveyed, unrecovered cars
account for a dollar value of $5,733 ,938
(based on 1976 valuation figures). I would
submit that this loss creates a severe burden
on the vehicle owners of the nation as well as
the insurance companies, which in turn pass

their losses on to the public through higher
rates. This incredible loss should mandate a
reassessment of department priorities.
Attention should first be given to the time
spent by investigators on unsolvable crimes,
and their attention and efforts should be diverted to preventable and solvable vehicle
theft. Chiefs of police should not bend to
political and/ or citizen pressure in assigning
numerous patrol officers to such incidents as
vandalism, nuisances, etc. Given the proper
training, pwtrol officers may do as much if
not more than investigators in preventing
theft through public education and aggressive patrol. In fact, several years ago, the Chicago Police Department eliminated segmentation of its auto theft investigators and put
them all into one citywide unit. This was because patrol officers recovered more vehicles
on the street than the investigators.
Given that auto theft, on many occasions,
involves other crimes, and now includes murder and other forms of violence, it behooves
a. police chief to assess his priorities and
make efforts to thwart vehicle theft and reduce the billion-dollar theft and chop shop
rackets. Cooperation, coordination, and education of officers and the public wm go a. long
way. Should any department desire assistance in developing a. comprehensive program,
officials of the IACP Vehicle Theft Committee, the National Auto Theft Bureau, and the
International Association of Auto Theft Investigators are readily available for assistance.

PROPOSED CUTS IN THE BBC
Mr. PERCY. Mr. President, we have
read in the press that the external services of the British Broadcasting Corp. are
slated to absorb a very significant cut in
funds. For those of us who have served
or traveled abroad, and have heard so
many times in various parts of the world
of the high esteem in which the BBC
broadcasts are held, it is hard to believe
that these services would be curtailed.
The BBC broadcasts, noted for the objectivity and reliability of their news reports, reflect great credit on Britain and
the West in general.
While obviously the matter of the
British budget is a question for Britain
alone, I would feel remiss if I did not
express my deeply held opinion that the
BBC external services, as presently constituted, provide to the world a sense of
the humanity and decency of Western
civilization, and therefore are very important to all of us.
SOVIET TROOPS IN CUBA
Mr. PERCY. Mr. President, in order to

complete the record on the question of
the Soviet troops in Cuba, I think it
would be useful to publish in the RECORD
the transcripts of Cuban President Castro's comments on the CBS program "60
Minutes'' of September 30 and National
Security Adviser Zbigniew Brzezinski's
remarks on the National Public Radio
program "Communique" of September 28.
Therefore I ask unanimous consent
that these transcripts be printed in the
RECORD at this point.
There being no objection, the material
was ordered to be printed in the RECORD,
as follows:
AN INTERVIEW WITH PRESIDENT FmEL CASTRO
Mm::E WALLACE. Tomorrow night President
Carter talks to the nation about the issue of
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Soviet combat troops in Cuba. Last Friday
Fidel Castro said Jimmy Carter lied when he
charged that there is a Soviet combat brigade
there now.
Well, this afternoon in the Palace of the
Revolution in Havana, Dan Rather talked at
length with the Cuban President.
The tapes of their conversation arrived in
Miami by plane only a short time ago. Here is
an uninterrupted and unedited 20 minute
portion of that interview.
To begin, Dan asked Castro to explaan further his charges that Jimmy Carter lied.
DAN RATHER. Mr. President, President Carter last Tuesday called you and Cuba a puppet of the Soviet Union. Then last Friday you
said that President Carter was dishonest.
Less than two years ago, however, you said
that President Carter was an ethical man.
Now, what's happened in these recent weeks
to change your Inind?
President FIDEL CASTRO (Translated). I did
give my impression that Carter had a religious ethic, a Christian ethic.
I believe that on this issue, on this concrete problem that we are dl.tscussing, Carter
has not been honest. Carter has not been
moral. He has not been sincere. That is what
I'm saying. I am not going to pass final judgment on his person. I am referring specifically to this concrete fact.
True. Carter made some recent statements.
He calls us puppets and things of that type.
It's strange because he had not used that
language concerning Cuba before. Because of
an elemental feeling of dignity I am not
going to respond to this ridiculous charge.
But I will ask a question. Why, 1! we are a
sa.telllte country is so much attention paid
to Cuba? And it is obvious that the US government in the political field is practically
paying more attention to Cuba than to the
Soviet Union. So then unquestionably we are
facing a strange case of a satellite.
RATHER. Mr. President, regardless of who is
right and who is wrong on the facts, when
you describe a President of the United States
as dishonest and the headline reads "Castro
says Carter is a liar."
President CAsTRo. I did not want to use the
word "liar." I said dishonest.
RATHER . You said dishonest but the beadline reads-you know the headline reads
"Castro calls Carter liar."
President CAsTRo. I did not want to use
that word.
RATHER. Dishonest.
But regardless of who's right or wrong on
the facts, when you describe a President of
the United States as dishonest, are you not
contributing to world tension by taunting
Mr. Carter that way?
President CAsTRo. Actually, that is not my
intention or my wish but how I am going to
define the policy that he has followed concerning Cuba on this issue. I have a. conception of things. And at least I follow a line; a
line of principle in politics.
So, then, we are faced with a situation in
which a. crisis has been artificially created
and dishonest procedures have been used.
And this is what I say.
RATHER. Excuse me. You say that this has
been artificially created. President Carter's
official spokesman said again within the past
24 hours this is not an artificial crisis. They
say it's a real problem, that there's something
new in Cuba, a Soviet combat brigade.
President CASTRO. It's precisely that. That
is where falsehood precisely lies.
I a not going to question-and I have
already said this on Friday-that I will not go
down low to give explanations to the United
States concerning the nature of our military
facilities . So I will not even explain whether
it is the question of advisers or if these
advisers can combat or not.
That is not the question . That is not the
essential problem.
We are a sovereign country. The United
States has no right whatsoever on Cuba; no
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privilege whatsoever; no jurisdiction over
Cuba. Cuba is not the property of the United
States. Latin America is not a property of
the United States. And we consider ourselves
a free country; and we have the right to
think as a free country.
If I will go down low and give an explanation on the nature of these military fac111ties, I will be questioning Cuba's right to
take the defensive measures it deems pertinent. And besides, we are not less than
Japan, nor England. Nor are we less than
the German Federal Republic . Nor are we less
than Spain. Nor are we less than many of
the countries who have considered themselves with a right to have even troops of
another country for their defense.
So, therefore, I do not accept that Cuba's
[word unintelligible] not be questioned. And
so, therefore, I am not willing to give any explanation on that.
Now, then, the problem is a different one.
Actually, it is a different one. Why has this
crisis been created?
So, then , what I say is the following: that
Soviet military personnel, which the US
government calls brigade, and which we call
Training Center, if a military facility which
has been in Cuba for the past 17 years17 years with a similar number and with a
similar nature that specifically was established after the October crisis, in conformity
with the spirit of the October crisis. And according to the status quo created at the
October crisis. So it is nothing new.
RATHER. This is October, 1962?
President CAsTRo. October, 1962. Seventeen
years ago.
RATHER . Has there been any change in the
nature of the Soviet presence in this country
since that time?
President CAsTRo. There has been no
change, neither in the nature nor the function of the Soviet personnel in Cuba in the
past 17 years. That is the essence of things.
The existence of this facility was perfectly
well known by Kennedy. It was known by
Johnson; by Nixon. It was known by Ford. It
had to be known by Carter.
It is impossible that they ignored this, a
facility that has been in existence for 17
years. In a country where they have had
hundreds of flights. Where they've had hundreds of agents of espionage. In a country
where the United States has used all its electronic means to know what 's happening. Who
are they going to make believe that after
17 years that they ignored the existence of
this facility? Whom are they going to make
believe that?
And that is why-that is why I challenge
Carter to explain to the US people and the
world public opinion the truth, and to say
when was this brigade in Cuba? Since when?
Whether it was set up during Carter's administration. Whether it was set up during
Ford's administration in 1976. Whether it
was set up during Nixon's administration
in 1970. Whether it was established during
Johnson's administration in 1965 or if it
existed or not in Cuba in October, 1962.
I believe that this is the key issue. And
this is the deceit that I'm referring to, to
try to make believe, to try to make the world
public opinion and the US public opinion
believe that the Soviet Union and Cuba
have taken new steps of a military nature
to create a problem.
RATHER. That is the key. I agree that that's
the key. And I can assure you that I believe
that President Carter on tomorrow night is
going to say to the American people that
this is-that the nature of the Soviet presence in Cuba has changed, that for the first
time to his knowledge there is a Soviet
combat brigade in Cuba, not a training
combat brigade.
President CAsTRo. Well, Lf President Carter
tomorrow says that there has been a change
1n the number or in the nature or 1n the

functions of the Soviet military personnel
in Cuba since 1962, then he will be telling
a great lie to the US public opinion and
the world public opinion. Because I maintain that neither in number nor in nature
nor in function has there been any change
in the past 17 years.
RATHER. Mr. President, we have only a
limited amount of time, and I want to
quickly move on.
There are reports circulating in Wash·
ington tonight about possible American
military maneuvers strengthening US forces
in Key West, Puerto Rico; even sending a
contingent of US Marines, a new contingent
to Guantanamo. And the possibility of sending e US aircraft carrier towards the caribbean; that this may be what President
Carter announces tomorrow night. Now, do
you have any intelligence information indicating that that's true?
President CASTRO. I have the news that
has appeared in the papers, the cables, that
military moves. We have not detected any
[words unintelligible] in the past few times.
RATHER. What is your reaction to that
kind of attitude--that kind of talk?
President CAsTRo. I believe, first of all,
that what the United States should do, and
what Carter should do, is not to create a
crisis without any legal basis-without any
legal basis, I repeat, and without any moral
basis.
I believe that the only thing that the
US government must do is not that-is not
to do that, because that will mean to move
into conflict, to move into crisis.
I believe that it would be much more constructive for Carter to announce the contrary. That is, the willingness of the United
States government to respect CUba's sovereign rights. To stop the economic blockade,
which includes medicine, which has been
maintained for the past 20 years, and the
will to dismantle the Guantanamo Naval
Base, and withdraw their ships and troops
from our waters and from our national
territory.
RATHER. Mr. President . ..
President CAsTRo. Well, we are not frightened by any type of reaction. We are not
intimidated by it. We have been suffering
from this hostility on the part of the United
States for the past 20 years. And to send
soldiers to Puerto Rico , well, I believe that
Puerto Ricans will not like it. They're going
to send soldiers to Key West? The tourists
will not like that. That they're going to send
soldiers to Guantanamo, that will mean more
money for U.S. taxpayers. And it will not
affect us at all, since we will not let ourselves be intimidated, nor are we going to
become nervous because of that.
RATHER. Mr. President, if President Carter
should suggest a meeting with you , are you
willing to meet'!
President CASTRo. I will not propose it. But
if he would propose it, I have no objections
whatsoever to have a contact with President
Carter, or whomever he appoints, if it deems
pertinent. We would not have an attitude
of rejection .
RATHER. And the same thing would apply
if Secretary of State Vance were willing to
meet with your Foreign Minister?
President CASTRO. We have no objection
either.
RATHER. Mr. President, do you have ...
President CASTRO. They have already met
at another opportunity.
RATHER. But not on this subject?
President CAsTRo. Vance . . .
RATHER. Not on this subject.
President CASTRO. No. Not on this subject.
RATHER. Mr. President, do you plan to go
to the United Nations before the end of this
year?
President CASTRO. It is a possibility, but
no decision-no final decision has been made
on this regard.
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RATHER. Mr. President, I want to make
very clear, are you flatly denying that there
is not a Soviet combat brigade in Cuba?
President CASTRo. I'm not denying that
there is Soviet military personnel in our
country. I'm saying that it is exactly the
same military personnel organized in the
same way as 17 years ago. That is what I am
saying. Categorically saying so. And that you
call the Soviet personnel-part of the Soviet
personnel-you call it a brigade, and we
call it Instruction and Training Center.
RATHER. Mr. President, how is the situation
right now different from the October crisiD
of 1962, if it is different?President CASTRO. It is different in all ways.
First, in the 1962 crisis, there was a real
objective danger of nuclear conflict and today nothing similar exists. The October crisis
was a real crisis. This is an invented crisis.
The October crisis could have been a tragedy. This is a comedy.
Now, then, during the October crisis, there
were dozens of nuclear missiles in Cuba.
There were over 40,000 soldiers-soviet soldiers in Cuba. There were 28 bombing squads.
At the present none of that exists here. And
this is why when a conclusion was reached
in the October crisis-when an agreement
was reached between the United States and
the Soviet Union-an agreement in which
we did not participate, and with which,
therefore, we do not feel committed; when
that agreement was reached that the Soviets
decided to withdraw these weapons at the exchange of a guarantee of non-invasion of
Cuba, the situation was different then than
now.
Now, none of these problems exist. When
Kennedy reached those agreements with
Khrushchev he felt satisfied for the withdrawal of these weapons. It is not that he was
right. It is not that he had the right. And
these are two different things. We did not
agree. They were different problems from a
real danger for peace at that time.
And Kennedy was satisfied. Kennedy was
not worried of whether two or three thousand Soviet military would remain there. You
noted that? He simply did not pay any importance to that. So now I ask myself, why
does Carter-is going to revive this whole
problem and create a crisis? Why has Carter
set up this comedy for the fact that there are
two or three thousand Soviet military in
Cuba?
So, I want him to explain this. Why? And if
Kennedy did not do it, if Johnson did not do
it, if Nixon did not do it, if Ford did not do
it, why has Carter done this? How can he
explain that? What is the reason behind this?
What is his justification? He will not be able
to make the people of the United States
believe that no President of the United States
knew about this. This is as if he were to
admit that the CIA does not exist. It would
be as if he would be admitting that the US
government is totally misinformed on all
questions.
And then there are two reasons. The attempt to sabotage the summit. Second, the
attempt to raise Carter's image. The attempt
to overcome the difficulties that Carter is facing for his reelection. That is, in my opinion,
the only explanation for Carter to have created this artificial problem.
"COMMUNIQUE": AN INTERVIEW WITH DR.
ZBIGNIEW BRZEZINSKI ON NATIONAL PUBLIC
RADIO
ANNOUNCER. This is "Communique," National Public Radio's weekly report on world
affairs.
Dr. ZBIGNIEW BRZEZINSKI. I WOUld say it's
not a parallel to the 1962 missile crisis. A
much better analogy , if one is looking for an
a nalogy. is t he crisis or problem that Kennedy confronted not in 1.962 in Cuba, but
19611n Berlin.
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ANNOUNCER. This week's edition of "Communique" is devoted entirely to an exclusive
interview with one of the nation's t op foreign policy officials, Dr. Zbigniew Brzezinski,
Assistant to the President for National Security Affairs.
Our guest host is Karen Elliott House of
The Wall Street Journal.
KAREN ELLIOTT HOUSE. I spoke with Dr.
Brzezinski in his White House Office just
prior to the final meeting between Secretary
of State Vance and Soviet Foreign Minister
Andrei Gromyko. The major concern that
day was one that has precoccupied the administration for a month : what to do about
Soviet combat troops in Cuba. I began by
asking Dr. Brzezinski for his interpretation
of the problem posed by the Soviet brigade.
Dl'. BRZEZINSKI. We are concerned because
we feel that the presence of Soviet forces
in the Western Hemisphere, in a country
which has been quite active internationally
through the use of Inilitary forces in a manner which is not conducive to international
stability presents a problem to us. The problem is related to t he more general question
of how to structure a stable relationship in
a world of very rapid change. We hope that
this issue can be resolved through accommodation based on a recognit ion of the principle of reciprocity and mutual restramt.
And Secretary Vance has been engaged in
conversations with Minister Gromyko to that
end.
HousE. Well, is this a parallel to the '62
missile crisis, and, if not, what's the difference?
Dr. BRZEZINSKI. No. I WOUld say it 's not a
parallel to the 1962 missile crisis. That crisis
had a direct , overt military dimension to it.
And indeed, it was ultimately resolved by
the direct use of Inilitary pressure by the
United States; namely, the blockade.
As you know, historical analogies are never
exactly pertinent. But sometimes they can
be revealing and helpful. I would therefore
suggest that a much better analogy, if one
is looking for an analogy, is the crisis or
problem that Kennedy confronted not in
1962 in Cuba, but in 1961 in Berlin. You
will remember that at that time the Soviets
put up the Berlin Wall. This was an unacceptable situation. Indeed, the unacceptable
character of that wall continues to this day.
Because it was unacceptable, President Kennedy had to take certain measures to reassure the West Berlin population, to reassure
our allies; indeed, to indicate to the other
side that we took a very grave view of that.
I hope the issue of the Soviet brigade in
Cuba can be resolved through accommodation. But I think we have to think of it
more as a political problem, which , in many
respects, fits more closely the 1961 analogy,
essentially a political challenge, than the
'62 analogy, essentially a direct Inilitary
challenge.
HousE. But in 1961 the wall didn't come
down. Do you mean to carry that analogy
that far and say that in this instance the
troops probably won't come out?
Dr. BRZEZINSKI. I don't think I should
predict what the outcome might be. And as
I said earlier, analogies are never exact and
they don't fit exactly. What I was stressing
was the essentially political character of the
problem and the need to respond in a manner that keeps that dimension up front .
Our hope is, of course, that this situation
will be altered or revised to our mutual satisfaction through accommodation with the Soviets, because , fundamentally , this is a problem in the U.S.-Soviet relationship. Since
it concerns us, it is a problem in our relationship .
If the Soviets were concerned over some
issue, and deeply concerned, it would also
be an issue in our relationship . And therefore , we feel that the Soviets should give
due consideration to the depths of our concern.

How it will work out I honestly cannot
predict, nor should I.
HousE. If they do not take the troops out,
what effect does that have on U.S.-Soviet
relations more broadly? I mean is this a
real watershed event in our relations, in other
words?
Dr. BRZEZINSKI. First of all, I certainly
would not characterize it as a watershed.
But the Secretary of State has said that this
is a matter of great concern to us. I believe
he used some words suggesting that it would
have implications for our relations. And one
area where consequences may be felt very
soon, and to some extent have already been
felt , pertains to the ratification effort in regards to the SALT, or the strategic anns liinitation treaty. We are not linking it to the
treaty. But the fact of the matter is that a
great many other people are doing so. And
in some cases they're doing it because of the
issue raised by the Soviet brigade in Cuba.
In my judgment, failure to ratify the
treaty would be damaging to the United
States. In my judgment, it is not a proper
response to this problem. In my judgment,
we will suffer internationally if the treaty
is not ratified. But a great many senators
feel differently, and they are arguing that
the Soviet activity in Cuba, not just in regards to this brigade, but the more generalized Soviet sponsorship of Cuban Inilitancy
and promotion of that militancy, should be
penalized , so to speak, through the rejection
of the SALT treaty.
HousE. You seem to be trying to have it
both ways , to say that the SALT treaty
shouldn't be held hostage, and yet to use
the fact that the Senate is holding it hostage
as leverage on the Soviets.
Dr. BRZEZINSKI. I think that's a perfectly
sensible, logical and rational position for me
t o maintain . I happen to think that it is
not the best way to respond. I happen to
feel , however, that if the senators who feel
d ifferently than I have their way, it will
affect the U.S.-Soviet relationship adversely.
It is a fact of life. We are concerned about
it. We are not interested in adversely affecting the U.S.-Soviet relationship, per se . But
we are concerned that this regard for our
interests will have that effect.
I said on some other occasions that this
country ought to be mature enough to conduct responsibly a complex foreign policy,
which indicates that the Soviet Union includes several elements at the same time.
More defense--and we're doing it for the first
t ime in fifteen years. Compete more effectively. And I think we shouldn't be shy about
the need to compete. Ratify SALT in order
to promote arms cont rol , because it happens
to be in our national interest and good for
our national security. And cooperate where
there are genuine opportunities for cooperation. We should be able to do all four things
and to discriminate between them.
The response to the Soviet problem in
Cuba is not to undermine SALT. This hurts
us at least as much as it hurts the Soviets.
If anyone feels that the SALT agreement
is a gift to the Soviets which should now
be denied because of Cuba, then clearly the
treaty shouldn't be ratified at all .
But it is troublesome to me , in fact it is
intellectually perplexing, to see a senator who
feels that the SALT agreement is a good
agreement and favors it, but then he turns
around and says we should reject it because
I don't like what the Soviets are doing in
Cuba.
HousE. How do you go about reviving SALT,
though , given the fact that there are anumber of senators who feel that way? I mean
is SALT dead, or is it just in the resuscitation stage?
Dr. BRZEZINSKI. No, I don't think SALT is
dead . I don't tJhink it is even getting artificial
respiration. I think SALT is all right in the
sense that the compelling case that has been
made by this administration for its ratifica-
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tion still stands, notwithstanding the flap of
this week, or even such criticisms as that by
former President Ford. None of that has undermined the actual substantive case for
SALT.
What has happened is that an unfortunate
negative development in tJhe U.S.-Soviet relationship is now being used by some senators
as an argument against SALT. My answer to
that is let 's exainine SALT on its merits. If
it is not good for U.S. security, if it doesn't
promote greater stability in the 80 's, if it
doesn't in fact help us maintain an adequate
defense effort, then it should not be ratified.
But if it does these things-and I'm convinced that it does-then it should be ratified whatever the Soviets are doing in Cuba.
We should find ways of responding to that
problem, but not penalize ourselves by rejecting SALT simply because we feel frustrated over Cuba.
HousE. But don't you have a circle here
in that if the Russians decide that SALT is
basically dead-and it seems to me that President Ford's speech moves one to think that
that could be the case; it's another blow to
the treaty, at any rate-do they then feel less
inclined to bargain with you, to accommodate you in Cuba?
Dr. BRZEZINSKI. I WOUld think that, in general, it would be wise for all statesmen to be
very careful what they say about such matters as SALT at a time when we 're trying to
negotiate a very sensitive issue with the Soviets , which is not directly germaine to SALT,
but which clearly affects the wider U.S.-Soviet relationship. I would have hoped that
former President Ford had waited a few days
with this speech. He certainly, given his preeminence and status, is entitled to lay out
his case, and it deserves very respectful listening. And I read his speech with much interest, though there are many parts in it
with which I disagree , particularly Ibis overlooking the fact that we have reversed the
downward slope in defense efforts which was
part of the problem of the Nixon-Ford years.
But I would have preferred that speech to
be made when the U.S.-Soviet discussions on
this issue were over. I think it would have
been better for all of us.
HousE. Well, that raises two questions. Did
you ask-did tlhe President ask former President Ford to wait about making that speech?
Dr. BRZEZINSKI. No, there were not consultations either way.
HousE. Why not? If it is a negative element, as you're suggesting, why not phone a
former President and suggest that the right
thing to do is to delay it a week?
Dr. BRZEZINSKI. Well as I have said, I think
it is generally wiser for everyone to restrain
themselves at this stage, because it is so
sensitive. But obviously, a former President
has the right to lay out his case, and he has
no obligation to consult on this issue. And to
my knowledge , neither he nor President carter consulted with each other. I gather his
speech had been scheduled for some time.
I'm talking about the general need for
everyone to exercise restraint and great caution at this rather sensitive stage.
HousE. You knew that he was making the
speech and you knew the substance of it
just as the adininistration knew that Frank
Church intended to make public a month
ago the presence of these troops in Cuba. One
of the things that fascinates me and that I
think fascinates a number of listeners is why
did the adininistration not frame this issue
not make public the presence of the troop~
itself and remain in control of the issue
rather than letting Frank Church announce
it and then immediately call for the removal
of the troops?
Dr. BRZEZINSKI. I really don't want to get
involved in a re-hash of the events of the last
part of August. As best as I recall, the sequence was that when we reached the conclusions that we did on the basis of the intelligence material that was available, par-
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ticula.rly once the intelligence community
had reached the judgment, it was the feeling
of the senior officials in the Department of
State, who had previously been in touch with
the concerned senators, that this information would become public knowledge very
quickly, and that therefore the appropriate
action for them to take was to inform the
senators and to count on their discretion on
this matter.
HousE. But was there an administration
decision, a discussion about whether to make
it public, or did the State Department simply decide to let Frank Church do it?
Dr. BRZEZINSKI. Well, we don't have a policy of withholding information from concerned senators. We . . . .
HousE. Well, you don't have to withhold
information. I mean according to the senator, he informed Secretary Vance that he intended to make it public. Why did the administration, with that knowledge, then not
make it public itself?
Dr. BRZEZINSKI. We informed the Senator,
and the senator then decided to Inake it public. The sequence of timing for all of it was
very brief. We do have the policy of collaborating very closely w ith concerned senators and of sharing with them pertinent
information, because we believe that the
spirit of cooperation and collegiality is the
best basis for shaping national policy. It's a
practice that we have maintained now for
two and a half years. We're very proud of it.
I consult frequently, every day, with senators, and I share information with them. And
I must say that I've never been disappointed.
I have · dealt very ext ensively with Senator
Byrd, with Senator Baker, and with their colleagues, and I've never had an instance in
which anything pertaining t o national security matters was in any way jeopardized.
HousE. While we're in the middle of this
crisis then, or this problem, at any rate, and
we don't know the outcome, but there are a
number of people, as you suggested, on the
Hill who think that SALT is in bad shape.
What is the consequence of not having a
SALT treaty? What's the consequences of
the Senate saying no or the President deciding to take the treaty back?
Dr. BRZEZINSKI. Well , first Of all , let me
say immediately that my diagnosis of the patient is somewhat different than yours. I
don't think SALT is in bad shape. I think
the case for SALT has been a compelling
one. And what is now involved is essentially
a side issue.
Now as to non-ratification, if that were
to happen, I would put stress on two consequences, which I think are undesirable. The
first pertains to our own national security.
We need to do more in defense. For about
fi!ten years or so, ten years to be more precise-somewhere between ten and fifteen
years-there was a steady decline in American strategic and conventional capabilities.
It was particularly marked in the NixonFord years. We have reversed that. This President is the first president in a long time,
including some Democratic presidents, I hasten to add, to have had a real increase in
the defense budget for three running years,
three consecutive years. This is the first
time.
What we need to do in defense, and what
we are doing in defense, will give us more
national security, if it's done in the context
of SALT than in the context of the absence
of SALT. With SALT, we know more precisely what kind of an adversary we'll be confronting in 1985. With SALT, we know more
precisely what we need to do in the strategic.
With SALT, we can apportion more reasonably our strategic and non-strategic spending. Without SALT, we don 't have any of
that. Hence, without SALT, we 'll need to do
much more in defense, and we 'll be less secure in our knowledge of whet her it 's enough.
So that's one negative consequence.
The second negative consequence is the
generally negative impact this will have on

our international position. There's no doubt
that our European allies would be dismayed
if SALT is rejected. I suspect that TNF modernization, theater nuclear force modernization in Europe, which we are pushing forward as a very important element in our defense modernization, will be jeopardized.
This, as ~nany of your listeners know, is a
collective, inter-allied effort that President
Carter has launched to offset the growing
Soviet intermediate-range nuclear capability,
particularly the Soviet S8-20 missiles.
I am inclined to the view that it's very
probable that if SALT were rejected, TNF
would be jeopardized. And that would be
extremely bad for our security and for our
alliance relationships. I think our prestige
will go down . The sense of international confidence in us as a mature power, capable of
competing, of doing what is needed for our
defense, and yet for also promoting arms
control , will be severely and negatively
affected.
HousE. Why wouldn't theater nuclear force
modernization be even more important to
our allies in the absence of a U.S.-Soviet relationship with some predictability?
Dr. BRZEZINSKI. Well, you have a very logical mind , and that's a logical conclusion. But
politics don 't work that way. And the point is
that particularly in Germany the reaction
will be that we 're moving into a new phase
of the Cold War , a spiral in the arms race ,
and that they better not be part of it. And
they have made this pretty plain. This would
be even true of some other European countries , probably Benelux. But I don't want to
be too specific.
HousE. How are they reacting to our current state of relations with the Soviet Union?
Dr. BRZEZINSKI. Well first of all, as allies,
they share some of our concerns, and many
of our allies have been concerned about Soviet activity in the Third World. They are
also concerned that the relationship not deteriorate. It's a concern that we also share.
I would say that, in general, our allies
would like to see continued stability in the
U. S .-Soviet relationship and further development of detente, which is a point of view
that we share. As-I'm sure your listeners
know that I am one of the great promoters
of detente , a detente that's reciprocal and
comprehensive. And we are making certain
in our efforts that detente is not exploited
against us unilaterally, but it becomes genuinely comprehensive and reciprocal. And
sound-thinking allies share that point of
view.
HousE. What leverage do we have over the
Russians? I mean we continue to talk about
how they must respect our sensitivities, and,
if they don't respect our sensitivities, we will
have to respond to them. What can the
United States do?
Dr. BRZEZINSKI. Well , the President, I believe, on at least one occasion, perhaps more,
said that the United States is not without
resources and is capable of promoting its interests and protecting them. And that is a
fundamental fact. The Soviet Union, like
the United States, has ~nany engagements,
many interests, and I'm sure that the Soviet
leaders know what their concerns and sensitivities are.
I don 't think that at this delicate stage
my even speculating about what we might
do would be helpful. We are not trying to
threaten the Soviet Union. We're trying to
deal with it in regards to a problem which
we believe is a joint problem. We don't believe that this is an American problem.
We believe it's a joint problem. Why is it a
joint problem? Because the matter is of concern to us. That's enough. In a marriage, if a
problem is of concern to one partner, it becomes a joint problem. The same is true of
any relationship that is bilateral.
HousE. Well, one of the things that the
administration seems to have ruled out is
using American grain as any sort of lever
on the Soviets. That strikes a number of
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people as curious since the Russians have
had one of the worst crops ever, and they
are coming to town next week to ask for
additional permission to buy corn in particular, but grain, in general, next year. Why
is there no effort to use that leverage?
Dr. BRZEZINSKI. First of all, I don't want
to either isolate or indicate or exclude any
options, because if I start doing that, then,
by definition. I'll end up with some options
that are more realistic and probable than
others. And therefore, I would engage in activity which would be self-defeating the
purposes which I've just outlined; namely,
that one should exercise self-restraint in
public comment on this issue.
Secondly, as a general proposition, I would
say that if one wishes to exercise leverage
on some one, it is better to do so in a Inanner which doesn 't hurt one as much as the
other side, or perhaps even more. In the
case of grain, which is a very complicated
issue the question arises what one would
do with the grain that one wouldn't sell.
How would it affect American interests? Are
there other sellers on the world market that
can provide the same staple if we decide to
withhold it? These are the kind of things
that one has to ask oneself in regards to this
issue or for that matter, any other option.
As a general principle-! said this on some
other occasion-shooting oneself in the foot
is not the most effective way of impressing
someone else that one is determined.
HousE. Okay. When we talk about the
U.S.-Soviet relationship more generally,
would you say that we are in a period of
converging interests or diverging interests?
Dr. BRZEZINSKI. I would say that both tendencies are present in the U.S.-Soviet relationship at the same time, have always been
the case, and probably for a long time to
come will be the case. That is to say, in
many respects, because of deep-rooted historical, philosophical, geopolitical reasons,
the two societies are pitted in a competitive
relationship. It isn't, after all, even just a
Inatter of ideology. De Tocqueville wrote
about it, and extremely well. At the same
time, we have certain common interests
which deri(ve from the fact that we live in the
same world; we have to survive in the same
world; and we have a common stake in stability. Both are present.
At one or another time, certain animus
may surface and be predominant. Obviously
right now, the contentious issues have surfaced. But that tends to be a passing phenomenon. Both elements are present, and
this is another reason why we have to be
able to conduct a genuinely sophisticated,
mature foreign policy, one that doesn't mindlessly slide into universal antagonism, but
also one which doesn't assume that the antagonistic elements are totally absent simply
because in some area we are able to cooperate.

CHICAGO AREA COMMUNITY COMBATS FLOODING PROBLEMS
Mr. PERCY. Mr. President, last June,
I related to my colleagues the findings of
the U.S. General Accounting Office
(GAO ) concerning metropolitan Chicago's combined sewer problem. Among
other things, this report, which was released May 15, 1979, detailed actions
which Chicago area communities have
taken on their own to minimize the local
effects of basement flooding . At the time,
I commended 12 villages and towns in the
Chicago area for their activities to minimize their particular flooding problems.
Subsequent to my statement, I have
learned of the efforts of Elk Grove
Village and several of its neighboring
communities to control their flooding situation. Elk Grove Village, just north-
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west of Chicago, was not included in
the GAO report; it is a separate sewer
community, having separate pipes for
conveying rainwater to area waterways
and sewage to local treatment plants.
The GAO's study dealt exclusively with
combined sewer communities, or cities
and towns whose systems carry both
rainwater and sewage in the same pipes.
In spite of this distinction, the actions
taken by Elk Grove Village and its neighboring communities are exemplary for
combined and separate sewer communities alike.
Among Elk Grove Village's flood reduction steps are: Design of open public
space to discourage building in floodprone areas and to store flood waters;
requirement of basic homeowner actions
such as downspout disconnection and
overhead plumbing; and encouragement
of the use of lift stations, holding basins,
and ditches to alleviate isolated flooding.
In addition, the village has taken the
lead in fostering cooperation among localities to jointly combat flooding in
northwestern Cook County and eastern
DuPage County.
The success of Elk Grove Village's actions in minimizing local flooding conditions indicates that communities acting
on their own can successfully adopt
small-scale techniques to relieve their
flooding problems. This information
should be of value to countless cities and
towns across the country who are afflicted
with localized sewer backup and basement flooding.
THE PRIORITY ENERGY PROJECT
ACT OF 1979
Mr. PERCY. Mr. President, last Thursday, I joined with 67 of my colleagues
in voting for S. 1308, the "Priority Energy Project Act of 1979." It is my hope
that this legislation will now win quick
approval in the House of Representatives
and be signed soon after by President
Carter. S. 1308 is designed to create an
Energy Mobilization Board to expedite
the licensing process for vital energy
projects. Such a Board will help our
country begin the tremendous challenge
of drastically reducing its oil imports.
After being substantially amended on
the Senate floor last week, S. 1308 is
now a bill I can live with. I do not endorse it now, however, without some
reservations.
As an original cosponsor of another
and, I feel, superior Mobilization Board
bill, S. 1806, I had serious misgivings
last week about some of the far-reaching powers given the Board in S. 1308.
In several speeches on the floor, I said
that the originalS. 1308 dangerously infringed the rights and responsibilities
of Federal, State, and local agencies to
review and license energy proposals. I
expressed apprehension that the bill gave
the Mobilization Board such broad
powers that the cooperation of State
and local governments was in fact jeopardized. Without this cooperation, I felt
success of the fast-tracking process itself would be in grave doubt. It might
result in coercion rather than essential
cooperation.
After S. 1806 was tabled last Wednesday morning, many of my colleagues and

I moved to amend S. 1308. We hoped,
of course, that this bill in its final form
would be passed with at least some of
the important elements of the legislation we had introduced.
I am pleased to say our efforts were
successful. While still far from perfect,
S. 1308 as passed by the Senate is a
better bill than the S. 1308 reported out
by the Energy Committee.
I would like to cite three positive
changes: First, the Senate unanimously
accepted my amendment to subject Mobilization Board members to all existing
conflict-of-interest laws. This is an important provision which must be an integral part of any responsible fast-track
legislation. Board members cannot be
allowed to approve or review any energy
project in which they have a direct
stake. Self-inte-rest can play no part in
fast-tracking: The Board must choose
only those projects that serve the national interest.
Second, the Senate reduced the likelihood of the Board's exempting fasttrack projects from essential, future
health and environmental laws. Originally, S. 1308 gave the Board broad,
open-ended criteria to determine where
future substantive laws should be
waived, and left it to Congress to oversee and, if necessary, block the Board's
decision. As amended, both the Administrator of the Environmental Protection
Agency and the Secretary of Interior
will have the opportunity to block any
substantive waiver if the public health
or environment is endangered.
Third, seeing the immediate role
America's coal resources can play in reducing our oil imports, the Senate approved an amendment granting automatic fast-track status, upon request, to
utilities interested in converting from oil
or gas boilers to coal. Such a move has
the immediate potential to reduce our
oil imports by as much as 724,000 barrels per day. Of course, like any other
fast-track project, these utilities will
have to meet all pertinent environmental standards and statutes to obtain a
conversion permit. This amendment reflects a recognition by the Senate that
coal conversion projects, taken together,
offer a large, immediate and essential
first step toward achieving dramatic reductions in oil imports.
Mr. President, I would like to indicate
my concern about several provisions in
S. 1308 that survived the amendment
process intact. I am hopeful that these
drawbacks will be modified by the House
and conference.
I am disturbed by S. 1308's vague criteria for fast-track designation-the
Board need only choose projects likely to
reduce "directly or indirectly" our dependence on foreign energy-and by the
absence of a ceiling on the number of
projects that can be fast-tracked at any
one time.
I regret that the Senate chose not to
mandate a role for the Department of
Energy in selecting projects, an addition
that would have gone far toward insuring that fast-track designation was consistent with America's broader national
energy policy.
Finally, I am concerned about the
Board's power under S. 1308 to make
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licensing decisions in lieu of agencies
that fail to meet scheduled decision
deadlines.
All these factors give the Energy Mobilization Board powers it does not need
to fast-track energy projects-powers
that could make fast-tracking a more
difficult, not easier, process to achieve.
It must be Congress' mandate, if this
Energy Board comes into being, to review carefully how these responsibilities
are applied.
DR. BURNS' PLAN TO SLOW
INFLATION
Mr. PERCY. Mr. President, on September 30, the Washington Star carried an
article excerpting the remarks Dr. Arthur Burns gave the same day at the Per
Jacobsson Lecture in Belgrade, Yugoslavia.
Dr. Burns prescribes a four-part program to turn down the fires of inflation,
but expresses doubt that we will be able
to pull together to implement his recommendations. In short, the former
Chairman of the Federal Reserve Board
suggests that we:
Revise the budget process to make deficits less likely;
Implement a comprehensive plan that
would eliminate anticompetitive and
overly costly regulations;
Endorse restrictive monetary policies;
and
Reduce business taxes to increase productivity performance.
These are, he points out in his statement, specific proposals for the type of
inflation we have been experiencing in
the United States. They will not necessarily work in other developed countries,
but he feels they fit our economy and
could be adopted by our Government.
The question is-will they?
I believe we are already on the way to
realizing some of these policies to a certain degree. But we can now do more.
The budget reconciliation process was
tested in the Senate this fall and found
to be strong: Committees were directed
to roll back nearly $4 billion in spending.
The Governmental Affairs Committee
has concluded its hearings on regulatory
reform legislation and will proceed this
fall to markup of the systematic approach to regulatory control that Dr.
Burns advocates. The Federal Reserve
Board last weekend implemented a new
and stringent monetary policy that economists say will, if successful, be the most
significant realinement of domestic
monetary policy since the close of the
Second World War.
On the matter of an investment-oriented tax cut, however, I believe Dr.
Burns has singled out one area where the
need may not be met. Just about onethird of the Senate voted for a $15 billion tax cut during debate on the budget
resolution in September. A similar proposal was defeated in the House. Both
proposals would have offset the tax cut
with corresponding decreases in Federal
spending, so the deficit would not have
increased. We very much need a tax cut
designed along lines that will encourage
modernization of plants and equipment
and I expect that tax cuts will be passed
by Congress next year. But as the recent
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votes in the House and Senate showed,
there is at this time a misunderstanding
of the importance of a business-oriented
tax cut in fighting inflation.
Mr. President, as a first step toward
highlighting this important aspect of an
anti-inflation policy, I ask unanimous
consent that the article excerpting Dr.
Burns' excellent speech be printed in the
RECORD at this point.
There being no objection, the article
was ordered to be printed in the RECORD,
as follows:
STIFF REMEDY PRESCRIBED FOR INFLATION
MISERIES

(By Arthur F. Burns)
Historically, Americans have had deep faith
in the concept of progress-in the idea. that
it was realistic to expect to better one's own
lot and that of one's family in the course of
a. 11!etime. During the greater part of America's history, government intervention in
economic life was only peripheral. Personal
progress was generally viewed as a reward !or
personal effort-assisted, perhaps, by good
fortune.
Thils tradition of lndlviduallsm was shattered by the cataclysmic events of the 1930's
and 1940's. The breakdown of economic order
during the Great Depression was unprecedented in its scale and scope, and it strained
the precept of self-reliance beyond the breaking point. With one-quarter of the labor force
unemployed, personal courage and moral
staxnlna. could guarantee neither a job nor a
livelihood. Succor finally came through a
political idea. that was novel to a majortlty of
American people but compelling nonetheless-namely, that the Federal government
had a far larger responsib111ty in the economic sphere than it had hitherto assumed.
The i nterplay of governmental action and
private demands had an internal dynamic
that led to their concurrent escalation.
Many results of this interaction of government and citizen activism proved wholesome. Their cumulative effect, however, was
to impart a strong inflationary bias to the
American economy. The proliferation of government programs led to progressively higher
tax burdens on both individuals and corporations. Even so, the willingness of government to levy taxes fell distinctly short of its
propensity to spend. Since 1950 the Federal
budget has been in balance in only five years.
Since 1970 a deficit has occurred in every
year.
The persistent inflation that plagues the
industrial democracies wlll not be vanquished--or even substantially curbed--..
until new currents of thought create a political environment in which the difficult
adjustments required to end inflation can
be undertaken.
There are some signs, as yet tenuous and
inconclusive, that such a change in the intellectual and political climate of the democracies is getting under way. One of the
characteristic features of a democracy is
that it encourages learning !rom experience.
Recent disturbing trends in economic and
social life, particularly the persistence and
acceleration of inflation, have led to much
soul-searching by leaders of thought and
opinion. Among economists, the Keynesian
school has lost much of its erstwhile vigor,
self-confidence and influence. Economists
are no longer focusing so exclusively on unemployment and governmental management
of aggregate demand. They are paying more
attention to the management of aggregate
supply-to the need to strengthen incentives
to work and innovate, to ways of stimulating
saving and investment, to the importance of
eliminating barriers to competition, to ways
of reducing the regulatory burdens imposed
on industry and to other means of bolstering business confidence.

The intellectual ferment in the world's
democracies is having its influence not only
on businessmen and investors but also on
politicians, trade union leaders and even
housewives; for all of them have been learning from experience and from one another.
In the United States, !or example, people
have come to feel in increasing numbers that
much of the government spending sanctioned by their compassion and altruism was
falllng short of its objectives; that urban
blight was continuing, that the quality of
public schools was deteriorating, that cr1Ine
and violence were increasing, that welfare
cheating was stlll widespread, that collecting
unemployment insurance was becoming a
way of life for far too many-in short, that
the relentless increases of government spending were not producing the social benefits
expected from them and yet were adding to
the taxes of hard-working people and to the
already high prices they had to pay at the
grocery store and everywhere else.
In the United States a great majority of
the public now regard inflation as the Number One problem facing the country, and this
judgment is accepted by both the Congress
and the executive establishment.
The present widespread concern about inflation in the United States is an encouraging development, but no one can yet be
sure how far it will go or bow lasting it wlll
prove. The changes that have thus far occurred in fiscal, monetary and structural
policies have been marginal adjustments.
American policy-makers tend to see merit in
a gradualist approach because it promises a
return to general price stability-perhaps
with a delay of five or more years but without requiring significant sacrifices on the
part of workers or their employers.
But the very caution that leads politically
to a policy of gradualism may well lead also
to its premature suspension or abandonment 1n actual practice. Economic life is
subject to all sorts of surprises and disturbances--business recessions, labor Uil:l'est, foreign troubles, monopolistic shocks, elections
and governmental upsets. One or another
such development, especially a business
recession, could readily overwhelm and topple a gradualist timetable for curbing lnfiation.
If the United States and other industrial
countries are to .make real headway in the
fight against inflation it wlll first be necessary to rout inflationary psychology-that is,
to make people feel that inflation can be,
and probably will be, brought under control. Such a change in national psychology
is npt likely to be accomplished by marginal
adjustments of public policy. In view of the
strong and widespread expectations of infiation that prevail at present, I have therefore
reluctantly come to believe that fairly drastic therapy will be needed to turn inflationary psychology around.
The precise therapy that can serve a nation best is not easy to identify, and what
will work well ill: one country may work poorly in another. In the case of the American
infia.tion, which bas become a. major threat
to the well-being of much of the world as
well as of the American people, it would
seem wise to me at this juncture of history
for the government to adopt a. basic program consisting of four parts. The first of
these would be a legislative revision of the
federal budgetary process that would make
it more difficult to run budget deficits and
that would serve as the initial step toward
a constitutional amendment directed to the
same end. The second part 'would be a commitment to a comprehensive plan for dismantling regulations that have been impeding the competitive process and for modifying others that have been running up costs
and prices unnecessarily. The third part
would be a binding endorsement of restric•
tive monetary policies until the rate of inflation has become substantially lower. And
the fourth part would consist of legislation
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scheduling reductions of business taxes in
each of the next five years--the reduction to
be quite small in the first two years but to
become subst~tial in later years. This sort
of tax legislation would release powerful
forces to improve the nation's productivity
and thereby exert downward pressure on
prices; and it would also help in the more
immediate future to ease the difficult adjustments forced on so many businesses and
their employees by the adoption of the first
three parts of the suggested program.
I wish I could close this long address by
expressing confideDJCe that a. program along
the lines I have just sketched, or any other
constructive and forceful program for dealing with lnfiation, will be undertaken in
the near future in the United States or elsewhere. That I cannot do today. I am not even
sure that many of the central bankers of
the world , having by now become immured
to gradualism, would be willing to risk the
painful economic adjustments that I fear
are ultimately unavoidable. I would therefore not be surprised if the return to reasonable price stability in the industrial
democracies and thereby to an orderly international monetary system is postponed
by more false starts. But if political pa.tien,ce
in individual countries is severely tested as
that happens, the learning process will also
be speeded. The conservative trend that now
appears to be under way in many of the industrial democracies will then gather
strength; and unless political leadership falls
into irresponsible hands, the in,flationa.ry
basis that has been sapping the economic
and moral vitality of the democracies can
finally be routed.
THE STATE OF THE ECONOMY
Mr. PERCY. Mr. President, I want to
comment for just a moment on the state
of the economy. Certainly, the market
crash yesterday of 26 points, exacerbated by another drop of 16 points in
the market as of 10:30 this morning, but
somewhat moderated in the meantime,
the panic buying of gold, the drop in the
value of the dollar through the recent
weeks but now a steadying of it, and the
firm action taken by the Federal Reserve
System to counter this market trend
should be taken note of carefully by the
Congress of the United States. We have
before us the necessity to move in a
dramatic and creative way now to stimulate the economy, to overcome the
tendency we have to work toward a
deepening of the recession in this country, moving toward, as the indicators
seem to say, 8 percent unemployment,
which is totally unacceptable. With interest costs today at 14.5 percent, prime
rate, we are just squeezing out farmers,
small businessmen, and so forth.
We need to take a careful look not
only at creating a dynamic energy
policy, but also finding a way to create
incentives for savings so that this country will, once again, get back on the
track of not spending excessively, as we
are, and find a way to set aside money
for the future and create a supply of
money. It will then make money available to farmers, small business people
and major businesses for productivity
increases, and plant expansion. At the
present rate, our housing market is
going to go down; the capital investment
market will dry up so far as plant expansion improvement and modernization, which will affect productivity. We
have many, many problems to grapple
with. I hope the Congress of the United
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eral months. The regulation revisions, interpretation of rules and the delays have thus
far added over $10,000 to this project cost,
and it is not yet out of the planning stage.
The real cost impact can only be determined
when the inflationary increase caused by the
significant time delays are fully taken into
account.

be approved by EPA before any work done
would be grant eligible. The Grant application and Plan of Study were into EPA in
plenty of time for review and approval prior
to July 1, and, in fact, comments were received from EPA in mid-June asking for some
final information prior to approval. The City
Attorney filed that information and it was
EPA REGULATIONS
assumed that the Plan of Study would thereMARSHALLTOWN, IOWA
Mr. JEPSEN. Mr. President, nearly fore be approved. The City authorized our
to proceed with the Infiltration/
An engineering contract t o perform Step I
every day, I receive a news article or company
Inflow Analysis, spending approximately planning work for the City of Marshalltown
other information from a constituent de- $6,000
in the determination that there was
originally signed on August 29, 1974 as
tailing the problem which the cities and excessive infiltration/ inflow which required was
a result of Public Law 92-500. Provisions of
States are having in meeting the latest further identification in a Sewer System Public Law 92-500 made it possible for comEnvironmental Protection Agency reg- Evaluation Survey. When that report was munities to bypass the Infiltration/ Inflow
ulation. Often the news article is accom- filed with the Environmental Protection Analysis portion of Step I work if they could
panied only by a plaintive one-line sen- Agency, the City was notified that their Plan prove beyond reasonable doubt that they had
tence---"When is this nonsense going to of Study had not officially been approved by an excessive infiltration/ inflow problem.
July 1. although there were no changes re- Marshalltown had significant data over a
end?"
quired-it was just a lack of someone getting period of several years which dynamically
Mr. President, in the past our city and around
to approve it. The work that had indicated the extent of their infiltration and
State administrators have at times all been done was said to be not grant ellgible. inflow problem and presented this data both
but given up on trying to comply with The City filed a formal complaint based on to the Environmental Protection Agency and
these EPA regulations. "When is this the extenuating circumstances of the condi- the Iowa Department of Environmental
nonsense going to end?" is sometimes all tions and received a favorable ruling from Quality so they might proceed directly to the
they can say. The cities and States are EPA's Washington headquarters that their Sewer System Evaluation Survey. Neither
would be reimbursable as soon as a Agency would accept the data and required
not attempting to do battle with the En- work
offer was made for t he Step I project. the City of Marshalltown to expend nearly
vironmental Protection Agency; they grant
To this date, the City of Tama does not $17,000 on an Infiltration/ Inflow Analysis
want to protect the public's health as have a Step I Grant and has not been reim- which proved exactly what should have been
much as anyone. All they are seeking is bursed for the money expended on the In- obvious by inspection of the original data.
some reasonableness in the regulations.
filtration / Inflow Analysis in 1976, all because The original rule was an excellent one but
The EPA does not seem to believe this of regulation modification and the failure by was never used in the manner in which it
and also does not seem to realize that the review agency to approve a document was intended, and much money was wasted.
Since that time additional engineering
there is a limit to what small towns have which was in proper form in their office in
contracts and amendment s have been necesthe capability to do. Simply put, small time for approval.
The
City
tried
to
perform
the
work
resary
in order to provide for regulation moditowns cannot keep up with retroactive quired in their initial Grant condition and fications
All of these have caused time deregulations and frequent substitutive have yet to be reimbursed for the authorized lays and .additional
costs to the owner and to
changes in regulations. They cannot keep work. In addition, the three-year delay has the government. The Contract was amended
up with unending project delays.
rendered most of the initial work done on in March of 1976 to include revised Appendix
Retroactive regulations and adminis- the system worthless and, of course, has in- C-1 regulations regarding negotiation of entrative delays cost them thousands of creased the total overall cost of the engineer- gineering contracts as required by EPA. The
ing work and any construction work signif- Contract was again amended on the 24th
dollars. By the time they change their icantly
due to inflation .
of April , 1978 to include further revisions of
plan in order to comply with the latest
Appendix C-1 regulations regarding negotiaregulation, there is oftentimes yet anNEVADA, IOWA
tion of engineering contracts. Further deother requirement by EPA. Or, as someThe City of Nevada, Iowa entered into the tailed considerations of land application
times is the case, EPA just does not get Grant program with the Environmental Pro- alternatives were included in the scope of
around to granting final approval.
tection Agency for upgrading their waste the project at this time. The total costs for
the regulatio~ revisions and time delays asThis nonsense has got to end-limits treatment facilities in 1975. The City Engi- sociated
the project to this point added
must be set on retroactive regulations; neer did the Infiltration/ Inflow Analysis $10,000 towith
the Step I work and delayed the
work, and then our company was retained to
there must be a time limit on EPA ad- do
completion
by
several months.
the remainder or! the Sewer System Evaluministrative consideration; and Federal ation
The Step I work has recently been comSurvey and Facility Planning work for
funding must be received in a timely the City. Several regulation changes have pleted and is now being held for review by
manner once approval has been guaran- caused significant time delays and increased the Iowa Department of Environmental
teed. Small towns and cities in particu- costs on this project. Our original Step I Quality and the Environmental Protection
Agency due to an EPA Program Requirement
lar have the most problems, finding it contract was executed on November 15, 1976. Memorandum
that justification of
hard to stay abreast of the complicated As an example, an amendment was made to any treatmentstating
higher than conventional
the Engineering Contract on April 3, 1978 to
and everchanging regulations.
include revised Appendix C-1 regulations secondary treatment in which the increMr. President, recently, an engineering governing negotiations for engineering serv- mental cost is more than $1 million must
firm in my home State of Iowa provided ices, and also this amendment included re- be reviewed and approved by the Washington
me with some examples of cities which visions in the scope of work to include de- EPA office. This project qualifies in this catand is now being held by the State
have experienced unbelievable project tailed study of land application alterna- egory
and Regional office trying to determine what
delays and problems in trying to comply tives, which are required nationwide, al- approach
they should use in justifying the
their application in this particular
with EPA regulations for wastewater though
part of the country is exceptionally ques- extra expense of this project for advanced
treatment facilities. I ask unanimous tionable. This amendment increased the con- secondary treatment when it does not apconsent that these examples be printed tract cost approximately $7,000 and increased pear it is necessary to meet reasonable
in the RECORD.
the contract time by several months. Another stream standards. At this time we have no
There being no objection, the material amendment was added to the contract on the idea when this project that has been in the
was ordered to be printed in the RECORD, 5th of March, 1979, to again add revised planning stage since August of 1974, will
Appendix C-1 regulations. No additional en- get beyond that stage into the construction
as follows:
gineering charges were added for this con- of some needed pollution control facilities.
TAMA, IOWA
tract amendment, although it is obvious that
Tama, Iowa constructed new secondary
IOWA FALLS , IOWA
treatment facillties in 1973 and 1974 prior there was significant time expended and deThe original engineering agreement with
to initiation of the Public La.w 92-500 re- lays associated with preparing the amendquirements for infiltration/ infiow considera- ment, getting it executed by the City and the City of Iowa Falls was executed on
tion. One of the Federal Grant conditions for forwarding to the government agency for April 9, 1976 to cover an phases of the
construction of their new plant, however, their review and approval. Another amend- planning, design and construction work for
was that they initiate a study to determine ment to the Professional Engineering Con- wastewater treatment improvements. Again,
the extent of infiltration and inflow in their tract was executed on July 2, 1979 to cover several regulation modifications have caused
sanitary sewer system. In 1975 in response regulation revisions regarding sewer user delays and cost increases in this project. On
charge system development and the utiliza- December 19, 1977, a contract amendment
to that Grant condition, the City filed a
tion or Minority Business Enterprise in the was executed which added the revised ApGrant application and a Plan of Study wit h
the Environmental Protection Agency to do engineering portion of the project. These pendix C-1 regulations regarding negotiathat work. A new regulation went into effect regulation revisions added $3,500 to the con- tions for engineering services. This contract
July 1, 1975 that said the Plan of Study must tract and, again, delayed the project by sev- amendment also included provisions for the

States and particularly the Senate of
the United States will give very, very
high priority to this present critical condition we now face in our economic
outlook.
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direct retention of sewer cleaning and televising contractors by the engineer as required by regulation.
An additional amendment was executed on
February 19, 1979, which again revised the
Appendix C-1 regulations. This amendment
further provided for the modification of the
scope of the Facility Plan to include land
application, detailed evaluation and other
Program Requirement Memoranda details.
The cost increase for this extra service from
revised regulations was approximately $6 ,000,
and again several months of time were lost
in the process.

SOVIET MILITARY PRESENCE
IN CUBA
Mr. HUMPHREY. Mr. President, we
passed a crucial juncture in American
history last week when President Carter
announced his decision concerning the
presence of a Soviet combat brigade in
Cuba.
For the first time in this Nation's history an American President accepted the
permanent deployment of foreign combat troops in the Western Hemisphere.
For all practical purposes, President
Carter's decision not to demand the removal of Soviet troops from Cuba rendered the Monroe Doctrine null and
void.
One of the most disturbing aspects
of President Carter's remarks to the Nation last Monday was that the Senate,
not the Soviets, was named the culprit.
As George Will said so ably in his October 4 editorial in the Washington Post:
According to Carter, the principal threat
Americans should worry about is not Soviet
adventurism, of which the militarization of
Cuba is just one facet. No, the threat is ...
the United States Senate which does not
show proper enthusiasm for the SALT II
deal he struck with the Soviets.

President Carter's decision to go back
on his word to the American people and
accept the status quo has sent an unambiguous message to Moscow. It is now
unmistakably clear to the Kremlin that
it is free to build up and augment what
the distinguished Senator from Washington has so correctly dubbed "Fortress
Cuba," with additional nuclear capable
aircraft, submarines, ground forces,
tanks, whateverThe Soviets most likely believe that
if they do indeed follow such a course,
the Senate again will be accused of overreacting and courting war. Nothing the
Soviets do-no matter how blatantseems to sway President Carter from his
fixation with proceeding with the SALT
II treaty-a treaty which President Carter now calls "the key to the survival
of the human race."
I agree completely with the view of
my distinguished colleague, Senator
JACKSON, who warned this body early on
in this crisis that the Cubans and Soviets
appear to believe that there is little or
no risk of an adverse U.S. response to
Cuban involvement in the internal affairs of Central American and Caribbean
countries. President Carter's cosmetic
responses to Soviet intransigence of the
troop issue can only reinforce this
perception.

In this respect, I am particularly concerned by charges th..,t the Presidentin an effort to save SALT-may not be
telling the American public the full story
about the makeup and capabilities of Soviet troops in Cuba. I draw my distinguished colleagues' attention to Paul
Scott's column in the October 3, 1979 issue of the Manchester Union Leader
where he states, and I quote, that "in
their private briefing of congres'5ional
leaders and others, Carter administration officials have withheld some startling details about the m"lkeup of the
Russian combat brigade and the total
number of Russian and Soviet bloc military personnel in Cuba."
Mr. Scott raises the haunting prospect
that "intelligence reports" indicate that,
because of their makeup and deployment
history, the Soviet brigade in Cuba may
foreshadow the clandestine introduction
of nuclear weapons, mobile MRBM's or
even cruise missiles into Cuba. Mr. Scott
also charges that there are between 150
to 300 Soviet pilots in Cuba. Mr. Scott
also believes that, contrary to common
belief, the Cubans do have a troop-lift
capability which could be used to lift
Soviet combat troops to trouble points in
Latin America.
Today, I have written to President
Carter asking him to comment in detail
on the serious charges levied by Mr.
Scott. It is important, Mr. President, that
the American public and the Senate are
given the full details about the nature of
the Soviet Union's military presence in
Cuba. Upon receipt of President Carter's
reply, I intend to share his response with
my colleagues.
It troubles me to have to ask the President whether or not we have been given
the whole story. However, the administration was less than frank with anumber of my distinguished colleagues in
their initial and laudable attempts to secure information on the Soviet troop
issue.
In essence, President Carter has acceded to the demand made by Soviet Foreign Minister Gromyko before the United
Nations General Assembly that the
United States admit the whole matter
over Cuba was "artificial and proclaim
it to be closed." Save for some cosmetic
sabre rattling aimed at the Cubans-not
the Soviets-President Carter has done
just this. He has accepted Soviet assurances that their troops in Cuba belong
to a training unit and that the Soviets
have no intention of turning that unit
into anything else. Yet, in his next
breath, the President states in hie speech,
"We have persuasive evidence that the
un ~t is a combat brigade."
The bottom line here is Mr. Carter has
acquiesced-has conceded-that the Soviet combat troops in Cuba are there to
stay. This is disturbing in its own right.
But the long-term implications of the
President's decision are ominous.
Kremlinologists have been arguing for
some time that once the Soviets achieved
strategic superiority over the United
States, the Soviets-by flaunting their
military power-could prevent or con-
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dition Western leaders from taking steps
that might run counter to the Soviet
Union's overall strategic, political, and
economic interests. The Soviets have ingeniously used their military power, for
example, to cajole and frighten Finland
from taking action not condoned by the
Kremlin.
Fears have been expressed that the
Soviets might use the political power that
flows from military strength to "Finlandize" the West. I fear, Mr. President,
that by not taking a stronger stand on
the troop issue we have set a dangerous
precedent for buckling and caving in to
future Soviet pressure.
Such a response to Soviet boldness has
a twofold impact. First, it inevitably
encourages the Soviet Union to be even
bolder in the pursuit of its global aims
and demands. For example, on the heels
of President Carter's Thursday night's
speech on Cuba, the Soviet Union is
now warning us not to place advanced
Pershing II medium range missiles in
West Germany.
The United States and its NATO allies
are contemplating this move to offset the
growing theatre nuclear threat Soviet
SS-20 missiles and other nuclear systems pose to Western Europe. I fear that,
despite administration protests to the
contrary, we will now back down from
this plan as we did from our initial stand
that we would not accept the status quo
in Cuba. More dangerous, perhaps, our
European allies-seeing our own unwillingness to stand up for our own interests in the Western Hemisphere-will
believe that we are even less willing to
defend Europe's interests over loud
Soviet protests. If th~s is indeed the case,
we may find our own NATO allies increasingly giving second thoughts to doing anything that the Kremlin may find
offensive.
Mr. President, the Carter administration would have us now forget about
those Soviet combat troops in Cuba and
proceed with the swift ratification of
SALT II. However, now that the Soviet
troops are going to stay in Cuba, it is
more im!:ortant than ever that the Senate keep a vigilant eye on Soviet involvement in this hemisphere.
We should not do as the PreSident
would prefer and refrain from drawing
linkages between the Soviet Union's lofty
promises on the one hand, and its actual
adventuristic and provocative foreign
policy on the other.
Mr. President, I ask unanimous consent that a commentary by George Will,
a commentary by Paul Scott, and a
letter I have written to the President
te printed in the RECORD.
There being no objection, the material
was ordered to be printed in the RECORD,
as follows:
ANOTHER BLUFF

(By George F. Will)
In his firet response, weeks ago, to what

he now dic:missively calls "the highly publicized" Soviet combat brigade in Cuba,
Jimmy Carter went on national television
in the afternoon. He warned the Soviets that

the status quo was "unacceptable."
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But many people have been schooled in perfunctory. But the problem with skillful cern of the President and his aides that if
skepticism by his record of unreciprocated propaganda is that the propagandizers be- the full extent of the Soviet military buildup
concessions in defense policy and unmet gin to believe it. Admimstration vote-counts became known .that Congress and the public
challenges in geopolitics. Such people tried have been studies in wishful thinking.
would demand that counter action be taken
Sen. Frank Church, who somersaults to neutralize the threat.
to imagine what microscopic change by the
Soviets would satisfy Carter's criterion of an around the political landscape with the airy
Since the Carter Administration has no
lightness of a jolly jester not weighed down policy to directly confront .t he Soviets, the
acceptable change in the status quo.
No skeptic was skeptical enough. No one by worries about appearances, originally said word has gone from the President to "play
anticipated that Carter would take prime SALT II should be shelved until the combat down the Soviet-Cuban military threat until
television time to announce that " the high- brigade is eliminated. Now that Carter says some t ype of an accommodation can be
est levels of the Soviet government" have the brigade will neither leave nor change, worked out with Moscow and Havana."
given him " a£surances" that they intend to Church wants to proceed with the ratification
Under the White House guidelines, the
maintain the status quo . All he could say process.
coverup now has been extended to discouragSo do many opponents of SALT II. Al- ing the U.S. intelligence community from
was this:
Although "persuasive evidence" shows though the admi u istration says it has the preparing a new assessment as to the total
that the Soviets are lying when they assert votes, many opponents know, as the Soviets number of Russians and Soviet bloc military
that the brigade has a non-combat nature, know, how safe it is to call this administra- personnel in Cuba.
Soviet statements about the future non- tioil's bluff.
What the White House is concerned with
combat nature are "significant." The Soviets
is that such an assessment would show that
say they will not change the brigade's A LOOK AT THE COVERUP ON SOVIETS IN CUBA t he Soviet contingent in Cuba is the largest
"function or status," and we "understand
(By Paul Scott)
outside the Warsaw or Eastern European
this to mean" they will not enlarge or alter
Communist Pact.
President Carter and his foreign policy adthe briga-de.
A new assessment would also show that
That is, because the Soviets insist they visers are not telling the full story about the Cuba now has the most modern and largest
will not change the status quo that Carter So viet military buudup in Cuba that U.S. military force in all of Latin America. Wit!
has called "unacceptable," he infers that intelligence agencies ha ve unco vered.
In their private briefings of Congressional a regular military force of more than 125,000
they will not do anything to make it more
leaders and others, these t;arter Administra- t he t otal Cuban military strength is now
unacceptable, and so it is acceptable.
estimated at as high as 325,000 when the
Recognize this? Carter's response is simi- tion officials have withheld some startling de- reserve and the home guard forces are
lar to, but even weaker than, his response to tails about the makeup of the Russian "com- included.
bat brigade" and the total number of Rusthe Soviet Backfire bomber.
U.S. intelligence experts say the review
Backfire is, unquestionably , a strategic sian and Soviet bloc military personnel in would
also show that the Russians have
weapon, capable of a nuclear attack over in- Cuba.
BUILT
a submarine base in Cuba and that
Through intercepts of messages and "other
tercontinental distances. But the Soviets
blandly deny this (just as they .deny the intelligence sources," U.S. intelligence ex- Soviet officers are integrated in the crewt;
brigade's combat capability). So Carter has perts have learned that approximately 800 that are operating two submarines that were
acquiesced in the Soviets' demand that Back- members of the Soviet "combat brigade" turned over to Castro and are operating from
fire not count against their S/..LT totals. In came to Cuba from East Germany where the base.
In his meetings with Congressional leaders ,
exchange, the Soviets have promised that their unit guarded " nuclear warheads and
President C.u ter has privately complained
they will produce Backfires at about the ground-.to-ground mobile missiles."
Their confirmed presence, at bases known that the "Russians have lied to me about
rate they have been producing them and that
they will not give Backfire the strategic to be near airfields, raises the disturbing t heir military buildup in Cuba."
The real issue isn 't whet her the Russians
quest ion of whether they have the same miscapability we know it has.
Having stressed that the brigade, by it- sion in Cuba which they had in East Ger- h a ve lied but whether the President plans
self, constitutes no military threat, Carter is many-the protection of nuclear warheads to tell Congress and the American people the
full story about the Soviet military buildu;
deploying forces in a way that would only and missiles.
In seeking .t o downplay the threat of the and whether he is going to permit it i:.
make sense as a response to a military threat.
Having decided on a purely symbolic re- Soviet military buildup in Cuba, the Pres- continue.
sponse, rather than one that would incon- ident and his advisers also have suppressed
U.S. SENATE,
venience the Soviets, he has symbolized the a secret U.S. intelligence estimate that the
Washington, D .C., October 10, 1979.
floundering of the United States, just as he Russians now have anywhere from 13,000 to
The
PRESIDENT,
did when he sent an aircraft carrier steam- 1a,ooo Soviet and Eastern European military
The White House .
ing in circles in the South China Sea and personnel on the strategic island.
DEAR MR. PRESIDENT: On September 13,
sent fighter planes to Saudi Arabia , unarmed.
A military intelligence estimate, which
To the Soviets, the significant fact about neit her t he Central Intelligence Agency nor 1979 I wrote to you expressing my deep conCarter's response is that he declines to men- t he White House will accept , is that the Rus- cern over the presence of Soviet combat
tion the possibility of considering even mild sian and Soviet bloc military personnel in troops in Cuba. I am particularly troubled
new restrictions on the eastward flow of Cuba may be as high as 30,000-if all the by arguments appearing in the press that
grain, technology and credit.
military personnel in civilian roles are count- Soviet combat troops may foreshadow the
clandestine introduction of nuclear weapAccording to Carter, the principal threat ed.
In addition to this Soviet buildup on the ons, mobile MRBMs or even cruise missiles.
Americans should worry about is not Soviet
adventurism, of which the militarization of ground, the Russians have anywhere from I draw your attention particularly to an
Cuba is just one facet . No, the threat is . . . "150 to 3{)0 pilots" in Cuba with most of article (enclosed) by Paul Scott that appeared in the October 3, 1979 issue of the
the U .S. Senate, which does not show proper them integrated into the Cuban air force .
The Russians keep a squadron of long- Manchester Union Leader. In his article, Mr.
enthusiasm for the SALT II deal he struck
with the Soviets. To the men in the Krem- range reconnaissance-bombers, which weekly Scott makes some very serious accusations
lin, it now is obvious that if they add to their fly the length of the U.S. Eastern coast on and reveals details about the nature of the
nuclear-capable aircraft in Cuba, to their surveillance missions, in Cuba on a rotation Soviet military presence in Cuba that are
very disturbing to me.
submarines and to their ground combat basis.
I plan to take this issue to the Floor given
forces , Carter's response probably will be a
The Russians also have supplied Cub::~. with
televised warning to Americans about the more than 20 troop-carrying aircraft which the urgency of the matter. I believe it is
dangerous buildup of bad vibrations in the could easily be used to drop guerrillas or the responsibility of the Administration to
Senate chamber.
regular Cuban troops into non-communist respond to these allegations. Therefore, I recountries in strife-torn Central America or quest that you advise me as to the accuIf anyone had any doubt, this episode
racy of the Scott article by October 18,
should have erased it: nothing the Soviets near U.S. military inshllations in Panama. 1979.
The troop-carrying aircraft could just as
could do would cause Carter to question the
I respectfully request that you provide me
wisdom of proceeding with SALT II. Indeed well be used to airlift Soviet combat troops with answers to the following questions :
SALT II had better be brought to a vote be · to countries like Nicaragua or carry milit ary
1. Do the Soviet troops in Cuba bear any
fore Carter, who now says it is the key to equipment to that country for reshipment resemblance to those Soviet troops assigned
"the survival of the human race," exhausts t o guerrilla forces fighting in ot her Central to guard Soviet nuclear weapons in EastAmerican countries. In ot her words, the Rus- ern Europe? Have any of the Soviet comthe English language's store of hyperbole.
sians now have an advance military opera- bat troops now in Cuba previously been asBy all means: let's vote.
Since July, the administration has skill- tional base within U.S. defense for the West- signed the task of supervising and hanfully-too skillfully for its own good- ern Hemisphere.
dling of Soviet nuclear weapons and missile
Administ ration insiders, who have watched systems in Warsaw Pact Countries?
manufactured a sen£e of inevitability. It has
conveyed the impre£sion that the debate is the suppression of this information, say the
2. Would you please delineate the precise
over and won and that ratifica:ion will be reason for the coverup is because of the con- location of Soviet troops in Cuba?
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3. Are they situated in one particular
area or scattered throughout Cuba?
4. How many Soviet troops and civilian
and military advisers are in Cuba?
5. What is the deployment history of the
Soviet Brigade which is presently in Cuba?
6. By service, pleaEe give me a detailed
breakdown of the Soviet Union's military
presence in Cuba (i.e., number of pilots, officers, enlisted men, equipment, etc.)
7. Would it be possible for the Soviets to
clandestinely store nuclear weapons and
even mobile missile systems in Cuba?
I would greatly appreciate a prompt handling of my request.
Sincerely,
GORDON

J.

HUMPHREY,

U.S. Senate.

HEALTH WARNING LABELS
Mr. HUMPHREY. Mr. President, the
Alcohol and Drug Abuse Subcommittee
of the Labor and Human Resources Committee, of which I am a member, recently held a hearing on the issue of
the need for health warning labels for
alcoholic beverages. Shortly before the
hearing, the subcommittee staff released
their "Report on Consumer Health
Warnings for Alcoholic Beverages and
Related Issues," which included background information on this issue along
with copies of numerous solicited letters
that my distinguished colleague, Senator RIEGLE, received in response to the
questions he posed on the issue of health
warning labels.
The staff report included in the executive summary the recommendation that
"health warning labels should be required for alcoholic beverages to inform
consumers of their risks to health." This
recommendation, which I want my colleagues to know is made by staff and not
by the Senators on the subcommittee, is
most perplexing in light of the fact that
no evidence was presented in the report
to substantiate the claim that a warning label would in any way reduce consumption by abusers of alcohol, the goal
that should be the aim of any warning
label.
Testimony presented before the subcommittee hearing further revealed that
not one scientific study has demonstrated that a warning label would have
any effect on reducing consumption on
the part of alcoholics, nor would the
label in any way reduce the serious alcoholism problem in this country. One of
the proponents of the warning label who
appeared as a witness before the recent
hearing, William J. McCord, director of
the South Carolina Commission on
Alcohol and Drug Abuse, testified that
the label would have a "symbolic"
effect-however, he admitted that we
could expect no concrete results from the
warning label. The staff report and the
hearing record were thus devoid of evidence to suggest that a warning label
would reduce problem drinking.
Mr. President, I would like to comment
on another section of the staff report
which includes the solicited responses
that the Senator from Michigan received
on this important issue. Senator RIEGLE

is to be commended for his efforts in
bringing this issue to the public's attention. The more than 250 letters received
by Senator RIEGLE were 2 to 1 in favor
of warning la-bels. However, I must
point out that the Bureau of Alcohol,
Tobacco and Firearms <BATF) , the
agency with clear and direct jurisdiction
over labeling of alcoholic beverages, last
year requested public comment on their
proposed rulemaking concerning the
warning label. BATF received more than
3,000 comments from consumers, medical
experts and special interest groups; 95
percent of the consumers opposed the
warning label. Of special note is the fact
that of the 94 comments received from
medical experts, 89 percent were opposed
to the warning label.
It would be premature for the Congress to act on such an important proposal before we have substantial evidence
that a warning label would be effective
in altering alcoholics' drinking patterns.
At this time, the preponderance of evidence suggests that the warning label
would have no effect. One of the witnesses at the hearing, Dr. David Pittman,
chairman of the Department of Sociology at Washington University in St.
Louis, Mo., stated then that:
There is not a single scientific study which
would indicate that health warning labels
would raise the public's awareness of alcohol
problems or be effective in altering an individual's drinking pattern which is causing
him or her problems.

Many witnesses who testified in favor
of the warning label claimed that warning labels would raise public awareness
of the hazards of alcoholic abuse. This
suggestion is ludicrous in light of a
recent HEW -contracted study which
demonstrates that 98 percent of young
adults and 96 percent of 17 -year-olds
know that continuous and heavy use of
alcohol causes damage to the liver and
brain. Need we impose further regulatory
burdens on industry and further warnings on a public weary of such Government-mandated warnings when such an
extraordinary percentage of the public
is aware of the risks of alcohol? I think
not.
Americans today are besieged by a
barrage of Government warnings to do
this, not to do that, and so on. The Federal Government, always with good intentions, manages to delve into every aspect of Americans' lives. The result?
Suspicion and distrust. The health warning label is just another example of good
intentions gone astray.
Mr. President, I ask unanimous consent to have printed in the RECORD the
hearing testimony of David J. Pittman,
chairman of the Department of Sociology
at Washington University in St. Louis,
Mo. His expert testimony clearly points
out, as I stated earlier, the fallacy of believing that a warning label would in any
way reduce our Nation's alcoholism
problem.
There being no objection, the material
was ordered to be printed in the RECORD,
as follows:
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STATEMENT OF DAVID

J.

PITTMAN, PH. D.

SUMMA.~Y

From my perspective as an academician,
resea-rcher, and current and former office
nolder in many local, state, national and international private and public alcoholism or&a.nizations, I an. opposed to govemmental
ma.n..iated health warning labels on containers of be, erage alcohol for many reasons.
'l hey are briefly:
1. Hea.lth warning labels are simplistic and
cosmetic, though probably well intentioned
de vices to ameliorate the alcoholism problem in the United States.
2. There is not a single scientific study
which would indicate that health warning
labels would raise the public's awareness of
alcohol problems or be efte::tive in altering
an individual's drinking pattern which is
causing him or her problems.
3. There is a real danger that health warning labels would be misleading and reinforce
the archaic belief that alcohol causes alcoholism, without any attention being paid to
the crucial role of biological, psychological,
and environmental factors in alcohol
problems.
4. Health warning labels are unnecessary
for the majority of Americans who do not
have alcohol problems and drink in appropriate ways.
5. Health warning labels on containers ignores the fact that approximately 30 percent
of beverage alcohol is consumed in commercial, familial and party contexts.
6. American society currently is characterired in Etzioni's terms by "regulatory overload," and the population is being bombarded by so many health warning alerts on
so many products that they are being viewed
by indifference by the population.
7. Almost any product or behavior can be
·hazardous to one's health from automobiles
to salt for patients with hypertension. The
federal government cannot be the parent or
guardian for all citizens in all matters. New
regulations for the protection of the population, however well intentioned, creates a
vast bureaucratic empire for their enforcements and the oosts Qf regulation are passed
on to the consumer in high prices for the
products and increased taxes.
A more positive ap!?roach than one-shot
warning lalbels to sensitizing the population
to alcohol problems is a sustained information and education campaign, both to the
general population and to specific ta.rget
groups over a period of years to the hamrds
of inappropriate drinking behaviors and
their consequences utilizing both the resources of the public and private sector especially the active involvement of the beverage alcohol industry.
STATEMENT

Senrator Riegle and Members of the Senate
Subcommittee on Alcoholism .and Drug
Abuse: I am David Pittman, Chairman and
Professor Of Sociology at WMhington University in St. Louis, where I have been a
member of the faculty since 1958. I am
pleased to present my views on consumer
health warning for alcoholic beverages and
related issues, especially health warning
labels on ocntainers of alcoholic beverages
to this distinguished subcommittee.
I have been active at the local, state, national and international leve)s CYf alcoholism
prevention, education treatment and rehabilitation for the last 25 years beginning
with my doctoral dissertation research on
the chronic drun]{enness offender, which
was published in an expanded book iform
(Pittman & Gordon , "Revolving Door," New
Haven: Yale Center of Alcohol Studies 1958)
with the aid of a collaborator (C. Wa.yne
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Gordon, Ph.D.), which made the bold recommendation (at that time, 1958) of decriminalizing public drunkenness and creating
detoxification centers and rehabilitation
centers for these individuals at the local and
state level. I a.zn extremely proud that the
first community in the United States to decriminalize public drunkenness and establish a detoxification center with rebwbilitation services was in St. Louis, Missouri, in
1966 and is still operational in 1979. My colleagues in the St. Louis and Missouri governments as well as those from Washington
University, including myself, were instrumental in designing this facility and engendering support and funding for this endeavor.
•
Currently my interests are mainly in the
areas of the prevention of alcoholism and
alcohol-related problems. I should indicate,
however, that my comments concerning
health warning labels are my personal beliefs
and do not necessarily represent the position
of my university, any organizations of which
I am a member or an officer, or any public or
private agency from which I receive funding
for research or educational activities,
whether it be the National Council on Alcoholism, the United States Brewers Association, Incorporated, the National Institute on
Alcohol Abuse and Alcoholism, etc.
I have read the Legislative Hearing Report
of the 95th Congress, "Alcohol Labeling and
Fetal Alcohol Syndrome, 1978," the Bureau
of Alcohol, Tobacco and Firearms (BATF)
and the Department of the Treasury document, "The Fetal Alcohol Syndrome: Public
Awareness Campaign," February 1979, and
the Congressional Debate on warning labels
in the CONGRESSIONAL RECORD Of May 7, 1979.
The conclusion I have reached not only
from reading these documents as well as my
own experience as an academician, researcher, and as a leader in innovations in
treatment and legislative activities to aid
alcoholics and their families, is that health
warning labels are simplistic and cosmetic,
though probably well-intentioned, devices to
ameliorate the alcoholism problems in the
United States.
First, there is not a single scientific study
which would indicate that health warning
labels on containers of alcoholic beverages
would either raise the public's awareness of
alcoholism and alcohol problems as significant public health problems or, above all,
that they would be effective in altering
drinking patterns of the already alcohol-addicted group of drinkers and those in high
risk groups for developing alcoholism and
alcohol problems. This point is made in the
BATF publication, "The Fetal Alcohol Syndrome: Public Awareness Campaign," February 1979, which states. "The effectiveness of
labeling of alcoholic beverages is not certain." (p. 27) Sweden, which has a low per
capita consumption rate of alcoholic beverages but extensive alcohol problems, has introduced a number of measures to reduce
drinking of alcoholic beverages with higher
prices for distilled beverages, health warning
labels on containers of alcoholic beverages,
and restriction on life style advertising which
would glamorize drinking. However, there is
no evidence yet that these measures have
reduced the alcohol problems in that country.
Second, health warning labels on containers on alcoholic beverages would be misleading and reinforce prevalling sentiments that
the real cause of alcoholism and alcohol-related problems is to be found in the agent,
ethyl alcohol, and not in the more relevant
variables of the individual (or the host in
epidemiological terms) and in the environmental or sociocultural conditions in American society. More explicitly, the warning
CXXV--1737-Part 21

labels wm be ineffective for those minority
and stigmatized groups whose alcohol problems are intimately related to their position
in American society; e.g., American Indians,
Eskimos, Aleuts, low-income Blacks and Chicanos. The solution to their high rates of alcohol pathology will be alleviated only by an
improvement in their socioeconomic position
in America. Furthermore we already know
that alcoholics do not respond to lectures,
exhortations, warning labels or moralizing of
any type. If lectures or exhortations were going to solve the alcoholism problem, it would
have disappeared during the previous generations, marked by Prohibition, Carrie Nation types, and pledges to remain sober.
Third, the overwhelming majority of
Americans who do drink do not have problems with alcohol. Health warning labels are
not needed for this group of people who drink
in non-injurious ways to their health. We
shoUld remember that drinking patterns are
learned in the individual's family unit and
a strong positive family environment is one
of the best protections against a child's later
becoming an alcoholic abuser. Furthermore,
drinking patterns are modified by the individual's peer group and friends. By the time
the individual is legally of age to purchase
and consume alcoholic beverages he or she
already has a set of attitudes and beliefs
about alcoholic beverages.
In summary, we need to determine why
some people drink to excess or have alcohol
problems, and in most cases why humans
have been drinking since the beginning of
human history without significant problems;
these are the primary research questions to
which our attention should be addressed.
Fourth, a warning label that excessive consumption of alcoholic beverages may damage
one's health comes at the end point of personal drinking decision making-name.Iy after the purchase of the alcoholic beverage.
Do we scientifically know whether or not a
label will be read by the purchaser? Also, how
does a warning label affect the consumption
of alcohollc beverages ordered in restaurants,
taverns and cocktail lounges where a proposed label would not be in view? It should
be pointed out that approximately 30 percent of the beverage alcohol is consumed in
co~lrtail loung'es, ta··erns, private parties, etc.
How would warning labels apply to these
situations?
Fifth, as Professor Etzioni noted in his
evaluation of the resporu-es to the advanced
notice of proposed rule making on warning
labels en containers of alcoholic beverages,
"an excessively liberal use of government
power has already led to regulatory overload
(in American society)" (The Fetal Alcohol
Syndrome: Public Awareness Campaign,
ibid., p. 228). The Federal government is not
responsible for being the parent or guardian
for all citizens. Almost any product or behavior can be injurious to one's health.
Automoblles, aircraft, long gasoline lines,
sugar products such as cookies if used by
diabetics, high caloric foods if used by obese
individuals, products with high cholesterol
contents for patients with heart disease,
salt for those who have hypertension, etc.,
can all be hazardous to one's health, but they
do not carry warning labels. The federal
government cannot and shoUld not regulate
every area of human endeavor or behavior;
in my view the federal government has put
out so many health warning alerts on so
many products that they have reached the
point of being not only absurd but are
viewed with indifference by the population.
I, as well as many other Americans in
this inflationary period of high taxation,
shudder to think of the vast bureaucratic
empire that will be created in the Federal
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Drug Administration or the Federal Trade
Commission to enforce this new regulation
to protect ourselves against ourselves. To
be enforced equitably, does the administrative agency propose-since alcohol beverages
are sold as mixed drinks as well as purchased in containers-to require that all
cocktail glasses be engraved with the warning, "Caution: Consumption of alcoholic
beverages may be hazardous to your health"?
These are practical details but we are all
too aware of the rule-making capacity of
such bureaucratic agencies as OSHA, EPA,
the Department of Energy, etc. Americans, in
all recent opinion polls I have read, are tired
of the over-regulation of their lives by vast
impersonal agencies on the banks of the
Potomac. Health warning labels on alcoholic
beverages is just another aspect of this
governmental over-regulation and will be
ccst-ineffective in reducing alcoholism.
Furthermcre, what will be the cost of implementing these health warning labels?
From the American experience with federal
governmental regulations over the last decade we must be cognizant of the fact that
the placing of regulatory power, such as
health warning labels in the hands of the
Department of Health, Education, and Welfare, means that a vast bureaucratic army
of new public employees must be maintained
to exercise surveillance over the makers of
the beverage alcohol. We must keep in mind
the cogent comment of the sociologist
Nathan Glazer who states:
"Place someone in the position of a regulator and he is likely to see his task as more
important, his role as less intrusive, and the
extension of his role as more justified, than
do the people he regulates. [The Public
Interest, No. 56, summer 1979, p . 62.]
Finally, I believe that the final danger in
mandating health warning labels on containers of alcoholic beverage is that the
United States Congress will give the population the impression that they have taken
effecitve action against the problem of alcoholism abuse, at a low cost to the federal
treasury, since the cost of government regulation is always passed on to the consumer
with higher prices for the product or in
higher taxes. But, again, there is no evidence
that at this time warning labels will have
any significant impact on ameliorating
America's alcoholism problem among high
risk groups for developing alcohol problems
(Eskimos, American Indians, male homosexuals, children of alcoholics) .
A more realistic approach to increase public awareness of the potential health
hazards of beverage alcohol usage

We should be aware of the fact that humans have been producing and consuming
alcoholic beverages for over 20,000 years and
that its use in some societies and groups has
been integrated into religious, ceremonial
and celebratory activities, and furthermore
used for medicinal purposes. Particularly
relevant is the fact that in Western societies,
alcohol beverages have played an important
role in these cultures and became an integral part in the dietary habits of Western
societies in Europe before the United States
was discovered and settled.
A cursory examination of ancient, medieval and contemporary history reveals that
the civilizations of Ancient Greece and
Rome were aware of the negative consequences of excessive drinking with warnings
about "drinking too much wine was evil,"
that "moderate drinking should be the
standard," and even at one point in Roman
history women were forbidden to drink.
These historical observations are not
intended to trace the history and use ot
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alcohol. Instead these brief observations
show how man's attitudes towards alcohol
have been confused and ambivalent. The
Greeks both praised and condemned alcohol.
Also , a society can cha!lge its attitude towards alcohol. Early Rome was moderate in
its drinking patterns, but later characterized
by its excessive use of alcohol. 1\Ian has used
and misused alcohol since the beginning of
history and, most likely, will continue to
use and misuse it until the end of history.
In other words, there is nothing new about
alcohol problems or the attempts to deal
with them. It is unlikely that man will ever
be able to do away with all the problems
associated with alcohol. He must accept its
disadvantages along with its benefits. However, we can now alleviate many of the problems associated with alcohol. And, our
ab111ty to cope with these problems will increase as our knowledge of alcohol and its
uses increases.
Our attempts to cope with problems of
alcohol misuse are not a recent phenomenon
of the 1970's for previous generations have
been aware of this problem and have adopted
various measures to deal with the problem
ranging from complete Prohibition in the
United States, except beverage alcohol for
medicinal purposes from 1920-1933, to various age restrictions on the purchase and
consumption of alcoholic beverage, restrictions on the hours, days, and places of sale
for alcoholic beverages, etc.
But any program to sensitize the American
population to the health hazards of excessive
and inappropriate use of alcoholic beverage
must be based on the foundation that the
ma1ority of adult Americans consume alcoholic beverages and that any program that
does not meet the reality test of the experience of the American consumer is fraught
with failure.
Specifically, the best device for alleviating
America's alcohol problem is one that is
based on a sound scientific foundation with
strong educational programs that continue
over a period of decades. The current problems with alcohol misuse did not develop
overnight and are not going to be eradicated
by simplistic and cosmetic devices such as
printed warning labels on containers of alcoholic beverages. Concretely the following programs need either to be implemented or
strengthened:
( 1) The disease of alcoholism which afHicts
m111ions of Americans still too frequently has
a stigma attached to it. Public attitudes
toward the alcoholic while more understanding than two decades ago still too frequently
cast the alcoholic as one who cau~ed his or
her own disease. Private and public agencies
need through concrete action to implement
the orientation that alcohollsm is a treatable
disease and individuals can and do recover
from alcoholism. Specifically decriminalization of the public drunkness offense with
concomitant funding for treatment programs
has begun -to lag in this country in the late
1970's. Our largest state. California, still has
not decriminalized public drunkenness, and
individuals are still being arrested and jailed
for having a disease which is treatable. Many
states still do not mandate that group health
insurance policies must include coverage for
alcoholism as a primary diagnosis. Many
private and public sector businesses and
agencies do not have employee assistance
programs for problem drinkers as part of
their ongoing services, although the costfeasibility of such programs was shown as
early as 1943 by the DuPont Corporation.
Treatment services for risk groups for alcoholism are still woefully inadequate for such
populations as minority groups, many lower-

income individuals. etc. In short. the priority
attached to providing services for the alco-

holic individual is generally low at all levels
of governmental and private organizational
structure.
(2) Research funding by both the private
and public sector for studies geared to the
prevention of alcohol abuse as well as to the
causes of alcohol abuse and alcoholism are
negligible compared to funds invested in such
areas as cancer, heart disease, diabetics, etc.
Although it is generally assumed that alcohol
abuse and alcoholism are related to the complex interaction of biological , sociocultural
and psychological factors in the environment, our body of scientific knowledge in
these areas is fragmentary and inconclusive.
This is true regardless of the area under
considaration whether it be the effect of
alcohol advertising on drinking behavior and
norms or the fetal alcohol syndrome (FAS).
As Dr. Jack Mendelson has stated in reference to the F AS, "A surprising shortcoming
in virtually every study of the fetal alcohol
syndrome is a failure to consider or to adequately identify factors other than alcohol
intake which may have contributed to behavioral and morphological derangements in
the newborn." ( • Advances in Alcoholism,
Raleigh H111s Foundation, June;July, 1979,
Vol. I, No. 11, p . 3).
A stronger commitment to research, both
basic and ·applied, is desperately needed in
this field not only by the public sector but
also the private sector, including the alcohol
beverage industry.
(3) A sustained education and information
campaign, both to the general population
and soecific target groups, is needed over a
reriod of years to sensitize the public and
professional groups to the hazards of inappropriate drinking behaviors.
Concretely. alcohol-spe::ific education needs
to be included in the elementary and high
school curriculum so individuals can make
informed decisions about their own nersonal
drinking patterns. Alcohol-s~ecific education
needs to be included and strentTt.hened in the
college and professional schO:Ol curriC11la,.especially many professional schools (such as
medicine, social work, nursing. health education. psychology, sociology. pharmal"ology,
etc.) st111 do not provide adequate training
to the personnel to dia?"nose and treat individvals with alcohol abuse problems.
Mass media campaigns on the aporo!)riate
use of alcorolic be··erages should be enconraged as well as those which assign positive
attributes to those who choose to abstain
from drinking. Too frequently in the past
abstainers have been negativelv characterized in both printed and visual media as a
reaction to the Prohibition Era (1920-1933)
of suppression of alcoholic beverages.
Educational or public awareness camnaigns are not tbe sole responsibility of the
federal government: in fact private organi2"ations such as the National Council on Alcoholism , the Education Commission of the
States, the North Conway Institute, the
American Council on Alcoholism, professional groups such as the American Medical
Society, the American Nursing Association,
labor unions, private industry and the alcohol beverage industry all should be intimately involved in informing the public of
the potential health hazards of inappropriate
use of alcoholic beverages for women in
child-bearing ages, for high risk groups for
develo!)ing alcoholism, for operators of motor
vehicles (that alcohol use and driving do
not mix).
Such educational and public awareness
campaigns should not be limited to specific
time periods but should be constant ongoing
activities.
(4) My conclusions on the feaslblllty of
warning labels for containers of alcoholic

beverages are similar to those reached by the
Department of Treasury, Bureau of Alcohol,
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Tobacco and Firearms on "The Fetal Alcohol
Syndrome Public Awareness CampaignProgress Report" (Notice No. 318; Re: Notice
No. 316) which states in summary:
"The Department bas concluded that there
is a need for a public awareness campaign
which educates the public about the possible
dangers that consumption of liquor, beer,
and wine by a pregnant woman can present
to an unborn child. Because of the nature of
the evidence now available as to the possible
dangers, it is not yet clear that warning
labels on alcoholic beverage containers would
be the best tool to educate the public; and
because the Department wants in all
instances to avoid unnecessary government
regulation , it is encouraging the alcoholic
be· erage industry to work with the Government and private interest grouos to educate
the public about the possible dangers."
Such a public awareness campaign, which
involves the active cooperation of federal
government, private organizations, and the
alcohol beverage industry, should maximize
the involvement of all parties ccncerned in
alerting the American population to the
risks asso ::iated with the inappropriate use
of alc ::hol. However, Euch campaigns should
not only be directed to women in child bearing ages but also to other areas where there
are problems, such as driving and drinking,
drinking by under-age individuals, and
groups which have a high incidence of alcohol problems. E:uch programs have the advantage cf being potentially mere effective
in reaching individuals than a simplistic
solution such as a printed warning label on
a ccntainer of beverage alcchol that "consumption of alcoholic beverages may be hazardou-; to your health," which reaches the
consumer after the decision to purchase alcohol has been made.
In conclusion, I wish to thank this distinguished Senate Subcommittee for the opportunity ta share my thoughts on the
utility of health warning labels for reducing
alcoholi"m and alcohol-related problems. As
one of the "ether victims of alcoholism" in
that my father died from the comequences
of alcoholi'Sm, my opinions are based not
only on academic knowledge and personal
experience but from deeply held perscnal
beliefs about the role of the federal government in a democratic society.

Mr. HUMPHREY. Mr. President, for
the benefit of my colleagues I would like
to review the testimony and responses to
<:<_uestions at the hearing of the efficacy
of warning labels. The record established
in this hearing is useful since it exposes
the weakness of the case for warning
labels. Every prolabel witness, under
questioning, conceded that he or she had
no evidence that a warning label would
do any good in curbing the alcohol abuse
problem.
The HEW witness. Mr. John DeLuca,
the Director of the National Institute on
Alcoholism and Alcohol Abuse, endorsed
the warning label. However, under questioning, DeLuca admitted that there is
no clear evidence to indicate that labeling wou.ld be effective. He stated in response to one of my questions that:
We do not have, and I would not want to
suggest, that we do have studies which conclusively say that a health warning label
changes individual behavior.

Of the witnesses supporting warning
labels, Dr. J okichi Takamine, representing the .American Medical Association,

was the most imprersive. However, when
I asked him "In your professional experi-
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ence with individual alcoholics, do you
feel any of these men, women, or teenagers would have been deterred by such
a warning label?" Dr. Takamine
answered:
No, I don't, Senator. There are a lot of
stories about alcoholics, that they don't get
deterred by anything. Once they are hooked
into the di~ease concept, and have the dependency, they just go on.

The hearing record clearly points out
that even those who support warning
labels do not believe that the label would
prevent a person who abuses alcohol
from taking that one drink too many.
In the absence of such evidence, we
must not let a proposal such as this to
become law.
JOHN NICHOLAS BROWN-"THE
FIRST MAN" OF RHODE ISLAND
Mr. CHAFEE. Mr. President, today
we mourn the passing of John Nicholas
Brown, a man familiar to all Rhode
Islanders, and to many other Americans
as well.
We knew him in so many ways: Philanthropist, businessman, civic leader,
public servant. As the standard bearer
of an illustrious family whose roots
extended back farther than even the
creation of our own Brown University,
John Nicholas Brown always joyfully
participated in activities in his community and his country.
He served with distinction as Assistant Secretary of the Navy between
1946 and 1949, and also on the Federal
~dvisory Board of the Public Works
Administration during the first Roosevelt term. Later, he was a member of our
State's first Civil Service Commission,
and became the first chairman of the
Rhode Island State Planning Board.
I truly rank John Nicholas Brown as
one of the most unforgettable persons I
have ever met. He was a man for all seasons, a genuine Renaissance man.
When you were with John Nicholas
Brown, you knew you were with an incredible person. Conversation could turn
to any subject-classical civilizations,
art, the contents of the Rare Book
Library at Yale, ocean racing, and the
effects of the gulf stream--each he could
discuss with intimate knowledge and
zest.
A sailor of superb skill, he loved the
sea and the challenges it presented.
We all learned something from him
and keenly enjoyed his company.
More than anything else, he was a
Rhode Islander all the way. From his
commitment to the State's economic
health, to his generosity to its charitable
institutions, he was "The First Man"
of Rhode Island.
Above everything, John Nicholas
Brown was an incredibly kind and compassionate person, one who was genuinely interested in what others were
doing, what they were feeling, and what
they needed.
His was a character and presence of
rare quality. We will miss his compan-

ionship and wit. The warmth and wisdom of his personality will live with us
for years.
MESSAGES FROM THE PRESIDENT
Messages from the President of the
United States were communicated to the
Senate by Mr. Chirdon, one of his
secretaries.
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Mr. Gregory, one of its reading clerks,
announced that the Speaker has signed
the following enrolled bill:
S . 817. An act to amend the Act of July 2,
1910, as amended, to increase the mount
authorized to be appropriated for the Canal
Zone Biological Area.

The enrolled bill was subsequently
signed by the President pro tempore.
The message also announced that the
House agrees to the amendments of the
Senate numbered 1, 2, and 3 to H.R. 5419,
EXECUTIVE MESSAGES REFERRED an act to authorize the Secretary of the
Interior to provide for the commemoraAs in executive session, the Presiding tion of the efforts of Goodloe Byron to
Officer laid before the Senate messages protect the Appalachian Trail, and for
from the President of the United States other purposes; and that the House
submitting sundry nominations, which agrees to the amendment of the Senate
were referred to the Committee on For- numbered 4 to the bill with an amendeign Relations.
ment in which it requests the concur<The nominations received today are rence of the Senate.
printed at the end of the Senate proceedThe message further announced that
ings.)
the House has passed the following bills,
in which it requests the concurrence of
FISHERY AGREEMENT BETWEEN the Senate:
H .R. 3777. An act to amend the provisions
THE UNTTED STATES AND DENtitle 39, United States Code, relating to
MARK AND THE FAROE IS- of
the use of the frank, and for other purposes;
LANDS-MESSAGE
FROM THE
H .R. 3949. An act to amend the National
PRESIDENT-PM 120
Traffic and Motor Vehicle Safety Act of 1966
authorize the Secretary of Transportation
The PRESIDING OFFICER laid before to require
tire manufacturers. in certain cirthe Senate the following message from to
cumstances, to provide public notice of tire
the President of the United States. to- defects;
gether with accompanying papers, which
H .R. 5048. An act to amend the Act enwas referred to the Committee on Com- titled "An Act t o preserve within Manassas
merce, Science. and Transportation and National Battlefield Park, Virginia, the most
the Committee on Foreign Relations, important hist oric properties relating to the
battle of Manassas, and for other purposes",
jointly, by unanimous consent:
To the Conqress of the United States:

In accordance with the Fishery Conservation and Management Act of 1976
<Public Law 94-265; 16 U.S.C. 1801), I
transmit herewith a governing international fishery agreement between the
United States and Denmark and the
Faroe Islands. signed at Washington on
September 5, 1979.
This agreement is one of a series to be
negotiated in accordance with that legislation. I urge that the Congress give
favorable consideration to this agreement at an early date. Since 60 calendar days of continuous session, as required by the legislation. may not be
available. I recommend that the Congress consider issuance of a joint resolution to bring this agreement into force.
JIMMY CARTER
THE WHITE HOUSE,

October 10, 1979.

Mr. ROBERT C. BYRD. Mr. President,
I ask unanimous consent that a message
from the President of the United States,
received earlier today, relative to the
governing international fishery agreement between the United States and
Denmark and the Faroe Islands, be
jointly referred to the Committees on
Commerce, Science. and Transportation
and Foreign Relations.
The PRESIDING OFFICER. Without
objection, it is so ordered.
MESSAGE FROM THE HOUSE
At 3 :09 p.m., a message from the
House of Representatives delivered by

approved April 17, 1954 ( 68 Stat. 56; 16 U.S.C.
429th);
H .R . 5079. An act to provide for participation of the United States in the International Fnere-y E"<posit.ion to be held in Knoxville, Tennessee. in 1982, and for other purposes: and
H .R. 5224. An act to continue through
May 31, 1981. the existing prohibition on the
issuance of fringe benefit regulations, and for
other purposes.

HOUSE BILLS REFERRED
The following bills were read twice by
their titles and referred as indicated:
H .R. 3777. An act to amend the provisions
of title 39 , United States Code, relating
to the use of the frank, and for other purposes; to the Committee on Governmental
Affairs.
H.R. 3949 . An act to amend the National
Traffic and Motor Vehicle Safety Act of
1966 to authorize the Secretary of Transportation to require tire manufacturers, in
certain circumstances, to provide public notice of tire defects; to the Committee on
Commerce, Science, and Transportation.
H.R. 5048. An act to amend the act entitled " An Act to preserve within Manassas
National Battlefield Park, Virginia, the most
important historic properties relating to the
battle of Manassas, and for other purposes,"
approved April 17, 1954 (68 Stat. 56; 16
U.S.C. 429th ) ; t o the Committee on Energy
and Natural Resources.
H.R. 5079 . An act to provide for participation of the United States in the International Energy Exposition to be held in Knoxville, Tennessee, in 1982, and for other purposes; to the Committee on Foreign
Relations.
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H.R. 5224. An act to continue through
May 31 , 1981, the existing prohibition on
the issuance of fringe benefit regulations,
and for other purposes; to the Committee
on Finance.

ENROLLED BILL PRESENTED
The Secretary of the Senate reported
that on today, October 10, 1979, he presented to the President of the United
States the following enrolled bill:
S. 817. An act to amend the Act of July 2,
1940, as amended, to increase the amount
authorized to be appropriated for the Canal
Zone Biological Area.

COMMUNICATIONS
The PRESIDING OFFICER laid before the Senate the following communications, together with accompanying reports, documents, and papers, which were
referred as indicated :
EC- 2294. A communication from the Comptroller General of the Unit ed States, transmitting, pursuant to law, a report entitled
"Analysis of the Allocation Formula for Federal Mass Transit Subsidies," October 9, 1979:
to the Committee en Banking, Housing, and
Urban Afl'airs.
EC-2295. A communication from the Comptroller General of the United St ates, transmitting, pursuant to law, a report entitled
"Federal Demonstrations of S olar Heating
and Cooling on Private Residences-only
Limited Success," October 9, 1979; to the
Committee on Energy and Natural Resources.
EC- 2296. A communication frcm the Comptroller General of the United States, transmitting, pursuant to law, a report entitled
"Alternatives for Achieving Greater Equities
in Federal Land Payment Programs," September 25, 1979; to the Commit tee on Energy and
Natural Resources.
EC-2297. A communication from the Comptroller General of the United States, transmitting, pursuant to law, a report entitled
"Issued and Needed Improvements in State
Regulation of the Insurance Business (Executive Summary) ," October 9, 1979; to the
Committee on the Judiciary.
EC-2298. A communication from the Comptroller General of the United States, transmitting, pursuant to law, a report entitled
"IsSues and Needed Improvements in State
Regulation of the Insurance Business," October 9, 1979; to the Committee on the Judiciary.
EC- 2299 . A communication from the Secretary of Commerce, transmitting, pursuant
to law, a draft of proposed legislation entitled
the "Privacy of Electronic Fund Transfers
Act of 1979," together with a section-by-section analysis; to the Committee on Banking,
Housing, and Urban Affairs and the Committee on the Judiciary, joint ly, by unanimous
consent.

Mr. ROBERT C. BYRD. Mr. President,
I ask unanimous consent that a communication transmitted by the Secretary
of Commerce, relative to privacy of electronic fund transfers, be referred joint~Y to the Committee on Banking, Housmg, and Urban Affairs, and the Committee on the Judiciary.
The PRESIDING OFFICER. Without
objection, it is so ordered.

REPORTS OF COMMITTEES
The following reports of committees
were submitted:
By Mr. MAGNUSON, from the Committee
on Appropriations, with amendments:
H.J. Res. 412. Joint resolution making
continuing appropriations for the fiscal year
1980, and for other purposes.
By Mr. CHURCH, from the Committee on
Foreign Relations, without amendment, but
with a preamble :
H . Con. Res. 167. Concurrent resolution
expressing the sense of Congress that the
President should express to the Government
of the Soviet Union the disapproval of the
American people concerning that Government's systematic nondelivery of international mail addressed to certain persons residing within the Soviet Union , that the
Department of State should pursue this matter at the diplomatic level with the Soviet
Union and other countries, and that the
United States delegation to the next Congress
of the Universal Postal Union seek the compliance of the Government of the Soviet
Union with the acts of the Universal Postal
Union.
By Mr. DECONCINI, from the Committee
on the Judiciary, without amendment:
S . 1873. A bill to establish a procedure for
the processing of complaints directed against
Federal judges, and for other purposes (together with additional views) (Rept. No.
96-362) .

EXECUTIVE REPORTS OF
COMMITTEES
The following executive reports of
committees were submitted:
By Mr. CHURCH, from the Committee on
Foreign Relations:
James F . Leonard, of New York, to be Ambassador during the tenure of his service as
Chief of the U.S . Mission to the Middle East
peace negotiations.

(The above nomination from the Committee on Foreign Relations was reported
with the recommendation that it be confirmed, subject to the nominee's commitment to respond to requests to appear
and testify before any duly constituted
committee of the Senate.)
STATEMENT OF POLITICAL CONTRIBUTIONS
Nominee: James F . Leonard.
Post: Deputy to U .S. Middle East negotiations.
Cont ributions, amount, date, and donee:
1. Self, (see attached statement) .
2. Spouse, (see attached statement) .
3. Children and Spouses names , (see attached statement).
4. Parents Names : James F. Leonard, Sr ..
and Margaret Trimble Leonard (both deceased).
5. Grandparents Names; Deceased.
6. Brothers and Spouses Names, None.
7. Sisters and Spouses Names, Mariette
Leonard Constantin! and Ugo Constantin!.
NOTE ON CONTRffiUTIONS REPORT
The names of my children and their
spouses are listed below. To the best of my
knowledge, none of them, nor my sister or
her husband, have made any political contributions in recent years. If they have done
so, I am confident that the total amount contributed by any one of them was less than
$100. I am writing to verify these statements
and if they tell me of any significant contributions I will immediately report them.
I do not have access , here in Tel Aviv, to all
the records necessary to ascertain my own
contributions, if any, in 1979. I am confident,
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however, that they have been well under $100.
In fact, I believe them to have been zero.
Again, I wlll report the full facts. when available.
·Children of James F . and Eleanor H.
Lzonard:
A. Lee Thompson (stepson) . His spouse is
Diane Sowder Thompson.
Cynthia J. Leonard (unmarried).
Valerie L. Leonard (unmarried) .
Diana C. Leonard. Her spouse is Michael B .
Brown.
Carolyn A. Leonard (unmarried).
Pamela Leonard (unmarried).
Contributions to candidates tor public office
and to "political" non-tax-exempt organizations

Date, organization, and amount:
1978, Fraser for Senate committee __
1978, Barnes for Congress committee --- - -------------------- - -----1977, Barnes for Congress committee - - -- - --- - -- -- - - -- --- - ---------1976, Planning Commission for new
directions- --- - - ------------ - -----1976, rental of Avis cars to drive
voters to the polls______ __ __________
1976, Citizens Union (New York)__
1976, Americans for Democratic Action -- -- --- -- - - ------------------1976, Public Citizen, Inc. (Ralph
Nader) ---- - -------------- - ------1976, New York Public Interest Research Group ______________________
·1975, Maine for Muskie committee_
1975, Harris for President committee1975,
--------- ---------------------Democratic
Forum ____ _____ _
1974 Democratic Forum _________ _
1974; King Golden for Congress ___ _
1974, Washington Suburban Democratic Club____________ ____________
1974, Judy Toth (local election candidate) -- - ----- - -----------------1974, Hart for Senate_____________
1974, Americans for Democratic Action --------- - - - ------ - ----------1974, National Committee for an effective Congress________________ ____
1974, Public Citizen, Inc. (Nader)__
1974, Citizens Union (New York)-1974, Common Cause_____________

$25. 00
10.00
10.00
100.00
80.96
15. 00
20.00
15.00
15.00
15. 00
25.00
25.00
15. 00
15. 00
3. 00
5. 00
5. 00
15. 00
15. 00
15. 00
15. 00
20. 00

By Mr. CHURCH, from the Committee on
Foreign Relations:
Robert s. Strauss, of Texas, for the rank
of Ambassador during the tenure of his
service as Personal Representative of the
President of the United States of America.

<The above nomination from the Committ-ee on Foreign Relations was reported with the recommendation that it
be confirmed, subject to the nominee's
commitment to respond to requests to
appear and testify before any duly constituted committee of the Senate.)
STATEMENT OF POLITICAL CONTRffiUTIONS
Nominee: Robert S. Strauss.
Contributions, amount, date , and donee:
1. Eelf, See Attachment A.
ATTACHMENT A
POLITICAL CONTRIBUTIONS
Amount, date, and donee ;
$100.00, September 3, 1975, Citizens for the
Texas Constitution.
$100.00, October 15, 1975, Mauzy Birthday
Party 75.
$50.00, December 3, 1975, Governor Raul
Castro (Arizona) .
$100.00, December 3, 1975, Congressman
John Burton (California).
$100.00, January 22, 1976, NWPC Campaign
Support Committee (National Womens Political caucus) .
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$35.52, March 4, 1976, Democratic Women
of Dallas County.
$5.00, March 15, 1976, Democratic Women
of Dallas County.
$100.00, March 19, 1976, Jim T yson Dinner.
$50.00, September 8, 1976, Campaign Victory '76.
$100.00, September 17, 1976, Ron Clower
Appreciation Part y .
$100.00, August 19, 1976, Sheriff Jones
campaign.
$25.00, March 29, 1977, League of Women
Voters.
$10.00, August 11, 1977, Democratic Women
of Dallas County.
$50.00, March 16, 1978, Bill Weber Benefit
Fund.
$50.00, June 6, 1978, Committee to Elect
Jan. Whittington to Congress.
$10.00, June 8, 1978, Democratic National
Committee.
By Mr. CHURCH, from the Committ ee on
Foreign Relations:
George B . Roberts , Jr. , of Pennsylvania , t o
be Ambassador Ext raordinary a n d Plenipotent iary of the United States to t he Cooperative Republic of Guyana.

<The above nomination from the Committee on Foreign Relations was reported
with the recommendation that it be confirmed , subject to the nominee's commitment to respond to requests to appear
and testify before any duly constituted
committee of the Senate.)
STATEMENT OF POLITICAL CONTRmUTIONS
Nominee: George B. Roberts, Jr .
Post : Georgetown.
Nominated ( Not Yet Nominated).
Contributions, amount, date, and donee:
1. Self, none , N.A., N.A .
2. Spouse, none , N.A., N.A.
3. Children and spouses names, Michael H.
Roberts, $10.00, 1977, Dollars for Democrats;
George B . Roberts, III, none, N.A., N .A.;
Jocelyn Roberts, None, N .A., N.A.
4. Parents names, Mary H .H. Roberts,
$25.00, 1976, George R. Packard.
5. Grandparents names (N.A.-all deceased) .
6. Brothers and spouses names , none .
7. Sisters and spouses names, Alice R . Connolly, none, N.A., N.A.
By Mr. CHURCH, from the Committee on
Foreign Relations:
Horace G. Dawson, Jr. , of the District of
Columbia, to be Ambassador Extraordinary
and Plenipotentiary of the United States to
the Republic of Botswana.

<The above nomination from the Committee on Foreign Relations was reported
with the recommendation that it be confirmed, subject to the nominee's commitment to respond to requests to appear
and testify before any duly constituted
committee of the Senate.)
STATEMENT OF POLITICAL CONTRmUTIONS
Nominee : Horace Greeley Dawson, Jr.
Post : Botswana.
Contributions, amount , date , and donee:
1. Self, none.
2. Spouse, none.
3. Children and spouses names, none .
4. Parents names , none .
5. Grandparents names, none.
6. Brothers and spouses names, none .
7. Sisters and spouses names , none.

Mr. CHURCH. Mr. President, as in
executive session, I also favorably report
sundry nominations in the Foreign Service which have previously appeared in
the RECORD and, to save the expense of
printing them on the Executive Calen-
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dar, I ask unanimous consent that they College campuses across the Nation, the
lie on the Secretary's desk for the infor- focus of the division that the war produced, are now quietly populated by a
mation of Senators.
The PRESIDING OFFICER. Without generation of students for whom the war
and the controversy surrounding it are
objection, it is so ordered.
(The nominations ordered to lie on the but a little understood phenomenon of
Secretary's desk appeared in the RECORD another time, another mood, and anof October 4, 1979, at the end of the Sen- other generation. Although the impact
of the war continues to influence our naate proceedings.)
tional psyche and our perception of the
role we want to play in the world community, the war for the country and
INTRODUCTION OF BILLS AND
for most of its citizens is a thing of the
JOINTRESOL~ONS
past. We have moved away from the conThe following bills and joint resolu- fusion, the emotion, the stress of that
tions were introduced, read the first and time. The country has adjusted to most
second time by unanimous consent, and placed upon our national fiber.
referred as indicated:
This is true for most of us. True for
By Mr. METZENBAUM (for himself most of those who never waivered in
and Mr. JACKSON) :
their support. True for most of those
S . 1871. A bill to extend the existing ant i- who never waivered in. their opposition.
trust exemption for oil companies that par- But it is not true for many of those upon
ticipate in the agreement on an international
energy program; to t he Committee on En- whom the burden of the war fell most
heavily-the men and women who served
ergy and Na,tural Resources.
By Mr. HEINZ (for himself, Mr. in our Armed Forces during this dimPRESSLER, Mr. MOYNIHAN, and Mr. cult period. Many veterans of this era
continue to suffer from severe readjustJAVITS):
S. 1872. A · bill to amend title 38 , United m ent problems--problems which have
States Code, to provide for a program of prevented them from realizing their pocareer development, advancement , and train- tential and contributing fully to our soing and for outreach and supportive serv- ciety. It is not difficult to understand the
ices for Vietnam era vet erans, t o provide in- reasons behind these readjustment probcreased funding and improved pro!ITams f or
health and psychological care for such vet- lems and their stubborn persistence.
War inevitably imposes psychological
erans to improve education assist ance under the GI Bill for such veterans, and for and emotional strains on those involved.
other purposes; to the Committee on Vet- The controversial nat·.1re of the war in
erans' Affairs.
Indochina unquestionably added a new
By Mr. DECONCINI (for himself, Mr. dimension to the problems experienced
KENNEDY, Mr. BAYH, Mr. NUNN, Mr.
THURMOND, Mr. HATCH, Mr. LEAHY, by our veterans.
When those last troops pulled out of
Mr. COCHRAN, and Mr. BAUCUS) :
S . 1873. A bill to establish a procedure for Vietnam, they did not come home to
the processing of complaint s direct ed aczainst cheer;ng crowds or victory parades. They
Federal judges, and for other purposes; to did not return, as veterans of previous
t he Committee on the Judiciary.
wars had done, as honored heroes, admired for the sacrifices they had made.
Rather, many of them were greeted with
hostility for the role they had played in
STATEMENTS ON INTRODUCED
BILLS AND JOINT RESOLUTIONS
an unpopu!ar war. Or they were simply
By Mr. HEINZ (for himself, Mr. neglected.
These veterans had their lives, their
PRESSLER, Mr. MOYNIHAN, and
progress, their momentum interrupted
Mr. JAVITS) :
S. 1872. A bill to amend title 38, United by the war. When the time came to reStates Code, to provide for a program sume their lives-their families , their
of career development, advancement, jobs, their educations-many veterans
and training and for outreach and sup- found that the recurring doubts and
portive services for Vietnam era vet- controversies surrounding the Vietnam
erans. to provide increased funding and confl.!ct impeded their adjustment back
improved programs for health and to civilian life. The Nation has moved
psychological care for such veterans, to beyond the difficulties of the war, the
improve education assistance under the controversy has subsided, but the vetGI bill for such veterans, and for other eran has all too frequently not moved
purposes; to the Committee on Veterans' beyond the problems of the war. For
many veterans, readjustment problems
Affairs.
VIETNAM VETERANS ACT
persist.
Recently, pursuant to congressional
• Mr. HEINZ. Mr. President, I am
pleased to introduce today along with mandate, the first Government-sponSenator JAVITS, MOYNIHAN, and PRESSLER sored study of Vietnam veterans was
comprehensive legislation addressing the undertaken by the Center for Policy Recontinuing problems of Vietnam vet- search in New York. Based on initial
erans-problems which have been ig- interviews, this study concluded that not
only did a substantial percentage of
nored for far too long.
It has now been some 6 years since the Vietnam veterans return home with
last combat troops left Vietnam. That war-related problems, but that in many
violent struggle in Asia and the intense cases the:::e problems persist to this day.
emotions that it sparked here in the Specifically, the report found that over
United States are part of our history. 60 percent of Vietnam veterans inter-
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viewed had either psychological, emotional, drug, alcohol, or physical problems upon their separation from the
service. More importantly, 40 percent of
the veterans still experience one or more
of these difficulties.
These f..ndings confirm data developed
by private analyses over the years, such
as Dr. John Wilson's fo::-gotten warrior
research project, in which he concluded
that Vietnam veterans experienced significant readjustment problems, in part
due to the turmoil and conflict concerning the war in our country. The significance of this data is that exist~ng programs must be reanalyzed and modified
and new programs established in order
to insure that the unmet needs of Vietnam veterans are finally addressed.
Regardless of one's views on our involvement in Southeast Asia, everyone
can agree that this country has an obligation to these veterans. We have to
help these veterans return to the mainstream of American life. In order to
fulfill our obligation to those who fulfilled theirs, the follo'Ving steps must be
taken.
First, we must establish programs
which eliminate the unemployment and
underemployment problems which have
prevented these veterans from realizing
their potential. Persisting readjustment
difficulties have contributed significantly
to these problems.
Second, existing programs which provide readjustment counseling to veterans
must be expanded to insure that all veterans in need of such counseling receive
it.
Third, the educational and vocational
assistance available to veterans must be
restructured in order that those for
whom such assistance is intended can
actually take advantage of it.
Finally, certain needs of the Vietnam
veterans, which are not causally connected to the readjustment problems
which they have experienced, must also
be addressed. Perhaps the most pressing
of these problems is the debilitating effects among certain veterans and their
children of agent orange, the defoliant
used in Southeast Asia. Existing compensatory programs do not provide for
assistance for these veterans or their
children. This inequity must be eliminated by establishing a presumption
that if individuals were possibly exposed
to agent orange in Southeast Asia and
they or their children manifest certain
symptoms, their problems are serviceconnected and, thus, they may receive
compensation.
If action is taken in these four areas,
many more Vietnam veterans will be able
to put the war behind them. For most. of
us, the war has been over for more than
6 years. It is time that we heal the
wounds of those who served.
The legislation I am introducing today
along With Senators PRESSLER, MOYNIHAN, and JAVITS will accomplish that objective. Although I will include in the
record a section-by-section analysis of
the Vietnam Veterans Act, I would like

very briefly to set out at this point the
major points of the legislation.
Title I of the Vietnam Veterans Act
will help the unemployed and underemployed Vietnam veteran by allowing
them to use their GI bill education benefits for private .sector career advancement and training programs. The career
advancement and training programs established by this legislation provide the
veteran with an alternative to formal
education. Under them, the veteran may
use his or her GI bill education benefits
for training and advancement in the private sector. The Veterans' Administration would reimburse private employers
for the expenses of such programs up to,
for an individual veteran, the level of
benefits to which he is entitled.
Title II of the act provides for compensation for Vietnam veterans and
their children for agent orange-related
problems. Veterans .should not and must
not be subjected to the frustration and
humiliation of convincing the Veterans'
Administration to compensate them for
these problems. A program free of bureaucratice harassment must be established to help these veterans and their
children.
In addition, title II gives Vietnam
theater veterans the freedom of choice
to obtain readjustment counseling at
community mental health centers and
also authorizes the Veterans' Administration to enter into contracts with private
entities in order to insure that the readjustment counseling needs of veterans
are met. The most effective way to reach
all Vietnam veterans in need of readjustment counseling is to expand the number
of sources where they can seek such
counseling, and specifically to give them
the freedom of choice to obtain such
assistance from non-VA .sources.
Title III extends the time during which
Vietnam veterans may take advantage of
their GI bill education benefits-10 years
for theater veterans and 3 years for era
veterans. Many Vietnam veterans have
not been able to take advantage of the
education benefits to which they are entitled. They have had readjustment problems. Their struggle for economic survival has forced them to seek full-time
jobs. An extension of the education program will give them a chance to improve
themselves.
Furthermore, title III allows veterans
to pay off VA education loans with unused GI bill education benefits. The education loan program was established to
assist veterans in States where tuition is
extremely high to realize their educational goals. Allowing veterans to use
their GI education benefits to pay off
these loans is another way to insure that
veterans from high tuition States are not
disadvantaged.
Title IV encourages State home loan
programs by allowing the VA to pay the
startup costs for States to establish programs to provide home loans to Vietnam
veterans at interest rates below the current market rate. The veteran has particularly felt the crunch of rising housing
costs. Not only must we maintain a
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strong Federal veterans housing assistance program, but we must encourage
the States to establish their own programs.
Title V establishes a Commission to
undertake a comprehensive evaluation of
the effectiveness of existing veterans' assistance programs. A comprehensive
analysis of the effectiveness of existing
veterans' assistance programs is the only
way to insure that the unique needs of
the Vietnam veterans will be met. The
veterans' programs are a bureaucratic
nightmare with the left hand often not
knowing what the right is doing.
Mr. President, the Vietnam Veterans
Act will relieve the burdens that many
veterans continue to bear as a result of
the sacrifices which they made in fulfilling their obligation to our country. It is
time that we act to fulfill our obligation
to them.
I ask unanimous consent that a section-by-section analysis of the bill be
printed in the RECORD.
There being no objection, the analysis
was ordered to be printed in the RECORD,
as follows:
SECTION- BY -SECTION ANALYSIS

The Vietnam Veterans Act amends Title 38
of the U.S.C. in order to correct long-standing inadequacies in Vietnam veterans' benefits. The bill reaches employment, health,
education, and housing problems. It is divided into Titles, with one Title for each
area. The final Title, V, commissions a study
of all veterans' programs.
TITLE I-EMPLOYMENT
A. Career Development and Training
Program:
1. Vietnam veterans have historically experienced h!gher unemployment rates than
non-veterans. In August, 1979, eleven years
after the Tet offensive, the unemployment
rate for Vietnam-era veterans, according to
the Bureau of Labor Statistics, was still
slightly higher than that of non-veterans.
Equally significant is the problem of underemployment. The recently released, conJ?ressionally mandated study by the Center
for Policy Research on the readjustment of
Vietnam veterans found 40 percent of nonveterans held technical or professional positions in contrast to only 19 percent of the
Vietnam veterans and 24 percent of the Vietnam era veterans.
Additional support for the underemployment of Vietnam veterans may be found in
the study, which corroborating findings by
numerous other researchers over the years,
noted that Vietnam veterans (40 percent)
continue to experience emotional, psychological, drug, alcohol and physical problems.
Such problems have necessarily prevented
many veterans from realizing their employment potential. The "Vietnam Veterans Act"
proposes a limited career development and
training program using the educati:mal benefits to which the veteran is entitled and
focused on those veterans in need of the
greatest assistance (these earning under
$13,000 annually).
2. Existing Law:
(a) Targeted jobs tax credit is available
to employers who hire economically disadvantaged Vietnam era veterans. The credit
is limited to 50 percent of wages up to $6,000
in the first year of emplovment and 25 per-

cent in the second year. EligibUlty, however,
is basically confined to the unemployed and
the program expires December, 1980.
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3. Vietnam Veterans Act.-The Act provides for:
(a) two programs under which the Veterans Administration reimburses employers
for wage and tra ining expenses incurred for
veterans participating in the programs up
to the monthly educational entitlement
available to the veterans;
i. career development and training progr?,ms : reimbursement ma y n 'Jt exceed the
lesser of the expenses of training or fifty percent of t h e cost o! -~ ;.L g-e s M"lct 1J(· fl<> flts p l! id
to the veteran. Additionally, it may not exceed by more than twice the increase in
wages of the veteran received as a result of
the training program;
ii. career development and advancement
program: VA will reimburse up to one-third
of the wages of vets, but the reimbursement,
in addition , cannot exceed the increase in
wages of veterans participating in the program;
(b) approval of programs and participation therein bv individual veterans by the
Veterans Administration;
(c) limits en the number of months a
veteran may participate in a program as
follo ws:
i. 18 months for certain veterans facing
serious readjustment problems;
ii. 12 months for disabled veterans;
iii. 9 months for veterans who served in
SoutJheast Asia;
iv. 6 months for all Vietnam era veterans;
(d) a cap on the salary which participating veterans may receive ($13,000 annually);
(e) a limit on the duration of the programs (sunsetted three years after enactment).
B. The position of Deputy Assistant Secretary of Labor for Veterans Employment is
raised to the level of Assistant Secretary.
TITLE II-HEALTH CARE
A. Agent Orange:
1. Millions of gallons of the defoliant Agent
Orange, contaminated with a highly to. ic
chemical (dioxin) . were spraye:i on Vietnam.
According to VA testimony, potentially two
million veterans were exposed. Many veterans
are now reportin ~ major disabilities which
may be attributed to this defoliant.
2. Existing Law :
(a) The major chronic Agent Orange-related physical difficulties are not compensable.
3. Vietnam Veterans Act.-'Dhe Act :
(a) establishes a presumption that the
veteran who has certain symotoms. and who
was possibly exposed to Agent Orange , both
as defined by the VA , was disabled due to
service conn ected causes and , thus, may receive compensation;
( b) provides for compensation for children (or their families) of those possibly exposed to Agent Orange if the children manifested certain symptoms (again , as defined
by the VA).
B. Readjustment Counseling:
( 1) Vietnam veterans have faced significant readjustment problems that have resulted in disproportionate suicide and divorce rates, among other problems. A large
number of veterans have been affected: tJhe
multi-year Cleveland study suggests 25-33
percent of noncombat and 40- 50 percent of
combat veterans face serious readjustment
pnblems. The recently release:i Center for
Policy Research study, mandated under PL
95-202 , found that 60 percent of Vietnam
veterans returned with serious readjustment
problems and 41 percent have continuing
problems.
(2) Existing Law:
(a) In response to these limitations, the
Veterans Health Care Amendme. ts of 1979,

enacted in this session of Congress, established a Veterans Administration program
for readjustment counseling and other mental healt h services.
(3) Vietnam Veterans Act.-The Act:
(a) amends the readjustme :1t counseling
program to allow theatre veterans to go outside the VA for mental health services , eitlher
t ::> Community Ment al Health Centers or, if
Centers are unavailable, to other private providers.
TITLE III-EDUCATION
A. Extension of Delimitation Date:
1. Many vet erans have been unable to begin an:i complete their education within the
present statutory time frame (10 years). Early
G1 Bill payments were inadequate, less than
$200 a month until 1972, making it difficult
for many veterans to go to school and forcing
many others to study on a part-time basis.
A 1976 VA study found , however, that over
50 percent of the part-time students were
not able to remain in school and complete
their degree .
The recently released VA s t udy on the readjustment of Viet nam veterans empihasized
the particular burdens faced by combat vet erans-over 50 percent never returned to
school-of those who did , 40 percent completed one year or less. The readjustmen t
problems of ma :-~ y of these veterans have p revented them from taking advantage of the
educational benefi t s to which they are entitled. Further more , the study noted that 74
percent of those who did return t o school
held a full-time job while pursui:1g tlheir
educa t ion. Thus , an extension of t he delimitatio n date is justified.
2. Existing Law:
(a) Veterans must use their GI educational benefits within 10 years after the date
they are discharged.
3. Vietnam Veterans Act.-The Act extends the delimitation date:
(a) 10 years for theatre veterans;
(b) 3 years for era veterans;
B . Repeal of State Matching Requirement :
1. The Vietnam GI bill provided ve t erans
a lump sum to meet both tuition and living
expenses. For many veterans facing high
tuition costs, the sum has simply not been
adequate.
2. Existing Law:
(a) To meet this need, the Senate passed
legislation allowing certain veterans to use
their e '"ltltlement to pay off VA loans taken
out to meet high tuition costs. However, the
ability to usc the program was made contingent upon states providing a matching
grant. In addition , states were re Cl uired to
set up a new fund specifically designed to
meet their matching obligation. No st a t e
has yet passed matching legislation, according to VA testimony. Many states simply
cannot afford to . The result is that no one
has been able to use the program.
3. Vietnam Veterans Act:
(a) The Act repeals the state matching
requirement.
TITLE IV-STATE HOME LOAN PROGRAM
1. Exist ing Law :
(a) The VA home loan program has been
plagued by a number of problems. The first
is that the VA ceiling on allowable interest
rates, which is sometimes below the market
rat e , results in veterans being forced to
compensate the seller for assessed points
in one way or another. This often means a
higher selling price for veterans. In addition, the level of home loan guarantees is
not adequate to ensure a loan for an average
priced home in today's market. The result
is that veterans who cannot personally supplement the VA loan are being forced to buy
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mobile homes and generally cannot compete
in the first-home market.
2. Vietnam Veterans Act.-The Act:
(a) authcrizes the VA to pay the administ rative st,:ut-up cos s for stat e'> to est ablish programs that provide direct loans at
interest rates below the prevailing market
rate. For example, in California, a special
bond issue was floated to establish a veteran
mortgage program.
TITLE V-COMMISSION
1. The unique nature of the war in Vietnam resulted in p:uticularly severe read ' ustment problems for many veterans. To this
day these veterans continue to have unmet
needs. Thus, it is necessary to analyze the
programs which are a vailable to these men
and women to determine how existing programs can be improved and what new programs should be established to meet their
needs.
2. Existing Law:
(a) Public Law 95-202 mandated a study
of the problems facing Vietnam veterans.
H owever, that study, which is not yet complet e:t, will not include evalu ation of the
capacity of existing programs to meet these
needs.
3. Vietnam Veterans Act.- The Act:
(a) est ablishes a Commission which will
undertake a comprehensive study and appraisal of the structure, scope and administrat ion of the programs providing benefits
to veterans and their families .e

Mr. PRESSLER. Mr. President, I am
pleased to introduce, with Senators HEINZ
and MoYNIHAN, the Vietnam Veterans
Act. As Senator HEINZ pointed out, the
Viet'1am Veterans Act deals with employm ent, health, education, and housing
problem s of our veterans who served during the Vietnam war.
Since coming to Congress in 1975, I
have been concerned about the problems
that the veterans of our Nation face in
their day-to-day life. Because of society's
a ttitude toward the Vietnam war, the
veterans of that war have not received
fair treatment from our Government.
The Vietnam Veterans Act will remove
inequities that have always existed for
Vietnam veterans.
I would like to deal especially with title
II of the bill, which amends the readjustm ent counseling program to allow theater veterans to go outside the Veterans'
Administration for mental health services. It permits them to go either to
community mental health centers or to
private providers.
John Wilson, a psychologist who has
done extensive research on the readjustment problem of Vietnam veter·a ns, estimates that there could be as many as
500,000 veterans with psychological readjustment problems severe enough to
require treatment. Many of these veterans have difficulty remaining in school
or keeping a job because of these psychological problems.
In the past, Congress has reacted to
these facts by sending a veteran in need
of psychological counseling to the Veterans' Administration. Many friends with
whom I served in Vietnam have told me
that the Veterans' Administration does
not have the capability to deal with the
unique psychological problems of these
veterans. John Wilson recently testified
before a Senate hearing, stating that-
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There's a. total lack of understanding by
the VA about the delayed stress reactions
experienced by a. large number of Vietnam
veterans.
Others also have attested to this fact.
Psychologist Arthur Egendorf, an associate at the Center for Policy Research
in New York and a Vietnam veteran, testified before a House subcommittee
thatThe VA doesn't have the experience to
deal with Vietnam veterans.
It is time that we admit that there are
still veterans that have been unable to
adjust. As a Member of the Senate who
served in Vietnam as a member of the
Army during the Vietnam war, I can tell
you that I witnessed firsthand the suffering of soldiers over there. I continue to
see some of those men suffering years
later.
It is also time that we admit that the
present system is not allowing our veterans the flexibility that is necessary in
their readjustment. The Vietnam Veterans Act that we are introducing toda~
will allow them this flexibility.
Mr. President, I ask that my colleagues
give their favorable consideration to this
landmark legislation.
e Mr. MOYNIHAN. Mr. President, 7
years ago the last American land combat
forces were pulled out of South Vietnam,
signaling the end of direct American
participation in the conduct of the
ground war there. For those troops, as
for the nearly 3 million who had preceded them, the war was over; or so
they hoped.
In fact, it was not. The uncertainty
and bitterness engendered and elicited
by the war provided a sorry backdrop
indeed for welcoming these veterans
home. And the conditions under which
the war was fought were apparently of
a kind so different from those we had
known in the past that where we did respond to the veterans' needs, our responses were often inadequate, late, or
off the mark.
We are here today to introduce the
Vietnam Veterans Act, which addresses
the problems of these veterans in a comprehensive manner. My friend from
Pennsylvania has described the bill in its
several parts; I should like to add a few
comments about veterans education.
The World War II GI bill educated a
generation of American males. It was a
revolutionary development in our social
policies, both with respect to Federal support of higher education and as an historic manifestation of our willingness to
attempt to repay an immeasurable debt
to veterans.
It sent me to college. It sent many
of my colleagues to college. It sent millions of other Americans to college.
Not only did the GI bill mark a revolution in social policy. It was revolutionary
in its simplicity and accessibility. It established a straightforward entitlement
to educational assistance funds for persons whose only necessary qualification
was prior mUitary service. It was comprehensive. It was comprehensible.

Today, the situation is reversed.
Whereas in the late 1940's and early
1950's veterans were enrolled in college in
far greater proportions than other Americans, today they are egregiously underrepresented there. The preliminary findings of the Vietnam-era research project
indicate that nearly half the nonveterans in the study population graduated
from college, whereas only one veteran
in five did so. The same survey found
one-third of nonveterans entering graduate or professional training, compared
to just one-tenth of Vietnam veterans.
Equally disturbing distinctions are
found within the veteran population, specifically between those "theater veterans" who actually served in Southeast
Asia and those "nontheater veterans"
who were in the Armed Forces during the Vietnam era but did not serve
in Indochina. They had virtually identical educational backgrounds upon entry
into military service, yet 40 percent of
the theater veterans completed just 1 year
of college with GI bill assistance, and
53 percent of them did not return to
school at all after their mi.litary service
was completed, compared to just 20 percent and 31 percent respectively among
nontheater veterans.
These trends indicate a devastating reversal of our social policies and domestic
arrangements to the point where there
is now almost a class distinction between
veterans and nonveterans in the United
States, and a further distinction between
those veterans who served in Vietnam
and those who did not.
The World War II GI bill created a
profonndly important difference between the Nation's educational experience before and after that legislation. It
was a difference shared by veterans and
nonveterans alike. It was a difference
that the entire Nation shared-and
benefited from. Now we f!nd a palpable
and deeply disturbing distinction cetween
the educational experiences of veterans
and non veterans within the society. It is
almost as if-one hesitates to say it, but
the data are otherwise inexplicable-the
society's message for the Vietnam veterans is that he made a mistake by going
into the service of the Nation.
Our colleges and universities must
shoulder a significant share of this responsibility and it might be well if they
were to acknowledge it; generally speaking, the returning Vietnam veteran did
not feel that his country was proud of
him, but nowhere was this hostility more
blatant, more pointed and more personal
than on the campuses of the United
States. The veteran was not welcomed;
in small ways and hrge, he was rejected,
humiliated, and rebuked for having participated in an experience that the dominant political culture of the academy
despised.
The Vietnam Veterans Act th.a.t we are
introducing in the Senate today addresses the situation of the Vietnam veteran in a comprehensive, respectful, and
compassionate manner. It deals with employment, with health care, with housing
and with other aspects of the veteran's
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experience. It includes creation of a
Presidential Commission to review the
entire structure of veterans benefits. But
it also deals with education, which is of
particular interest to me. It would extend the delimiting period for utilization of verberans educational benefits by
adding 10 years for theater veteransfor a t?tal of 20 years-and by adding
3 for nontheater veterans. This underscores and eases the fact of "too little,
too late" in our previous provision of
educational assistance to Vietna-m veterans.
The bill would also delete the onerous
"State match requirement" that keeps
the benefit<> acceleration provision of the
1977 GI Bill Improvement Act from
working as it was intended: To make college aJt•tendance a genUiine financial possibility for veterans attending relatively
high cost State and private institutions.
This is singularly important for veterans
living in States such as New York, where
the high cost of college attendance precludes many who depend on the GI bill
for their tuition money from enrolling at
all. The comparison between New York
and, for example, California is striking:
although Vietnam veterans live in those
States in a ratio of 2 to 3, their GI bill
participation rates have had a ratio of
1 to 3. It is absolutely essential to equalize access to education for veterans no
matter where they live, and this bill
would take an important step in that
direction.
Unfortunately, this bill will not restore
the simplicity that characterized the
World War II GI bill, but that has been so
consoicuously missing from recent veterans programc:;, particularly those affecting the Vietnam veteran. That is a
task if it is even possible at this point,
for 'future legislation. More positively,
the bill will help restore the comorehensiveness of the educational benefits program.
The introduction of the Vietnam veterans Act will, I sincerely hope, mark
yet another turning point of the several
we have been through regarding Vietnam-this time. a turn to a comprehensive view of the Vietnam veteran's experience, and of the nature and extent
of the Nation's debt to these men.
It is no mere sentimental refrain, but
a reauirement of nationhood. that we
prope.r ly honor our wartime veterans. So
to do would be a mark of our having at
lrust, in fact, risen above the agony of
Vietnam. In any case, we must not allow
whatever turmoil rem"'.ins to impair in
the slightest our commi.tment to these
veterans' just treatment.•
ADDITIONAL COSPONSORS
s.

855

At the request of Mr . .BwH, the Senator from Arizona <Mr. DECoNciNI) was
added as a cosponsor of S. 855, the First
Amendment Privacy Protection Act of
1:)79.

s.

1179

At the request of Mr. BAYH, the Senator from New Hampshire <Mr. DURKIN)
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and the Senator from North Dakota
<Mr. BuRDICK) were added as cosponsors
of s. 1179, a bill to incorporate the Gold
Star Wives.
s.

1577

At the request of Mr. JEPSEN, the Senator from Utah <Mr. HATCH) was added
as a cosponsor of S. 1577, a bill to preserve and protect the free choice of individual employees to form, join, or assist
labor organizations, or to refrain from
such activities.
SENATE RESOLUTION 205

At the request of Mr. PRESSLER, the
Senator from Idaho <Mr. McCLURE)
and the Senator from Montana <Mr.
BAucus) were added as cosponsors of
Senate Resolution 205, to express the
sense of the Senate against EEC wheat
export subsidies.
l."'IUTlC~
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OF HEARING

ADDITIONAL STATEMENTS
THE FIVE FACES OF MAINE
• Mr. MUSKIE. Mr. President, the special character of my home State of
Maine is appreciated throughout the
country, even by many people who have
never had the opportunity to enjoy it in
person. In the September 23, 1979, issue
of the Boston Globe magazine, reporter
Peter Anderson offers a kind of guidebook to our State. It is a sensitive article
which explores some of the problems and
possibilities of Maine, as well as reflecting its varied beauty.
My colleague, Senator BILL CoHEN,
joins me in recommending the article to
Senators and to anyone else interested
in some of the reasons why Maine is a
special place. Together, we request that
the following article, "The Five Faces of
Maine," be printed in the RECORD.

SUBCOMMITTEE ON RURAL DEVELOPMENT

THE FIVE FACES OF MAINE

• Mr. LEAHY. Mr. President, I wish to
announce that as a continuing effort to
make Federal programs work the best
they possibly can in rural America, the
Rural Development Subcommittee which
I chair, of the committee on Agriculture, Nutrition, and Forestry, will hold
an oversight hearing on rural people
moving transportation.
It is my opinion that the oversight
responsibilities of Congress have not
been given the high priority they must
have and that these responsibilities are
often overlooked for the more glamorous
congressional duties. However, I believe
there is no reason to create a program
if Congress is not going to live up to its
responsibilities to see to it that it is running smoothly. This is why my Rural Development Subcommittee will continue
to hold oversight hearings on programs
affecting the quality of life in rural
America.
The hearing will review the implementation of the section 18 bus program
for rural and smaller urban areas, the
effects of air deregulation on rural airports, and the Department of Agriculture's rural transportation task force.
The hearing will convene at 8 a.m. on
October 24 and will conclude at noon.
Testimony will be taken from public and
administration witnesses. Anyone desiring further information on the hearing
should contact Ken Pierce of my staff at

(By Peter Anderson)
Timber cruisers went into the forest looking for white pine. They knocked down a.
spruce, set it against the trunk of a tall pine,
clambered up the spruce to the lower
branches of the pine and then to the top of
the pine itself. From there they could scout
the sea of trees, the islands of water. They
cut white pine to float down the Penobscot
to the sawmills of Bangor, a frontier town
that for a time was timber capital of the
hemisphere. The Maine woods was wilderness
then, but logging roads go through the
woods now, and geographers and foresters
and game wardens do not use the term wilderness. They call it the wilds or the wild
lands or nothing at all, referring to a specific
place as "twelve-five," meaning Township 12,
Range 5, Unorganized Territories of Maine.
They do not think of this great woods as
real wilderness, and yet they know of the
young man who was cruising !or timber in
northwest Aroostook County. The young man
got out of his vehicle !or some reason and
went off the trail on foot . Searchers found
his vehicle and could follow his foot tracks.
These tracks indicated the young man had
become disoriented. People lost in the woods
often begin to walk !aster, then faster still;
if they do not control their panic, they begin
to run and thus spend their strength. Tracks
of the young man led to a. stream and ended
there. His body was never found . He had died
in what the city would call the wilderness.
Maine has 19.8 million acres. Of this, 17.7
million acres are forest. Maine is as big as
Massachusetts, Connecticut, Vermont, New
Hampshire, and Rhode Island put together
(a small exaggeration; Maine is 33,215 square
miles; the total of the other five states is
33,393 square miles). Maine is not big by
America's standards, ranking thirty-ninth
among the states. It does not lie quite right-not straight up and down on the map but
tilted so that the upper right-hand corner of
the state sticks out to the east. The term
Downea.st doesn't come from the map so
much as from the wind. Sailors going from
Boston to Eastport had the preva111ng southwest wind at their backs and were sa111ng
downwind toward the Northeast--thus,
Downea.st. Even now a. clamdigger in Machiasport will refer to Portland as being on
the west coast. A banker in southern Maine
talks of going "up Maine," meaning the
northern interior.
There are more than 2200 lakes and ponds.
Off the coast there are 400 islands larger than

224-4242 .•

AUTHORITY FOR COMMITTEE TO
MEET
COMMITTEE ON ARMED SERVICES

Mr. CRANSTON. Mr. President, I ask

unanimous consent that the committee
on Armed Services be authorized to meet
during the session of the Senate today
to hold a hearing on the military implications of the SALT II treaty and protocol.
The PRESIDING OFFICER. Without
objection, it is so ordered.

1100 acres, 'and some of these islands have not
yet been touched by the Salton:;talls, the Du
Ponts, or the Rockefellers. Mount Desert, the
largest of these islands, is the location of Bar
Harbor, a place that by 1900 rivaled Newport.
Thomas Cole, an artist of the Hudson River
School of painting, went to Mount Desert in
search of new subjeot matter, and beca'.lse
he was so lavish in his praise of the place
when he returned to New York, the society
of thwt city, including the Rockefellers, followed him there . This upper co:1st is the land
of the pointed fir, a place of beauty that has
sharp edges.
There is uncertainty about how Maine got
its name. Some suppose it was named in
honor of Queen Henrietta Maria, an English
queen who also ruled tb e French province:; of
Meyne. The ooastalislands were settled first,
or at least visited first, by European fishermen. Later, settlers on the mainland took
shelter on the islands from raiding Indbns
during the French and Indian Wars. It is
logical to think the early island dwellers referred to the mainland as " the main," and
thus t he name of the state. Early spe111ngs
were Main, Mayn, or Mayne. While part of
Massachusetts, it was calleO. the Province of
Maine. In 1820, when Maine joined the union,
it became the State of Maine, and natives
of the pla ::e were State of Mainers, a rhythmic phrase now being replaced by one word,
Mainer. an unlyric term.
Some place names have logic, Presque Isle
(almost an island), for instance. Most place
names have no historical basis but are copies
of European place names. Bangor got its name
b y accident , if this story can be believed. Bangor was called Kenduskeag Plantation, a.nd
the Reverend Seth Nobel was Eent to Boston
to have the name changed to Sunbury. When
in front of the filing clerk in Bosto n , Reverend Nobel was humming a hymn. When the
clerk asked him the name for the town,
Reverend Nobel said "Bangor," thinking the
clerk wanted to know the name of the hymn.
This was considered a happy error and the
name allowed to stand. There is no good explanation why so many places are named
Naples, Sorrento, Palermo or St euben, Dresden, Frankfurt. Swedes settled Stock holm
and New Sweden in Aroostook County, but
Athens, Maine, was not settled by Greeks.
The best Maine stories require inflection
and should be told orally. The best Maine
stories are made up and then repeated as
truth, but this story is true and happened
exactly this way. A reporter from a big-city
newspaper was talking to a blueberry farmer
on the sand plain between Wells and Kennebunk, and the reporter, just making conversion, said that the state's blueberry specialist
had an unusual name, Amr Ismail. "Not for
an Egyptian, it ain't," the blueberry farmer
said.
THE POTATO LANDSCAPE

Fort Kent is a frontier town, and there is
an unusual quality to the English spoken
there. It is American English, but many
people speak it in a foreign rhythm, a
French cadence. The bilingualism is remarkable. A man listens to a friend speaking for a
minute or two, then answers him in English,
then changes to French. A levee protects Fort
Kent from the St. John River, the boundary
of Maine and New Brunswick, but there is no
protection against the winter. It was in Van
Buren, not far from Fort Kent, that the
state's lowest temperature was recorded, 48
degrees below zero. The growing ~eason is as
short as 110 days. This is hard country, and
so is the rest of the potato landscape of
Aroostook County.
The upper St. John Valley near Fort Kent
needs two more weeks in spring, two more
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weeks in fall, to grow potatoes, but lacking
those four weeks, farmers grow potatoes
anyway. The texture of the soil is good for
potatoes in the upper valley of the St. John,
and so it is, too, further south down the
potato landscape to Caribou, Presque Isle,
and Houlton. In places the soil lies on
slopes of up to 10 or 15 degrees, and "We get
away with it," says Dwight Stiles, a state
potato specialist. Some farmers replace what
erosion takes away. The soil washes down
the slope into ditches, caking into mud
there, and when conditions are right, the
mud dried, farmers haul the soil back, some
only a couple hundred yards, others a halfmile up the slope to where the Stetson or
Plaisted or Thorndyke soil is replaced.
Aroostook potato soils are gravelly, do
not pack down much, and dry quickly in
spring. Planting begins about May 15, sometimes while drifts of snow edge the fields.
It is good soil for potatoes despite the rocks.
The rocks used to be picked by hand, and
some still are, but mechanical rock pickers
are also used. It is because of mechanical
harvesters that rocks have to be picked at
an. Removing the rocks is not good for the
soil, increasing erosion, but rocks plug up
the mechanical harvesters, and mechanical
harvesters pick about 70 percent of Aroostook's potatoes. Rocks are piled in the corner
of the fields, potato-sized stones bleaching
in the sun. As these piles of rocks get bigger,
the soil gets thinner.
Rocks are pushed up from the ground by
the frost each winter and spring, or so it
used to be thought. Now that idea is another
item on the list of old wives' tales. Duane
Smith, a state potato economist in Presque
Isle, explains it this way: About 25 percent
of the potato soil is rocks. If a farmer plows
12 inches deep and then removes all the
rocks, he has reduced his soil level to 8
inches. The next year when he plows 12
inches of soil he will be plowing 4 inches of
ground not plowed before. Twenty-five percent of this new 4 inches of soil is rocks and
must be removed. If this explanation is correct, then the famous Caribou and Mapleton loa.ms are thinner each year, a matter of
arithmetic.
Rock removal increases natural erosion.
An average of 7Y:z tons of soil are lost per
a~re each year. This is more than double the
loss considered tolerable by the U.S. Soil
Conservation Service. But averages are dangerous. Many farms do not lose this much
son each year. Also, the Caribou Loam is a
double blessing for the farmers who have it.
Caribou Loam has two topsoils, A and B.
Smith, the potato economist, says: "It is
very forgiving soil, very productive, and it's
deep . . . so despite erosion we have pretty
good depth. Some places you can completely
lose the A level a.nd produce higher yields
on the B soil." Mapleton Loam is the same
as Caribou Loam but has no second level,
and in this soil islands of bushes and tall
grass grow in the fields about the ledge
poking up through the ground.
S. Van Day is the soil conservation specialist for the U.S. Department of Agriculture in
Pl'esque Isle. He says: "A fellow, say, has 100
acres of good potato land. He thinks he has
to raise 100 acres of potatoes, and that's
ridiculous. He should rotate, plant only 50
acres in potatoes, but the farmer says 'I
can't do that-! would go bankrupt.' . ' . .
Every year in Presque Isle it's potatoes, potatoes, potatoes, when they should have two
years of potatoes, one year of grain, one year
of grass, then two years of potatoes." There
is a. side benefit to those places in the country where oats and buckwheat are planted to
save the soU, he says. Oats and buckwheat
bring in geese, and the geese bring in hunters,
a tourist of sorts in a land that few tourists
ever see. Most tourists prefer Boothbay Harbor, a closer place, B.!ld in the public perception, a prettier place, too.

Aroostook is big country, the Texas of New
England. Bret Wallach, a geographer at the
University of Maine at Fort Kent, describes
Aroostook in his article "The Potato Landscape": "No region of the United Statea, except Alaska, has towns as raw as Aroostook
County. The Historic America Buildings Survey lists nothing-not a single structure in
an area. two-thirds the size of Massachusetts.
Aroostook County's towns are full of monotonous, two-story balloon-frame buildings,
painted in se;rere grays or whites and landscaped without flowers or shrubs. Old timber
walls, pegged and dovetailed, have been covered with aluminum siding. Mobile homes
abound. Main streets are dusty, shadeless,
and
lined
with
Klondike-type
false
fronts ... ." Wallach's eye is accurate, but his
perception is severe. Farmhouses are often
naked beside the road, with no trees for shade
or windbreak, no shrubs to hide the foundation. But there are many mining towns and
farm towns in other states as raw as any in
Aroostook. Wallach would be more correct
if he compared Aroostook to Stockbridge,
Massachusetts, Norman Rockwell's town.
Then Aroostook is as raw as he writes of it.
Aroostook's potato landscape is not always
pretty; it is big. The potato landscape is not
supposed to be beautiful; it is supposed to
grow potatoes.
Aroostook grows approximately 92 percent
of Maine's potatoes; Maine produces only 8
percent of the nation's total. Maine ranks
fourth among potato-producing states and
last year grew 26.180,000 hundredweight on
119,000 acres. Tdaho grew 96,980,000 hundredweight on 330,000 acres. Maine grows Abnaki
potatoes, Bake King, Caribou, Cascade, Chippewa, Cobbler, Desiree, Green Mountain,
Iopride, Katahdin, Kennebec, Norland,
Oromonte, Pungo, Russet Burbank, Sebago,
Seminole, Shurchip, Sioux, Superior, Wauseon, and York, among others. Frozen french
fry processors like the Russet Burbank because of its shape and consistent cooking
characteristics. Kennebecs are preferred by
potato chip manufacturers.
Climat-e turned Aroostook to potatoes : cool
nights, days that do not get too hot. The normal mean temperature in Caribou in August
is 52.6 degrees. Most years there is enough
rain. Caribou .gets 3 Y:z inche'l of rain in a normal August. Potato production was suurred
when the railroad reached Aroostook in 1894.
This single-crop economy boomed during
World War ll, harvested partly by German
POWs and reached a peak in 1946, when 219,000 acres were planted, about double the
acreage planted now. Some smaller farmers
are going out of business; taking jobs in the
paper mill in Madawaska or leaving the
county, leaving Maine for factory jobs. There
are government regulations, employee restrictions, and a potato farmer needs a lawyer, an accountant. A fellow in Presque Isle
says: "It's not farming any more. It's a business."
Land values are not rising much and some
are declining in value in the upper St. John
Valley around Fort Kent. The poorest lands
sells for $250 an acre. In Presque Isle, the
best land is about $800 an acre. But even at
$800, it costs more to cultivate, rock-pick,
seed, fert1lize, herbicide, harvest, and store
an acre of potatoes than the acre is worth.
Economist Smith is not certain this is a signifi~ant fact . He agrees with others that
starting a potato farm is ex9ensive and gives
an estimate for a 100-acre farm: one $40,000
tractor; one $35,000 harvester; one $18,000
planter; one $10,000 sprayer; probably five
good-sized trucks at about $12,000 each; plus
plows and harrows, and a machine shed with
welding equipment and cutting torches to
repair equipment. He says: "We're seeing a
turn to multifamily farms, sons and fathers
ln business together so actually there are
three farms operated as one. They can build
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storage buildings together and share equipment [but) there is very little corporate
farming in the county." Many farmers prefer preseason contracts for their potatoes and
deal in potato futures to hedge against the
price. The smaller farmer is not so well prepared. He is apt to gamble on a good yield, a
good price. Some farmers say they like the
gamble.
The potato landscape has had two bad seasons in a row. Last year it was too little
water; the year before the price was low.
Potato farmers are like fishermen. They talk
more about bad years than good, but they
have good years or they could not continue
to farm. A fellow in Fort Kent says: "After
a couple or three good years, the corners of
their mouths turn up. They fix up their
house, trade in their car, maybe take the
wife on a vacation, go to Florida." If it is
another bad year, the farmer can winter
in his woodlot, pulping for the paper companies or piling up firewood for himself. A
typical Aroostook farm has 105 acres in potatoes plus a woodlot, about 300 acres in all.
Where the potato field ends, the woodlot begins, and where the farm woodlots end, the
big woods begin.
THE BIG WOODS

The timber cruisers found tall white pine
in Aroostook and cut trees 150 feet tall and
6 feet through at the butt. A pine cut at
Telos Lake in 1842 was said to measure 7
feet through 4 feet from the ground. Once
cut, these Aroostook white pine did not regenerate themselves because the spruce and
fir, the under story of the forest, took the
sun, leaving none for the pine. White pine
is not extinct in Aroostook but is not a major
product. As remote as the northwest woods
of Aroostook are, there is little land that has
not been cut over. Not counting an isolated
bog, there may be no virgin timber standing.
Says Robert Locke, the state's regional forester at Presque Isle: "When I first came up
he:::e in 19M you might find some small
(virgin) areas which I was told had not been
logged because they were too far from the
water, couldn't get the trees to the water
with horses or oxen." Now there are mechanical harvesting techniques, and wood is no
longer run down the river and the lake, and
bulldozers make paths for lumber tractors
called skidders, and these skidders drag out
wood from most anyplace. Locke says he
could not show a visitor virgin trees now because he knows of none. Logging roads cross
the big woods, roads so well built that heavily
lo:lded lumber trucks roll through the woods
like an 18-wheel tractor-trailer down the
Mass. Pike. These woods highways of Aroostook and Piscataquis, Penobscot, Somerset,
and Washington counties reduce the wilderness to wild lands because wild lands are
where people do not live and have left no
sign.
All 16 counties of Maine produce lumber
and pulpwood; Aroostook produces the most,
about one-fourth. The Aroostook product is
spruce and fir , mostly. Spruce is used for
papermaking and is very strong, used for
dimension stoc:ic, 2 by 4s, 2 by 6s. It doesn't
work as easUy as white pine; that is why
colonial lumbermen and the lumber barons
of the nineteenth century preferred pine. Fir
doesn't have the strength of spruce and is
used more for boards than for dimension
stock. It is also used for pulp. Maine producej 5.3 million cords of wood last year,
and 1.3 million cords of this total were cut
in Aroostook. The potato landscape occupies
only a corner of Aroostook, not bec:~.use the
wild lands are not arable. but because 111mber
companies. paper companies. boueht the land
be~ore settlers could. Forester 1.-ocl:<e: "T'h~
other day I was up west of All!lgash and the
land was just as level as this airbase fLoc!re's
office is at the Presque Isle airport] . And the
soil was good .... "
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The settlement at Allagash has 456 people.
It is an irregular string of buildings along
one paved road near the junction of the Allagash River and the St. John. In early summer, evening grosbeaks, yellow as parrots,
flutter waist high across this road, and the
bodies of many of them, hit by cars, lie
squashed on the asphalt or on the dirt shoulders of the road, a wilderness bird iJlept at
living this close to civ111zation. Wallach, the
geographer at the state university's Fort Kent
campus, says of the Allagash River: "It connotes wilderness. People in the city want to
believe there is a wilderness out there. It
gives them a natural baseline against which
to measure urban life, that nature is strong
enough to withstand all assaults and that
rivers will always rush to the sea." These sentences came out of his mouth quickly, as if
he had formed and memorized them in the
days he has spent traveling the lumber roads
of the Allagash woods. He says: "The soul of
this region is the wood that comes out of it."
A spring fire is a running fire, says Albert
Gibson, the assistant unit ranger at the
Allagash station. "Where you've got heavy
slash (cut-over land) and two or three hot
days to dry it out, you can get fire and it
runs like a sonofagun. But the fire won't
go deep (into the ground as it does in summer). A spring fire is more a running fire.
May 28 two or three years ago, up on twelvefourteen somewhere, around 1400 or 1500
acres burned."
Townships such as twelve-fourteen are
generally squares on the map, 6 miles to a
side, 24,000 acres each. The settlement at
Allagash is called Allagash Plantation because it is inhabited, has selectmen, and thus
is more than a numbered square. The crew
at Gibson's fire ranger station uses 300-foot
hoses carried in a man's backpack. Usually
the hoses are hooked to one another, a
600-foot line from a brook or pond to the
fire. "We take a crew according to the size
of the fire. Say a 40-acre fire, we put in 15
men, a couple bulldozers to put a (firebreak)
line around it." There are three rangers at
the Allagash station. The others of a 15-man
crew would be deputized from lumber camps
or from the settlement itself. Without the
revenue of the woods, Allagash Plantation
would disappear. It wlll disappear if the
Dickey-Lincoln Dam is built on the St. John
River, a short distance away. But, Gibson
says, if the dam is built and floods Allagash,
Allagash would move to dry grounds; its inhabitants would continue to work in the
woods.
It is 29 mles from Fort Kent to Allagash,
a long way to go to buy a pair of socks.
Allagash has a lunch counter, a pool hall,
two grocery stores. People there are aware of
how far from town they live, how much the
woods envelop them, but they do not consider themselves isolated, not even in winter. Says Gibson: "There's never a time you
can't get out (to Fort Kent) unless it might
be a night where it snowed so hard people
wouldn't get out other places." He thinks of
the big woods around Allagash as the "wild
land" because the paper companies own the
land and nobody lives there "except for a
few forestry people ... like at Clayton Lake.
IP (International Paper) has some people
at Clayton Lake because they're cutting there
now."
Ashland is a much bigger place than Allagash. Ashland is a real town and sits on
the edge of the big woods; it is not surrounded by the woods as Allagash is. Potato
fields stretch west from Presque Isle to Ashland. After Ashland is the woods, and in
these woods is the panther, maybe.
Kevin Stevens is a wildlife biologist at
the state's fish and game station in Ashland
and questions that the panther has returned. "It's quite a controversy up here,"
he says. "We believe that two hundred or
three hundred years ago it was a resident

but disappeared. A few people think some
panthers remain. There are quite a few
sightings reported, but how do you prove
it? Tracks? Tracks could be bobcats or lynx,
though lynx are rare. What you really nc:ed
is a piece of hair for proof. Probably, historically, there never were that many panthers because their range is 150 large."
Timber wolves disappeared about 1860,
Stevens says, and the caribou were exterminated by 1890. Moose were almost exterminated but have regenerated themselves
under state protection to such numbers that
there will be a limited hunting season on
moose this year. Coyotes were first reported
moving into Maine in the late 1930s and
are well established now. There are black
bear. The woods of Aroostook is a habitat
for beaver, fisher, otter, red fox and mink,
and an animal uncommon south of Aroostook, the marten, also called the sable. None
of these animals has the mystery of the
mountain lion. This panther is the snow
leopard, the Yeti, the Big Foot of the big
woods.
"Last winter a fellow saw a panther crossing the road and reported it to Ashland (to
Stevens' station], and a biologist went back
there and found the tracks were made by a
fisher. You can't mistake a fisher track for
a panther. Maybe you could mistake a bobcat track . . . . Clayton Lake is a hotbed (of
panther reports). Maybe I shouldn't tell you
this, but there was a guy who worked for IP
[International Paper) and the superintendent of the Allagash Waterway stopped on the
road talking to each other a year ago. They
swear right up and down that this mountain
lion crossed right in front of them in daylight." In Stockholm a reputable person said
he saw a panther in the snow, lying down
the way a cat does, but he reported this
sighting two weeks later, after the tracks
had disappeared. Game warden Allan Rider
makes a skeptical face when asked if he
believes in panthers. He has never s~en one.
Warden Rider found five or six lost hunters last year. "Most were carrying compasses,
but they didn't know how to use it, and they
usually think up an excuse for being lost.
They follow a deer track a long way, they look
at their compass (and have no reference
point and no sklll at using a compass). This
guy from Pennsylvania went hunting at seven
o'clock and they (his friends) told him to
go so many degrees west and so many degrees north (to find a good hunting area). So
by 2 p.m. he was lost, and he sat down. lit a
fire. We searched for him all night. I was
close to him at one time. I started at 7:30
that night, left the siren going in the pickup.
(Sometimes Rider uses a chain saw to make
noise to signal a lost hunter.) And he came
down the brook in the morning." Rider says
the hunter had been in the vee of two logging
roads with a brook nearby, good landmarks
for a lost person, but this didn't help the
hunter because he didn't have a map.
Rider and two fellow wardens found about
twenty lost hunters each season. Rider told of
one person who was not found· in time. "I
think it was in fourteen-five." A teenage boy
had gone hunting behind his house. it was
cold; there was snow on the ground. The boy
was missing three days before he was reported lost because it was thought he had left
home. "He (the warden) followed his tracks
for two days. The tracks circled, he crossed
his own track. Finally the warden followed
(the last) track and found him in a blowdown (fallen trees). He had only a light
jacket on and had tucked himself in there. He
was hopelessly lost, scared. and he shot himself (dead) . He was frozen when they found
him."
BETWEEN THE COAST AND THE BIG WOODS

In the beginning, the French and English
settled on the coast and from there moved
up the river valleys of the Androscoggin, the
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Kennebec, and the Penobscot, first to hunt
and trap, then to lumber, then to farm, then
to work in the mills that were turned by the
Androscoggin, the Kennebec, and the Penobscot. Geographers call this the transition
zone between the coast and the wilds; government economists call it the Maine corridor, a swatch of land on each side of the
Maine Turnpike from Kittery to Old Town.
About 60 percent of Maine's one million
people live in this transition zone. They
work in different industries, but there is a
paramount industry, the paper mill, such as
the Boise Cascade mill in Rumford, where
the Androscoggin makes a. bend and falls 165
feet in one mile, a rush of water power.
One hundred fifty trucks a day are driven
to the Boise mill; they transport about half
a million cords of wood a year, wood that is
broken down into fiber and made into paper
for TV Guide, McCall's, Ranger Rick, the
National Geographic, and other publications. The trucks carry 4-foot hardwood logs
of maple, birch, beech, elm, ash, oak and
cherry and tamarack; they also carry poplar,
basswood, and balm of Gilead; they carry
some pine but not more than 15 percent
because the pitch in pine is difficult to break
down for papermaking. They carry no cedar
because cedar doesn't chip well and cooks up
into a weak fiber. Pa.permakers used to think
poplar was equally useless, but now it is
ground up and mixed with other wood fibers.
A hybrid poplar can grow 30 feet in seven
years under goOd conditions, three times
faster than spruce or fir or the hardwoods.
A poplar can be cut several times, and each
time a new tree grows from the old trunk,
like a picked dandelion.
Paper and lumber companies own about
half of Maine's 17 million acres of woodland.
The product value of the forest industry is
about 35 percent of everything produced in
Maine. The value of the paper companies'
product is $1.6 billion a. year; the lumber industry product is worth $470 million a year.
There is no power in the State of Maine to
match the power of the paper companies;
critics say they have inordinate power. A
group of independent loggers, the Maine
Woodsmen's Association, has claimed that
the paper companies build up mountains of
logs cut by alien labor from Canada and
thus deprive Maine loggers of a livelihood.
However, the paper companies pay the highest average wage of any Maine industry,
$16,439. The Boise mill in Rumford runs 24
hours a day, 7 days a. week, employs 1,700
people, and pays them $25 million. The
smell of the paper mill is considerable, a
stench to outsiders, but one old-timer says
people 1n Rumford like that smell because
it means the mlll is running and there is
work.
At a distance, the mountainous pile in
the Boise yard looks like sawdust, but it is
wood chips cut from the 4-foot logs delivered
by truck. The chips, the size of a halfdollar, are cooked in an alkaline liquid under pressure to dissolve the resins that bind
wood fibers together. These fibers are mixed
with starch and latex and clay and put
through large rollers and dryers, producing
a. beautiful product: smooth, white, coated
magazine paper. The exact procedure for the
product made for the National Geographic
is secret, and plant officials won't say how
much they make.
Ernest E. Von Tobel is a forest supervisor
for Boise Cascade, responsible for 56,000 of
the 365,000 acres of timber owned by Boise.
Boise cuts selectively, does not clear-cut, and
Von Tobel and the other company foresters
mark each tree to be cut with paint on the
trunk and on the exposed part of the root.
The marking on the root tells a forester if
the logger has followed his instructions. Von
To bel's quota is 17,000 cords of pulpwood
for the mill and 1% million board feet of
saw logs this year. Some of this wood will
come from the 3,000 acres on a steep hillside
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In Roxbury, a h1llside Von Tobel calls the
Noisy Brook Drainage, after the brook that
runs down the h111.
The lumber road up the hill has a 17-degree
grade in places, and a road like this costs
about $12,000 a mile. It leads up to where
the northern hardwoods grow, the beech,
maple, and birch. Softwoods, the spruce and
fir and pine, tend to grow at the bottom of
a hill and again at the top. In between is
the hardwood. Cutters or choppers-the
terms are synonymous-prefer to cut hardwood because there is less limbing to do once
the tree is down than there is with spruce
and fir and pine. John Percival, the logger
on this hill, is a private contractor who owns
heavy equipment, hires the cutters, and sells
the 4-foot logs to the Boise mill, about 18
miles away in Rumford.
Percival's cutters are young men. One was
trained to be a schoolteacher, another is
qualified as a hospital technician, but they
both prefer working in the woods. They use
European chain saws, Stihls and Husqvarnas.
They get paid by the cord; in good weather
they average about $250 a week. An ambitious
man working a 40-hour week could earn
close to $400. The work is strenuous; men
age quickly in the woods, and few stay once
the strength of their youth is spent. Percival
says: "I think the oldest fellow I had working for me was in his late forties . He made
every move count--everybody watched him
to find out how he cut so much wood." They
work in two-man teams. One man cuts, the
other dtives a skidder, drag~ing logs behind
it to a yard, a clearing in the woods where
the trees are stacked. In the yard, both cutter and skidder operator buck the logs into
4-foot lengths. Woods work is high-risk work.
Men wear hard hats and steel-toed safety
shoes, but this protective clothing does not
prevent all accidents. Says Percival: "A young
fellow about three months ago was k1lled
near here. A tree fell on him. No one knows
(exactly] what happened."
Cutters use plastic wedges to try to fell a
tree in a. certain place. Some old-timers make
their own wedges, cut them out of wood. The
idea is to make the tree fall where it is easy
for the partner on the skidder to get a chain
on the tree and drag it out to the yard. "Out
West thev fell a tree where they want because softwood has even limbs, but hardwood up here [on the side of Noisy Brook
Drainage] is not that even," Percival said.
The big hardwoods have more branches on
the side that faces the sun. A good cutter
can look at a tree , see how it is lea.ninq;, and
be nearly certain how it will fall. If the wind
is blowing the wrong way, he may wait until
the wind is blowing the right way. Even
with wedges, a man cannot make a tree fall
exactly where he wishes. Says Percival: "A
big tree will just come down the way they
will."
A skidder on this hill normally drags trees
only about half a mile to the yard. At Noisy
Brook there was timber a mile back, and a
winter road was the economical way to get
at it. Trees were cut, stumps and rocks removed, the dirt smoothed, in preparation for
cold weather to freeze down a road. Forester
Von Tobel says: "Normally a good freeze
freezes to a certain depth. By putting the
weight of a bulldozer on it, you drive the
frost down." This winter road was packed
over the frost, and when it snowed the road
was plowed, the snow itself smoothing the
road surface, but last winter there was too
much snow. The h111 ls 2,700 feet high, and
at 2,200 feet there were 51f2 feet of snow.
There was so much wtnd that the road had
to be plowed continually, but the snow
drifted back onto the winter road when the
plow had passed. Last February, Percival
had to pull out of Noisy Brook . He says: "A
man can crawl in snow, but it stops the
equipment."
Ken Jodrey, an independent trucker, takes
the 4-foot logs down the steep, dirt logging

road of Noisy Brook. He owns a wheeler. Any
single truck (body and cab attached) on a
logging job is called a wheeler, and Jodrey's
wheeler is a 1969 C-60 Chevrolet. The cab
looks new on the outside where the paint has
been refinished. All 14 wheels have been
newly painted with aluminum-colored paint.
(The 10-wheeler has 4 extra wheels on the
third axle, used only for exceptional loads.)
This morning, Jodrey is carrying about eight
cords, about 60,000 pounds. He keeps his foot
on the brake nearly every moment down the
trail. The truck is in low gear, moving about
four miles an hour. He only watches the RPM
gauge, not the speedometer. "If it goes over
four thousand RPM, the engine will blow," he
says.
Jodrey indicated where his truck slid 60
feet last winter. A slide scares him only "the
first time each winter." After that he gets
used to it. If he were to lose his brakes going
down, he would steer for the bank of the road
and jump out before the truck hit. He had
brake trouble on the paved road last winter
in Andover. His brakes got hot, but Jodrey
stayed with his truck, was able to stop it on a
fiat stretch. He works for himself and has
pride in his ab111ty. He and the cutters kid
each other about which job is tougher. "But
the cutters bring only their saw and lunch
pail. I bring my lunch pall and my truck ."
His old truck the 10-wheeler Chevrolet, has
over 300,000 miles on it, but he has a new
one, also, and the new truck cost $35,000.
Jodrey says : "Anybody can drive a truck, but
the trick is to get it down the mountain
without wrecking it."
In 1929 in Farmington a farmer could earn
$1000 a year if he had 10 dairy cows, 3 acres
of sweet corn, sold $200 worth of wood, and
got $150 from working an outside job. The
figures are outdated, but the relationship of
farming to woodcutting to outside job is
similar to what it is today in Farmington, a
town in the transition zone between the coast
and the big woods. Despite its name , Farmington was not a major farming area, not
since 1815, when Ohio fever struck and farmers went where the land was flatter, more
fertile, and where there was a lot of it.
Nevertheless, the river bottom land here was
famous for growing sweet corn, and the
canned product was called Sandy River corn.
The last sweet corn canning plant to close
was in Starks, a town near Farmington. It
closed this decade because of competition
from Florida and the farms of the Southwest.
After World War II, other corn canning
plants moved to the Middle West, where the
growing seascn is longer. The fiood plain of
the Sandy River has good soil, the rocks
covered by dirt. There is a lot of part-time
farming here still. Myron Starbird, a retired
professor who lives in Farmington, says: "A
lot of people talk about farming, but they
really cut more wood than they farm."
Others do some farming and work for the
state or the town . Ray Orr, for example,
raises some cattle and is Farmington's chief
of police.
In a recent Franklin County census, only
19 of 200 farms produced over $60,000 in gross
sales. Even some of tho~e 19 are marginal
farms. The fam111es of these bigger, but still
marginal, farms depend on a father who
works in the paper mill or a mother who
teaches school. There are exceptions. L. Herbert and Brenda York of Farmington run a
big, full-time farm, 1500 acres. He works it
14 hours a day.
The Yorks' cat was intruding on the conversation in the parlor cf the big farmhouse,
turning the conversation to animals. York
said animals can communicate with each
other. "You take a vet drawing blood and the
cow makes a sound, and all the cows in the
barn know, ten£e up. I don't get philosophical about it [animal communication],
but I can shout at a cow when milking her,
and they tense up because ::he knows she'll
get a slap if she doesn't straighten up ."
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York has 300 acres of bottomland along
the Sandy River across the road from his
farmhouse. "We call it 'the intervale' and
we will grow beans, squash, corn, turnips,
and a rotation of hay crops, alfalfa, and the
gras~es. This is a completely diversified farm.
I try to ut111ze the ground to the best advantage . . . when the sweet corn factories
went out, it left a void for row crops, cash
crops." One crop Ycrk tried was sugar beets,
and was .successful at it. However, the processing plant went bankrupt. He grows turnips now in order to m :e the sugar beet
equipment.
His intervale land was never built on and
never will be because periodic flOOding of the
Sandy River protects it from development.
He has 57 acres in squash this year and 77
acres in corn and 250 acres in hay. He has
grown beans for two years; this year it was
time for squash and corn. Crop rotation reduces insect and disease problems, he said.
His 300 acres of intervale were built up one
inch every 500 years. He is careful with lt.
"We try to start planting the tenth of May
and try to get done by the end of May.
... Usually about the fifth of June we start
haying right through to about the middle
of July. At that time she (his wife Brenda)
takes off for the shows." Mrs. York is a judge
of show cattle.
He has only one outlet for the 700 tons of
sa.uash he will !!rOw, the pie mix factory in
Winslow Mills. There are two or three outlets for beans in Maine. "I do my own thrashing (of beans). I take 'em out (of the field),
take 'em into a cleaner that blows air
through 'em, cleans 'em. We bag 'em there in
80- or 90-pound bags and store 'em on
pallets. The buyer comes out and says you
got so much pick-out (beans split or discolored). It varies from 3 percent to 23 percent.
So I sell 'em so much a pound. It's been 40 or
50 cents a pound."
The corn is ground up, cob and all, and
used to feed dairy cows. He uses about one
third of the corn for his own herd of 100
cows, selling the other two thirds. He grows
about 20.000 bales of hay and sells about half
of it. There are two markets for his milk, the
Maine market and the Boston market. "Usually the Maine market is better because of
the trans-oortation, maybe up to 50 cents a
hundredweight. That's not a great margin
but a help." His cows wlll each oroduce about
14,000 pounds of milk a year. In June he was
milking 37 of his 100 animals.
If York were farming in Ohio he would
probably concentrate on corn or soybeans,
but, he says, "a Maine farmer has to be
independent. You have to scratch to find a
market (at a price). OUt there in Ohio prices
are dictated." York has assembled seven
small farms to form his 1500-acre farm.
About 1000 acres of the 1500 are woods. His
prime land is the 300 acres on the river.
There is pressure on prime land in Maine.
"Not so much around here as farther south
and near the coac;t, for shopping centers,
house lots. Usually, farmland is best for
putting in houses (but) our intervale land
down there will never be developed because
it is fiood plain, self-protected."
Beans and squash are harvested in September. The harvest usually ends with corn
the first week in November. Then York cleans
up his machines, "buttons up" the farm.
About December 1, he and his two hired
hands work in his woods , selling both saw
logs and pulpwood. He is seldom idle because
he must make his land produce. "We have
the ability to produce more per cow per acre,
but after a point even the best methods
won't solve the increases in overhead . . . .
To be a farmer you've got to be an optimist.
It's a 100 percent requirement . . . . If everything bothers you, you'd be a nervous wreck.
Like the river down there. I've got $20,000
or $30,000 invested there, and the river might
rise and fiood it."
York's wealth is in the land, and the lanrl
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is valuable only if it produces. He says: "If
I can't make a living on this land, who can?"
If he should fail to make his land produce,
"my entire equity is in jeopardy. We have
no retirement, nothing to go back on."
He and his wife have no sons. He wonders
what will happen to the farm if one of his
daughters does not marry a farmer. Meanwhile, he and his wife look very healthy, and
in the pictures set on the parlor table, so
do his three daughters.
SAND OVER CLAY, THE SOUTHWEST COAST

The weight of the glaciers depressed the
Southwest Coast. When the melting water
from the glacier poured into the ocean, tl:'>P
ocean level rose, flooding the coast, and when
the fiood receded, a layer of sand was left
over the clay. Some places inland from Well ·
and Kennebunk, on the sand plain where
the jackplne grows and the land looks like
Georgia, the sand is 70 feet deep. This landscape is gentler than other landscapes in
Maine, and is where the state's only lon!!.
sandy beaches are, including the longest of
them, Old Orchard. Portland is about halfway up this Southwest Coast of sand over
clay. Portland is the largest city in the state,
65,116 people, and is unlike any other city
in Maine. Even in hunting season the picku"J
trucks on Congress street do not have rifles
on the rack behind the driver.
Portland has a good opinion of itself. It
has a civic symphony, a theater company, a
new and handsome convention center for
hockey and rock concerts. Warehouses down
the hill toward the waterfront have been
turned into artsy and craftsy shops and
brick and beam restaurants. For the doctors,
the lawyers, the insurance men, and the
bankers who practice in Portland there are
suburban towns such as Falmouth, Yarmouth, Cape Elizabeth, places as toney as
Weston or Cohasset. Portland also has urban
crime and prostitutes who solicit, if not in
broad daylight, at least in tw111ght on the
corner of Congress street.
In tone and in trend, the Southwest Coast
is part of southern New England, the
only part of Maine that is. Dr. Victor Konrad, of the Anthropology Department at the
University of Maine at Orono, says Portland
is an outlying city of Boston "in the way
Providence or Worcester is, almost a satellite." Some towns of the region are prospering with new industry like the towns across
the New Hampshire border. Sanford is one
of these towns and is "the town that refused
to die."
Sanford, 17,214 people, is 34 miles from
Portland. The Mousam River runs right
through town, and a woolen mlll prospered
on the river, the Goodall mill. It produced
Palm Beach-label clothes, among other products. In 1954 it was sold, the mill moved out
of town, and 3500 of the town's 3800 jobs
were lost. Today it has new industries, a low
unemployment rate. It is an inland town
and so has no fishing industry; there is no
paper mill and almost no woods industry.
Sanford has industries of the new age, such
as Sprague Electric Company, a manufacturer of capacitors for television sets and
computers, and Cy /Ro, a producer of acrylic
sheets, a glass substitute.
There are six banks with nine offices. "The
town is well banked," says G. Wallace
Ackroyd, president of the Northeast Bank's
branch in Sanford. The reason, he says, is
anticipation of fast growth, more growth
than in any other part of the state. When
the mlll left town, business leaders formed a
group-"a traveling road show," Ackroyd
calls it-and sought industries that would
produce jobs to replace those lost at the
woolen mill. "It was a rough time. It just
about cleaned out the town (of jobs, not
people) . Most people stayed, though some
went to places like Connecticut." The solicitation effort brought results, new industry

and national publicity on television and in
national journals.
Sanford is not pretty-no mlll town is-but
it looks more prosperous than towns of similar size farther upcountry. Town leaders
like the feel of growth and the money it
brings. They supported the unsuccessful efforts of an outside group to build an oil
refinery here. The town pays 70 percent of
the chamber of commerce budget, $49,000 of
the $67,000 total. James Wallace, director of
the chamber of commerce, says: "I'm not
sure people in town realize it, but southern
Maine is about to experience the expansion
of the megalopolis. We are about to see
something similar to what happened in
southern New Hampshire."
When banker Ackroyd was showing visitors
from Europe through the old woolen mill,
they said: "Our old mills were bombed, and
that was a good thing." The Europeans could
do better with new buildings. Sanford seems
to be doing better with its new industries
than with its single old industry, the mill. A
spirit of boosterism produced jobs for people
who did not have them and saved the town.
This spirit seeks more industry. Gerard P.
Savage, chairman of the selectmen, and several business leaders were asked why the
town continues to solicit industry now that
its employment situation is stable. All said
that new industry would be better for the
tax base. Apparently, Sanford's growth requires new growth; success must be fed with
more success.
DOWNEAST

Downeast begins wherever one says it
does. The state planning office divides the
coast about at Camden, where the southwest
coastal area of sand over clay ends. A
lobsterman in Stonington says Boothbay
Harbor is a dividing line because about there
lobstermen are apt to take vengeance upon
one another for unfair fishing practices.
Sardine men say Downeast is above Mount
Desert, for no special reason. Thick tourism
ends at Mount Desert. From there on up the
towns are poorer, coastal Washington County
towns that suifered when the sardine industry declined.
The sardine is not a flsh. Herring is the
fish, sardine the product. The sardine industry is not dead, and a good stop seiner with
fair luck can make a big strike sti!l. Stop
seining is night work, mostly, because small
herring, the size appropriate for sardines,
are apt to come to shore on dark nights. For
that reason stop seiners look for the "darks"
of the moon, especially the August darks,
especially when the darks occur with a south
wind and a fiood tide. However, stop seiner
Clarence Lunt of Bass Harbor got into a good
bunch of f!sh early in July during a week of
bright moons. Lunt came to the Stinson
Canning Company in Southwest Harbor on a
Thursday, said he was looking at two good
bunches of fish, one in Blue Hlll Bay, the
other in Toothacre Cove at Swans Island.
Friday he got word to the cannery that he
had shut off Toothacre Cove with his nets. He
had trapped about three hundred hogshead
of herring, a really good shutoff.
A hogshead weighs 1225 pounds and is
worth $75 this year. Lunt's shutoff held the
herring all day Saturday, and during this
time the sardines purged their digestive
tracts and were ready to be canned. Lunt
got the Stinson cannery's carrier vessel on
Sunday morning, and this vessel, the Joyce
Marie, took off 77 hogshead of fish in lY:z
hours, fish worth $5775. Fish were pumped
from Lunt's net through a 6-inch tube into
the hold of the Joyce Marie, and as the fish
were falling into the hold, crew members
shoveled salt, about one SO-pound bag of
salt per hogshead. Says Ron Hunter, a manager at the Southwest Harbor cannery:
"That's how you get the nice salty taste. They
take in the salt through their gills while
they're still a.Uve. You could tell a. va.st dtf-
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ference in unsalted sardines, the big herring
that are fileted without salt. Salt also helps
preserve them."
Hunter wanted the 77 hogshead of fish
Sunday in preparation for Monday's pack
that begins with the arrival of approximately
65 women packers at 7 a.m. Monday, Hunter
sent the carrier vessel Edward M. back to
Lunt's shutoff at Toothacre Cove and took
62 hogshead more of fish. Tuesday the plant
took another 30 hogshead, stopping at that
figure because the plant could not pack more
that day. Stop seiners can hold captured fish
inside the nets in the water. Lunt would have
to wait to unload the rest of his valuable
catch.
There are 70 or 80 stop seiners on the
Maine coast working out of Jonesport, Prospect Harbor, Vinalhaven, Harpswell, Tenants
Harbor, Southwest Harbor, Stonington, and,
as James Warren says, "most anyplace you
might name." Warren is director of the industry's sardine council. There were 50 sardine canning plants in 1950. Now there are 15
plants: in Eastport (2), Lubec, Machiasport,
Milbridge (2), Prospect Harbor, Southwest
Harbor, Stonington, Belfast, Rockland (3),
Bath, and Yarmouth.
A fully grown herring is 15 to 17 inches
long. Only fish 4Y:z to 8 inches long are
canned as sardines. Four is the minimum
number of fish in a sardine can; if less than
four fish fill a can, the sardine is a herring.
The heads of small sardines are cut off; the
heads and tails are cut off larger sardines.
The industry started in Eastport in 1873,
an imitation of the French practice of
preparing the fish. The Mediterranean sardine of the Spanish, Portuguese, and the
French is a different fish from that caught
off Maine. Norwegian sardines are the same
herring caught in Maine, but the Norwegian brisling is a different fish. Maine's
industry declined in the 1960s when foreign fleets began fishing the North Atlantic
for herring, taking the adult fish that
spawned the sardine-sized fish caught by
coastal seiners. In 1950, 200 million pounds
of herring were landed in Maine, almost all
of it sardine-sized fish. Last year, 67 million
pounds were landed, 30 percent of them
adult herring _and not good fish for sardine
making.
Sardines were caught by Indians using
weirs, stakes in the mud of coves, one stake
joined to another with brush to form a
barrier to trap the fis~. This method is
still used, especially along Perry road between Eastport and Calais, where there are
approximately 15 weirs along 7 or 8 miles of
shore. There may be 28 or 29 weirs along
the whole coast; at one time there were
300. Weirs are effective but cannot be
moved.
A stop seiner uses the principle of the
weir, closing off a cove, but he can move
his nets to where the fish are. A highliner, meaning the best stop seiners, use
aircraft to spot schools of herring moving
into a cove. The stop seiner and his crew
draw a net across the cove, trapping the
sardines. A second net is put inside the first
net in the deepest water, and the herring,
constrained by instinct to move to deeper
water at daylight, are caught in this second net, a pouch. From this pouch the
carrier vessel pumps the sardines aboard
and then goes to the cannery. At the cannery dock a state inspector is responsible
for testing fish before they are canned. Warren says: "They see there's no feed (inside
the sardine). Usually they take 100 fish,
pull the heads off, and usually the poke
(stomach] comes off with the head, and
the inspector can just squeeze the poke to
see if anything is in it.... Sometimes there
is feed (in the poke) and they'll have to
go for fish meal. That's why the fisherman
and the skipper of the carrying vessel are
careful."
A good catch ts about 60 hogshead, Warren
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says. At the current price of $75 a. hogshead,
the fisherman would earn $4500, often in one
night. "But sardine fishing is just like going
lake fishing ," Warren says. "You might be
out one night or go two weeks and not catch
anything." Stop seiners are independent
fishermen. Many of them also lobster, or glll
net for cod and haddock, but with a couple
really good bunches of fish, they might not
lobster in winter. Most have an arrangement
with the cannery. The cannery loans an individual money to fix his gears, perhaps even
money to buy his boat, and in return he
agrees to sell his sardines to the cannery.
Warren says: "Usually he fishes one year, gets
the debt paid off, but is back the next year
for a. loan to buy new gear. Most are verbal
contracts." He may take out 20 percent of the
price of a. catch to retire the cannery loan for
his boat or nets; 30 or 40 might be applied
against the boat for fuel, food , gear; the rest
is divided equally among the fisherman and
his three crewmen. If he is a highliner and
uses a. spotter plane, the pilot customarily
gets 10 percent.
The scales are scraped off with hardware
cloth as the fish are being pumped into the
carrier v~sel. They are sold to manufacturers of a.rtiflcia.l pearls, lacquers such as nail
polish, and plastic. Heads and tails are sold
for lobster bait. The sardine itself is put into
a. can by hand. Stinson's Southwest Harbor
plant packs about 115,000 oases a. year, one
hundred 4-ounce cans to the case.
All the packers are women a.t Southwest
Harbor. Two buses transpDrt the women to
the cannery each da.y. One bus leaves a.t 5:40
a .m . from the Maline Coast Mallin Ellsworth,
where it picks up about 5 women , then goes
to Sowthwest Harbor, l'>toppLng along the way
a.t Trenton, Somesvllle, and Town Hill, delivering about 20 women to the plant. A second bus leaves Bass Harbor on a. route to
Manset, Sea.wa.ll, West Tremont, and Seal
Cove and has about 25 passengers a.t the
plant in time to begin packing sardines a.t
7 a .m . Some are girls, some are young women,
some are elderly-at least one women is over
80.
Most work is from .June through October,
but there is some work most months. They
worked 15 days in .January, 9 days in February, 10 days last November, 2 days last December. In slack times they receive phone
calls, as early a.s 5 a.m., as late a.s midnight,
about work the following day. There are
about 65 women packers in the Stinson
plant, and Hilda. Merchant is fastest of them
all .
Hilda Merchant lives in Hall Quarry, a.
town on Mount Desert not far from Southwest Harbor. She started packing sardines in
1943 at the plant she now works in, and except when her children were small, she has
worked there ever since. Her husoand works
at the golf course in Northeast Harbor. Most
days she gets a ride to work with him rather
t!:lan on the cannery bus. She can cut the
heads off sardines and place them into a can
so fast that the eye cannot follow the procedure. Her hands are like those of a card
cheat, faster than the eye. She can pack
20,000 sardines into a can each day, cutting
the heads off with scissors in her right hand,
placing the sardine in the can with her left.
The women are paid $1.53 to pack a. case
of "fives and sixes," large sardines that pack
five or six fish to a can. They receive $1.85 for
"eights," smaller fish that pack eight to a
can. Mrs. Merchant says: "On fives and sixes
I can do 40 or 50 cases a. day [100 cans to a
case]. Yesterday on eights I got 28 ca...c:es ....
You pick 'em up with your scissors hand , put
'em in the other hand to cut, and whlle I'm

eights to one side until I get enough to fill a
can."
She puts a filled can into a. case with her
left hand, at the same time taking fish off
the conveyor belt onto her table with her
right hand. She says her hands work automatically without any command and that
she is able to think about the housework
facing her when she gets home "or whatever
else comes into m y mind. " Some new women
get the trick of canning quickly, she says.
"But they ask a. lot of questions and are always wat ching me. That makes me nervous."
Mrs. Merch1nt is a thin woman. She was
wearing slacks and sneakers and was smoking a cigarette after her lunch as she tried
to explain her remarkable speed. She wears
bandages on the thumb and first and second
fingers of her left hand ("Everyone does it
different" ). She tapes all five fingers on her
right hand in front of the middle knuckle to
prevent blisters from the squeezing of the
scissors. She and the other women talk to
one another over the noise of the conveyor
belt carrying the fish. The packers stand at
their work. She aches at the end of the day,
espechlly her back. "My back hurts more on
small fish . Only thing I can figure is you get
to move more on big fish." She does not know
how she is aware when a. can is full without
looking a.t it. She is not conscious of feeling
the fish in the full can because her hands
are moving too fast . "I don't know. I do a
lot of things I don't know what I'm doing .. .
just the feel of it, I guess." Empty cans cut
her left hand at times , but there is nothing
to be done about it. She says she can't be
careful enough to avoid those cuts, can't
take the time.
Edward Blackmore lives in Stonington, a
town at the ocean end of Deer Isle. He has
fished for lobsters for 30 years and says:
".Just about the time when you think you
know what the lobster is doing, they do
something else . They don't do the same thing
two years in a row. You never outsmart the
lobster . . .."
There are about 9,000 lobster fishing licenses in Maine, but Blackmore says : "Those
that fish at lobster [meaning serious fishermen] are probably just under 4000." A man
starting out has a big investment to make.
"It's getting so 1f you've got enough money
to go lobster fishing you've got enough money
not to work . .. . A boat, 35 to 38 feet,
properly equipoed, good depth recorder, VHF
radio, a. small-boat radar, a pot hauler, costs
about $35,000. The boat is probably Mainebuilt, either fiberglass or wooden hull , the
.Jonesport hull [a. traditional hull made of
cedar planking, oak frame].
"A wood boat lasts about 30 years with
care. I don't know about fiberglass, they're
still going and they're 15 years old, could
very well last longer (than wood). The difference between a glass boat and a wood
boat is t he motion. Wood is slow, an easy
motion, but glass is quicker. For me, glass
is harder on the knees, legs, and back. Glass
is easier to maintain. The first 8 years you
own a wood boat it gets heavier and sinks
a. little lower in the water. A glass boat
doesn't get heavier one year to the next.
You have to raise the water line twice in
the first 10 years on a. wood boat, 2 inches
each time.
" When I started lobster fishing 30 years
ago I had 130 or 140 traps. That was average for a. man starting out. We used to start
in August with hurricanes, get about five
hurricanes. It was hard to get many traps
(collected)-you'd lose so many. The second or third year I was fishing, and we'd been
through a few hurricanes, I was down to 120

crackin' that one that I've g ot, J'm picking

traps, a n d I t hink it was Thanksgiving Day,

his gear cut.

up another one." She appears to have three
fish in control at a time, like a. juggler with
three rubber balls. She grades the fish by size
a.s she goes. "I don't stop to think which
[are big fish or small fish], but I put the

the most beautiful day you ever saw. You
could see your face on the water like a.
mirror. Then we had a. sou 'easter lasting
three days and three nights. When I (finally)
got out, I sailed all day long and found 7

"I~ Portland, they tell me, anyone can
fish , but you couldn't do that here in Stonington. You wouldn't have half your gear
left. You have to be known, have to have
some connection with the industry . . .

t raps . That was the end of fishing that year.
"I remember my grandfather dipping his
heads (the twine netting that keeps a. lobst er trapped ) in hot tar and putting them
on rocks t o dry. Then he'd grease his arms
up to his shoulders before putting the heads
inside the traps . . . . We used to have a.
winch to haul t raps, but you had to pull
wme wit h it. By the end of the day there
was miles of rope you took in hand over
hand."
Blackmore's grandfather was using line of
manila. or sisal. Nylon is used now; it is
cheaper and requires less repair. A man
can keep a. bigger gang of traps in the water
because of nylon. Hydraulic pot haulers require almost no effort. A man can fish 500 to
600 traps if he is willing to start out at 5
a .m ., not return to harbor until 3 or 4 p.m.
Maine lobster is heavily fished . Some biologist s believe that close to 90 percent of all
legal-sized lobsters are caught each year,
leaving little margin for regeneration. Yet
19 million pounds of lobsters were caught in
Maine last year, the highest total since
1963. There has been a. fluctuation in the
catch of only a. half-million pounds from
year to year for the last three years. Blackm ore is president of the Maine Lobstermen's Association, a. group representing
about 700 men. He thinks the state's conservation measures are working.
"Maine is the only state that has a 5-inch
maximum measure. Canada doesn't even
have that." The minimum size for legal lobster in MBiine is 3-3/ 16 inches measured from
the eye socket to the end of the body shell.
Maine lobstermen are required by law to
,p ut a. vee on the tall of egg-bearing l::>bsters.
"This lobster can never be sold (in Maine),
but some crawl to New Hampshire and Massachusetts and are caught tl'lere and sold."
Maine lobstermen don't like that, but,
Blackmore says, if lobsters crawl out of the
st81te there is nothing to be done about it.
It was believed that offshore lobsters had
no bearing on the inshore stock, but Blackmore and some of his association members
now agree with biologists that there is a
link. Blackmore says: "In the Gulf of Maine,
t l'le motion of the current is counterclockwise. The eggs laid offshore are suspended in
the water for a. while, then those eggs, a.
certain aJilount of them, are deposited along
the coast by the current." Supply affects
price. If the supply is up, the price is down.
That is the hell of being a fisherman. "But
we're a little better off than fin fishermen.
Whadda you P"oing to do with dead fish?
You got to sell 'em. We can put lobsters in
cars (storage pens in the water) but there
is some shrinkage in the cars. And you have
t o feed 'em. You take crabs, smash 'em up .
Lobster loves to feed on crabs. And you can
use fish racks (skeletons of flleted fish) but
if they shed they get just like jelly. Lobsters
(in captivity wlll eat the others as fast as
they shed . . .. It ta.~es a. month to grow a
new shell if they shed on you. But you can
store them in November (not a. shedding
time) and keep 'em all winter."
No Sunday fishing is allowed from .June 1
to September 1, and during these months
no fishing is allowed on Saturday after 4
p.m. There is no restriction on the number
of traps a. man may fish. There is some
poaching
(selling undersized lobsters) ,
Blackmore says, and there is some stealing
from the traps. "But fishermen have a. way
to take care of them . . . . You can tell if
someone is acting suspicious. They're in the
area. before you, move out when they see you
coming. Your traps don't seem to be located
where you put 'em." A suspected thief gets
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have been a sternman with someone else. You
have to have acceptance from the fishermen
(or) they'll pick you to death, one to ten
traps a day. Even a native might have to
serve an initiation,. Someone n,Ught lean on
him a bit, a token, not to drive him out but
to show he cannot drive anyone else out,
that he has to fit his gear in (with the gear
of others) . There are certain areas right
here (in Stonington) that I can't fish now,
would cut my gear, and I've been fishing here
for 30 years, and I'm a native-native
"They start to feel this way about Boothbay, and they feel strong about it the farther
east you go. I understand it. It's our livelihood. If someone hurts the industry, there's
no place to go, no mill, no industry. You got
to sell your home and go." e

ADDRESS BY SENATOR GARN AT
HILLSDALE COLLEGE
• Mr. LUGAR. Mr. President, I would
like to draw my colleagues' attention to
the remarks made by Senator JAKE GARN
before a group of faculty and students at
Hillsdale College in September of this
year. I believe that he offers some valuable thoughts on the SALT II treaty that
bear careful attention.
I ask that the text of Senator GARN's
remarks be printed in the RECORD.
The remarks follow:
THE SUPPRESSION BY THE U.S. GOVERNMENT
OF INFORMATION CONCERNING SOVIET SALT
VIOLATIONS
(By Senator JAKE GARN)
It is a pleasure for me to be with you
today and to be able to ta.lk about SALT.
I don't really think t!hat we can talk about
SALT or violations of SALT I, which I'm also
going to talk about today, without putting
it into an overall strategic context. The
Administration continues to tell us that
SALT II and the SALT process is so important that we must exclude anything else
from the discussions. It doesn't matter what
the Soviets are doing in Africa. It doesn't
matter how they are using their Cuban surrogates. It doesn't matter what military a..dventurism they a.re perpetrating in Southeast Asia. All of these things are unim:portaut--we must consider SALT all by itself.
I don't think that's possible. And when we
do get to the floor of the Senate and debate
on SALT II, I guarantee you that I fully
intend to raise the issues of our overall defense posture, the Soviet threat, and the
strategic balance between the United States
and the Soviet Union. It does not make any
sense to consider SALT II in a vacuum and
exclude all of t!hese other factors. They are
relevant. They are extremely important in
terms of whether SALT II should or should
not be approved.
Let's talk first about the defense budget.
You hear a lot of news accounts both in
the printed and in the electronic media
about the large military defense budget.
And it is large in terms of dollars. It is over
130 billion dollars for fiscal year 1980, and
that is a lot of money. But I think we must
consider the defense budget in terms of what
lt will buy, and in terms of comparisons to
other criteria.
As a percentage of the Gross National
Product, it's the lowest of any year since
1950-the year before the Korean War
started. In fact, even more startling, defense
spending for the last three years, fiscal '78,
'79, and '80, has been lower than in any year
since the Korean War started or the year
before in 1950; less than 5 percent-4.8, 4.9
percent of the total poductive output of this
country. It's also at the lowest level in terms
of percentage of government spendingslightly less than 25 percent. Now the reason
I stress this comparison with the pre-Korean

War period is that most of you are very
well aware that, for all practical purposes,
we had just about totally disarmed after
World War II. We were a nation which had
more than 12 million men under arxns. We
ha..d atomic weapons when no one else ha..d
them. We were militarily superior not only
to any other country, but to all the countries put together at the end of WW~I.
We had not been attacked, and if we had
wanted to be the first country to rule the
world we certainly could have done so without much of a fight. It would not have been
difficult. But we chose to disarm. We had sent
nearly everyone home; our military expenditures were very low. We did not anticipate
getting involved in another war so quickly
and yet, today in 1979, by all those criteria
we are spending less on defense and we have
fewer men under arms than in 1950. And the
levels actually are lower in some cases than
they were in 1939 and 1940 when our troops
were practicing with wooden rifles.
I have heard some of the pro-SALT sellers
talk about how the American people always
respond; we always rise to the occasion. We
did after Pearl Harbor. Well, we are talking
about an utterly and completely different
world that we live ln. We are not talking
about having months to respond, to gear up
our industrial capacity, to put people back
into the armed services, to build weapon
systems to comb!Lt that kind of attack. We
are talking about an entirely different world,
a world in which we have 18 to 22 minutes
from the time we know an attack ha.<s been
launched until we have been hit. And we are
not talking about an attack on a relatively
remote island, which would not injure the
c91pacity of the Unlted States to wage war
!or any long period of time. We are talkdng
about a first strike that could be devastating-devastating to this country in terms of
ability to retaliate and in terms of our survival. So I think you need to look at the military budget in that perspective, and not just
in terms o! absolute dollars.
In addition, I think we need to start looking at it in terms o! Soviet expenditures.
They are outspending us by an estimated 35
to 40 percent a year. The reason I say estimated is that we don't really know what they
are doing. We try very hard through our intelligence gathering activities to determine
that, but they are a very, very closed society.
They can read the New York Times and Aviation Week and Space Technology, sit in on
Armed Services Committee hearings to lenn
about our defense preparednl*'s. I know who
the KGB agents are, I recognlze the ones who
cover the hill. We, in Congress, talk in terms
of exact line itexns, how many dollars for tb1s
wea,pon system, and it is incredible the nonclassified information that is available to
Soviet KGB agents. We are a tremendously
open society, and I'm glad we are, but the
problem is much more difficult for us in obtaining information.
But let's forget whether or not the Soviets
are outspending us and make the hypothetical assumption that we are spending exactly
the same number of dollars. Even if that
were the case they would still be outspending us two to one in research and development and procurement of new weapon systexns. One reason is that we made a conscious
national policy decision a few years ago to
have an all-volunteer military, and it's expensive to do that.
Fifty-five or fifty-six cents out of every
dollar that we spend for defense of that
$130 plus billion is for people. It isn't for
airplanes, tanks, guns, weapon systems, nuclear weapons-it is for people, for their
salaries, for their fringe benefi.ts, for their
housing, for their enllstmeUJt bonuses and
their reenlistment bonuses and their travel to
move .th em from one place to another. The
Soviets spen1 about 25 cents out of every
dollar for peo:ple. They l'lave a draft , they
have conscription-they don't have to have
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nice recruiting posters saying, "Uncle Sam
needs you." They don't have to spend all
their money on recruiting services to try to
make military service attractive for people to
join. So they outspend us more than two to
one on procurement of new weapon systexns
and on research and development.
Another thing you need to look at is shortsighted budgets. The fiscal year 1980 military budget removed a billion dollars from
Air Force research and development. Now
that doesn't show up next year or the year
after or the year after that. You are looking
at long-term results when you talk about
research and development--five, sl.x, seven
years down the road. We took five billion dollars out of the Navy ship building programs
a,t a time when our Navy has been reduced
from over 900 ships in 1970 to fewer than
450 today. Five blllion dollars out of the
Navy ship building program-does that show
up next year, or the year after? No. From
the time you authorize a ship, it's five to
eight years before it's in the water. This
ne:essitates long lea..d time financing. So this
budget is extremely shortsighted in many
areas-in research and development and in
procurement. Jn the mid 1980s, the Unlted
States is going to pay for the shortsightedness of not only this year's budget but also
for that of the past three or four years.
There is an argument to be made tha;t the
United States has a technological advantage
over the Soviet Union. There is a good deal
of <truth to this arl!Ument, but we must recognize that our !allure to appropriate adequRite funds for research and development is
going to haunt us in the years ahead. Just
a few examples. Let us examine tre position
of our strategic Triad. The Triad is a system
of str91teg1c deterrence that consists of land
based inter-continental bombers, land based
inter-continental ballistic misslles, and sea
based or sea launched ballistic missiles. Over
the years, Republican and Democratic Administrations have supported the concept of
the Triad as essential to our nation's defense. It was believed .t hat the Soniets could
not threaten all three legs of the Triad.
Whate•rer their choice was. we could deter
w:1r by keeping one or two leqs of 011r Triad
invulnerable to a Soviet attack. I think that
theory is valid. I think it has worked. I
think' the Soviets have b~n concerned and,
therefore, }'laue not been willing to even th!nk
~;eriously about an attack against the United
States.
But what have we done to our strategic
Triad over the last few years? We unilaterally
cancelled the B-1 Bomber. The reason T say
unilaterally is because we ask-ed nothing of
the Soviets in return-absolutelv nothing.
We did not even say to the Soviets, we will
stop production of the B-1 if you wlll stop
production of the Bac'kfire. They built a
Back-fire bomber that has the capabllity of
bitting 80 percent of the United States in
unrefueled flights and landing in countries
like Cuba, and that has a refueling probe.
The Soviets do practice air-to-air refueling,
and it does not reassure me that the Soviets
have said verbally that they would not use
it as a strategic we'lpon against the United
States. A B-1 orB-52 cannot fiy to the Soviet
Union and baclc unrefueled. I know something about air-to-air refueling, I've spent
the last 20 years as an Air Force Reserve
pilot. My duty assignment until I retire is a
KC-135 squadron refueling aircraft. So believe me, the Backfire is a strategic bomber.
It does have the cap<tbilltv to strike this
country. That the Soviets tell us it does not,
does not make it so.
The Soviets are building the Bac""fire at
the rate of 2'/z to 3 ner month; they have
more than 100 of them already in operation
and we anticipate that thev will have more
than 400 of them bv the mid 198"~s. What do
we rely on? The B-52. The B-52 is relng
flown by some crews who were not. born wl:lPn
it became operational. It is an old airplane
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that has many other operational problems. I
would not want to volunteer to fly a Cruise
Missile Penetration mission in a B-52. One
might get in, but you are not going to get
out. The B-52 is not a substitute for the B-1,
no matter how much money you spend on it;
you cannot turn it into a B-1. The FB-111
is not an alternative to the B-1. You have
probably heard a lot about the replacement
of the B-1 with wide bodied cruise missile
carriers. Well, that's an interesting thought.
The 747 is a very large aircraft. It has a huge
radar cross section when you look at it on a
radar scope. It is not supersonic. It does not
have low level capabilities. It has no penetration capabilities whatsoever. Moreover, by
the time you put the pylons on it, by the
time you modify it, put in the avionics, electronic counter measures, gears and all the
things that go with it, I submit to you that
it will cost as much as a B-1 would and you
don't have anything that even approaches
the capabilities of a B-1. As a matter of fact
a modified B-52 would cost as much as a B-1
and you still don 't have a B-1. The point is
that we have cut off that leg of the Triad.
We have no effective replacement for our aging B-52 fleet.
Let's look at the Inter-Con t inental Ballistic Missiles and another unilateral decision
that we made in 1967. We decided at that
time that we would not deploy more than
1,054 Inter-Continental Ballistic Missilesfifty-four Titans and 1,000 Minuteman lis
and Minuteman Ills. We did this in the hope
that if we showed rest raint the arms race
would abate, that the Soviet s would reciprocate and emulate our restraint. At that time,
the Soviets had roughly 500 ICBMs. Now 12
years later, we still have 1,054, still 54 old
Titans sitting around and 1,000 Minutem!l.n
lis and Ills, some of them with aging motorG.
We have no program to rehab111tate the Minuteman lis. In contrast, the Soviets nave
over 1,600 missiles. Yet, I continue to hear
people echo the arms race "aping theory" of
Paul Warnke that the Unit ed States is responsible for the nuclear arms race. I could
go through dozens of examples where we have
stopped without the benefit of any sort of
t rea.ty, and there has been absolutely n0
reciprocation on the part of the Soviets. As
a. matter of fact, during this twelve-year
period of time, the Soviets have undertaken
the biggest arms buildup by any country in
the history of this world. We have closed
down the only ICBM production line in the
free world, not just in the United States;
there are no production lines of ICBMs in
the free world. The Soviets continue to
operate four . Only after persistent pressure
from the Congress has the President decided
to proceed with full-scale development of
the MX missile. We continue to delay :1
decision on a basing mode for the MX missiles. Furthermore, the MX w111 not be fully
operational until 1989 at the earliest. The
Soviets had four new missiles during that
twelve-year period of time and they havP.
five new generations under research and development. We have one. We are way behind
them in tha.t particular area. So there goes
that leg of the Triad.
The only possible bright spot is in submarine launched ball1stic missiles. We do
have a Trident submarine being built with
Trident missiles. However, production has
continually been delayed. We are looking a t
1986 or 1987 before it becomes fully operational. In the mean time the Poseidon and
Polaris submarines are reaching their service
lives, and even with service life extension
programs called SLEPS , by the mld-1980s we
are. going to have a reduction in the number
of sea launched ballistic missiles deployed
until the Tridents come on line.
The pattern that is developing is, at bes';,
troubling. By the mid-1980s , we will be experiencing the adverse impact of budget cut s
tor research and development and for pro-

curement of new ships and other weapon
systems. The Soviets will have an estimated
30~00 Backfire bombers by 1985. The United
States, on the other hand, is relying on t he
B-52 and has cancelled the B-1. We have
closed down our ICBM production line while
the Soviets push on unabated.
Even if we made a decision today to go
with the MX in a survivable basing mode, it
will not be deployed initially until 1986 at
the ea,.rliest. The point I'm trying to ma.ke
and will continue to make is that we are
potentially giving the Sovlet Union a war
warheads. Each of these warheads has the
have just about cut off two legs of the
Triad, and a third one is being weakened
because of delays in the production of Trident submarines.
This is the context in which we must consider SALT. It is ludicrous to me to be
told, "Senator, you must look at SALT
totally on the basis of the provisions within
it and ignore all of these other things that
have been going on." That is irresponsible.
That is dangerous. So I repeat there will be
a full scale debate on the floor Of the
Senate--not just on SALT II but on the
entire policy direction of the United States
and the adverse shift in the U.S.-Soviet
strategic balance.
Now let's look at SALT II. Many people
have said, "How can you be against it, Senator, it is not completed yet?" Well, that's
true. But when I first went to Geneva a year
ago to sit in on some of the negotiations, I
was told it was 95 percent complete-I've
been told t hat day after day. It was supposed
to be signed in June, then in October, then
in December, and the latest rumor is that it
will be initialed next Monday, and tha.t there
will be a meeting between Brezhnev and
Carter on the 20th of May in Geneva to sign
it. Whether those exact dates are correct or
not I do not know, but sooner or later SALT
II will be signed. In any event, I think it
has been essentially completed for many
months. The details they are working on are
relatively minor in comparison to some of
the decisions that have already been made.
And in the 95 percent, there are plenty of
provisions that are sufficiently fia.wed in my
opinion to defeat this treaty.
Now I say this as one who believes in the
strategic arms limitation process. It would
be a benefit to both countries. Both of us
have too many nuclear arms. Both of us
spend too much money on defense. It would
be an advantage to the people of both countries to have very deep cuts in strategic
weapon systems--if they were fair and
equitable to both sides. But I believe this
treaty is not fair and equitable to both sides.
I believe that it gives the distinct advantage
to the Soviet Union. SALT I allowed them to
come from a position of inferiority to a
position of parity or rough equivalence.
SALT II wlll give them nuclear superiority.
Dr. Ray Cline of Georgetown University's
Center for Str-ategic and International Studies is going to talk to you in detail about
the dangerous implications of Soviet nuclear
superiority. Let me just say first that I don't
expect the Soviets to launch a first strike
attack against the United States out of the
blue. They wouldn't want to risk losing 20
or 30 million of their own people or to have
their own country devastated. Rather, the
Soviets will exploit their nuclear superiority
to embark on a military and politically adventurist foreign policy designed to isolate
the West. We are already seeing the results
of the shift in the m111tary balance in Soviet
provocative activities in Africa, Iran, Afghanistan and Southeast Asia. There isn 't anybody in this country better able to tell you
to what uses the Soviets will be able to put
their superiority than Dr. Cline, and I hope
you are all here when he talks about this.
We could spend days talking about provisions of SALT II. Let me give you just a few
examples of why I think this treaty should
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be defeated. In March 1977, President Carter
put forward to the Soviets what I considered on the whole a good negotiating proposal for SALT II. He talked about some cutbacks and some terms that I was pleased
with. One of those was in the area of the
SS-18 Missile. The Soviet SS-18 is a huge
missile. It dwarfs our Minuteman III by six
or seven to one in terms of throw weight.
Throw weight simply means the amount of
explosive power a missile can deliver. The
Soviets deliberately went to a huge missile
to offset the advantage of accuracy that we
have. However , I don't think that there 's any
doubt in anybody's mind that by the mid
1980 's they will be able to couple accuracy
with that size. And then they will have a
devastating weapon. President Carter said,
"I want your SS-18 limited to not more than
150." The Soviet Union said, no, we want
308 SS-18s. Do you know where we compromise? At 308. Now in Utah we might have
gotten them to 301 , 302, or split the difference. We said we want 150 and they said we
want 308. We gave them 308.
Now that has been our bargaining posture
all along through two or three Administrations. We make an offer which is a good
offer, they say no , and eventually we give
in to them. We gave into them on ground
and sea launched Cruise Missile Range Limitations. Over and over again we have simply
gotten no compromise from them at all.
Let me throw out the question as to
whether you really think this is an arms
control agreement. First, let's do away with
the Soviet armies. Let's do away with their
thousands and thousands of tanks and conventional weapons. Let's do away with all of
their various ICBMs and their Backfires and
their Navy. And let them keep the SS-18 at
the limits we talked about-308 of these
SS-18s, which can carry ten MIRVs. A MIRV
is a multiple, independently targeted reentry
vehicle. That simply means that one missile
comes over and it can split into a number of
different warheads-like the difference between a shotgun and a rifle. Rather than having one shot you've got numerous pellets
coming out from one launch vehicle. Ten
separate warheads. Ten times 308 is 3,080
warheads. Each of these warheads has the
capability of over one million tons of
equivalent TNT explosive power. The bombs
dropped on Hiroshima and Nagasaki were
17,000 tons.
So if we eliminated everything they had
and left them with their SS-18, that would
amount to 3,080 warheads of over one mill1on
tons of T&T that could hit this country-IS
to 22 minutes after their launch. Just think
of that. Just think of what it could do to this
country. The vulnerabiUty of our Minuteman
III and Minuteman II missiles undermines
our ab111ty to maintain an effective retaliatory capability. And the Soviets have SS-9~.
1ls, 13s, 16s, 17s, 19s, and 20s that we haven't
even talked about. That is what SALT II
would allow them to have. In addition, SALT
II does not allow us to have any heavy missiles. So we are freezing into place a clear
Soviet superiority. SALT II also has a provision on MIRVs that allows both to maintain
their present arsenals. Well, our missiles have
three MIRVs while the Soviets have ten.
These are the kinds of inequities that are
being negotiated by your government.
Now, these aren't simply Jake Garn's
opinicns-these are facts. You walt and see,
it says only 308 SS-18s, ten MIRVs each. We
don't have any that even compare. The only
argument that you will receive on that is
that our Minuteman Ills are much more accurate. That's true-they are today. No doubt
about it. However, by the mid 1980s they will
not be, and we will have allowed the Soviets
to keep the SS-18.
Let me highlight another inequity in SALT
II involving ground and sea launched Cruise
Missile Range Limitations. SALT II includes
a 600-kilometer range limitation on ground
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launched and sea launched cruise missiles.
Secretary Vance told me in a. hearing that
this is justified because we are placing the
same range limitations in both countries.
Get out a. map of the world. Look at the
United States and the Soviet Union, and see
if you think that a 600-kilometer range limitation on a. sea. launch cruise missile is
equitable to both sides. You'll discover rather easily that the United States has three
coasts-Atlantic, Pacific and the Gulf Coast,
and if you draw a. line 350 nautical miles
inland you'll find that you can hit 50 percent of the population of the United States,
all of our ports, and most of our major industrial cities. Look a.t a. map of the Soviet
Union and see how much water there is
around it and start drawing 350 nautical
miles inland. Only two to five percent of the
Soviet Union would be vulnerable.
It becomes almost militarily worthless to
even build cruise missiles launched from
submarines with such a short range. Look
at a ground launched cruise missile. The
same range limitation. Well, you can hit
France and Germany from England, but you
are certainly not going to hit the Soviet
Union from Western Europe with a. range
limitation of that kind. We have drastically
cut down the effectiveness of these weapon
systems of ours in SALT II.
There is a.n issue that is even more critical
than those of the S8-18 and Cruise Missile
Range Limitation and the Backfire bomber.
That is the issue of verification. If I could
write a. SALT II treaty that I felt guaranteed
the security of the United States, what good
would it be unless you can prove that the
Soviets will live up to it? There are some
in this Administration and in the Congress
who want us to trust the Soviets-how can
you? Just look a.t the history of our relationship with the Soviet Union since the end
of World War II. Over and over again they
have broken international commitments
when it was to their advantage to do so.
Again, we could spend a lot of time giving
examples of Soviet violations of treaties and
in many cases total abrogation of those
treaties when they found it was no longer
to their advantage to live by the terms of
them. Their word 'has never been worth anything. I sat in the Kremlin across the table
from Brezhnev three months ago, and he
looked at me and four other Senators and
said, "It is you who have superiority in
NATO. It is you who have more men, equipment, guns and airplanes. We have not put
a. single additional man, no new tanks, no
new additional airplanes in the Warsaw Pact
countries for ten years." He did it with a.
straight face. They have 45,000 tanks and
we have 11,000. It's incredible. Four days
of being lied to, and they did it absolutely
with straight face. So if anybody thinks that
we can trust the Soviets, I suggest he look a.t
the last 30 years and see what has happened.
Verification, therefore, becomes an absolutely key issue. I think we ought to have onsite inspection. I think we ought to be able
to kick the tires, so to speak, and look at
what they have. But we are not going to get
that. We are going to rely primarily on national technical means. And we have some
very good means of spying on the Soviets
through satellites and other ways, but interestingly enough there have been some revelations which greatly cut down our ability
to monitor the Soviets. One of those you
may have read about involved a Mr. Kampiles. After six months with the CIA, Mr.
Kampiles just happened to sell the Soviet
Union a. technical manual on one of our spy
satellites--one that had incredible capabilities. This was a hillhly top-secret document that not even all of the Senate and
the House knew about. Yet here a six-month
trainee sells them a. technical manual for
$3,000. I'd never seen the technical manualit shows the flight patterns of one of our
most sophisticated satellites, and gives the
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Soviets diagrams good enough that they can
build one. '! 'hat isn't startling enough. What
is bothersome to me is that more than 13 of
those manuals had been gone for. more than
a year and a half. And their loss haa been
COYered up. One of our best means of verifying Soviet compliance with SALT II has been
compromised.
The best means of seeing whether the Soviets in their test programs were complying
with the terms of SALT I happened to be
in Iran. Here were two ground sites for
monitoring the test fiights of Soviet ICEMs
from Southwestern Russia. As you are probably aware, this monitoring equipment is no
longer functioning. We have heard during the
last few days numerous Administration officials telling us that we have substitutes for
those two sites. Now I'm going to say something that is very blunt and probably too
candid-that is a lie. We do not. We are being
lied to about the importance of those Iranian
sites. I've had to debate this issue two or
three times in the last couple of weeks, and
the Administration knows it has us in a spot.
The Administration knows that I, as a member of the Senate Intelligence Committee,
have access to top-secret code word briefings
on all these supposed alternatives, and they
know that I can't prove what I'm saying
without violating security. But just believe
me, the earliest we could hope to have the
capabilities to replace those two Iranian sites
because of geography and location and technical problems with other si ~ es a.n:i othe::means is 1984---one year before SALT II is
due to expire.
One issue I can talk about is the use of
U-2 fl.ights as a substitute for the Ir:mian
sites. This issue involves something else that
is going on that disturbs me-the release of
classifi~d
information by Administration
sources to help the SALT sellers. They know
that verification is a big issue.
They are fully aware that SALT II could
fail or pass on the basis of verification. Two
weeks ago tomorrow I was in a briefing that
was so classified that my staff was not allowed to be there-just Senators and a few
key staff members from the committee. The
next morning I picked up the New York
Times and read the entire business about the
U-2 in nearly a.s much detail as I had been
briefed as a Senator in a top-secret briefing.
And it said in the article that it came from
Administration sources. The next day the
Administration admitted that, yes, this is
what they were considering.
Well the U-2 cannot replace the Iranian
sites. It is not physically possible. You can't
mount an antenna on a U-2 big enough to
replace what was lost in Iran. You cannot
physically place the equipment in a. U-2 to
do it. Even forgetting all the problems of
overfl.ight rights, of whether or not you know
when the Soviets are going to testfire, of
whether you have U-2s in the air 24 hours
a day, and all sorts of other problems, the
U-2 physically can't carry the equipment or
the people to do the job. Now that is the
type of credibility gap we have when the
SALT sellers just come out and make bold
statements.
It is not possible to verify SALT II at this
time. And I qualify that because I'll be the
one to help the Administration, the Department of Defense, everyone I can to make
certain we do replace that ca.!)abillty. What
I'm telling you is that at this time we do not
have the capability to verify Soviet compliance with SALT II, and it will take years
to replace adequately that capability.
So verification is a big issue. Let's go back
and talk about it in terms of SALT I. I hear
a lot of talk that, well no, the Soviets haven't
violated SALT I. They may have stretched
the terms a little bit here and there, but
they really haven't violated it. I've written a.
major article on the subject of Soviet violations of SALT I, and it will be published in
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a. foreign policy journal in the next month
or two. Let me just highlight a few examples.
Violations of SALT I which we know about
have consisted of deployment of prohibitive
offensive forces, particularly conversion of
light to heavy ICBMs. The SS-11 Mod 1 that
had 1500 pounds of throw weight has been
ccnverted to SS-17s, and SS-19s with 7 to 8
thousand pounds of throw weight. In 1976,
the Soviets failed to dismantle 41 ICBM sites
on time when their force went above the
limit allowed by SALT I. They have constructed 150 additional silos, which they
claim are for launch control purposes for
testing. In addition, the Soviets have increased the size of their missile silos beyond
the 15 percent limit agreed to under SALT I.
The SS-20 could be a violation of restraint
on mobile ICBMs if it had slightly greater
range than 5,000 kilometer estimates or if
an additional stage is added. I'm getting
technical just to give you a fl.avor for the
difficulties of this thing. You can't tell the
difference by any photographic or telemetering veriJ.cation means between SS-16 and
SS-20. You can just change the configuration
a. little bit and hide one. It's another real
problem. Obviously, there's a great potential
for cheating.
The Soviets have developed anti-balllstic
missile capab111ties prohibited by the term of
SALT I. They have constructed additional
ABM Management Radars beyond the one
allowed at Moscow. They have built a.n
ABM-X-3 Radar in the Kamchatka. Impact
Area. where one was not allowed. The radar
is mobile and this is also not allowed. They
have tested the SA-5, a. SAM Missile, in a.n
anti-ballistic missile mode. They have ceveloped and deployed tactical anti-ballistic
missiles; these could be used in a strategic
anti-ballistic mode. I don't expect you to
understand all of this, but I a.m just trying
to let you know what they are doing.
Now there's one point I want to make when
I talk about the problem of verification.
First, I don't know about successful Soviet
activities in this area. We have no idea. how
successful they have been in concealment
and deception activities, because we won't
find the good ones. But they have concealed
activities a.t Soviet SSBN (those are their
submarines) construction and refit facilities. I personally have seen pictures of concealment of submarines. There has been use
of canvass covers over missile silo doors,
which is prohibited, testing of decoy submarines, which is prohibited, and concealment activities related to the deployment of
88-16 and 88-20 missiles. There is probable
deception in the range of the Backfire
bomber. I happen to think it has a much
greater range than some of our own intelligence agencies think it has.
The suppression of information is widespread covering the selling of SALT II. I've
already mentioned the supuression of the
details on the sale of the KH-11, the withholding of information concerning the adverse impact of the loss of the monitoring
sites in Iran, and we certainly have seen a
withholding of infor:tlla.tion on the Soviet
missile accuracy. There's no doubt about
this. This concealment or suppression of information on Soviet violations of SALT I and
the efforts to sell SALT II has gone on not
just in this Administration but through
several Administrations. I believe it is deliberate. I believe the American people have
the right to know. I think this denial of
necessary information to the American people strikes a.t the heart of our democratic
process. It must be sto':>ped.
In closing, and then I'll respond to questions if you have them, I would like to
emphasize what Lenin said a long time ago:
treaties are like pie crust, they are made to
be broken. I believe that SALT II should be
defeated and that we should go back to the
bargaining table and continue to work for a.
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fair and equitable treaty. When I was in Moscow, Brezhnev continued to tell us every day
that if we defeated SALT II we would return
to days that were more dangerous than the
Cold War of the 1950s. I finally had to say
that "if you are really sincere in wanting
peace and the Unit ed States Senate does
defeat this treaty, then you wlll be w1111ng
to go back to the bargaining table and rontlnue to talk about arriving at a meaningful arms control treaty that wlll hopefully
guarantee for both countries peace and freedom in the future ."
NoTE: Since this speech was given, the
Treaty has been initialed and signed.e

NAVY DAY
• Mr. PELL. Mr. President, this Saturday, October 13 will mark the 204th
birthday for the U.S. Navy, and has appropriately been proclaimed "Navy Day"
by the Acting Secretary.
At naval installations around the
world, members of the service will pause
in their duties to remember the proud
contributions they and their predecessors
have made to our military history. In
Rhode Island, the ceremonies will · be
highlighted by the firing of a traditional
13 gun salute by the sloop Providence, a
replica of the Navy's first ship.
I want to take this opportunity to
commend the fine efforts of the men and
women who serve our Nation so effectively in the modern Navy. They are part
of a proud tradition of service, no small
part of which has centered around
Rhode Island.
The beleaguered Continental Congress
created the Navy on October 13, 1775,
just 4 months after the first naval engagement of the Revolution occurred in
Rhode Island waters. In June of 1775, a
colonial sloop commanded by Capt.
Abraham Whipple confronted the British frigate Rose and captured one of the
Rose's supply boats on the island of
Jamestown. Less than a month after the
Navy was created, George Washington
appointed Esek Hopkins as the first
Commander in Chief of the Continental
Fleet.
In subsequent wars, Rhode Island has
also contributed to naval greatness. The
most brilliant victory at sea during the
War of 1812 was won by Rhode Islander
Oliver Hazard Perry at Lake Erie.
Today, Newport is the home of the
prestigious Naval War College, which is
the oldest college of its kind in the
world. Other shore commands combine
to make Newport the Navy's paramount
educational installation, among them
the Naval Education and Training Center, the Surface Warfare Officers School,
and the Naval Justice School.
Major contributions in the vital area
of military research and development
are made by the prestigious Naval Underwater Systems Center, which is the
Navy's principal research laboratory for
new weapons systems. Most design components for the Trident submarines were
developed at NUSC.
Today, the Navy 's relationship with

Rhode Island is strong and vital. In addition to the more than 3,500 civilians
employed by the NewPort naval commands-making the Navy the State's
second
largest
employer-approximately 2,500 Navy personnel and 2,000
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students are assigned to Newport. We tern does not take into account the efare proud of our strong ties to the Navy, fect inflation can have on incomes, reand look forward to maintaining this ducing the purchasing power of a given
mutually beneficial relationship for income level. As a result, when peoples'
many generations to come.
incomes rise to match inflation, the tax
The important educational and re- system treats that increase as a rise in
search work being done by the Navy in real income, although it clearly is not.
Rhode Island makes us realize the need People move into higher tax brackets
for maintaining a strong Navy, so that and pay a higher rate of tax. The Treaswe will be able to continue to meet the ury is more than happy to accept the
challenges of an increasingly uncertain revenues thus generated.
world. Installations like NUSC, the war
Because of this increase in Federal
college, and the training center are the revenues, inflation gives Oongress the
link to the Navy of the future, as well as ability to create new programs or exexemplifying the commitment to excel- pand old ones. Those who want more
lence which has been the hallmark of and larger Government programs see inthe Navy's 204-year-old history.
fla,t ion as desirable because it reduces
On behalf of the people of Rhode Is- the need for new taxes or tax increases.
land, I express our deep appreciation But those of us who want to restrain the
for fine service to all members of the role of Government would like to end
Navy, their families, our naval reservists, this inflation-induced fiscal dividend in
and retired Navy personnel.•
order to tighten fiscal discipline and
promote a more careful review of real
increases in Government spending.
BIG GOVERNMENT THRIVES ON
We can do th8it right now. The Tax
TAXFLATION
Equalization Act, s. 12, would end tax
• Mr. DOLE. Mr. President, as the fi- increases oaused by inflation. The Senanancial world adjusts to the Federal Re- tor from Kansas introduced this bill to
serve's moves on Saturday to tighten its correct the income tax brackets, zero
control over the money supply, we ought bracket amount, and personal exempto consider how we have come to the tion for inflation. The guide would be
point where such drastic measures arE} the Consumer Price Index for the previous :fiscal year. Tax equalization would
necessary.
The answer is simple, although the index the income tax for inflation, and
solution is not. We have not made the thereby require Congress to act if it
necessary choices between this Govern- wants to raise taxes to increase spendment spending priority and that. Rather, ing. The immediate effect would be welwe have allowed Government to expand come relief for the taxpayer. The longin virtually all sectors of our society. term effect would be to encourage fiscal
although we have not raised sufficient responsibility and take some of the burtaxes to finance that expansion. As a den off monetary policy for controlling
result, inflation eats away at the value inflation. There could be no better time
of the dollar, and our foreign trading for passing the Tax Equalization Act.e
partners fear the prospect of being
caught holding too many devalued dolDR. MARY MULVEY
lars. In an attempt to restore confidence,
we rely on the makers of monetary pol- • Mr. PELL. Mr. President, I would like
icy to take the lead in clamping down on to take this opportunity to pay tribute
inflation and bolstering the dollar. We to Dr. Mary Mulvey of Rhode Island who
can only hope that the actions of the has just retired as supervisor of adult
Federal Reserve will be backed up by education for the city of Providence,
fiscal discipline at all levels of Govern- R.I. It also gives me great pleasure to forment, so that we may have a chance of mally recognize her appointment to the
easing ourselves out of the inflationary National Council on Aging, which is a
select group of individuals that advises
spiral.
WhY have we allowed spending to get the President on elderly affairs.
Dr. Mulvey is a unique individual who
out of hand? There are a number of
reasons, the fundamental one being the has brought joy and inspiration to her
ever-growing reliance on Government by professional colleagues and personal
groups in our society seeking solutions to friends. She began working in the field
problems that concern them. We have not of gerontology in the early 1960's, long
had the political will to resist the cumu- before we recognized the unique problative pressures exerted by various in- lems that senior citizens face in our society that emphasizes youth and physiterest groups.
cal appearance.
There is another, more subtle political
She became the founding director of
reason why spending gets out of hand. the Rhode Island Division on Aging
Deficit spending tends to build up mo- which assists senior citizens in obtaining
mentum in a roller-coaster effect, be- housing, transportation, recreational,
cause whenever inflation afflicts the and health care services.
country the Government receives a windOne might say that Dr. Mulvey is a
fall in tax revenues that encourages it to facilitator, because she has encouraged
spend even more. This is a tremendous seniors to complete their education and,
incentive to allow deficit spending to per- in many cases, embark upon graduate
petuate i !;self.
study; she has established a senior citiThis revenue windfall comes from the zens employment program to keep our
impact of inflation on the progressive greatest resource active and contributincome tax. The income tax brackets are ing members of our soci-ety; she has
designed to increase the rate of tax as worked tirelessly for the passage of comincome rises, but they define income prehensive national health insurance
levels in fixed dollar amounts. The sys- and has served as the first vice president
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of the National Council on Senior Citizens, a grassroots advocacy organization
that she helped form.
Dr. Mulvey has devoted her life to
making education, health care and
meaningful work a right available to all
of our citizens, and, especially, for those
who are over 65. Prior to her involvement in this area, senior citizens in
Rhode Island were left to fend for themselves among the often batHing requirements and redtape of our Government.
In short, throughout her professional
career, Dr. Mulvey has been an advocate
in the purest sense.
All of us have a vested interest in her
work and have, in many cases, benefited from it. Growing old is no longer
regarded as a stigma and because of the
work that Dr. Mulvey and others have
done, it is becoming the dignified and
honored experience, that it once was.
Mr. President, I am proud to count
Mary Mulvey as a friend and colleague.
I know that retirement is but a stage
in her lifetime of compassion and commitment. I know she will continue to
serve all the citizens of our State with
undiminished excellence and determination for years to come.e
JOHN NICHOLAS BROWN
• Mr. PELL. Mr. President, John Nicholas Brown, one of Rhode Island's most
distinguished and prominent citizens,
died last night after he was stricken
while visiting in Annapolis, Md. His
death is a cause of great sadness for me
and for his many friends and admirers
not only in Rhode Island but throughout
the Nation.
I have known, admired and had the
greatest affection for John Brown ever
since I was a child. He was a wonderful
gentleman, who epitomized all the qualities so many of us lack and seek-true
gentleness, a devout churchman, a great
benefactor to his -school and his State,
a public servant in the best sense of the
word, and one who enjoyed the respect
and love of not only his friends, but of
all his fellow citizens.
His extraordinary career in the worlds
of art, education, :finance, business and
government won for him the respect,
admiration and affection of all with
whom he was associated.
He will be greatly missed, and I extend
my deepest sympathy to Mrs. Brown,
and to his children, Nicholas, Carter, and
Angela.
Mr. President, I ask that an article
from the Providence Evening Bulletin of
today recounting John Brown's achievements and activities be printed in the
RECORD.

The article follows:
JOHN NICHOLAS BROWN, CIVIC LEADER, DIES
AT 79
PROVIDENCE.-John Nicholas Brown, descendant of a leading Rhode Island family
Whl? played respected roles in the worlds of
art, education, government and business,
suffered a fatal heart attack last night aboard
his yatch in Annapolis, Md. He was 79.
Mr. Brown was taken from the 50-foot
yawl, Malaguena, to an Annapolis hospital
where he was pronounced dead.
He and his wife had stopped in Washington on Monday to celebrate the birthday of
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their son J. Carter Brown, director of the Na- versity under terms of his father's wm. He
was on the managing committee of the
tional Gallery of Art.
They also visited their older son, Navy famed library and made many important
Capt. Nicholas Brown, who lives in Chevy co :1tributions of volumes to the institution.
Chase, Md. and is stationed in Washington.
Mr. Brown was chairman of the univerThe Browns who maintained residences at sity's planning and building committee and
357 Benefit St. in Providence and at Har- maintained a particular interest in the
bour Court in Newport, had planned to spend architectural development of the campus.
a few weeks sa111ng in Chesapel.ke Bay.
Mr. Brown also prized his relationship
Mr. Brown extended his interests into doz- with Harvard University, his alma mater.
ens of business, cultural and charitable pur- He was once a Harvard overseer, was a forsuits during his lifetime. But, almost para- mer chairman of the committee on visual
doxically, he cheri!'hed a private personal life arts and contributed to many causes at the
and labored to avoid public view.
university.
Modest and shy, truthful and sincere were
He was a founder of St. Dunstan's College
words often used to describe the man who of Sacred Music in Providence and endowed
became an American legend before he was old it heavily. He founded the Medieval Acadenough to understand the role he was fated emy of America and was president of the
to play.
Byzantine Institute, which has uncovered
When he was about three months old, his mosaics at Santa Sofia in Istanbul. He also
father and a childless uncle died, leaving him was a trustee of the American School for
sole heir to the fortune and staggering repu- Classical Studies in Athens.
tation of one of early America's foremost
In politics, he was a lifelong Democrat.
fam111es.
His only elective office was as a Newport
He led a sheltered youth in Providence and councilman, although rumors circulated
Newport-the two communities he always often that he would run for some high office.
called home-and emerged as a leader in sevHe served President Truman as assistant
eral different fields at once.
secretary of the Navy for air from 1946 to
Mr. Brown's lean, six-foot-six frame and 1949 and later called it his most notable
chiseled face projected an aura of aristocracy. experience. The late Sen. Peter Goelet Gerry,
He could be equally at home on the deck of Democrat from Rhode Island, was an uncle.
a racing yacht, in the board room of high fiHe loved the sea and sailing-a romance
nance, or in the art capitals of Europe. But which dated from a childhood of ocean crosshe could appear 111 at ease in crowds, and he ings on luxury liners. He owned and raced 2
almost never consented to interviews with succession of yachts and cruisers, each
newsmen.
For more than five decades, Mr. Brown named for a dance-Hopak, Saraband, Conga,
shepherded what may have been Rhode Is- Shag, Tango, and, greatest of all, the Bolero.
The Bolero, a 72-foot auxiliary yawl built
land's largest home-grown family fortune.
But neither he nor a host of admirers ever at a reported cost of $150,000, was disposed
of
in 1958 in favor of a smaller sailboat, the
considered his most important accomplishVolta. After selling the Volta, Mr. Brown
ments to be in the field of business.
In a rare interview granted shortly before bought the Mazurka and, finally, the Malahis 70th birthday, Mr. Brown said: "My first
interest has been my family. Then, second, gu~~:· of Mr. Brown's lesser known interests
has been the community. And third-the vis- involved conservation projects. Recently he
served on the board of directors of Save the
ual."
A benefactor and student of the arts, Mr. Bay, Inc., an ecology group.
One of the family real estate interests,
Brown often said if he could have lived his
life over again he would have been a pro- the Brown Land Co. which dates from the
early 1900s, owned lands in Nebraska and
fessional architect.
He was a leading proponent of restoring Iowa. In the last days of the Depression,
Mr.
Brown began ·a pplying newly developed
the architectural treac;;ures of the state, and
personally financed restoration of the New- conservation practices to these lands.
He had the land stocked with animals
port City Hall while he was still in his 20s.
He was a founder of the Providence Pres- and brought in experts to teach the tenants
modern
methods of land use, including crop
ervation Society and served as chairman of
He recognized the tenant structure,
its board for 22 years. Last year he received rotation.
and the entire progra.m of conservation, eduthe society's President's Award for Distin- cation and land improvement continues toguished Service.
His wide artistic interests ranged from the day.
Mr. Brown was very active in affairs of
Tanglewood Music Festival of which he was the Episcopal Church in Rhode Island. He
a sponsor, to the Byzantine Institute in was on the standing committee of the DioIstanbul, Turkey, which he served as presi- cese of Rhode Island and was chairman of
dent.
the building committee which erected the
He was a collector of painting and sculp- diocesan headquarters next to the Cathedral
ture, a cellist who organized amateur string of St. John in Providence.
quartets, a serious student of medieval c,·J In business, Mr. Brown controlled the
ture, and a keen critic of historical and resources of a family whose interests had
modern architecture.
comprised much of the financial and indusHe also contributed generous amounts cf trial fabric of the sta.te since the colonial
his talent and his money to educational period.
institutions.
Every working day tha..t Mr. Brown was in
He was a familiar figure on the campus of Providence he visited the hub of his varied
Brown University, named after family mem- enterprises the Counting Hou!;e Corp. at 50
bers instrumental in bringing the school to South Main St. home of the Providence NaProvidence. He served as a Brown trustee tional Bank, the second oldest bank in the
from 1930 to 1935, and then became a fellow . country.
In recent years he had become the senicr
The building was erected 'as a residence
fellow at the institution.
of an 18th century member of the Brown
He attended the fall corporation meeting family. Mr. Brown had arranged for preserat Brown last weekend and gave a report.
vation of the property with a gift of the
Mr. Brown was to be one of three honorary building stock to Brown University in 1948.
chairmen of a $188 m1llion capital developHe was chairman of the board of Sealot
ment fund-raising campaign announced at Inc., noted manufacturer of hydraulic seals
the meeting.
for jet aircraft, missiles and submarines. He
Mr. Brown maintained a deep interest in was a trustee of Old Stone Bank for 46 years.
the John Carter Brown Library for rare
In the past, he had been a vice president
books, which was begun by and named for of the Rhode Island Expenditures Council,
his grandfather, and which went to the uni- P, trustee of the Rhole Island Hospital Trust
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Co., and had been on the boards of the
ANNIVERSARY OF FREE CHINA
Providence Gas Co., the former Loasdale Co.
textile complex and the Gorham Manufac- e Mr. GOLDWATER. Mr. President, toturing Co.
day marks ''Double Ten," the birthday
Real estate holdings included farm lands of free China. As a life-long admirer
in the Midwest, and he had substantial in- of the Chinese people and their only
terests in other financial and industrial en- true government, the Republic of China,
terprises.
But in the 1970 interview he said, "I don't I extend to the people of free China on
claim my significant contribution to life was Taiwan, to the overwhelming majority
of Chinese on the mainland who desire
in business.
"I felt that what I was doing in art and freedom, and to the millions of overseas
education anti so on was important. The Chinese who align themselves with free
sort of thing that other people ... were often China, my best wishes for their happiunable to do."
ness and welfare on the occasion of the
John Nicholas Brown was a descendant of
one of the most famous families in early anniversary of the founding of the Republic of China.
American history-adventurous Yankees who
I know that the unilateral actions of
accumulated vast wealth from shipbuilding,
the American President, taken last Dethe China trade, textiles, and at least a
flirtation with the slave trade.
cember without prior consultation with
Chad Brown, patriarch of the family, came the elected representatives of the peoto Rhode Island in 1638 as a surveyor.
ple in Congress, shocked and confused
Four brothers--Nicholas Brown, from
free Chinese everywhere. I, too, was
whom John Nicholas Brown was descended,
Joseph Brown, John Brown and Moses amazed at the timing and manner of
Brown-began seriously amassing the family these abrupt acts.
However, the true voice of the Amerifortune as Nicholas Brown & Co., formed
in 1762.
can people spoke after the President's
The four brothers were instrumental in actions. The American public, through
locating the first Rhode Island College in Congress, responded with a vigorous disProvidence. The school became Brown Uniplay of sup port for free China. In March
versity in 1804.
we passed the legislation known as "The
Within a few months of John Nicholas
Brown's birth-Feb. 21 , 1900-both his Taiwan Relations Act, " which restores,
at least partially, traditional United
father and an uncle who left no heirs died.
The infant inherited wealth estimated at States commitments to free China.
the time at anywhere from 10 mlllion dolAlthough the administration had
lars to a figure many times higher. Stories,
failed to define the future security comof course, dubbed him "the richest baby in mitments and relationship between the
the world" and the "wealthiest boy on United States and Taiwan, the Congress
earth."
"I grew up an American legend. Very little filled in these omissions with specific seof it is true," declared Mr. Brown in his curity commitments. In this law, Congress expresses concerns and intentions
70th year.
regarding free China's security, provides
He often mentioned with obvious misgiving that, although his history and the diplomatic immunity and privileges for
history of Rhode Island were inseparably Taiwanese delegates to the United States,
entwined, he was not born in Little Rhody, and officially recognizes, in the law of
but in the state of New York.
the land, that Taiwan is a separate inHe always hastened to add, however, that
at least he was "born under the Rhode ternational state for all purposes in U.S.
courts and under our laws and
Island flag ," which he said his Newporter
regulations.
mother hung over her bed alongside the
American flag.
Moreover, public opinion polls conMr. Brown was graduated from St.
tinue to show heavy support by a maGeorge's in 1918, and from Harvard, magna jority of Americans for preserving close
cum laude in 1922. He earned an M.A. de- and friendly ties with free China. Amerigree from Harvard in 1928.
cans throughout all regions of the counSt. George's always commanded his loyalty.
He was a trustee of the school for many try are demanding that their governyears and donated a chapel to the school ment sell Taiwan the kind of advanced
which was described as his first real archi- defense equipment needed to keep a sutectural project.
prior edge in quality over the Red
One of the adult Brown's few regrets was Chinese and allow free Chinese officials
that he never knew his father , also John to meet with the hi~hest-ranking officials
Nicholas Brown.
of our Government.
His mother, the former Natalie Bayard
Mr. President, I know that Americans
Dresser, exerted a strong influence on the generall v arz confident for the future of
young Brown. She was well known in the
free China and the vast majority of us
circles of Newport society.
will continue to keep our friendship
Mr. Brown said she was an artist and
credited her with nursing his love of strong, which is in the best interests of
both peoples.•
beauty.
In 1930, John Nicholas Brown married
Anne Seddon Kinsolving of Baltimore,
daughter of a minister and niece of two STRONG FEDERAL HANDGUN LAWS
NEEDED
bishops.
After World War II, Mr. Brown was on • Mr. JAVITS. Mr. President, I would
General Eisenhower's staff as chief of mon- like to call to my colleagues' attention an
uments in the Fine Arts and Archives sec- editorial and a letter which recently aption of the U.S. occupation forces in peared in the New York Post. Both call
Germany.
His job was to find and return to original for strong Federal handgun legislation.
owners works of art stolen by the Nazis-a Police Commissioner Robert McGuire
duty suited to Mr. Brown's temperament made his plea after attending the funeral
and zeal for art.
of the ninth New York City policeman
gunned down during the commissioner's
Mr. Brown was a member of the board of
regents of the Smithsonian Institution.e
2-year term.

One of the funerals Commissioner McGuire referred to in his letter was that of
officer Thomas Schimenti. Schimenti, a
12-year veteran of the New York City
Police Force, was shot and killed in broad
daylight when he gave chase to two bank
robbers. Five thousand officers from
neighboring States attended services to
pay tribute to a brother officer. Officer
Schimenti is survived by his wife Diane,
and his two children, Gina, 10, and
Sandra, 9.
Two hundred and sixty handguns are
sold in this country every hour, with
little in the way of assuring their responsibility or accountability. New York
has one of the toughest gun control laws
in the Nation. But over 90 percent of
handguns used in crime in New York
City come from out of State. How many
more funerals must be witnessed before
we heed Commissioner McGuire's words:
There are an estimated 2 million illegal
handguns in circulation in our city, and no
way, without strong federal registration
and wholesaling controls, to curtail and reduce this pernicious traffic.
I submit both the letter and the editorial to be printed in the RECORD:
THE DEADLY GUN TRAFFIC: A TIME To FIGHT
BACK

P olice Commissioner Robert L. McGuire, in
a letter published on this page to:Jay,
spiritedly reiterates his advocacy of federal
legislation to curb the illicit, deadly traffic
in handguns. We warmly support his stand.
There is no shortage of public rhetoric on
the city's crime crisis (duplicated in many
other metropolises). But the central, devastating fact is that , in McGuire's words, "there
are an estimated two million illegal handguns in circulation in our city, and no way,
withotlt strong federal registration and
wholesaling controls, to curtail and reduce
this pernicious traffic."
·
Neither McGuire nor any other thoughful
sponsor of federal action contends there is a
miracle legislative remedy for the plague of
violence. But passive acceptance of the presence of this vast arsenal of weapons intolerably compounds the danger of wanton crime.
Over many years a long succession of national polls has shown overwhelming support for decisive federal intervention. It has
been blocked by the well-subsidized . massive
lobbying operation of the National Rifle Association and other units of the gnn lobby.
Commissioner McGuire has stated the case
clearly and well.
His position is backed by large numbers of
law-enforcement officials throughout the
country. Public sentiment is plainly on their
side.
WHY

WE

NEED

STRONG FEDERAL
LAWS

HANDGUN

The assertion of C. S. Solomon (Sept. 18)
that may call fer national gun control was
exploitive of the tragic death of Police Officer
Edward Fogel is a facile evasion of the brutal
fact that there are an estimated two million
megal handguns in circulation in our city,
and no way, without strong federal registration and wholesaling controls, to curtail and
reduce this pernicious traffic. I understand
his concern about bureaucratic harassment
of law abiding citizens, but our first obligation is to interdict the staggering volume of
handguns, and then Impose mandatory
prison terms on those who possess them lllegally. rn less than two years as Pollee Commi~ioner, I have attended the funerals of
nine heroic police officers who were gunned
down and have witnessed the deaths of hundreds more of our citizens at the hands of
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violent gunmen. If even one life is saved by
tighter gun control laws, it w111 more than
justify any regulatory inconvenience inherent in such legisaltion.
ROBERT McGUIRE,
Police Commissioner, city of New York.e

S. 1856-FEDERAL WATER POLICY
ACT
e Mr. HATFIELD. Mr. President, when
I introduced my Federal Water Policy
Act of 1979, last Thursday, October 4, I
failed to request that the bill be printed
in the RECORD. I now request that the
text of the bill, S. 1856, be printed in
today's RECORD.
There being no objection, the bill was
ordered to be printed in the RECORD, as
follows:

s.

1856

Be it enacted by the Senate and House of
Representatives of the United States of
America in Congress assembled,
SECTION 1. That this act be cited as the
"Federal Water Policy Act of 1979".

DEFINITIONS
SEc. 2. As used in this Act(a) "State means the 50 states, the District
of Columbia, Puerto Rico, the Virgin Islands,
Guam and the Northern Mariana Islands.
(b) ''Initial reporting officer" means the
Regional Director for the Bureau of Reclamation, or the State Director of the Soil
Conservation Service, or the District Engineer of the Corps of Engineers.
(c) "Intrastate project" means a water
resource project which satisfies the following criteria: ( 1) The project's facilities are
all located within one state. (2) The flood
plain controlled by the project (if it has a
flood control purpose) is all within the state
of the facilities. ( 3) The energy produced
by the project (if it has an energy production purpose ) is all marketed within the
state of the facilities. (4) The municipal industrial , irrigation or other water supplies
provided by the project (if it has a water
supply purpose) are all used in the state of
the facilities. (5) The water quality improvement due to the project (if it has a
water quality purpose) substantially accrue3 within the state of the facilities. (6)
The fish and wildlife enhancement caused
by the project (except mitigation of losses
caused by the project, and if it has a fish
and wildlife enhancement purpose) substantially accrues to animals which do not migrate into or out of the state of the facility.
(7) The value of the navigation bez:efits of
the project (if it has a navigation purpose)
are less than 50 % of the total value of all
benefits of the project.
(d) "Interstate project" means a water resource project which does not satisfy the
definition of "intrastate project" in Subsection (c) of this Section.
(e) "Construction" means all aspects of
implementation of the project plan except
operation and maintenance of the established project.
SEc. 3. (a) (1) The Secretary of the Interior,
through the Bureau of Reclamation, the Secretary of AgTiculture, through the Soil Conservation Service, and the Secretary of the
Army, through the Corps of Engineers ( hereinafter referred to as the "Secretaries") are
authorized to conduct investigations for
water resource development projects within
their respective jurisdictions, upon the request of the Governor of any state, and upon
agreement by such state to repay 25 percent
of the cost of the requested investigation
within two years of the date of its completion by the initial repor.ting officers. Investigations may be undertaken for water resource
development projects :tor the purposes of providing benefits in the areas o:r energy produc-

tion, flood control, municipal and industrial
water supply, water conservation, recreation,
irrigation, navigation, water quality improvement, fish and wildlife enhancement, and
local economic development.
(2) The Secretaries are further authorized
to provide technical assistance to the states
in water resource investigations undertaken
by the states, upon the request of the Governor of a state undertaking an investigation,
and upon agreement by such state to repay
25 percent of the cost of the requested technical assistance within two years of completion of the assistance.
(3) The Secretaries may, for each investigation undertaken within their respective
jurisdictions, conduct first a general appraisal
study of the nature of the water resource
problems in the study area and the kinds of
solutions that would be possible, prior to proceeding with a detailed feasibility investigation as described in Subsection (b), in order
to determine whether proceeding with such
detailed feasibility investigation is advisable.
(b) (1) The Secretaries shall, for each detailed feasibility investigation of an intrastate project undertaken within their respective jurisdictions, prepare a feasib111ty report to be submitted to the requesting Governor describing and analyzing the water resource problems of the area with respect to
the objectives stated by the Governor in his
request.
(2) Feasibility reports prepared pursuant
to this subsection shall include a proposal,
recommended by the appropriate Secretary,
which provides a solution to the water resource problems of the study area that fully
considers the objectives stated by the Governor in his request. In addition, the feasib111ty report shall include such alternatives
as may warrant the attention of the Governor
in his consideration of proceeding with construction of a project.
(c) ( 1) The Secretaries shall, for each detailed feasibility investigation of an interstate project undertaken within their respective jurisdictions, prepare a feasib111ty report to be submitted to the CongTess describing and analyzing the water: resource
problems of the area with respect to the following five planning objectives: national economic development, regional development,
water resource conservation, environmental
quality, and social well-being.
(2) Feasibility reports prepared pursuant
to this subsection shall include a proposal,
recommended by the appropriate Secretary,
which either provides a solution to the water
resource problems of the study area which
fully considers the five project planning objectives specified in paragraph ( 1) or recommends no project. In addition , the feasibility
report shall include three alternative proposals. One alternative shall describe a
project which w111 provide a solution to the
water resource problems of the study area
which places maximum emphasis on furthering the objective of national economic development. The second alternative proposal
shall provide a solution to the water resource
problems of the study area which maximizes
the objective of regional development. The
third alternative proposal shall provide a
solution to the water resource problems of
the study area which maximizes the objective of environmental quality.
(3) For each of the four proposals required
pursuant to paragraph (2), the feasibility report shall( A) Specify, in dollars, the value of
project benefits and costs attributable to
providing for each of the water resource
dev·elopment project purposes of energy production, flood control, municipal and industrial water supply, water conservation, recrel.tion , irrigation, navigation, water quality
improvement, fish and wildlife enhancement, and local economic development;
(B) include, in dollar amounts. the full
value of the benefits to the area of the project
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due to economic transfers from another area.
to the area of the project;
(C) describe the economic via.blllty of the
project based upon the internal rate of return of the project, which shall be defined as
the interest rate at which the benefits over
the first 50 years of the life of the project
equal the cost; and
(D) adjust the dollar value of all benefits
and costs based upon studies or investigations conducted prior to the date of submission of the feasibility report to the Congress to equivalent dollar values on an economic reporting date which is within six
months of the date of submission of such
report, through the use of price indices most
closely reflecting the increases in similar
benefits and costs from the dates of preparation of such studies or investigations to
the economic reporting date.
(4) The feasibility report required pursuant to this subsection shall include, in the
case of a project for the development of hydroelectric power, a determination of the
cost of producing power from an alternative
equivalent generating source. The determination of the cost of such an alternative
power source shall be based upon an analysis
of(A) the cost, in dollars, of constructing the
alternative power source during the same
time period in which the proposed hydroelectric power source is to be constructed;
(B) the amount, in dollars, that it would
necessary to expend in order that such alternative power source would meet all
environmental, safety and operational standards in effect in the region in which the
project is located on the projected date for
initial operation of the project; and
(C) the annual operating cost of such alternative power source, including an estimate of the fuel costs for operating such
alternative power source during the life of
the project.
(d) The scope of review of the Board of
Engineers for Rivers and Harbors for water
resource development projects planned by
the Secretary of the Army pursuant to the
provisions of this section shall be limited to
an examination of the technical engineering
aspects of such projects.
SEc. 4. (a) For intrastate water resource
development projects planned in, accordance
with the provisions of Section 3, the Secretaries may undertake their construction upon
(1) request of the Governor of the state in
which the project will be located, (2) agreement by the state to repay the entire cost
of the Federal investment during the first
50 years of the life of the project, and (3)
authorization by the Congress.
(b) Repayment of the cost of the Federal
investment in intrastate projects shall be
made without interest in equal annual installments by the states.
(c) Intrastate projects constructed by the
Secretaries shall be operated and maintained
by the states, or by the Secretaries at the
expense of the states. All expenses incurred
by the Secretaries in operating and maintaining intrastate projects must be repaid
by the states on an annual basis.
SEc. 5. (a) For interstate water resource
development projects planned in accordance
with the provisions of Section 3, the United
States shall be reimbursed by a non-Federal
entity( 1) for 100 percent of the costs attributable to the purpose of providing benefits in
the area of energy production, plus interest
on such costs calculated over the first 50
years of the life of the energy-producing
facility;
(2) for 100 percent of the costs attributable to the purpose of providing benefits in
the area of municipal and industrial water
supply, plus interest on such costs calculated
over the first 50 years of the life of the
project;
(3) for 50 percent of the separable costs
allocated to con:struction, plus interest on
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such costs calculated over the first 50 years
of the life of the project, and 100 percent
of the operation and maintenance, of recreation fac111ties beyond those minimum facilities necessary for public access to and use
of the project;
(4) for 25 percent of the separable costs
allocated to construction, and 100 percent
of the operation and maintenance, of fish
and wildlife enhancement fac111ties beyond
those minimum fac111ties necessary to
achieve the basic enhancement purpose;
( 5) for costs allocated to providing water
for irrigation, in accordance with existing
policies governing repayment of such costs.
(b) The interest rate to be charged on the
reimbursable costs of a water resource development project under paragraphs (1), (2),
and (3) of Subsection (a) shall be equal to
the average yield for long-term marketable
securities for the United States Treasury
during the full fiscal year prior to the date of
completion of the feasib111ty report required
pursuant to Section 3(c).
(c) In preparing the feas1b111ty reports on
interstate projects required under Section
3 (c) , the Secretaries shall specify the dollar
amounts, if any, that the United States is to
be reimbursed for costs attributable to one
or more purposes of a project.
SEc. 6. (a) The provisions of Sections 3
and 4 shall apply to all interstate water resource development projects for which detailed feasibll1ty investigations have not
been initiated at the date of enactment of
this Act.
(b) Nothing p1 this Act shall be construed
to require additional authorizations for
water resource development projects authorized prior to the date of enactment of this
Act.
SEc. 7. The Congress finds, in that authorizations for water resource development
projects shall be based upon the feasib111ty
reports prepared pursuant to Section 3,
that(1) appropriations for the advance engineering and design and construction phases
of such projects should be authorized in a
single Act; and
(2) such projects should be reviewed by
the Congress at the completion of the advance engineering and design phase for the
purpose of modifying the authorization of
appropriations for such projects only if the
advance engineering and design studies reveal significant differences from the project
described in the feasibility report or the authorizing statute.e

in their consideration of the merits of the
SALT II treaty.
The statement follows:
STATEMENT BY LT. GEN.

E.

L. ROWNY

Mr. Chairman, I would like to thank you
and the members of the Committee for inviting me to testify before you today. I hope
that this round of Senate hearings on SALT
II will do what the first round to a large
extent failed to do, consider the Treaty on its
own merits.
Before beginning my statement I would
like to reiterate my belief in the utllity of
negotiating limitations on strategic offensive
arms. More than twenty years ago I began to
express my views on the desirab111ty of establishing equal levels of strategic capab111t1es between the superpowers at the lowest
possible levels. It was largely because of my
belief in arms control that I was selected to
be the JCS representative on the U.S. SALT
negotiating team. After six and a half years
at the negotiating table I have not changed
my fundamental belief in arms control, providing-and only providing-that agreements
reache:l do not undermine our national security. Unfortunately, the Treaty now before
the Senate is detrimental to our national
security. If ratified in its present form the
Treaty will undercut our ab111ty to deter the
Soviet Union from further adventurous and
aggressive acts. Rather than help restore stability in times of crisis the net result of the
military imbalance established by the Treaty
will cause it to detract from that goal. The
Treaty will undermine solidarity and Allied
cohesion.
Because we failed to negotiate an equitable
and verifiable Treaty I feel it must be amended. In our zeal to reach an agreement the
U.S. made too many concessions. We permitted large inequalities favoring the USSR
to be written into the agreement. To codify
and legislate into law an unequal agreement
w111 only exacerbate our strategic inferiority.
It will make it a more costly and more lengthy
process for us to regain strategic parity.
Agreeing to an unequal SALT II Treaty will
make it impossible for there to be an equal
SALT III agreement.
Amending this Treaty w111 not, as some
claim, spell the end to arms negotiations.
Rather, the USSR can be expected to agree
to a Treaty which is more equitable and more
verifiable. The Soviets want and need an
agreement on strategic arms for the fundamental reason that they believe an agreement on SALT is in their long-term interests.
President Brezhnev has committed his prestige to getting an agreement. He, and his
advisors (among them undoubtedly his sucGENERAL ROWNY ON SALT II
cessor) know that the Soviet Union, with
• Mr. TOWER. Mr. President, yester- one-half the gross national product of the
day, Gen. Edward Rowny, the former United States, cannot continue to spend 12
representative of the Joint Chiefs of Staff to 14 percent of the USSR's GNP for arms
in the negotiation of the SALT II treaty, indefinitely. They realize that the United
States, because of its superior economy and
made a comprehensive and detailed because
it possesses by far the greater techstatement on the SALT II treaty before nological base-if once aroused--can easily
the Senate Armed Services Committee. outdistance the USSR in any competition In
This excellent statement merits the de- strategic armament. Soviet leaders realize
liberation of every Member of the Senate. that an agreement best permits them to conGeneral Rowny lists the major inequities tinue their abillty to pursue a policy of
in the SALT II treaty and some of the detente which allows them to aid the spread
"good socialism" at the expense of "evil
numerous concessions made by the of
capitalism". Brezhnev and hls advisors know
United States. He cites reasons why this that an agreement on SALT will establish a
treaty is, in fact, detrimental to U.S. na- climate of normalization which helps them
tional security interests. He strongly rec- to gain most favored nation status and asommends that the Senate amend the sists them to get credits on easy terms. It
treaty and illustrates why, in his view, w111 ease their ab111ty to obtain the techthe Soviets can be expected to accept a nology transfers they so badly need.
Mr. Chairman, I have gone into some length
more equitable treaty. Finally, General
the reasons why the Soviets want and
Rowny refutes the arguments commonly on
need
a Treaty because I feel we fall to underoffered by proponents of the treaty.
stand Soviet objectives and their approach
Mr. President, I request that this state- to arms control. Recognizing that we have
ment by General Rowny be printed in made SALT the centerpiece of our fOreign
the RECORD in its entirety and I exhort policy the Soviets have concealed their own
my colleagues to examine this in detail desire for an agreement. Realizing that we
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have linked our defense planning to expectations from an arms control agreement whlle
they have kept the two separate, iJhe Soviets
have had every reason to allow us to woo
them-to be the "demandeur". Up untll now
they have had only to wait us out, confident
in the belief that the United States will not
only insist that there be an agreement but
will enter into an agreement that is favorable
to the USSR.
I believe that a careful study of this
Treaty on its own merits, as well as an examination of the U.S. and Soviet approaches
to arms control, will lead us to look at the
SALT process in the proper perspective.
Rather than as a means to an end the U.S.
has permitted SALT to become an end in itself. Unlike us, the Soviets first establish
their long term objectives, then plan and
program their forces to accomplish those objectives, and only then consider arms control agreements. They do not permit arms
control to interfere with their force planning. Thus, they view SALT to be a useful
tool, especially if they can inhibit or unilaterally restrain the U.S. The United States,
by placing an arms control agreement at the
apex of its objectives has played into the
hands of the Soviet Union.
BACKGROUND TO SALT II

I believe it would be appropriate, therefore, for me to comment briefly on the U.S.
approach to arms control in SALT I and how
the continuation of this approach contributed to the unsatisfactory outcome of SALT
II. The Soviet objective in SALT I, was to
put a brake on the substantial U.S. lead in
ABM technology. The objective of the United
States was to place substantial limitations
on strategic offensive forces. We sought to
do this by establishing n. firm link between
offensive and defensive forces. Accordingly,
we granted the Soviets the concession of
agreeing to an ABM treaty in the expectation that it would open the way to a balanced and verifiable agreement on strategic
offensive arms. Our hope was that such an
offensive agreement would redress the imbalance between our strategic missiles and
theirs, since by mid-1972 the Soviet Union
had built up their ICBMs and SLBMs to numerical levels half agein as great as ours.
At the time we signed the ABM Treaty the
U.S. made it a matter of record that if there
were no satisfactory agreement on strategic
offensive arms within five years, supreme
U.S. national interests could be jeopardized.
This would constitute grounds for abrogating the ABM Treaty. However, in 1977, after
five years had elapsed, we compounded the
original concession of agreeing to the ABM
Treaty. We granted the Soviets a second
concession by abandoning the notion of
making a ·serious review of the ABM Treaty
in light of not having achieved an agreement on strategic offenc:ive arms. These two
sizeable concessions were made despite testimony by General David Jones, Chairman of
the Joint Chiefs of Staff and Dr. Brown, Secretary of Defense, that Soviet offensive and
defensive forces had increased substantially
in their overall capa.blllties while SALT II
was being negotiated.
One of the most serious consequences of
the inab111ty to achieve an equitable Treaty
on strategic offensive arms has been its contribution to the growing vulnerablllty of our
strategic forces, that is our non-alert bombers and submarines, and especially our
ICBMs. Some have argued that this situation
came about as a result of our own decisions
and not as a consequence of the SALT process. I disagree. Originally, when the u.s. decided not to proceed with a heavy missile
system it did so in the belief, as expressed
by Secretary McNamara, that the Soviets had
neither the intention nor the capab111ty of
catching up to the U.S. strategically. Subsequent Soviet deployment of large numbers
of huge mlsslles with accuracies approaching
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ours proved these earlier predictions to be
wrong.
In 1972, at the time the interim agreement
on strategic offensive forces was being considered, the Joint Chiefs of Staff expressed
serious reservations concerning its approval.
However, the JCS were given assurances by
their civilian superiors that the U.S. would
pursue a vigorous program of modernization
of its strategic nuclear systems and would
expand and accelerate its research and development programs. Unfortunately these assurances, which included implementing such
programs as the Trident, the B-1 bomber,
NCA and site defenses, and sea-launched
cruise missiles were not fulfilled.
Our negotiating approach to the development and deployment of mobile ICBMs contributed to the vulnerab111ty of land-based
ICBM forces. The negotiating record of SALT
I shows that the U.S. considered the development and deployment of mobile ICBMs to be
inconsistent with the spirit of SALT. We
made a unilateral statement to that effect
at the time we agreed to the interim agreement on strategic offensive arms. The long
period of time it has taken us to design and
program a successor to our fixed ICBMs refiects our lon~-held reluctance to develop a
mobile system. Between the exploration of
alternative basing modes for the MX missile and the expected date of its deployment, some 15 years wlll have elapsed.
Another important U.S. concession made
in SALT I which was carried over into SALT
II concerned the size of follow-on missile
systems. Jn SALT I the U.S. stated that it
would consider any missile with a throwweight greater than that of the SS-11 to be
a "heavy" missile. After SALT I the Soviets
tested and deployed their SS-17s and SS-19s,
both of which have a throwweight and hence
a destructive potential three times greater
than that of the Soviet SS-11 and the U.S.
Minuteman missiles. The U.S. subsequently
agreed to define a heavy missile as one with
greater throwweight than the SS-19. thus
conceding to the Soviets that their SS-17s
and SS-19s could be classified as "light"
ICBMs.
Our treatment of the Soviet III-X silos is
an example of another category of U.S. concessions. The 151-III-X silos which the Soviets state are command and control launchers are practically identical to launchers for
ICBM's and could be clandestinely conv~rted
to that use while new, bidden command and
control facilities are being constructed. We
also agreed not to count test and training
launchers in the total aggregates, even
though these launchers could be used to
launch missiles against the United States.
The Soviets have more than 150 Launchers of
this type, ten times the number of similar
launchers possessed by the U.S. Taken together, these more than 300 Soviet launchers
which are not counted under the SALT aggregate ce1llngs represent a potentially significant Soviet increase, on the order of ten
percent, to their total capab111ty.
Perhaps the most significant U.S. concession in SALT II was its failure to carry out
the provisions of Public Law 92-448, the
Jackson Amendment. This amendment
called not only for equal numbers, but for
equal levels of strategic force capabilities.
Both the sponsors and opponents of that
legislation agreed that "equal levels" would
take into account both numbers of weapons
and missile throwweight. The "numbers
fallacy" which considers grossly disparate
weapons systems of various yields, accuracies and basing modes as if they were identical is immediately obvious if one goes beyond simply counting numbers of systems.
Our concessions on this score inevitably led
to serious structural fia.ws which occur in
this Treaty. Furthermore, our failure to insist upon true equality a.s the fundamental
basis for SALT will continue to work against
us in the future.
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The United States, therefore, agreed to include a major portion of its strategic forces
in the agreement at a relatively small price in
terms of Soviet strategic forces . Further, the
ICBM'S
United States by agreeing not to count BackFirst, the provisions of SALT II wlll grant fire in the Soviet aggregate made a concesthe Soviets a unilateral right to over 300 sion in principle because of a failure to inheavy ICBM launchers while the U.S. is per- clude all intercontinental systems in a Treaty
mitted none. This means that the Treaty on strategic offensive arms. In terms of
allows the USSR to deploy over 3,000 re- reality, the so-called "assurance" Brezhnev
entry vehicles, each capable of 1 MT yield. gave us that the Soviets will "not increase
The largest yield of a M'"RVed U.S. ICBM the radius of action of tbi" airplane in such
warhead wlll, after the MK 12A warhead is a way as to enable it to strike targets on the
deployed, be approximately one-third as territory of the U.S." is a. non sequitur. Since
great. The 3,000 warheads on Soviet SS-18 1942 the standard method of employing heavy
heavy missiles will carry more destructive po- bombers is not to program their return to
tential than all U.S. ICBM's and SLBM's home bases but to have them land in third
combined. These heavy missiles account for countries. If the U.S. were to use the Soviet
approximately one-half of the 6 000-odd re- definition, no modern heavy bomber would
entry vehicles on ICBM's the USSR w111 be be counted in the aggregate. Neither the U.S.
permitted under the Treaty, a figure three B-52s nor the B-1s, can strike the Soviet
times a.s large as the number of re-entry ve- Union on unrefueled radius missions.
hicles on U.S. ICBM's.
The "a.Esurance" that the Soviet Union wlll
Second, SALT effectively prohibits us from not increase the production rate of the Backpursuing a. number of remedies to the Min- fire beyond 30 a year is also meaningless. The
uteman vulnerab111ty problem, including a Soviets could not build more than 30 Backmultiple vertical shelter basing scheme. The fires a year without considerable effort-nor
vertical shelter concept, the most timely and do they need to do so. The 375 Backfires that
cost-effective way to help alleviate this prob- the Soviets w111 possess by 1985 is greater
lem, apparently has been discarded by the than the number of B-52s the United States
Administration because the Soviets have w111 possess in its active inventory at that
stated that it would be inconsistent with time. Impcrtantly, by not counting the Backthe provisions of SALT. Therefore, not onJ.y fires. in their inventory, the Soviets w111 not
has SALT played a part in bringing about have to reduce their ICBM and SLBM forces
the vulnera.b111ty of our Minuteman force, by some 375 launchers.
but it is also responsible for limiting our opIn addition to the principle of equality, the
tions for dea.llng with this problem in the Backfire possesses a significant potential camost cost-effective manner.
pab111ty to cause damage to the United
Third, the 820 MTRVed ICBM figure is a. States. The 375 Backfires can carry approxiU.S. concession to the Soviets who would not mately 4 milUon pounds of payload, and thus
agree to sub-limits for MIRVed ICBMs equal increase by nearly one-third the current poto ours. The United States has no plans to tential of 11 mlllion pounds of missile throwdeploy more than 550 MIRVed JCBMs. Even weight possessed by Soviet strategic forces.
if the Soviets were to deploy 920 MIRVed The United States wlll need to spend some $8
ICBMs, as some estimates hold, the sublimit to $10 bilUon between now and 1985 to imof 820 MIRVed ICBMs will only reduce their prove its skeleton air defenses to reduce the
total number of ICBM warheads by 5 percent. threat caused by the Soviet Backfire force.
It is worth repeating that the Joint Chiefs
Fourth, under the Treaty provisions relating to the modernizwtion of ICBMs, the Sovi- of Staff have consistently maintained that
ets will actually be able to deploy more than the Backfire is a heavy bomber and should
one "new type" ICBM. The ambiguity in be counted in the Soviet aggregate. Further,
these provisions results from Soviet refusal that the so-called assurances provided by the
to agree to limit those missile characteris- Soviets on Backfire are m111tarily worthless.
tics which would effectively restrict them to
The United States also granted the USSR
a single new type ICBM. We should not be a large concession by agreeing not to count
surprised when the Soviets proceed with the in their aggregates Soviet bomber variantsdeployment of several new fifth generation that is, Soviet heavy bombers which the
ICBM systems if this Treaty is ratified, as USSR says they would use for other than
we were surprised when they deployed their heavy-bomber missions. The Soviets have
SS-17s and SS-19s after the signing of promised to convert their dual-capable BiSALT I.
sons to tankers, a promise whose compliance
Because of our failure to get Soviet a.!?:re~ will be difficult to verify. Furthermore, we
ment to meaningful reductions in Soviet have agreed to exclude the Soviet Bears which
strategic capab111ties, it will be much more the Soviets say are used for ASW activities
dUilcult to get the Soviets to reduce to lower even though our own B-52s which are used
numerical levels--or to agree to qualitative for ASW are counted.
limitation&-in follow-on negotiations. After
Agreement to count aircraft equipped for
spending blllions of rubles to develop and cruise missiles in the 1,320 MTRVed missile
deploy their systems the Soviets will be quite aggregate was a. major concession on the
reluctant to scrap them. Thus, the United part of the United States. In January 1976
States will have to generate and spend con- Secretary Kissinger offered to count such
siderable negotiating caoital to persuade the aircraft in the MTRVed totals if the Soviets
Soviets to reduce in SALT III or SALT TV. We counted Backfires in their aggregate. The Sowill be far better off if we insist in equality viets pocketed our offer whereas we subsenow, in SALT II, rather than hope that the quently concealed that Backfire need not
"next time around" will be easier. We should count in the Soviet aggregate. As mentioned
keep in mind that SALT II was to have been earlier, the "assurances" on the Backfire are
the "next time" as a fol19w-on to SALT I.
militarily meaningless. The Soviets do not
Bombers
need to penetrate our air defenses-the U.S.
The United States granted the Soviet air defense system has been virtually disUnion a major concession by agreeing at mantled. Therefore the USSR does not need
Vladivostok to include heavy bombers in the air-launched cruise misslles whereas our B-52
aggregate totals. The U.S. has agreed to count force cannot be made viable unless these
bombers are equipped with cruise missiles.
573 heavy bombers (569 B-52s and 4 B-1s)
even though over 200 B-52s are in mothballs By agreeing to count aircraft equipped for
and various stages of inopera.b111ty. The So- cruise misslles in the 1,320 total, the U.S. is
viets, since they w111 not be required to llm't.lng itself to 120 svst.ems-the difference
count the Backfire and because a number of between the 1.200 WRVed missile subllmit
their "bomber variants" will not be counted, and the 1,320 aggregate. To deploy even 120
will only count 156 heavy bombers in their cruise misslle carriers, the U.S. will need to
forego the deployment of some 85 MIRVed
totals.

Mr. Chairman, we need to take another
hard look a.t some of the major inequities
contained in the SALT agreement.
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ICBM or SLBM launchers, since the planned
totals of such M :RVed systems by 1985 is
approximately 1,285. As further reductions to
the 1,200 missile sublimit occur, the U .S.
will be forced to reduce its MIRVed ICBM and
SLBM launchers further-on a one-for-one
basis-in order to accorrimodate the number
of aircraft programmed for carrying cruise
missiles.

The Soviets could simply say that they are
not deliberately denying information-and
since we would not know what was being
hidden we would have no basis for challenge.
This loophole will no doubt be exploited by
the Soviets in the future. As Senator Sarbanes pointed out during the first round of
hearings before this Committee, there is no
agreed definition of National Technical
Means of Verification. We can expect this
Cruise misstles
One of the most glaring examples of our situation to be exploited by the Soviets also.
A second verification issue involves the Solack of negotiating ability can be seen in our
concessions regarding cruise missiles. The viet agreement to count the 120 ICBM
largest concession was in agreeing to Soviet launchers at Derazbnya and Pervomaysk
demands to include cruise missiles in the (D&P) in the 1,320 MIRV aggregate. This is
agreement at all , especially since cruise mis- considered by some to be a Soviet concess1le3 were not mentioned at Vladivostok in sion. Clearly it is not a concession, since the
1974. The Protocol forbids deployment of USSR is placing MIRVed ICBMs in these 120
GLCMs and SLCMs with ranges in excess of launchers. Further, by insisting that it is an
exception to--rather than compliance witheOO kilometers. These are theater weapons
designed for tactical missions. Agreeing to the launcher-type rule, the Soviets are not
constrain these systems wit hout get ting con- prevented from exploiting future situations
straints on the S&-20, or ot her Soviet sys- like D&P. So long as the Soviets maintain
tems with strategic capab111ties, is a serious D&P as an "exception to" and not a " comcompromise of the principle of equality. It pliance with" the launcher-type rule, they
undermines NATO cohesion and Allied soli- undermine the putative value of this counting rule.
darity.
These are but some of the examples which
In addition, the United States agreed to
show
the United States made con::es;;ions in
ce>unt ALCMs with non-nuclear warheads as
its
ruttempt to achieve some degree of verifinuclear-armed ALCMs in the Treaty. This is
a serious concession because it limits their abillty of the provisions of the agreement.
use as battlefield weapons and also because This simply should not be the case, since the
the precedent is established for a Soviet Soviets, having a unllateral advantage by virclaim to treat GLCMs and SLCMs in a similar tue of the openness of our society, should be
willing to cooperate on assuring compliance.
manner once the Protocol expires.
Agreeing to an average deployment of 28 But as the history of SALT shows, the first
ALCMs per aircraft, a major U.S . concession, thing to be traded away on almost any prorepresents another example of how a con- vision is our abillty to verify Soviet comfused U.S. negotiating stance led to an un- pliance. Proponents of this SALT Treaty
necessary U.S . concession. The U.S . originally agree that in the absence of a Treaty the
offered to limit aircraft other than heavy Soviets would not be constrained from delibbombers to 35 ALCMs ea.ch and heavy erately concealing their strategic offensive
bombers to 20 ALCMs per bomber. The So- systems. This argument falls to recognize
viets countered wit h an offer to limit aircraft that there is an agreement not to deliberately
other than heavy b ::mber:s to 25 ALCMs. We conce::~.l in the interim agreement and that
then proposed to split the difference at 30. this agreement has been carried over and
However, the Soviets then argued that the undoubtedly would continue to be carried
difference should be split halfway between 20 forward in the absence of a SALT II agreeand 35, since we had offered to limit bombers ment.
CONCESSIONS
to 20 ALCMs. Our agreement t o the figure of
Most of the concessions the Soviets al28 is one more example of our poor negotiatlegedly made in SALT II are actually not
ing record in SALT II.
concessions at all: for example, Soviet reducVeri fication
tions in order to come down to the 2,400 agOne of the most complex issues relating to gregate. This should not be labeled as a conthe SALT II T~eaty has been the issue of cession since equality should be the foundaverification. I have stated previously that tion of any arms control agreement. To treat
this Treaty is not "adequately verifiable" and such a reduction as a concession is tantawill comment on just a few of the many veri- mount to rewarding the Soviets for having
fication problems.
raced ahead of the United States while SALT
As presently constituted, the SALT II was in progress. Another example is the
Treaty contains a major loophole which per- agreement not to count U.S. so-called formits Soviet encryption of telemetry we need ward-based systems (FBS) in the totals.
to monitor Soviet compliance. The specific However, as I have stated in previous testiprovision of the Treaty dealing with telem- mony, this agreement was certainly more in
etry states that the encryption of data which the Soviet's interest since they have three
interferes with national technical means of times as many theater-capable nuclear sysverification of the provisi ons of the Treaty tems possessing ten times the throw-weight
is prohibited. However, the Soviets will be of all NATO theater systems--French, Britthe final arbiter as to what in~ormation ish, and U.S. systems in Europe combined.
would be provided and what information
The USSR has not provided us with an
w-ould be en::rypted. Furthermore, we suc- agreed data ba~e in sufficient detail to permit
cumbed to the incl1.;sion of a statement in us to a.&ec:s future modernization of their
the Treaty that cnly encryption which deli- systems. They have consistently refused to
berately denies information needed to verify give us, for example. information on throwthe provisions of the agreement is prohibited. weight, launchweight and RV weight. Such
The United States should have insisted on d1.ta are necessary if we expect to be able to
a total ban on encryption, since the only enforce complete Soviet compliance with the
purpose of encryption of telemetry is to c:m- limitations proposed by the Treaty.
ceal and deny information. In this connecIn our zeg,l to reach an agreement on stration, the United States does not encrypt tegic offensive arms, we made offer after offer
data. What would happen if we find the So- and piled concec:sion upon concec:slon at alviets encrypting data which we believe is most every point of the way. This bas been
necessary to verify their compliance with especially true during the last eighteen
the provisions of the Treaty? Calling the So- months. While the concessions are too
viets' hand on this could compromise our in- numerous to cite here, I will give a. few
telligence capabilities which are already ex :~.mples:
quite limited. If we do confront them, and
We agreed to give the Soviets varying perithey are encrypting telemetry we consider ods of time after the Treaty goes into effect
necessary for verifying SALT, what wo uld we to make the required reductions. There is no
do? Abrogate the Treaty?
reason why they could not begin dismantling
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their excess systems as soon as the Treaty is
ratified instead of granting them a six month
period after the Treaty goes into effect. Further, we have given them as much a.s a year
to reduce to the lower number of systems
permitted after 1 January 1981.
Our agreement to a 600 kilometer cut-off
range between limited and unlimited cruise
missiles favors the Soviet Union. Sealaunched cruise missiles of 600 kilometer
range can strike over 75 percent of the population and industry of the U.S. from the 100
fathom depth line, whereas SLOMs of 600
kilometers can only strike 2 percent of like
targets in the USSR.
The Soviets tested air-launched cruise missiles from Bear aircraft to ranges exceeding
600 kilometers. Yet the 69 Bears capable of
carrying cruise misc:iles are not counted in
the MIRVed aggregate based on the Soviet
promise that they will not deploy such cruise
missiles in the future .
The United States has agreed to give prior
notification on all its ICBM launches. The
Soviets need only to notify the U .S. of those
ICBM launches planned to extend beyond
their national territory unless multiple
launches are involved.
The United States attempted to rea.ch
agreement
limiting
depressed-trajectory
SLBMs. However, because the USSR objected,
the U.S. did not pursue the issue.
The Joint Statement of Principles (JSP)
the U.S. originally wanted was more specific
and more binding, especially with respect to
further reductions. However, because of Soviet objections, the U.S. agreed to language
which is both vague and general. In this
connection, several points are worth noting.
First, the JSP states that resolution of issues
included in the Protocol will be pursued in
follow-on negotiations, thus bringing into
doubt the statement often made that the
Protocol will not establish precedents for the
future, especially insofar as GLCMs and
SLCMs are concerned. Second, the wording
concerning the use of cooperative measures
contributing to the effectiveness of verification by national technical means is ambiguous. Third, measures to reduce and avert
the risk of surprise attack mean to the Soviets that submarine deployment zones will
be established-a limitation which is prejudicial to the interests of the United States.
The list of concessions made by the United
States is lengthy and far outweighs in number and importance the concessions made by
the USSR.
The Soviets employed negotiating tactics
which proved effective against the less determined and less patient U.S. negotiators. A
prime example occurred in March, 1977 when
the U.S. tabled its comprehensive proposal
in Moscow. Simply because the Soviets
quickly and vehemently said "Nyet" to our
proposal-one which would bring about a
real measure of arms control-the U.S.
quickly abandoned it. We did not push Secretary Brown's subsequent arguments that
this package would have resulted in reductions on both sides even though it still gave
the net advantage to the USSR. From that
time until the SALT II agreement was signed
in Vienna in June 1979, the U.S. continuously made new proposals and offered additional concessions.
SOVIET NEGOTIATING TECHNIQUES

One of the most successful techniques employed by the Soviets in SALT has been to
capitalize on "agreements in principle." In
October, 1977, following Mr. Gromyko's visit
to the White House, President Carter indicated that a SALT agreement would be
reached within two to three weeks time.
What subsequently happened was that the
Soviets pocketed those items favorable to
them and entangled and ensnared us in negotiations on those items upon which we
thought the Soviets had agreed. The final
agreement was not.reached until a year and
a. half later.
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In late December 1978, the U.S., believing
that agreement on a Treaty was this time
imminent, made several more concessions to
the Soviets. However, the Soviets, by raising
new issues and reopening old ones, were able
to dead-lock the negotiations until even
more favorable terms were made available
to them.
The mistake made in October, 1977 was
again repeated by the U.S. in April of 1979.
Once again , in April 1979 the U.S. repeated
its earlier mistake by indicating that agreement had been reached " in principle." We
said that only minor issues remained to be
negotiated by the "technicians" in Geneva.
This was not the case-more than a score
of the more important issues remained to be
settled. By employing the tactic of postponing decisions, in fact until the eleventh hour,
the Soviets were able to extract additional
concessions from the United States.
THE "BOTTOM LINE"
The five arguments most often cited by
proponents of this agreement as being the
"bottom line" deserve attention. First, it is
argued that this Treaty does not prohibit
the U.S. from doing anything it chooses to
do to improve its strat egic posture. I disagree. Because of the unilateral right granted
the USSR in heavy missile launchers, the
United States cannot achieve equality in
missile throwweight, MIRVed ICBM throwweight , or in the number of re-entry vehicles
on ICBMs; in addition , the deployment of
U.S. ICBMs in a protected and relatively
inexpensive mode is prohibited; and deployment of GLCMs and SLCMs with ranges
greater than 600 kilometers during the period of the Protocol is prohibited.
Second, it is argued that this Treaty might
restrain the Soviets from a further build
up. This argument is wrong because it addresses only numbers and not capabilities of
strategic offensive arms. Limits on numbers
are set so high and the reductions are so
minimal, that the Soviets will have more
than enough weapons to destroy U.S. targets.
Since meaningful qualitative limitations
were not achieved, the Soviets can be expected to allocate their undiminished level
of resources into unconstrained qualitative
fields such as accuracy of missiles, ASW, and
further build-ups in theater and conventional weapons. We must not allow the
"numbers fallacy" to defiect us from a realization that this Treaty permits the Soviets
greater levels of over-all capabilities.
Third, proponents of this Treaty argue
that with a Treaty we can predict what the
Soviets will do and that without it we will
be in the dark. The contrary argument is
nearer the truth. Numbers of systems are
easier to monitor than are qualitative improvements such as accuracy, command and
control and communications, etc. Thus the
"numbers fallacy" of the preceding argument
would be compounded by a "monitoring fallacy" which will make Soviet behavior in the
strategic field less, not more predictable.
Fourth, it is argued that in the absence
of a Treaty the Soviets could interfere with
our intelligence gathering and would be free
to deliberately conceal their systems. Both
of these arguments are faulty. The ABM
Treat y and other agreements we have entered into ,prohibit interference with national technical means of verification. The
continuation in force of the interim agreement prohibits deliberate concealment. In
the absence of an agreement on SALT II, it
will be to the Soviets advantage to continue
the interim agreement in force if for no
ot her reason thg,n it protects their current
ICBM asymmetries. Even with agreements
in force prohibiting deliberate concealment,
the record of Soviet compliance has given us
little reason to be confident that the Soviets
will abide by the provisions of the agreement
not to engage in concealment practices.

Fifth, it is argued that the absence of an
agreement on SALT now will mark a return
to the cold ·war and kill the prospects for
an agreement later. My analysis leads me to
the opposite conclusions. A codification of
Soviet startegic superiority will make Soviet
leaders more adventuresome and more aggressive in supporting their surrogates in
wars which are quite hot where they o:cur.
Labelling our displeasure with Soviet actions
as a return to the cold war plays into the
hands of the Soviet Union. Finally, as I
have pointed out in my introduction, the
Soviets need and want a deal on limiting
s ~utegic offensive arms and · therefore the
Soviets will be willing, if not anxious, once
the have exploited to the full their propagandistic allegations that the U.S. torpedoed
the Treaty, to resume arms control
negotiations.
SUMMARY
Because of the reasons I have given to this
Committee and the Foreign Relations Committee previously and because of what I have
outlined above, I believe the Senate should
view the SALT process in a broad perspective and relegate it to a subordinate role
where it can serve a useful purpose. Based
on careful analysis and more than six years
of negotiating with the Soviets, I am strongly convinced that the Treaty before the
Senate is neither equitable n-or adequately
verifiable. Therefore, it should not be ratified
in its present form . The Senate should, in
my view, offer amendments which w111 assure
that the Treaty will be an equitable and
verifiable Treaty, and recommit the agreement to negotiate with these requirements in mind. I remain firmly convinced
that the Soviets want and need a SALT
agreement. If we stand firm and repair our
strategic posture, the Soviets will agree to
a balanced Treaty. Ratification of this fiawed
Treaty will only prolong the period of U.S
strategic inferiority, make it more costly to
regain strategic parity, and make it difficult
if not impossible to negotiate any equitable
future SALT agreement.e

DEFENSE SECURITY ASSISTANCE AGENCY,
Washington, D.C., October 5, 1979.

Dr. HANS BINNENDIJK,
Committee on Foreign Relations,
Washington, D.C.

DEAR DR. BINNENDIJK : By letter date 18
February 1976, the Director, Defense Security Assistance .Agency, indicated that you
would he advised of possible transmittals to
Congress of information as required by Section 36(b) of the Arms Export Control Act.
At the instruction of the Department of
State, I wish t o provide the following advance notification.
The Department of State is considering an
offer to a NATO country for major defense
equipment t entatively estimated to cost in
excess of $7 million.
Sincerely,
ERNEST GRAVES,
Director,
Defense Security Assistance Agency.

DEFENSE SECURITY ASSISTANCE AGENCY,
Washington, D.C., October 5, 1979.

Dr. HANS BINNENDIJK,
Commi ttee on Foreign Relations,
Washington, D.C.

DEAR DR. BINNENDIJK: By letter dated 18
February 1976, the Director, Defense Security
Assistance Agency, indicated that you would
be advised of possible transmittals to Congress of i nformation as required by Section
36 (b) of t he Arms Export Control Act. At the
instruction of the Department of State, I
wish to provide the following advance notification .
The Department of State is considering an
offer to a NATO country tentatively estimated
to cost in excess af $25 million.
Sincerely,
ERNEST GRAVES,
Director,
Defense Security Assistance Agency.

DEFENSE SE8URITY ASSISTANCE AGENCY,
Washington, D .C., October 5,1979.

Dr. HANS BINNENDIJK,

PRELTIMINARY NO~CATION
PROPOSED ARMS SALES
• Mr. CHURCH. Mr. President, section
36(b) of the Arms Export Control Act
requires that Congress receive advance
notification of proposed arms sales under
that act in excess of $25 million, or in
the case of major defense equipment as
defined in the act, those in excess of $7
million. Upon receipt of such notification, the Congress has 30 calendar days
during which the sale may be prohibited
by means of a concurrent resolution.
The provision stipulates that, in the Senate, the notification of proposed sale
shall be sent to the chairman of the Foreign Relations Committee.
Pursuant to an informal understanding, the Department of Defense has
agreed to provide the committee with a
preliminary notification 20 days before
transmittal of the official notification.
The official notification will be printed
in the RECORD in accordance with previous practice.
I wish to inform Members of the Senate that three such notifications were
received on October 5, 1979.
Interested Senators may inquire as to
the details of these preliminary notifications at the offices of the Committee on
Foreign Relations, room S-116 in the
Capitol.
The notifications follow:

Committee on Foreign Relations,
Washington, D.C.

DEAR DR. BINNENDIJK: By letter dated 18
February 1976, the Director, Defense Security
Assistance Agency, indicated that you would
be advised of possible transmittals to Congress of information as required by Section
36 (b) of the Arms Export Control Act. At the
instruction of the Department of State, I
wish to provide the following advance notification.
The Department of State is considering an
offer to a Middle Eastern country tentatively
estimat ed to cost in excess of $25 million.
Sincerely,
ERNEST GRAVES,
Director,
Defense Security Assistance Agency.

CONCLUSION OF MORNING
BUSINESS
The PRESIDING OFFICER. Morning
business is closed.
CONTINUING APPROPRIATIONS, 1980
Mr. MAGNUSON. Mr. President, I call
up House Joint Resolution 412 and ask
unanimous consent that the Senate proceed to its immediate consideration.
The PRESIDING OFFICER. The joint
resolution will be stated.
The assistant legislative clerk read as
follows:
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A joint resolution (H.J. Res. 412) making
continuing appropriations for the fiscal year
1980, and for other purposes.

The Senate proceeded to consider the
joint resolution, which had been reported
from the Committee on Appropriations
with amendments as follows:
On page 4, begmmng with line 17, strike
through and incmaing page 5, line 15, and
insert in lieu thereof the following:
For the nscal year 11:180, funu.s available
for payment to e.Aecutive employees, which
includes Members of Congress, whose salaries under existing law were increased on
October 1, 19t9, to a rate approximately 12.9
per centum above the rate of salary payable
on September 30, 1978, shall not be used to
pay the salary of any such employee at a
rate in excess of 5.5 per centum more than
the rate on September 30, 1978, or to pay
the salary of a Member of Congress at a rate
in excess of the rate on that day: Provided
further, That for the purpose of carrying out
this provision and notwithstanding the provisions of the Federal Pay Comparability Act
of 1970, the Executive Salary Cost-Of-Living
Adjustment Act; or any other related provision of law, and notwithstanding section
102 of this joint resolution, the provisions
of section 304 of the Legislative Branch Appropriation Act, 1979, which limit the pay
for certain Federal offices and positions, shall
apply to funds appropriated by this joint
resolution or any Act for the fiscal year 1980,
except that in applying such limitation the
term "at a rate which exceeds by more than
5.5 per centum the rate" shall be substituted
for the term "at a rate which exceeds the
rate" where it appears in subsection (a) ot
such section for the purpose of limiting pay
increases to 5.5 per centum: Provided further, That notwithstanding any other provision of law, none of the funds appropriated
by this joint resolution or any Act for the
fiscal year 1980 may be used to pay the salary of any individual in any office or position
the salary for which is subject to adjustment
under section 601 (a) (2' of the T-e<Yislat.i"e
Reorganization Act of 1946 (2 U.S.C. 31) at
a rate which exceeds the rate of salary payable for such office or position on September
30, 1978.
Any additional payment under existing
law is not to be construet1 as an increa~e in
salary or emoluments within the meaning of
Article I , Section 6, Clause 2 of the Constitution, excePt that:
( 1\ Any Member of Con~Zress. whether he
voted to confirm or nnt to confirm the appointment of a.ny 111d!:!e a'"lnointed durin~
the 96th ConiZress to the United States Court
of Aopeals for the D's+rict of Columbia. or
whetrer he abstained from . or was not pr<>sent for such vote. mav bring a civil action
\n the United Statec; District Co11rt for the
District of Columbia or in any United States
District Court in the State he represents to
contest the co.,stitutionalit.v of the appointment and continuance in office of said circuit
judge on the g-round t-hat such appointment
and continuance in office is in violation of
Article I, Section 6, Clause 2 of the Constitution;
(2) The desicznated United States district
courts shall have exclusive .1urisdiction,
without regard to the sum or value of the
ma.tter in controversy, to determine the
validity of such appointment and continuance in office;
(3) Any action brought under this section
shall be heard and determined by a panel
of three judges in accordance wtth the provisions of section 2284 of title 28, United
States Code. Any appeal from the action of
a court convened pursuant to such section
shall lie to the Supreme Court; and
(4) Any judge designated to hear any action brought under this section shall cause
such action to be in every way expedited.

On page 11, beginning with line 25, insert
the following:
(j) Such amounts as may be necessary for
projects or activities provided for in the Departments of Labor, and Health, Education,
and Welfare and Related Agencies Appropriation Act, 1980 (H.R. 4389), at a rate of operations, and to the extent and in the manner, provided for in such Act as adopted by
the House of Representatives on August 2,
1979, except as provided in section 118 of this
joint resolution and notwithstanding the
provisions of section 106 of this joint resolution.
On page 16, line 1, strike "$500,000,000" and
insert "$750,000,000";
On page 19, beginning wtth line 3, insert
the following:
SEc. 118. Notwithstanding any other provision of this joint resolution, none of the
Federal funds provided by this joint resolution or provided for fiscal year 1980 by any
other Act for the District of Columbia, Foreign Assistance and Related Programs, the
Departments of Labor and Health, Education, and Welfare, or the Department of Defense shall be used to perform abortions except where the life of the mother would be
endangered if the fetus were carried to term;
or except for such medical procedures necessary for the victims of rape or incest, when
such rape or incest has been reported
promptly to a law enforcement agen:::y or
public health service; or except in those instances where severe and long-lasting physical health damage to the mother would result if the pregnancy were carried to term
when so determined by two physicians.
Nor are payments prohibited for drugs or
devices to prevent implantation of the fertilized ovum, or for medical procedures necessary for the termination of an ectopic
pregnancy.

Mr. MAGNUSON. Mr. President, I ask
unanimous consent that the committee
amendments be considered and agreed
to en bloc, and that the resolution, as
thus amended, be regarded, for purposes
of amendment, as an original text; provided, that no point of order shall be
considered to have been waived by reason
of agreement to this order.
The PRESIDING OFFICER. Is there
objection? Without objection, it is so
ordered.
Mr. MAGNUSON. Mr. President, after
a nearly 2-week wait, the House passed
another continuing resolution late yesterday. The Appropriations Committee
considered this resolution just this morning. We waited a long time for it and
they did not take up House Joint
Resolution 402 that we sent them last
week. I am hopeful the recommendations
of the Appropriations Committee will be
adopted.
The House sent us two resolutions.
They are almost the exact opposite of
what we sent to them 2 weeks ago.
House Joint Resolution 412 is the
large continuing resolution. They separated Labor and HEW, making it House
Joint Resolution 413. House Joint
Resolution 412 is the large conti.nuing resolution for all departments which
do not have a public law. The House
version of House Joint Resolution 412
does the following:
It has a 5.5-percent pay raise for executive pay level employees and for Members of Congress; a $500 million cut in
travel funds.
The abortion language is last year's
compromise for defense.
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It deletes the Labor-HEW section.
It includes railroad language which
allows the ICC to operate at the Housepassed level of the transportation bill.
It funds agencies at the lower of the
House or the Senate level. There are
some exceptions.
It expires on November 20.
What the House tried to do is just
what they tried to do last year, but were
unsuccessful. They would treat Defense
differently than HEW. They are agreeing
that more abortions here and overseas
are all right for Defense people, but here
at home, for poor people they are not.
Basically, the committee recommends
the same thing that was adopted by a
vote of 77 to 9 nearly 2 weeks ago in
House Joint Resolution 402. It deletes
any pay raise for Members; makes a $750
million travel cut; adopts last year's compromise a;bortion language; and ends
November 20, which, incidentally, the
House agreed to.
In other words, the same as Joint Resolution 402.
Mr. President, I have an important issue I want to make clear in this continuing resolution. We are providing for the
current level of operations for the Indochinese refugee assistance program as of
September 30, 1979. This will include
sufficient funds for the refugees currently
in the country as well as the 14,000 who
are arriving each month.
Mr. President, I hope the Senate adopts
this resolution. At the appropriate time,
I will request we have a conference with
the House and appoint conferees, and to
have it just as soon as possible.
It is perhaps too late today to have a
conference, but we expect to have the
House agree to a conference at 10 o'clock
in the morning, because time is running
out on us and tomorrow is Thursday. By
Friday or Saturday, a great many people
will be without pay.
But in order to achieve any resolution
on this matter at all, this impasse between the House and the Senate, we have
to have a conference. At the proper time,
as I said, I will ask for an immediate
conference with the House.
I yield to the Senator from North
Dakota.
Mr. YOUNG. I thank my colleague.
Mr. President, the continuing resolution before us combines the two continuing resolutions that the House
passed yesterday. This is essentially the
same action that the Senate Appropriations Committee took the last part of
September.
The committee has recommended the
same provisions concerning abortion,
pay increase for Members, and reduction in travel. In other words, the committee is recommending the abortion
language which the Senate has voted on
in the Labor-HEW bill and the prior
continuing resolution. It has also recommended that Members of Congress be
excluded from the pay raise. These two
issues have held up the continuing resolution and it is our hope that the Senate
will approve the committee's recommendations on this continuing resolution and we can go to con~;ference as soO':l
as possible and hopefully work out P acceptable solution to both Hous~'>~
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I urge approval of the resolution as
reported.
Mr. MAGNUSON. Mr. President, I
suggest the absence of a quorum.
The PRESIDING OFFICER. The
clerk will call the roll.
The assistant legislative clerk proceeded to call the roll.
Mr. ROBERT C. BYP...D. Mr. President,
I ask unanimous consent that the order
for the quorum call be rescinded.
The PRESIDING OFFICER. Without
objection, it is so ordered.
THE CALENDAR
Mr. ROBERT C. BYRD. Mr. President,
I ask unanimous consent that the Senate
proceed to the consideration of the following Calendar Orders numbered 337,
350, 355 through 360, 362, 363, 364, 366
through 372.
Mr. BAKER. Mr. President, reserving
the right to object, and I will not object,
I reserve for the purpose of advising the
majority leader that the calendar items
he has identified are cleared on our
calendar and we have no objection to
their consideration and passage.
The PRESIDING OFFICER. Without
objection, it is so ordered.

TRANSPORTATION OF LOTTERY
MATERIAL
The PRESIDING OFFICER. The first
bill will be stated by title.
The assistant legislative clerk read
as follows:
A b111 (S. 947) to amend title 18 of the
United States Code to allow the transportation or mailing to a foreign country of
material concerning a lottery authorized by
that foreign country, and for other purposes.

Mr. ROBERT C. BYRD. Mr. President,
I ask that the Judiciary Committee be
discharged from further consideration
of H.R. 1301.
The PRESIDING OFFICER. Witnout
objection, it is so ordered.
'
Mr. ROBERT C. BYRD. I ask unanimous consent that the Senate proceed
to its immediate consideration.
The PRESIDING OFFICER. Without
objection, it is so ordered.
The bill will be stated by title.
The assistant legislative clerk read as
follows:
A bill (H.R. 1301) to amend title 18 of
the United States Code to allow the transportation or mailing to a foreign country
of material concerning a lottery authorized
by that foreign country, and for other
purposes.

The bill was ordered to be read a third
time, was read the third time, and
passed.
Mr. ROBERT C . BYRD. Mr. President, I move to reconsider the vote by
which the bill was passed.
Mr. BAKER. I move to lay that motion
on the table.
The motion to lay on the table was
agreed to.
Mr. ROBERT C. BYRD. Mr. President, I move to reconsider the vote by
which the bill was passed.
Mr. BAKER. I move to lay that motion
on the table.
The motion to lay on the table was
agreed to.
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Mr. ROBERT C. BYRD. Mr. President,
I ask unanimous consent that S. 947,
Calendar Order No. 337, be indefinitely
postponed.
The PRESIDING OFFICER. Without
objection, it is so ordered.

Mr. ROBERT C. BYRD. Mr. President,
I move to reconsider the vote by which
the bill was passed.
Mr. BAKER. I move to lay that motion
on the table.
The motion to lay on the table was
agreed to.

RAIL SERVICE ASSISTANCE
The bill (S. 1781 ) to amend section 5
of the Department of Transportat:on Act
relating to rail service assistance, was
considered, ordered to be engrossed for
a third reading, read the third time, and
passed, as ;follows:

CLARITA VALDEZ ARAGONES
The bill <S. 122) for the relief of
Clarita Valdez Aragones, was considered,
ordered to be engrossed for a third reading, read the third time, and passed, as
follows:

Be it enacted by the Senate and House of
Representatives of the United States of
America i n Congress assembled, That section

5(h) (3) (B ) of the Department of Transportation Act (49 U.S.C. 1654(h) (3) (B)) is
amended(!) in the second sentence thereof, by
striking "In accordance with the formula
stated in this subsection, the", and inserting
in lieu thereof "The"; and
(2) by adding at the end thereof the following: "Notwdthstanding the provisions of
this subsection, funds available for reallocation as of October 1, 1979, shall be reallocated by the Secretary solely to States which
require supplementary assistance to mitigate
the effects caused by the filing of large-scale
abandonments by railroads in liquidation or
reorganization under the Bankruptcy Act.
In makdng such reallocation, the Secretary
shall give consideration to the amount of
mileage in the State for which an application for abandonment or discontinuance has
been filed with the Interstate Commerce
(Jommission in accordance with the provisions of section 10903 of tdtle 49, United
States Code, but has not been approved or
denied. Consideration shall also be given to
the relat ionship which such mileage bears
to the total rail mileage in each State requiring supplementary assistance under this
subparagraph .".
SEc. 2. The second sentence of section
5(h) (2) of the Department of Transportatdon Act (49 U.S.C . 1654 (h) (2)) is amended
by inserting immediately after "and" therein
the following: ", except as otherwise provided in this subsection,".

Mr. ROBERT C. BYRD. Mr. President,
I move to reconsider the vote by which
the bill was passed.
Mr. BAKER. I move to lay that motion
on the table.
The motion to lay on the table was
agreed to.
PUANGPAKA AND PUANGTIP
VERTREES
The bill <S. 74) for the relief of Puangpaka Vertrees and Puangtip Vertrees,
was considered, ordered to be engrossed
for a third reading, read the third time,
and passed, a.'5 follows:
Be it enacted by the Senate and House of
Representatives of the United States of
America in Congress assembled, That, in the

administration of the Immigration and Nationality Act Puangpaka Vertrees and Puangtip Vertrees shall be classified as children
within the meaning of section lOl(b) (1) (F)
of such Act , upon approval of a petition filed
in their behalf by Mr. and Mrs. Ronnie Dale
Vertrees, citizen and lawful permanent resident, respectively, of the United States, pursuant to section 204 of the Act: Provided,
That the natural parents or brothers or sisters of tl'>e beneficiaries shall n ~·t, by virt ue
of such relationship, be accorded any right,
privilege, or status under the Immigration
and Nationality Act.

B e it enacted by the Senate and House
of Representativ es of the Uni ted States of
Amer i ca i n Congress assembled, That, not-

wlt hstanc!ing the provisions of section 212
(a) (19) of the Immigration and Nationality
Act, for purposes of such Act, Clarita Valdez
Aragones shall be held and considered to
have been lawfully admitted to the United
S t ates for permanent residence as of the
date of the enactment of this Act upon paym ent of the required visa fee. Upon the
granting of permanent residence to such
alien as provided for in this Act, the Secretary of State shall instruct the proper officer to reduce by one number, during the
current fiscal year or the fiscal year next
following, the total number of immigrant
\·isas and conditional entries which are made
available to natives of the country of the
alien's birt h under paragraphs ( 1) through
(8) of section 203 (a) of such Act.

Mr. ROBERT C. BYRD. Mr. President,
I move to reconsider the vote by which
the bill was passed.
Mr. BAKER. I move to lay that motion
on the table.
The motion to lay on the table was
agreed to.
DffiK VIERKANT
The bill <S. 132 ) for the relief of Dirk
Vierkant was considered, ordered to be
engrossed for a third reading, read the
third time, and passed, as follows:
Be i t enacted by the Senate and House of
Representatives of the United States of Ameri ~ a i n Congress assembled, That, in the ad-

ministration of the Immigration and Nationality Act, Dirk Vierkant shall be held and
considered to have been lawfully admitted to
t he United States for permanent resident as
of the date of the enactment of this Act upon
payment of the required visa fee . Upon the
gran t ing of permanent residence to such
allen as provided for in this Act, the Secret ary of Stat e shall instruct the proper officer
to reduce by the required number, during
the current fiscal year or the fiscal year next
following, t he tot al number of immigrant
visas and condition3.l entries which are made
available to natives of the country of the
alien's birth under paragraphs ( 1) through
(8) of section 203 (a) of the Immigration and
Nat ionality Act.

Mr. ROBERT C. BYRD. Mr. President,
I move to reconsider the vote by which
the bill was passed.
Mr. BAKER. I move to lay that motion
on the table.
The motion to lay on the table was
agreed to.
DUK CHAN BYUN YUNG JA BYUN,
AND CHIT...DREN
The bill <S. 173) for the relief of Duk ·
Chan Byun, his wife Yung Ja Byun, and
his children Hye Ja Byun, Hye Sun Byun,
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Hye Ryung Byun, and Yung Eun Byun,
was considered, ordered to be engrossed
for a third reading, read the third time,
and passed, as follows:
Be it enacted by the Senate and House of
Representatives of the United States of
America in Congress assembled, That, for the

purposes of the Immigration and Nationality
Act, Duk Chan Byun, his wife Yung Ja Byun,
and his children Hye Ja Byun, Hye Sun Byun,
Hye Ryung Byun, and Yung Eun Byun shall
be held and considered to have been lawfully
admitted to the United States for permanent
residence as of the date of the enactment of
this Act upon payment of the required visa
fees. Upon the granting of permanent residence to such aliens as provided for in this
Act, the Secretary of State shall instruct the
proper officer to reduce by the required numbers, during the current fiscal year or the
fiscal year next following, the total number
of immigrant visas and conditional entries
which are made available to natives of the
country of the aliens' birth under section
203(a) of the Immigration and Nationality
Act.

Mr. ROBERT C. BYRD. Mr. President,
I move to reconsider the vote by which
the bill was passed.
Mr. BAKER. I move to lay that motion
on the table.
The motion to lay on the table was
agreed to.
DR. HALLA BROWN
The bill <S. 1578) for the relief of
Dr. Halla Brown, was considered, ordered
to be engrossed for a third reading, read
the third time, and passed, as follows:
Be it enacted by the Senate and House of
of the United States of
America in Congress assembled, That (a)
Re~Jresentatives

the Secretary of the Treasury shall pay to
Doctor Halla Brown, of the District of Columbia, out of any money in the Treasury
not otherwise appropriated, the sum of
$700,000, less any amount certified to the
Secretary of the Treasury by the Secretary
of State purfruant to subsection (b). Such
sum represents the uncompensated portion
of the lo ~ s incurred by Doctor Halla Brown
for injuries suffered in an automobile accident on April 20, 1974, in Washington, District of Columbia, involving Alberto WatsonFabrega, a diplomat accredited to the Republic of Panama, which loss is uncompensated by the Republic of Panama, or by
personal insurance.
(b) The Secretary of State shall certify
to the Secretary of the Treasury the amount,
if any, paid in connection with the loss
described in subsection (a) to Doctor Halla
Brown by the Republic of Panama during
the period of April 20, 1974, to the date of
enactment of this Act.
(c) The payment made pursuant to subsection (a) to Doctor Halla Brown shall be
in full satisfaction of all claims of Doctor
Halla Brown against the Republic of Panama arising from such automobile accident.
(d) After the date of enactment of this
Act, any amount paid by other parties in
settlement of any claim of Doctor Halla
Brown against the Republic of Panama arising from such automobile accident shall
be subrogated to the United States.
SEc. 2. No amount in excess of 10 per centum of the sum paid to Doctor Halla Brown
in accordance with the first section of this
Act shall be paid to or received by any agent
or attorney for services rendered in connection with this claim. Violation of this section is a misdeameanor, and any person con-

victed thereof shall be fined not more than
$1 ,000.

Mr. ROBERT C. BYRD. Mr. President,
I move to reconsider the vote by which
the bill was passed.
Mr. BAKER. I move to lay that motion on the table.
The motion to lay on the table was
agreed to.
RODNEY L. HEROLD AND OTHERS
The bill (H.R. 898) for the relief of
Rodney L. Herold and others was considered, ordered to a third reading, read
the third time, and passed.
Mr. ROBERT C. BYRD. Mr. President, I move to reconsider the vote by
which the bill was passed.
Mr. BAKER. I move to lay that motion on the table.
The motion to lay on the table was
agreed to.
MARIA ESTELA SIMS
The bill <H.R. 946) for the relief of
Maria Estela Sims was considered, ordered to a third reading, read the third
time, and passed.
Mr. ROBERT C. BYRD. Mr. President, I move to reconsider the vote by
which the bill was passed.
Mr. BAKER. I move to lay that motion
on the table.
The motion to lay on the table was
agreed to.
NYOMAN RAHMAW ATI
The bill <H.R. 1153) for the relief of
Nyoman Rahmawati was considered, ordered to a third reading, read the third
time, and passed.
Mr. ROBERT C. BYRD. Mr. President, I move to reconsider the vote by
which the bill was passed.
Mr. BAKER. I move to lay that motion on the table.
The motion to lay on the table was
agreed to.
GLADYS VENICIA CRUZ-SANCHEZ
The bill <H.R. 1163) for the relief of
Gladys Venicia Cruz-Sanchez was considered, ordered to a third reading, read
the third time, and passed.
Mr. ROBERT C. BYRD. Mr. President,
I move to reconsider the vote by which
the bill was passed.
Mr. BAKER. I move to lay that motion
on the table.
The motion to lay on the table was
agreed to.
SUSAN KATHERINE ADAMSKI
The bill <H.R. 1628) for the relief of
Susan Katherine Adamski was considered, ordered to a third reading, read
the third time, and passed.
Mr. ROBERT C. BYRD. Mr. President,
I move to reconsider the vote by which
the bill was passed.
Mr. BAKER. I move to lay that motion
on the table.
The motion to lay on the table was
agreed to.
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SERGIO AND JAVIER ARREDONDO
The bill (H.R. 1753) for the relief of
Sergio and Javier Arredondo was considered, ordered to a third reading, read
the third time, and passed.
Mr. ROBERT C. BYRD. Mr. President,
I move to reconsider the vote by which
the bill was passed.
Mr. BAKER. I move to lay that motion
on the table.
The motion to lay on the table was
agreed to.
ANTONIO RIVERA ARISTIZABAL
The bill (H.R. 2098) for the relief of
Antonio Riveria Aristizabal was considered, ordered to a third reading, read
the third time, and passed.
Mr. ROBERT C. BYRD. Mr. President, I move to reconsider the vote by
which the bill was passed.
Mr. BAKER. I move to lay that motion
on the table.
The motion to lay on the table was
agreed to.
MICHAEL CARL BROWN
The bill <H.R. 3142) for the relief of
Michael Carl Brown was considered,
ordered to a third reading, read the third
time, and passed.
Mr. ROBERT C. BYRD. Mr. President, I move to reconsider the vote by
which the bill was passed.
Mr. BAKER. I move to lay that motion
on the table.
The motion to lay on the table was
agreed to.
PATRICK A. AND WAYNE L. THOMAS
The bill (H.R. 3146) for the :.·elief of
Patrick A. and Wayne L. Thomas was
considered, ordered to a third reading,
read the third time, and passed.
Mr. ROBERT C. BYRD. Mr. President, I move to reconsider the vote by
which the bill was passed.
Mr. BAKER. I move to lay that motion
on the table.
The motion to lay on the table was
agreed to.
REBECCA SEVILLE DEJESUS
The bill <H.R. 3218) for the relief of
Rebecca Seville DeJesus was considered,
ordered to a third reading, read the
third time, and passed.
Mr. ROBERT C. BYRD. Mr. President,
I move to reconsider the vote by which
the bill was passed.
Mr. BAKER. I move to lay that motion
on the table.
The motion to lay on the table was
agreed to.
SANG SUN RUSSO
The Senate proceeded to consider the
bill (S. 274) for the relief of Sang Sun
Russo which had been reported from the
Committee on the Judiciary with an
amendment to strike all after the enacting clause and insert the following:
That, notwithstanding the provisions of
sections 212(a) (12) and 212(a) (23) of the
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Immigration and Nationality Acl, Sang Sun
Russo ma.y be issued a. visa. a.nd admitted to
the United StJates for permanent residence
1! she is found to be otherwise admissible
under the provisions of the Act: Provided,
That these exemptions shall apply only to
grounds for exclusion of which the Department of state or the Department of Justice
ha.d knowledge prior to the enactment of
this Act.
The amendment was agreed to.
The bill was ordered to be engrossed
for a third reading, read the third time,
and passed.
Mr. ROBERT C. BYRD. Mr. President,
I move to reconsider the vote by which
the bill was passed.
Mr. BAKER. I move to lay that motion
on the table.
The motion to lay on the table was
agreed to.
QUORUM CALL
Mr. ROBERT C. BYRD. Mr. President,
I suggest the absence of a quorum.
The PRESIDING OFFICER. The clerk
will call the roll.
The assistant legislative clerk proceeded to call the roll.
Mr. ROBERT C. BYRD. Mr. President,
I ask unanimous consent that the order
for the quorum call be rescinded.
The PRESIDING OFFICER. Without
objection, it is so ordered.

EXECUTIVE SESSION
Mr. ROBERT C. BYRD. Mr. President,
I ask unanimous consent that the Senate
go into executive session, for not to exceed 2 minutes, to consider the nominations on the Executive Calendar, beginning with "New Reports" on page 1 and
going through all nominations on page 7.
Mr. BAKER. Mr. President, reserving
the right to object-and I will not
object-these items have been cleared on
this side, and we have no objection.
There being no objection, the Senate
proceeded to the consideration of executive business.
The PRESIDING OFFICER. The
nominations will be stated.
The assistant legislative clerk proceeded to read the nominations.
Mr. ROBERT C. BYRD. Mr. President,
I ask unanimous consent that the nominations referred to be considered and
confirmed en bloc.
The PRESIDING OFFICER. Without
objection, the nominations are considered en bloc and confirmed en bloc.
The nominations considered and confirmed en bloc are as follows:
IN THE Am FoRCE
Lt. Gen. Thomas P. Stafford to be lieutenant general.
IN THE ARMY

Sundry nominations

in

the U.S. Army.

NOMINATIONS PLACED ON THE SECRETARY'S
DESK IN THE Am FORCE, ARMY, NAVY, AND
MARINE CORPS

Sundry nominations placed on the Secretary's desk in the Air Force, Army, Navy, and
Marine Corps.
Mr. ROBERT C. BYRD. Mr. President,
I move en bloc to reconsider the vote
by which the nominations were confirmed en bloc.

Mr. BAKER. I move to lay that motion
on the table. ·
The motion to lay on the table was
agreed to.
Mr. ROBERT C. BYRD. Mr. President,
I ask that the President of the United
States be immediately notified of the
confirmation of the nominations.
The PRESIDING OFFICER. Without
objection, it is so ordered.
<All nominations confirmed today are
printed at the conclusion of Senate proceedings.)

LEGISLATIVE SESSION
Mr. ROBERT C. BYRD. Mr. President,
I ask unanimous consent that the Senate
return to the consideration of legislative
business.
The PRESIDING OFFICER. Without
objection, it is so ordered.
FUNDING FOR ROCK ISLAND
DIRECTED SERVICE
Mr. DOLE. Mr. President I commend
the Appropriations Committee for adding $36 million in funding for temporary directed rail service to enable the
continuation of Rock Island Railroad
operations over the next few months.
This would insure that grain stored
throughout the Midwest wlll be moved
to market during this fall harvest. It will
also give Congress and the administration time to search for long-range solutions to the problems facing the Rock
Island Railroad.
ROCK SH:JTDOWN

HAS

HALTED GRAIN TRAFFIC

The Rock Island Railroad and its customers have been experiencing a number
of severe problems over the past few
months. In late August, the Brotherhood
of Railway and Airline Clerks went on
strike, closing down service to Rock
Island customers on over 7,000 miles of
track in 13 Midwestern States. This
shutdown has had serious effects in my
State of Kansas, which is served by over
1,000 miles of Rock Island track, because
many elevators are overflowing with
wheat from recent record crops. Iowa,
with its 1,700 miles of Rock Island track,
has felt the greatest impact. This stoppage has come at the worst possible time,
as an expected record fall harvest begins.
CARTEP.

FINALLY

DIRECTS

INTERIM

SERVICE

For weeks, the administration delayed.
Now, finally, the President has acted. On
September 26, the Interstate Commerce
Commission directed the Kansas City
Terminal Railway Co. to take over the
operation of the bankrupt and strikebound Rock Island for the next 60 days.
This action was long overdue, but at
least we will begin seeing service over the
idle tracks as grain begins moving to
markets.
ADDITIONAL FUNDS ARE NEEDED

However, this temporary service costs
money. The Government must pay the
Kansas City terminal for any losses, and
insure a 6-percent profit. The Office of
Management and Budget, with the concurrence of the ICC, estimates this service will cost $100 million. This is expensive, without a doubt, but it is desperately needed.
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Unfortunately, the ICC has only $14
million available in existing funds. The
Senate resolution we are now considering will increase funding for directed
service by $36 million to $50 million. We
need full funding of directed ser,·ice,
and we need it soon. Debts are already
piling up and must be paid before the
Senate considers the transportation appropriations bill. That is why I support
this funding.
TH'IS ONLY "TEMPORARY" UNDER EXISTING
PROGRAMS

I want to make it clear that I am not
talking here about another Conrail. I
do not want another federally subsidized
railroad any more than another Senator.
This is strictly temporary assistance as
provided for under the law. It has been
supported by dozens of Midwestern representatives. It will guarantee that trains
are moving grain and other products to
market during this critical harvest time.
It will give Congress and the administration some breathing room to come up
with real, permanent solutions. Clearly,
those solutions must come through our
private economy. But in the meantime,
this will insure the continuation of directed service that is already underway.
The Department of Transportation
appropriations bill, H.R. 4440, will be
coming before the Senate for consideration in the next few weeks. At that time,
we can take a closer look at the needs
of the Rock Island and the ICC under
directed service. Should the need be
apparent, I will offer an amendment to
increase funding to the $100 million level
suggested by the OMB. I will also insure
that this service is continued on a nonpreferential basis to all States served by
the railroad, so that all of us in need of
service receive eoual benefits from the
money we are paying.
Mr. President, I suggest the absence
of a quorum.
The PRESIDING OFFICER. The
clerk will call the roll.
The assistant legislative clerk proceeded to call the roll.
Mr. ROBERT C. BYRD. Mr. President,
I ask unanimous consent that order for
the C'Uorum call be rescinded.
The PRESIDING OFFICER. Without
objection, it is so ordered.
EMIGRATION OF SYRIAN JEWS
Mr. ROBERT C. BYRD. Mr. President,
I understand that Mr. BAKER has cleared
this item and Mr. JAVITS is here to verify
that. I ask unanimous consent that the
Senate proceed to the immediate consideration of Calendar Order No. 376,
House Concurrent Resolution 91.
The PRESIDING OFFICER. The concurrent resolution will be stated by title.
The assistant legislative clerk read as
follows:
A concurrent resolution (H. Con. Res. 91)
urging the government of Syria, on humanltarian grounds, to permit Syrian Jews to
emigrate.
The PRESIDING OFFICER. Is then~
objection to the immediate consideration
of the concurrent resolution?
There being no objection, the Senate
proceeded to consider the concurrent
resolution.
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Mr. JAVITS. Mr. President, I confirm
that I have talked with Senator BAKER
who is agreeable to having this matter
called up.
The resolution is reported unanimously
out of the Foreign Relations Committee. Its purpose is to urge the government
of Syria, on humanitarian grounds, to
permit members of the Syrian Jewish
community desirous of emigrating to do
so and the whereas recite the various
barriers and restrictions that are put in
the way of that being done.
The resolution has passed the other
body and there is no objection from the
Department of State.
I hope the Senate will pass it accordingly.
The PRESIDING OFFICER. The
question is on agreeing to the concurrent
resolution.
The concurrent resolution (H. Con.
Res. 91) was agreed to.
The preamble was agreed to.
Mr. ROBERT C. BYRD. Mr. President,
I move to reconsider the vote by which
the concurrent resolution was agreed to.
Mr. JAVITS. Mr. President, I move
to lay that motion on the table.
The motion to lay on the table was
agreed to.
SOVIET INTERRUPTION OF MAIL
Mr. ROBERT C. BYRD. Mr. President,
I understand, and Mr. JAVITS is here to
confirm this, that the following request
has been cleared with the minority.
I ask unanimous consent that the Senate proceed to the immediate consideration of House Concurrent Resolution 167,
which is at the desk. This has been
cleared with the chairman of the Foreign
Relations Committee, Mr. CHURCH .
The PRESIDING OFFICER. The concurrent resolution will be stated by title.
The assistant legislative clerk read as
follows:
A concurrent resolution (H. Con. Res. 167)
expressing the sense of Congress that the
President should express to the Government
of the Soviet Union the disapproval of the
American people concerning the Government's nondelivery of internat ional mail addressed to certain persons residing within
t he Soviet Union, that the Department of
State should pursue this matter at the diplomatic level with the Soviet Union and other
countries, and that the United States delegation to the next Congress of the Universal
Postal Union seek the compliance of the
Government of the Soviet Union with the
Acts of the Universal Postal Union.
The PRESIDING OFFICER. Is there
objection to the immediate consideration
of the concurrent resolution?
There being no objection, the Senate
proceeded to consider the concurrent
resolution.
Mr. JAVITS. Mr. President, I confirm
that I have just spoken to Senator BAKER
who thought this matter had already
been passed. Upon checking we found
that it had not.
This, too, is a resolution that came to
us from the other body, this time from
the Committee on Post Office and Civil
Service. It was here referred to the Committee on Foreign Relations.
It seeks to do more than protest in this
case the fact that the Soviet Government

makes it a practice not to deliver or to
deliver only in part postal items sent
from abroad by individuals or groups into
the United States to individuals or groups
in the Soviet Union.
Many of these are returned "addressee
unknown" even when the U.S. mailer has
evidence that the addressee was at the
address to which the mail was sent.
Mr. President, the operative aspect of
this resolution protests such practice and
expresses the disapproval of it as violative of the acts of the Universal Postal
Union to which the Soviet Union is a
party, and violative of the acts of the socalled Helsinki Conference to which the
Soviet Union is a party.
It also is important for action now because it is now possible to try to bring
the Soviet Union to account at the Congress of the Universal Postal Union in
Bmzil now going on at which the delegation of the United States is requested
by this resolution to ask other member
countries to support the adoption of
technical amendments to the Universal
Postal Convention and to take such other
measures as they consider appropriate
that would encourage improved postal
performance by the Soviet Union.
Mr. President, I also add that according to the report made on this bill from
the House of Representatives, which I
ask unanimous consent be included as
part of the RECORD, the Postal Service
and the Department of State support
this resolution.
There being no objection, the report
was ordered to be printed in the RECORD,
as follows:
REPORT

The Committee on Post Office and Civil
Service, to whom was referred the concurrent resolution (H. Con. Res. 167), expressing
the sense of Congress that the President
should express to the Government of the
Soviet Union the disapproval of the American people concerning that Government's
systematic nondelivery of international mail
addressed to certain persons residing within
the Soviet Union, that the Department of
St ate should pursue this mwtter at the diplomatic level with the Soviet Union and other
count ries, and that the United States delegation to the next Congress of the Universal
Postal Union seek the compliance of the
Government of the Soviet Union with the
Acts of the Universal Postal Union, having
considered the same, report favorably thereon without amendment and recommend that
the concurrent resolution do pass.
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Washington, D.C. in 1978; and in San Francisco, Calif., in 1979. The bill was ordere1
reported by u '1animous voice vote on September 12, 1979, by the Committee on Post
Office and Civil Service.
STATEMENT

Each year thousands of pieces of registered
mail, including private commu nications,
packages, vyzovs (invitations to join family
members abroad), and scientific and cultural
materials are sent to citizens of the Soviet
Union from individuals and groups in the
United States.
In rece :1t times, a significant number of
these postal items have either disappeared,
or were opened, insoected and/ or confis: ate1
by Soviet postal officials in contravention of
Soviet laws and international postal agreements and otlher international agreements
to which the Soviet Union is a signatory.
Many more items were returned "addressee
unknown", even when the U.S. mailer had
evidence that the addressee was at the address to which the mail was sent.
It has become clear that the Soviet Union
is undertaking a systematic interruption of
mail to not only the Soviet Jewish community, but to members of other religious and
ethnic groups , and to scientists and cultural
figures within tlhe Soviet Union. Statistics
rece"ltly supplie1 bv the U.S. Postal Service
reveal that the total number of inquiries
about registered mail sent to the Soviet
Union for which U.S. mailers did not receive
returned receipts or about which other questions existed as to whether the mail was
properly delivered was 2 ,302 in 1978, 2 ,859 in
1977, and 2 ,936 in 1976. Despite the protests
of the U.S. Postal Service and its discussions
with the Soviets aimed at resolving this problem, the number of inquiries continues at an
unacceptably higQl level.
ADMINISTRATION VIEWS

The Post al Service and the Department or
State support House Concurrent Resolution
167.

Mr. JAVITS. Mr. President, I ask that
it be dealt with by the Senate.
The PRESIDING OFFICER. The question is on agreeing to the resolution.
The resolution (H. Con. Res. 167) was
agreed to.
The preamble was agreed to ..
Mr. JAVITS. Mr. President, I move to
reconsider the vote by which the resolution was agreed to.
Mr. ROBERT C. BYRD. I move to lay
that motion on the table.
The motion to lay on the table was
agreed to.
Mr. JAVITS. Mr. President, may I express my great appreciation as well as,
I know, the Members of the other body
who sponsored this matter there to the
PURPOSE
majoritv and minority leaders for facilThe purpose of House Concurrent Resolu- itating the prompt passage of these resotion 167 is to express the sense of tlhe Con- lutions.
gress of the United States that the President
Mr. ROBERT C. BYRD. Mr. President,
should express to the Government of the Soviet Union the disapproval of the American the distinguished Senator from New
people that Government's failure to deliver York is, as always, most gracious. May
international mail addressed to certain per- I say any time I can be of service in acsons residing in the Soviet Union, that the commodating him I want to do so.
Department of State should pursue this matMr. JAVITS. I thank the Senator.
ter at the diplomatic level, and that the
Mr. ROBERT C. BYRD. Mr. President,
United States delegation to the Congress of I suggest the absence of a quorum.
the Universal Postal Union to be held in BraThe PRESIDING OFFICER. The clerk
zil in October 1979 seek the compliance of
the Soviet Union with the Acts of the Uni- will call the roll.
The assistant legislative clerk proversal Postal Union.
ceeded to call the roll.
COMMITTEE ACTION
Mr. HART. Mr. President, I ask
House Concurrent Resolution 167 was inunanimous consent that the order for
trodu ~ed on July 27 , 1979 , by Representative
Benjamin A. Gilman for himself, Mr. Hanley, the quorum call be rescinded.
The PRESIDING OFFICER. Without
and Mr. Derwinski. Hearings on this subject
matter have been held in New York City and objection, it is so ordered.
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CONTINUING APPROPRIATIONS,
1980
The Senate continued with the consideration of House Joint Resolution 412.
Mr. HART. Mr. President, I ask for
the yeas and nays on passage of the resolution.
The PRESIDING OFFICER. Is there a
sufficient second? There is a sufficient
second.
The yeas and nays were ordered.
The PRESIDING OFFICER. Are there
further amendments? If not, the question is on the engrossment of the amendments and third, reading of the bill.
The bill was ordered to be read a third
time and was read the third time.
e Mr. MATHIAS. Mr. President, I would
like to ask our distinguished subcommittee chairman <Mr. PRoxMIRE) to clarify
the intent of section 101 (i) which provides continuing appropriations for HUD
and independent agencies. It is my understanding that the proposed language
will provide funding for all items agreed
to in conference at the agreed to levels.
Mr. PROXMffiE. The Senator is
correct.
Mr. MATHIAS. It is also my understanding that for those items in disagreement-NASA R. & D. and livable
cities-the lower figures, that is the
House level, will prevail.
Mr. PROXMIRE. Yes; that is my understanding.
Mr. MATHIAS. One final point of
clarification. The current language does
not in any way legislatively incorporate
the House language on Galileo.
Mr. PROXMIRE. The current language does not include any provision that
would require NASA to comoly with the
Galileo language passed by the House on
September 27.e
e Mr. BIDEN. Mr. President. I support
this continuing resolution (H.J. Res. 412)
because I believe it is essential that Government services continue to be carried
out without delay. In addition, I am opposed to a congressional pay increase
since I do not believe this is the tvpe of
leadership Congress should exhibit during these times of economic difficulty.
However, this vote should not in any
way be construed to di.minish my opposition to Federal funding of abortions.•
RECESS UNTIL 4 P.M.

Mr. ROBERT C. BYRD. Mr. President
I ask unanimous consent that the Senat~
stand in recess until 4 p.m. today.
There being no objection, the Senate,
at 3: 55 p.m., recessed until 4 p.m., whereupon the Senate reassembled when called
to order by the Presiding Officer (Mr.
TSONGAS).
Mr. ROBERT C. BYRD. Mr. President,
I suggest the absence of a quorum.
The PRESIDING OFFICER. The clerk
will call the roll.
The second assistant legislative clerk
proceeded to call the roll.
Mr. ROB~RT C. BYRD. Mr. President,
I ask unammous consent that the order
for the quorum call be rescinded.
The PRESIDING OFFICER. Without
objection, it is so ordered.
The question is, Shall the joint resolution <H.J. Res. 412) pass? The yeas and

nays having been ordered, the clerk will
call the roll.
The legislative clerk called the roll.
Mr. CRANSTON. I announce that the
Senator from Missouri <Mr. EAGLETON),
the Senator from Hawaii <Mr. INOUYE),
the Senator from South Dakota <Mr.
McGovERN), and the Senator from North
Carolina <Mr. MORGAN) are necessarily
absent.
I further announce that, if present and
voting, the Senator from North Carolina
<Mr. MoRr.AN) would vote "yea."
The PRESIDING OFFICER <Mr.
BOREN). Are there other Senators in the
Chamber wishing to vote?
The result was announced-yeas 81,
nays 15, as follows:
[Rollcall Vote No. 346 Leg.]
Baker
Baucus
Bayh
Bellman
Bentsen
Biden
Boren
Bradley
Bump&s
Burdick
Byrd,
Harry F., Jr.
Byrd, R:::>bert c.
Camnon
Chafee
Chiles
Cohen
Cra.nston
Culver
Danforth
DeOoil!Cini
DJle
D ::men.ici
Durki.n
Excn
Ford
Garn
Glenn
Armstrong
Boschwltz
Church
Cochran
Duren berger
Eagleton
Inouye

YEAS-81
Goldwater
Gravel
Hart
Hatfield
Ha.yakawa
Heflin
Heinz
Hollings
Huddleston
Humphrey
Jackson
Javits
Johnstc.n
Kasseba"t;m
Kennedy
Laxalt
'L eahy
Levin
LOng
Ma2'nusc.n
Mathias
MoClure
Melcher
M~zenbaum

Moynihan
Muskie
Ne'son
Nunn
NAY8-15
Haitch
HeEs
Jepsen
Lu~ar

Mitsunaga

Packwo:::d
Pell
Percy
Pryor
Randolph
R ' bicoff
Riegle
Roth
Sarbanes
Sasser
Schmitt
S~hweiker

s ·muson
Staffor:l
Stennis
Stevens
Stevens::m
Stewart
Talmadge
Tower
Tsongas
Wallop
Warner
Weiclf.er
Williams
Yc!Ullg

Pressler
Pro~· mire

Sb:::>ne
Thunnond
Zorinsky

NOT VOTING-4
Morgan
McGovern

So the joint resolution (H.J. Res. 412)
was passed.
Mr. MAGNUSON. Mr. President, I
move to reconsider the vote by which
the resolution was agreed to.
Mr. LEAHY. I move to lay that motion
on the table.
The motion to lay on the table was
agreed to.
Mr. MAGNUSON. Mr. President, I
move that the Senate insist on its
amendments and request a conference
with the House of Representatives and
that the Chair appoint conferees on the
part of the Senate.
The motion was agreed to and the
Presiding Officer appointed Mr. MAGNUsoN, Mr. ROBERIT C. BYRD, Mr. PROXMIRE,
Mr. INOUYE, Mr. HOLLINGS, Mr. BAYH,
Mr. EAGLETON, Mr. CHILES, Mr. YOUNG,
Mr. HATFIELD, Mr. STEVENS, Mr. MATHIAS,
and Mr. SCHWEIKER conferees on the part
of the Senate.
Mr. ROBERT C. BYRD. Mr. President,
I ask unanimous consent that there now
be a period for the transaction of routine
morning business of not to exceed 1 hour
and that Senators may speak up to 5
minutes each therein.
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The PRESIDING OFFICER. Without
objection, it is so ordered.
ORDER FOR RECESS UNTIL
9 A.M. TOMORROW
Mr. ROBERT C. BYRD. Mr. President,
I ask unanimous consent that when the
Senate completes it business today, it
stand in recess until the hour of 9 o'clock
tomorrow morning.
The PRESIDING OFFICER. Without
objection, it is so ordered.
LEADERSHIP TIME TOMORROW
Mr. ROBERT C. BYRD. Mr. President,
I ask unanimous consent that, following the approval of the Journal and the
prayer, with the approval of the distinguished minority leader, the time for the
two leaders tomorrow be reserved until
the orders for the recognition of Senators have been disposed of.
The PRESIDING OFFICER. Without
objection, it is so ordered.
ORDER FOR RECOGNITION OF CERTAIN SENATORS TOMORROW
Mr. ROBERT C. BYRD. Mr. President,
I ask unanimous consent that on tomorrow, after the prayer, Mr. CHURCH be
recognized for not to exceed 15 minutes, and that he be followed by Messrs.
BOREN, BURDICK, CHILES, STONE, DECONCINI, FORD, STEWART, and HEFLIN, each
for not to exceed 10 minutes.
The PRESIDING OFFICER. Without
objection, it is so ordered.
Mr. ROBERT C. BYRD. Mr. President,
I ask unanimous consent that there then
be 15 minutes for Mr. BAKER and 15 minutes for ROBERT C. BYRD.
The PRESIDING OFFICER. Without
objection, it is so ordered.
ORDER FOR TRANSACTION OF
ROUTINE MORNING BUSINESS
TOMORROW
Mr. ROBERT C. BYRD. Mr. President,
I ask unanimous consent that, following
the order for the recognition of Senators,
there be a brief period for the transaction of routine morning business of
not to exceed 30 minutes and that Senators may speak up to 5 minutes each
therein.
The PRESIDING OFFICER. Without
objection, it is so ordered.
PROCEDURE TOMORROW
Mr. ROBERT C. BYRD. Mr. President,
for the information of Senators, the reason the Senate is coming in a 9 o'clock
tomorrow morning-! like to t.h;nk there
is always a good reason for the way we
have to schedule things and we have to
accommodate Senators, obviously-the
reason the Senate will be com;ng in at
9 o'clock tomorrow morning, and that
there is probably going to be a recess
tomorrow following the orders for the
recognition of Senators and morning
business until 1:30. is simply that Mr.
CHURC'F{, who has to be in committees
around 10 or a little thereafter, wants
to speak tomorrow morning at 9 o'clock.
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He wants to speak for som ething on the

order of an hour or an hour and 15

m inutes. So I have various orders in the
nam es of other Senators who can be

here on the floor and yield their tim e,
if they wish, or by unanim ous consent
their tim e can be yielded to Mr. CHURCH.

This will accom m odate him in the m ak-

ing of his speech and in his attendance
at com m ittees.

Of course, I would do the sam e for
other Senators if circum stances required

it. I thought the reason ought to be
given, and that is the explanation.

Mr. President, I yield the floor.
Mr. BAKER. Mr. President, in view of

the announcem ent just m ade by the m ajority leader, and in view of the fact
that the ranking Republican on the For-

eign Relations Com m ittee (Mr. JAvm s)

is detained at another place at this m om ent, I feel that it would be in order to
provide a special order for him , as well,
tom orrow.
I wonder if the m aloritv leader would

consider m aking that request at this
tim e?

Mr. ROBERT C. BYRD. Yes. I thank

the distinguished m inority leader for
calling this m atter to m y attention and
for his suggestion. I think it is a good
one and very appropria te.
Mr. President. I m ake that request and

I also ask that Mr. JAVITS m ay be recog-

nized

at

any

point

following

CHURCH'S rem arks, if he so desires.

Mr.

Mr. BAKER. I thank the m ajority

leader.

The PRESIDING OFFICER. Without

objection, it is so ordered.
Is there further m orning business?

PROGRAM
Mr. ROBERT C. BYRD. Mr. President,
at 1: 30 p.m . tom orrow, the Senate will
proceed to the consideration of Senate
Resolution 249, the resolution that cam e

out of the Ethics Com m ittee. That res-

olution is a privileged m atter and does
not require any waiver of any 3-day
rule. That will com e up at 1:30.
Upon the disposition of that resolution,
the Senate then will return to the consideratio n of the biU m aking arpropriations for foreign assistance, H.R. 4473.
So those two m easures will be before the
Senate on tom orrow.

Mr. ROBERT C. BYRD subsequently
said: Mr. President, following the recog-

nition of Senators on tom orrow, there

will be a period for the transaction of
routine morning business. There may be

other m atters cleared for action. If not,
then, the Senate will stand in recess un-

til circa 1: 30 p.m. tomorrow, at which

time, the Senate will go to the Talmadge

resolution. It was impossible to bring

that up today because, as I discussed it

with Mr. TALMADGE, he could be present

and could be prepared on yesterday or

he could be prepared on Thursday. It

also be disposed of tom orrow. If not, it
wiU go over until Friday.

I
l
l
-

RECESS UNTIL 9 A.M. TOMORROW
Mr. ROBERT C. BYRD. Mr. President,

if there be no further business to com e

before the Senate, I m ove, in accordance

with the order previously entered, that
the Senate stand in recess untiI 9 o'clock

tom orrow m orning.

The m otion was agreed to; and at 4: 45
p.m . the Senate recessed until tom orrow,
Thursday, October 11,1979, at 9 a.m .
NOMINATIONS
Executive nom inations received by the

Senate October 10, 1979:

DEPARTMENT OF STATE

Anne Forrester Holloway, of the District of
Colum bia, to be Am bassador Extraordinary
and Plenipotentiary of the Unlted States of
Am erica to the Republic of Mall.

Robert B. Oakley, of Louisiana, a Foreign
Service officer of class 1, to be Am bassador
Extraordinary and Plenipotentiary of the
United States of Am erica to the Republic of

Zaire.

CONFIRMATIONS
Executive nom inations confirm ed by
the Senate October 10, 1979:
IN THE AIR FORCE

Lt. Gen. Thom as P. Stafford, U.S. Alr Force

(age 48), for appointment to the grade of

lieutenant general on the retired list pursu-

ant to the provisions of title 10. United States

Code. section 8962.

IN THE ARMY
The following-named om cer to be placed on

the retired list in grade indicated under the

provisions of title 10, United States Code,

section 3962:

To be lieutenant general
Lt. Gen. John Royster Thurm an, III,
xxx-xx-... (age 55), Arm y of the United States
(m ajor general, U.S. Arm y) .
The following-named oíñcer to be assigned

to a position of im portance and responsibil-

tty designated by the Presldent under the

provisions of title 10, United States Code,

section 3066(a), in grade as follows :

To be lieutenant gener,a
Maj. Gen. William Rowland Richardson,
xxx-xx-xxxx
U.S. Arm y.
The following-named ofñcers for tem porary appointm ent tn the Arm y of the Unlted
States to the grade indlcated, under the provisions of title 10, United States Code, sec-

tions 3442 and 3447:

To be brigadier general
Col. Robert W. Riscassi. xxx-xx-xxxx
Arm y
of the United States (lieutenant colonel, U.S.
Arm y).
Col. R·obert J. Sunell,
xxx-xx-xxxx
U.S.

Arm y.

Col. James T. Bramlett,

Col. Richard S. Kem , xxx-xx-xxxx , Arm y of
the United States (lieutenant colonel, U.S

Arm y).
Col. Donald R. Morelli,

Ethics Committee that the matter be

Army).

taken up tomorrow, that matter will be

disposed of tom orrow and hopefullv. the
foreign assistance appropriations bill will

U.S.

of the United States (lieutenant colonel, U.S.
Arm y).

could not be disposed of today. In order
to accommodate his convenience, and it

was agreeable to the members of the

xxx-xx-xxxx

Arm y.
Col. Frederick F. Woerner, Jr.,
xxx-xx-xxxx
U.S. Arm y.
Col. Charles F. Briggs,
xxx-xx-xxxx
Arm y

xxx-xx-xxxx

Arm y

of the United States (lieutenant colonel, U.S.

Col. Jam es L. Dozler, xxx-xx-xxxx , Arm y of
the United States (lieutenant colonel, U.S.

Army.

October 10, 1979

Col. Peter G. Burbules, xxx-xx-xx...
U.S.
Arm y.
Col. Kenneth E. Lewt,
xxx-xx-xxxx
U.S.
Army.
Col. Norman E. Archlbald, xxx-xx-xxxx
U.S.
Arm y.
Col. Richard G. Graves,
xxx-xx-xxxx
Arm y
of the United States (lleutenant colonel, U.S.

Army).
Col. Roger J. Price,
xxx-xx-xxxx , Arm y of
the United States (lieutenant colonel, U.S.
Army).

Col. Hugh J.
Arm y.

Quìnn,

xxx-xx-xxxx

U.S.

Col. Jim my D. Ross,
xxx-xx-xxxx , Arm y of
the United States (lieutenant colonel, U.S.
Arm y).
Col. Jam es F. Mceall,
xxx-xx-xxxx , Arm y of
the United States (lleutenant colonel, U.S.
Army).
Col. Carl W. Stiner, xxx-xx-xxxx , Arm y of
the Unlted States (Ileutenant colonel, U.S.
Arm y).
Col. Charles G. Prather IV,
xxx-xx-xxxx
Arm y of the United States (lieutenant coloneI, U.S. Arm y).
Col. Mark J. Sisinyak,
xxx-xx-xxxx
Arm y
of the United States (lieutenant colonel, U.S.
Arm y).
Col. William E. Odom,
xxx-xx-xxxx
U.S.
Arm y.
Col. Donald P. Whalen,
xxx-xx-xxxx
Arm y
of the United States (lieutenant colonel
U.S. Arm y).
Col. Thomas C. Nelson,
xxx-xx-xxxx
U.S.
Army.
Col. John W. Nicholson, xxx-xx-xxxx
Army
of the United States (lieutenant coloneI, U.S.
Arm y).
Col. Donald M. O'Shei,
xxx-xx-xxxx
Arm y
of the United States (lieutenant; colonel, U.S.
Arm y)
Col. John M. Kirk,
xxx-xx-xxxx , Arm y of
United
States [ lieutenant colonel, U.S.
Army).
Col. Robert M. Adam s,
xxx-xx-xxxx
U.S.
Arm y.
Col. Richard W. Wilm ont,
xxx-xx-xxxx
Arm y of the United States (lieutenant colonel, U.S. Arm y).
Col. Douglas S. Sm ith,
xxx-xx-xxxx
U.S.
Army.
Col. Henry J. Schum acher,
xxx-xx-xxxx
Arm y of the United States (lieutenant colonel, U.S. Arm y) .
Col. August R. Pede,
xxx-xx-xxxx
U.S.

Army.

Col. Charles E. Getz,
xxx-xx-xxxx , Arm y of
the United States (m ajor, U.S. Arm y).
Col. Stanislaus J. Hoey,
xxx-xx-xxxx
U.S.
Arm y.
Col. Walter C. Cousland,
xxx-xx-xxxx
U.S.
Army.
xxx-xx-xxxx
Col. Benjam in J. Pellegrini,
Arm y of the United States (lieutenant colonel. U.S. Arm y) .
Col. Phillip H. Mason,
xxx-xx-xxxx
U.S.
Arm y.
Col. Charles W. Brown,
xxx-xx-xxxx
U.S.
Army.

Col. George K. Withers, Jr.,
xxx-xx-xxxx
Arm y of the United States (lieutenant colonel, U.S, Arm y).
Col. Jack B. Farris, Jr.,
Arm y
xxx-xx-xxxx
of the United States (lieutenant colonel, U.S.
Arm y).

xxx-xx-xxxx
Col. Harold M. Davis, Jr.,
Arm y of the United States (lieutenant colonel, U.S. Arm y).
xxx-xx-xxxx , Arm y of
Col. William C. Roll,
the United States (lieutenant colonel, U.S.

Army).

Col. Lloyd K. Rector,

xxx-xx-xxxx

U.S.

Arm y.
Arm y of the
Col. Sidney Davis, xxx-xx-xxxx
(lieutenant colonel, U.S.
United
States
Army).

Col. Charles H. Edm iston, Jr., xxx-xx-xxxx
Arm y of the United States (lieutenant colonel, U.S. Arm y).

Col. Bobby J. Maddox,

xxx-xx-xxxx

, Army

of the United States (lieutenant colonel, U.S.
Army).
Col. John T . Myers, xxx-xx-xxxx , Army of
the United States (lieutenant colonel, U.S.
Army).

Col. Church M. Matthews, Jr., xxx-xx-xxxx
Army of the United States (lieutenant colonel, U.S. Army)
Col. James R. Hall, Jr., xxx-xx-xxxx , Army
of the United States (maior, U.S. Army)
xxx-xx-xxxx
Col. Donald J. Gudinas,
Army of the United States (major, U.S.

Army).

Col. Charles E. T eeter, xxx-xx-xxxx , Army
of the United States (lieutenant colonel, U.S.

Army).

xxx-xx-xxxx , Army
Col. Claude T . Ivey,
of the United States (major, U.S. Army) .
xxx-xx-xxxx
Col. Hardin L. Olson, Jr.,
Army of the United States (lieutenant colonel, U.S. Army).
xxx-xx-xxxx , Army
Col. Christian Patte,
of the United States (lieutenant colonel, U.S.

Army).

Col. Howard
U.S. Army.

C. Whittaker,

xxx-xx-xxxx

Col. John W. Foss, xxx-xx-xxxx
Army of the
United States ( lieutenant colonel, U.S.
Army).
xxx-xx-xxxx
Col. Henry G. Watson,
U.S.
Army.
xxx-xx-xxxx , Army
Col. Lincoln Jones III,
of the United States (lieutenant colonel, U.S.
Army) ·
xxx-xx-xxxx
Col. Llyle J. Barker, Jr.,
U.S.

Army.
Col. Eugene Fox,
xxx-xx-xxxx
Army of the
United States (lieutenant colonel, U.S.
Army).

Col. Julius Parker, Jr.,
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xxx-xx-xxxx

, Army

of the United States (lieutenant colonel, U.S.
Army).
xxx-xx-xxxx
Col. John C. Bahnsen, Jr.,
Army of the United States (lieutenant colonel, U.S. Army).
xxx-xx-xxxx
Col. Bernard M. Herring, Jr.,
Army of the United States (lieutenant Colonel, U.S. Army).
xxx-xx-xxxx , U.S.
Col. Gary L. T urner,

Army.
Col. Richard G. Cardillo,

xxx-xx-xxxx

Army.

U.S.

Col. T homas P. McHugh, xxx-xx-xxxx , Army
of the United States (lieutenant colonel,
U.S. Army).
xxx-xx-xxxx
Col. Charles F. Drenz,
U.S.
Army.

Col. T odd P. Graham,

Army.

xxx-xx-xxxx

U.S.

xxx-xx-xxxx
Col. James M. Hesson,
U.S.
Army.
Col. Allen K. Ono,
xxx-xx-xxxx
Army of
the United States (lieutenant colonel, U.S.
Army).

IN THE AIR FORCE

Air Force nominations beginning Victor E.
Abraham, Jr., to be lieutenant coJonel, and
ending Alfred E. T urman, to be lieutenant

colonel, which nominations were received by

the Senate and avpeared in the CONGRESSIONAL RECORD on September 21, 1979.

Air Force nominatlons beginning Wiley R.

Ashley, Jr., to be lieutenant colonel, and

ending Gorden A. Egelseer, to be lieutenant

colonel, which nominations were received by

the Senate and appeared in the CONGRESSIONAL RECORD on September 26, 1979.

IN THE ARMY
Army nominations beginning John E.
Ailor, to be colonel, and ending Robert D.
Carter, to be first lieutenant, which nomi-

nations were received by the Senate and appeared

in

the

RECORD

CONGRELSIONAL

on

September 26, 1979.
Army nom:nations beíinning Lloyd D.
Borchert, to be major, and ending Jerilynn
D. Howery, to be second lieutenant, which
nominations were received by the Senate

anl apneared in the CONGRESSIONAL RECORD

on September 26,1979.

IN T HE NAVY

Navy nominations beginning Daniel W.
Adcock, to be chief warrant officer, W-3, and
ending Leroy Young, to be chief warrant

ofñcer, W-3, which nominations were received by the Senate and appeared in the
CONGRESSIONAL

1979.

RECORD

on

September

21,

Navy nominations beginning
Charles
Stevenson Abbot, to be lieutenant com-

mander, and ending Dennis Leeth Zveare, to

be lieutenant commander, which nomina-

tions were received by the Senate and appeared

in

the

CONGRESSIONAL

RECORD

On

September 26, 1979.
Navy nominations beginning T homas W.
Coale, to be commander, and ending Jodi E.

T ryon, to be lieutenant, which nominations

were receivel by the Senate and appeared in
the

CONGRESSIONAL

26,1979.

RECORD

On

September

IN T HE MARINE CORPS

Marine Corps nominations beginning Paul

J. Albano, to be lieutenant colonel, and ending Rosalind R. Pulaski, to be lieutenant

colonel, which nominations were received

by the Senate and appeared in the CONGRESSIONAL RECORD On September 21, 1979.

T imothy W. Foley, for appointment to the
grade of first lieutenant in the Marine Corps,
which nomination was received by the Sen-

'äte

and

apueared

in

the

RECORD on Sep tember 21, 1979

CONGRESSIONAL

HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES-Wednesday, October 10, 1979
T he House met at 10 a.m.
T he Chaplain, Rev. James David
Ford, D.D., offered the following prayer:

Let us pray.

Gracious Lord, we ask Your blessing

on us at this hour as we recognize our
limitations and our own needs. Lift us
from any frustration or fear to follow

Your spirit and to know the healing
power of Your presence. Lead us in the
way eternal, 0 Lord, as we seek to be
stewards of the common good. In Your
name, we pray. Amen.
-

T HE JOURNAL
T he SPEAKER. T he Chair has ex-

amined the Journal of the last day's
proceedings and announces his approval

thereof.

Pursuant to clause 1, rule I, the Jour-

nal stands approved.

MESSAGE FROM T HE SENAT E
A message from the Senate by Mr.

the ñscal year 1980, and for other purposes."
END REPUBLICAN OBST RUCT IONISM IN T HE HOUSE

(Mr. BARNES asked and was given

permission to address the House for 1

minute and to revise and extend his
reniarks.)

Mr. BARNES. Mr. Speaker, the image
of Congress in the public mind is today

about on par with a childrens playground-but with less amusement at the
games that are being played.
In my judgment this image is unfair

when it applies to the whole Congress,

for it is not the whole Congress which

comes here to play games.

On many issues, we have been able to

approach important national questions
with thoughtful debate, reasonable giveand-take, and a responsible resolution.
But these times have become increasingly rare. On too many issues-partic-

ularly those which may offer easy rhetoric with the folks back home-our Re-

ference report on the joint resolution

publican colleagues have unfortunately
responded to the siren call of partisan
obstructionism.

making continuing appropriations for

when not a single Republican Member

Sparrow, one of its clerks, announced
that the Senate disagreed to the con(H.J. Res. 404) entitled "joint resolution

It is outrageous and it is no game

of this House had the courage to vote

for the ñscal 1980 budget resolution. It is

no mere game when only five Republi-

cans had the guts to vote to establish
a new limit on the public debt, which
this body had to pass to insure that
senior citizens could get their social security checks and to prevent the United States from defaulting on its debts

for the ñrst time in our Nation's history. It is outrageous and it is no game

when, time and again, we have seen a
virtually unanimous vote by the minority party in this body to bring vital
programs and basic services of our country to a stop. It is no game to play with
the public's confidence in the competence of the Government of the United
States.
Mr. Speaker, the Democratic Party
in the House of Representatives encour-

ages a reasonable diversity of views in
the national interest, but it has become
obvious that the minority seems to expect unquestioned compliance with a
nonprogram of know-nothing/do-nothing obstructionism.
Finally, Mr. Speaker, it is to your cred-

it, and to the credit of Mr. WRIGHT , Mr.
BRADEMAS, Mr. FoLEY, and other leaders

of the Democratic Party, that we have

O T his symbol represents the time of day during the House Proceedings, e.g., 0 1407 is 2:07 p.m.

0 T his "bullet" symbol identiñes statements or inserti ons which are not spoken by the Member on the fioor.
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